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Abstract
Background
Coral reefs are the most productive and biologically diverse marine ecosystems, and
they provide ecosystem services to an estimated half billion people through fisheries,
tourism, and coastal protection. To protect these values, significant investments have
been made to stem reef decline, resulting in successes on a case by case basis. Overall
however, the accelerating scope and scale of the threats facing coral reefs have
overwhelmed existing governance regimes, creating a widespread call to improve the
effectiveness of coral reef governance. My research addresses the problem of how to
better learn from on‐going experiences in coral reef governance to reverse the current
degradation of reef ecosystems.
Improving effectiveness is simultaneously a process of strengthening individual
initiatives and learning from experiences across a range of sites to develop a body of
theory that can be used to diagnose and improve diverse governance arrangements.
To date, the process of learning from past experiences has been fragmented, largely
because the complexity of the governance enterprise confounds a straight‐forward
understanding of how lessons learned from one initiative might appropriately be
applied elsewhere. All programs facilitating coral reef governance vary in their
specific goals, the management strategies they implement, their organizational
characteristics, and the socio‐ecological contexts in which they operate. Given this
complexity, what approach can be used to move beyond context‐specific, case‐by‐case
successes to achieve effective governance on scales that can turn the tide on coral reef
decline?

Overview
My doctoral research aims to address this problem by adapting a framework from
organizational theory. I develop a conceptual typology—“or Map and Compass”—
that contextualizes the experiences of individual coral reef governance programs
toward better planning, cross‐site learning, and theory development (Thesis Part 2).
The typology complements existing approaches for evaluating the effectiveness of
coral reef governance by providing an innovative strategy for generalization. I then
apply the Map and Compass in Southeast Asia to develop a field taxonomy that
describes approaches to coral reef governance being implemented in that region
(Thesis Part 3). This field application serves to validate the Map and Compass. It also
provides insights into the key assumptions underpinning dominant approaches to
coral reef governance in Southeast Asia, which suggests ways they might be further
strengthened.

XI

The Unified Effectiveness Framework: A Map of Effectiveness in
Coral Reef Governance
Part 2 of my thesis develops a conceptual typology of effective coral reef governance.
Effectiveness is not a discrete concept, but a multidimensional construct. The
conceptual map provides an overarching, visual framework that explicitly describes
effectiveness, and offers a common denominator for appropriately comparing coral
reef governance programs to strengthen theory and practice. Because it is a
comprehensive description of effectiveness, the conceptual map is called the Unified
Effectiveness Framework (UEF).
The UEF was developed by replicating an approach from organizational theory. As an
input to this analysis, I conducted a detailed review of 12 evaluation systems related to
coral reef governance, and identified a comprehensive list of the concepts included
under the umbrella construct of effectiveness. I then used an on‐line survey to elicit
opinions from 80 experts in coral reef governance about the similarities between 17
concepts that spanned the breadth of the effectiveness construct. Analyzing these data
with multidimensional scaling produced a picture of the experts’ shared mental model
of effectiveness.
My analysis found a high degree of consensus among the experts around the resulting
conceptualization, which organized effectiveness along two axes: the balance between
social versus ecological goals, and the balance between governance processes versus
governance outcomes. Using the literature, I demonstrate that the four quadrants
which emerge from these axes are highly aligned with the major theoretical paradigms
relevant to coral reef governance: Integrated Coastal Management, Community‐Based
Management, Ecosystem‐Based Management, and Adaptive Management. My review
describes the inherent tensions and complementarities between these four governance
paradigms, and develops a set of hypotheses that become the basis for further
validation of the UEF through field testing in Southeast Asia.

A Field Taxonomy of Approaches to Coral Reef Governance
in Southeast Asia
Part 3 of my thesis applies the Unified Effectiveness Framework to develop a theory‐
based taxonomy of the approaches currently being implemented by coral reef
governance programs in Southeast Asia. The taxonomy identifies patterns in the
goals, strategies, organizational characteristics, and socio‐ecological context of 61
programs facilitating coral reef governance in the region.
Using a stratified sampling design, I collected data from coral reef governance
programs in the Southeast Asian countries of Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, and
Thailand through 200 surveys administered by local field assistants. The mixed
methods survey collected detailed information on the investments each program made
in 65 different management strategies, and the respondents’ perceptions of the
programs’ organizational characteristics, accomplishments, and socio‐ecological
context. Following an approach from organizational theory, one section of the survey,
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called the UEF Compass, collected information that allowed me to draw a profile of
each program on the Unified Effectiveness Framework. I tested the reliability and
validity of the UEF Compass with a confirmatory factor analysis, and the results
validated the measurement properties of the Compass.
I hierarchically clustered the 61 coral reef governance programs using data collected
with the UEF Compass, and identified five distinct approaches to coral reef
governance. Using analysis of variance, discriminant analysis, and qualitative
research methods, I describe each of these approaches in terms of its theory‐of‐action,
management strategies, programmatic and contextual characteristics, and reported
strengths and weaknesses. The five approaches are traditional park management,
community‐based management, collaborative management, adaptive management,
and a “balanced” approach that focuses on volunteer restoration and livelihood
enhancements.

Conclusions: Reconciling Theory with Practice
I conclude the thesis by comparing the hypotheses represented by the Unified
Effectiveness Framework with the results of the Field Taxonomy for Southeast Asia to
assess the validity and usefulness of my proposed “Map and Compass.” I determine
that the UEF exhibits the essential characteristic of a good typology, which is the
ability to simplify multidimensional complexity in meaningful ways. I also identify
three discontinuities between theory and practice that warrant further research.
Overall, I find that there is support for the Unified Effectiveness Framework as a valid
and useful typology for interpreting and contextualizing practical field experience.
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Unified Effectiveness Framework ‐ Relative Quadrant Measures
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Part 1
Introduction

Chapter 1.
Introduction
Coral reefs are continuing to deteriorate around the world, despite millions of dollars’ worth of
government effort per year, the commitment of more than 450 nongovernmental organizations,
and a long list of successful accomplishments…With so many resources committed to the battle
against coral reef deterioration, why are we still losing?
‐ Birkeland, Ratcheting Down the Coral Reefs, 2004, p.1021

1.1. Introduction
Coral reefs are the world’s most biologically diverse and productive marine
ecosystems (Knowlton, 2001). Globally, they provide ecosystem services valued at
over US$ 30 billion annually through fisheries, coastal protection, tourism, and
biological compounds (Cesar, Burke, & Pet‐Soede, 2003). Additionally, reef
ecosystems provide a safety net for some of the world’s poorest people (Whittingham,
Campbell, & Townsley, 2003), and are an integral part of the socio‐cultural fabric of
traditional communities, whose well‐being has long been interwoven with them
(Ruddle, Hviding, & Johannes, 1992).

However around the world, the condition of coral reefs has declined sharply, despite
significant investments toward better managing the human activities that can stress
reef ecosystems and cause degradation (Wilkinson, 2008). Initiatives aiming to
strengthen coral reef management have been successful in addressing key threats to
reefs on a case‐by‐case basis, but replication of successful strategies has been low, and
there are few examples of integrated governance regimes capable of facilitating
sustainable resource use at broad, ecosystem scales. The urgent need to increase the
rate and scale of effective coral reef governance was expressed by a senior practitioner
in the question: Are we winning battles, but losing the war? (Hale et al., 2000).

Improving effectiveness is simultaneously a process of strengthening site‐specific
initiatives and learning from experiences across a range of sites to develop a body of
theory that can be used to diagnose and improve diverse governance arrangements
(Salafsky & Margoluis, 2004). To date, the process of learning from past experiences
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has been fragmented (Lowry, Olsen, & Tobey, 1999), largely because the complexity of
the governance enterprise confounds a straight‐forward understanding of how lessons
learned in one site might appropriately be applied elsewhere. Given this complexity,
what approach can be used to move beyond context‐specific, case‐by‐case successes to
achieve effective governance on scales that can turn the tide on coral reef decline?

My doctoral research aims to address this problem by adapting a framework from
organizational theory to better contextualize the experiences of individual coral reef
governance programs,1 toward better planning, cross‐site learning, and theory
development. I develop a conceptual typology—or “map and compass”—that
complements existing approaches for evaluating the effectiveness of coral reef
governance by providing an innovative strategy for generalization. I then apply the
map and compass in Southeast Asia to develop a field taxonomy that describes
approaches to coral reef governance being implemented in that region. This field
application serves to validate the map and compass. It also provides insights into the
key assumptions underpinning dominant approaches to coral reef governance in
Southeast Asia, which suggests ways they might be further strengthened.

This chapter examines why coral reef condition has continued to decline despite
increased investments in reef management, and it introduces how this research aims to
help address this problem by facilitating better learning within and across programs
aiming to strengthen the governance of coral reefs. Section 1.2 proposes three reasons
existing approaches have been unable to stop coral reef decline, giving particular
attention to ways fragmented learning has impaired effective governance. Section 1.3
describes the socio‐ecological context in which coral reef governance occurs, and the
status and trends evident in coral reef condition and governance. Sections 1.4 and 1.5
outline the research aims and structure of the thesis, respectively. The final section
provides a bulleted summary of the key points developed through the chapter, a
format which is used throughout the thesis.

For simplicity, I use the term “program” to refer to both short‐term projects and long‐term
programs, unless there is a specific reason to distinguish between these two kinds of initiatives.

1

3

1.2 Winning Battles, But Losing the War
There is broad scientific consensus that coral reef ecosystems continue to decline
precipitously despite significant investments in initiatives aimed at halting reef
degradation (Bellwood, Hughes, Folke, & Nystrom, 2004; Birkeland, 2004; Bruno &
Selig, 2007; Gardner, Cote, Gill, Grant, & Watkinson, 2003; Hale et al., 2000). These
investments include billions of dollars in financial resources, programs implemented
at local to regional scales by a range of partners, and a high‐profile global strategy
Box 1.1 Summary of major coral reef governance investments, programs, and partnerships.
Significant investments, programs, and partnerships have been implemented since the
1980s to improve coastal and coral reef governance. Although these initiatives have
been unable to stop the accelerating decline of coral reef ecosystems, they have
achieved important successes on a case-by-case basis. Importantly, they provide a rich
body of experience that can inform future coral reef governance if the lessons from past
work are better incorporated into future program design and implementation.
Financial investments in coastal and coral reef governance are on the order of billions of
dollars. For example, over US$ 600 million of GEF funds have been invested in coastalmarine projects since the 1990s, with US$ 320 million of this total sum specifically invested in
projects to improve the management of coral reef ecosystems (Tupper et al., 2008).
Investments in integrated coastal management have been estimated at US$ 1.3 billion for Latin
America (Chuenpagdee & Pauly, 2004), and the Asia Development Bank alone has reportedly
spent US$1.2 billion on marine resource projects in the Asia-Pacific (Chuenpagdee & Pauly,
2004). These investments by international donor banks are complemented with bilateral aid to
developing countries from the United States, European countries, Canada, and Australia, as
well as donations by philanthropic foundations. The scope of this project-based work on
coastal management can be inferred from a database of large coastal management projects
complied for the Asia-Pacific Coastal Zone management conference; Chuenpagdee’s team
identified approximately 290 projects conducted from 1992 – 2002, with a median budgets
ranging from US$ 1 million to 10 million (Chuenpagdee & Pauly, 2004).
In addition to project-based work, on-going coral reef governance programs are being
implemented at local to regional scales. Many tropical countries have government-led coral
reef programs that receive funding from local, state, or national government budgets (personal
observation). At an intergovernmental level, many coral reef regions are now engaged in
initiatives to improve reef management toward shared targets; for example, the Micronesia
Challenge, the Meso-American Reef Initiative, the Coral Triangle Initiative, the Caribbean
Challenge and the Indian Ocean Challenge (Loper et al., 2008). Additionally, local and
international non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are actively engaged in reef
conservation. For example, World Wildlife Fund, The Nature Conservancy, Conservation
International, and the Wildlife Conservation Society all fund and manage country programs that
focus on coral reef conservation (personal observation). Birkeland (2004) reports that a
database of NGOs involved in reef management now includes over 450 entries.
Overarching these initiatives is a global partnership aimed at halting the decline of coral
reef ecosystems: The International Coral Reef Initiative (ICRI). ICRI was established in
1995 and has gone on to leverage unprecedented political support for coral reef management
by spawning a cohort of regional initiatives and catalyzing funding from a range of donors
(International Coral Reef Initiative, 1998). At its inception, ICRI issued a “Call to Action” that
provides a strategic framework for “achieving sustainable management of coral reefs and
related ecosystems” based on integrated management, capacity building, research and
monitoring, and review (International Coral Reef Initiative, 1995). Yet over the last 15 years, an
additional 9% of the world’s reefs have been lost, largely from climate change-induced mass
coral bleaching, which brings the global total to a 20% loss from 1950 levels (Wilkinson, 2008).
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called the International Coral Reef Initiative (Box 1.1). These major investments have
prevented a more catastrophic decline in coral reef ecosystems, and important
successes have been documented on a case‐by‐case basis (Bizot & Schuttenberg, 2002;
White, Hale, Renard, & Cortesi, 1994; Wilkinson, 2008). However, the disheartening
big picture is that, despite the high levels of effort invested in coral reef management,
reef ecosystems are still rapidly declining. What has gone wrong?

Three explanations for the current situation are common in the literature. First is a
view that existing political will, and therefore human and financial resources, are
insufficient to stop reef decline (Chuenpagdee & Pauly, 2004; Sale, 2008). Although
billion dollar investments have been made in reef management, available resources are
still inadequate, and they remain disproportionately small compared to both the
ecosystem services reefs provide and the scale of the threats that must be addressed
(Cesar et al., 2003). The growing scale of the threats driving reef change provides a
second explanation. Macro‐
scale drivers, such as global
climate change, globalization,
and population growth, have
accelerated the rate and scale
of reef decline, overwhelming

Box 1.2 Definitions of management and governance as
used in the current study
This study is focused on programs that are working to
strengthen coral reef governance. Governance is the
broader political process by which decisions of public
concern are made and implemented (Abrams, BorriniFeyerabend, Gardner, & Heylings, 2003). Olsen (2003)
distinguishes governance from management based on
the breadth of the issues they address (p. 15):

localized improvements in
management, as described

Management is the process by which human and
material resources are harnessed to achieve a known
goal within a known institutional structure…

further in Section 1.3.5 (Bryant,
Burke, McManus, & Spalding,
1998; Harvey & Hilton, 2006;

Governance, on the other hand, sets the stage in which
management occurs by defining—or redefining—the
fundamental objectives, policies, laws, and institutions
by which societal issues are addressed.

Hoegh‐Guldberg, 1999; Hoegh‐
Guldberg et al., 2007;
Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment, 2005; Olsen,
2003a; Sadovy, 2005).

Governance is often discussed at the scale of a site,
rather than the smaller scale of a program; however in
my research, I discuss governance at the program scale
because coral reef programs are frequently trying to
influence governance by changing and strengthening
formal and informal institutions, such as laws, social
norms, government departments, and non-governmental
organizations.
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These first two explanations imply that management as a frame for addressing reef
decline is too narrow; they point toward the need to instead adopt a broader
governance framework (Olsen, 2003a). Olsen (2003) and others (Box 1.2), distinguish
management from governance by the breadth of the questions and processes they
consider. Whereas management aims to solve problems within a fixed institutional
context, governance allows reconsideration of the goals and processes by which issues
of public concern are addressed. This broader scope is needed to develop goals that
resonate with key constituencies and solutions that are commensurate with the macro‐
drivers of reef decline (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005). For these reasons,
this research focuses on how programs are working to change and strengthen coral
reef governance.

A third commonly proposed reason for continued reef decline is that past investments
have not translated into effective management. Within this context, effective
management has a number of connotations, which are usefully broken down into
three considerations: 1) examples where programs have been unable to achieve
mandated goals (Mora et al., 2006), 2) examples of lessons learned not being
incorporated into subsequent work (Lowry et al., 1999; Tupper et al., 2008), and 3) a
lack of systematically developed, context‐specific theories that can guide on‐going and
future programs to improve the overall state of practice (Stojanovic, Ballinger, &
Lalwani, 2004). Together, I describe these concerns as the problem of fragmented
learning in coral reef governance.

1.2.1 Fragmented Learning as a Barrier to Preventing Reef Decline
Integrating the lessons from past experiences—both successes and failures—into the
design of programs aiming to strengthen coral reef governance is a critical strategy for
addressing the complex, macro‐scale drivers of reef decline. While notable advances
in program evaluation have occurred over the last several decades (see Chapter 2),
fragmented learning remains a problem, and is the primary issue this research aims to
address.
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The considerations identified above illustrate that fragmented learning is occurring at
several levels of generalization. Most of the literature on learning and evaluation
focuses on work within single sites. Evaluations have long been used to provide
summative evaluations to donor and government funders working in coral reef areas
(Lowry et al., 1999), and increasingly a more formative orientation to evaluation is
being used as a mechanism for strengthening the reef‐related fields of conservation,
protected areas, and coastal management (Conservation Measures Partnership, 2007;
Hockings, Stolton, Leverington, Dudley, & Courrau, 2006; Olsen, Lowry, & Tobey,
1999; Salafsky & Margoluis, 2003). For example, a global concern about the
effectiveness of protected areas is evident in the Convention on Biological Diversity’s
(CBD) target, adopted at its 7th Conference of Parties, that each country should
evaluate and report on the effectiveness of at least 30% of their protected areas by 2010
(CBD COP 7, 2002). The value of such work for coral reef areas is illustrated by Mora
et al.’s (2006) estimate that although 1.4% of the world’s coral reefs are within areas
designated as no‐take reserves, only 0.1% are functionally protected from fishing; their
analysis suggests that less than 10% of these no‐take MPAs are able to enforce their
rules. The CBD target has spawned a range of evaluation methodologies that are
increasingly being used to improve learning in coral reef sites (e.g., Pomeroy, Parks, &
Watson, 2004; Staub & Hatziolos, 2004; S. Wells & Mangubhai, 2004). However,
program evaluations only address fragmented learning when their results are
incorporated into future work, and, ultimately, used as the building blocks for
developing and testing context‐relevant theories to guide effective governance.

Currently, there is evidence from a number of sources that evaluation findings are
often not incorporated into future work. For example, case‐by‐case successes in coral
reef governance have been documented (Bizot & Schuttenberg, 2002; Christie et al.,
2005; White et al., 1994; Wilkinson, 2008), and leading experts have maintained that
globally there are solutions to many coral reef governance scenarios (Dight & Scherl,
1997; Hale et al., 2000; Sale, 2008). The problem, they argue, is low replication of
successful governance approaches (Hale et al., 2000). This view is supported by recent
reviews of Global Environment Fund investments that found a need to better utilize
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the “lessons learned” identified by earlier projects in planning successive initiatives
(Tupper et al., 2008). My past research in the geographical area of this study confirms
this problem of fragmented learning in that region. My colleague, David Bizot, and I
initially documented key gaps in coral reef governance based on the perceptions of 100
experts. During subsequent field visits we identified “good practice” sites within the
region where most of these gaps were already being addressed (Bizot & Schuttenberg,
2002; Schuttenberg & Bizot, 2002). Similarly, coastal governance expert Kem Lowry
and colleagues identified this form of fragmented learning as a barrier to improving
practice in that reef‐related field (1999):
there is little communication among projects or assessments of how lessons learned from the
ongoing or past management exercises may be applied elsewhere. The result is an inefficient
fragmentation of coastal management effort, and unnecessary and costly duplication of research.
The number of coastal management initiatives that succeed in making the transition from
planning to implementation is small, and this may be attributed in part to this fragmentation of
effort and inefficiency in the process of learning from experience. (p. 768)

One way to facilitate cross‐site learning, and to strengthen the overall practice of coral
reef governance, is to systematically synthesize the experiences of a range of sites into
a set of context‐relevant theories for guiding on‐going and future programs. If we are
to advance coral reef governance in step with accelerating threats, it is essential that
we move away from reactive recommendations toward thoughtfully considered
governance theories that contextualize the lessons from past experience in terms of
their socio‐ecological context, goals, approach, and implementing organizations
(Brechin, Wilshusen, Fortwangler, & West, 2002; Christie & White, 2007a; Cook, 1993).
For example, although the conditions required to enable successful community‐based
management have been studied extensively (Alcala & Russ, 2006; Beger, Harborne,
Dacles, Solandt, & Ledesma, 2005; Gollin & Kho, 2008; Pomeroy, 1995; Pomeroy,
Pollnac, Katon, & Predo, 1997; Schuttenberg, 2001; White et al., 1994), some experts
continue to indiscriminately advocate for community‐based approaches, even for
diffuse threats and centralized institutional contexts where there is little hope they
could succeed (e.g., Richmond et al., 2007)2. Simultaneously, there is a growing push

2 I disagree with Richmond et al.’s (2007) hypothesis that Palau, Yap, and Guam are appropriate models
for reef governance in Florida and Hawaii because I believe the underlying cultural mechanisms that
enabled success in the traditional contexts of Palau and Yap are absent in these westernized U.S. states.
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for the adoption of ecosystem‐based management (e.g., T. Hughes et al., 2003; K. L.
McLeod & Leslie, 2009b) that does not adequately consider the failures of past
initiatives that attempted to implement strategies which were incompatible with
institutional capabilities (Christie et al., 2005; Christie, Pollnac, Fluharty et al., 2009).
While I do not intend to suggest that coral reef governance initiatives should shy away
from innovative approaches or substantial paradigm shifts where there a clear reason
to believe such approaches could succeed, there is an urgent need to move from
coarse, one‐size‐fits‐all recommendations for coral reef governance to context‐relevant,
testable theories.

This section has introduced the context for the current research by identifying
common explanations for the continued decline of coral reef condition despite
increased investments in reef management over the past several decades. It has also
described the problem of fragmented learning as the key problem addressed by this
research. The context of the research is further established in the next section, which
summarizes trends in the condition, threats, and governance of coral reef ecosystems.

1.3 The Socio‐ecological Context of Coral Reef Ecosystems
The complexity of the socio‐ecological context in which coral reef governance occurs is
one of the reasons learning has been fragmented in the field. Variations in the bio‐
physical, social‐economic, and cultural‐political characteristics of sites can make it
difficult to predict if governance strategies that have been successful in one context
will reliably produce similar results if replicated elsewhere. This section briefly
describes the socio‐ecological context of coral reef ecosystems, beginning with a
summary of the status and trends evident in these environments, the direct causes of
ecosystem degradation, and the actions required to maintain important ecosystem
services. I then outline the consequences of coral reef decline on a range of reef
stakeholders, highlighting the ways that overarching drivers, such as population
growth, poverty, and globalization, perpetuate a negative feedback of unsustainable
use and increased human vulnerability.
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1.3.1 Status and Trends in Coral Reef Ecosystems
Coral reef ecosystems are the most taxonomically diverse and productive marine
ecosystems on earth (J. B. C. Jackson et al., 2001; Knowlton, 2001). Veron (2000)
estimates that there are at least 835 species of reef‐building corals, which, through
their structural complexity, provide habitat for an additional 1‐9 million species.
Notably, these species are thought to include approximately two‐thirds of all coastal
fishes (Sadovy, 2005). Coral reef ecosystem biodiversity is believed to be greatest in a
triangular area (i.e., “The Coral Triangle”) centered between Southeast Asia and the
western Pacific that includes the countries of Indonesia, Philippines, Malaysia, Papua
New Guinea, East Timor, and the Solomon Islands (Fig 1.1). In the Coral Triangle and
globally, however, this extraordinary diversity is highly threatened.

The cumulative effects of local and global threats have significantly impacted the
condition of coral reef ecosystems and called their future into doubt. Globally,
average coral cover has declined by at least 20% since the 1950s (Bruno & Selig, 2007;
Gardner et al., 2003; Wilkinson, 2008). Further loss of coral cover over the next few
decades appears inevitable due to past CO2 emissions that threaten reef‐building
corals through mass coral bleaching and ocean acidification (Hoegh‐Guldberg et al.,
2007). Based in part on these projections, experts estimate that another 35% of the
world’s coral reefs are highly threatened with loss predicted within 20‐40 years

Fig 1.1 Map of global coral biodiversity. From Veron and Stafford‐Smith,
Corals of the World (Cape Ferguson: AIMS, 2000). Reproduced with permission.
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(Wilkinson, 2008). Assessments based on the IUCN criteria for species extinction risk
reinforce these predications, with recent studies concluding that approximately one‐
third of all reef building corals (K. E. Carpenter et al., 2008) and about 50 coral reef fish
species (Sadovy, 2005) have an elevated extinction risk.

1.3.2 Causes of Decline
The direct causes and mechanisms of coral reef decline are reasonably well
understood. Pandolfi, Jackson, and colleagues have argued that degradation of coral
reef ecosystems began centuries ago with the loss of large carnivores and herbivores to
overfishing (J. B. C. Jackson et al., 2001; Pandolfi et al., 2003; Pandolfi et al., 2005).
Overfishing changes the ecological dynamics of coral reef ecosystems by disrupting
food webs and initiating a cascade of species losses that eventually reduces or
eliminates the species available to serve critical ecological functions. Without these
functions, notably herbivory, coral reef ecosystems lose their ability to recover from
other stressors, and eventually undergo a phase shift to algal reefs (Bellwood et al.,
2004; Knowlton, 2001).

In the last half of the 20th century, the major causes of reef decline were the synergistic
interactions of intensified fishing pressure and land‐derived pollution, such as
nutrient, sediment, and chemical pollution caused by agriculture, logging, and coastal
development (Bryant et al., 1998; Knowlton, 2001). In some areas, in particular
Southeast Asia, the effects of fishing were exacerbated by the use of habitat‐destroying
fishing techniques, such as dynamite and cyanide (Bryant et al., 1998). Tourism also
caused extensive damage to coral reef ecosystems on a localized basis, notably in the
Caribbean (Bryant et al., 1998). As reefs entered the 21st century, these localized
threats to coral reefs were increasingly compounded by global climate change.
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Fig 1.2 Mass coral bleaching
impacts on coral reef
ecosystems. Over the last
decade the extent and severity
of mass coral bleaching events
have increased worldwide.
Prior to 1998, mass bleaching
had been documented in
many reef regions, but only a
few had experienced severe
events (A). Since 1998, mass
bleaching has become
common, and every reef
region has experienced severe
bleaching and mortality (B).
Mass coral bleaching (C) occurs when water temperatures exceed a critical threshold.
Under these stressful conditions, corals expel their zooxanthallae and appear white or
bleached. At this stage, corals are still living and can recover if stressful conditions
subside, but they are likely to suffer secondary effects, such as impaired growth, reduced
reproduction, and increased susceptibility to disease. If temperature stress persists, corals
are likely to die, and coral reef ecosystems will typically take decades to recover (Marshall
& Schuttenberg, 2006b).
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In the last decade, the overwhelming scales and mechanisms through which global
climate change affects coral reef ecosystems have become increasingly clear (Fig 1.2).
In 1997‐98, unusually high sea temperatures associated with climate change and El
Niño caused a global mass coral bleaching event that destroyed 16% of the world’s
coral reefs in one year (Wilkinson, 2000). This event firmly focused attention on the
threat global climate change poses to coral reef ecosystems, with a seminal study by
Hoegh‐Guldberg (1999) ominously pointing out that juxtaposing known bleaching
thresholds and predicted sea temperature trends suggested mass bleaching could
become an annual event by 2020.

Subsequent work has demonstrated a range of other ways climate change affects reefs.
For example, corals that do survive mass coral bleaching are in a weakened state with
increased susceptibility to disease (Bruno et al., 2007); in both the Florida Keys and the
U.S. Virgin Islands, monitoring after mass bleaching events has shown that mortality
due to disease can equal or exceed damage caused by the bleaching itself (Causey,
2008; Woody et al., 2008). Analysis of historical tropical storm data suggest that global
climate change will increase the severity of storms (Webster, Holland, Curry, &
Change, 2005) and will change storm paths, both of which can cause severe, although
localized, damage to reefs (Heron, Morgan, Eakin, & Skirving, 2008). Perhaps most
significantly however, on par with mass bleaching, is the impact climate change has on
ocean chemistry (Hoegh‐Guldberg et al., 2007). About 25% of emitted CO2 is absorbed
into the oceans where it reacts with water, ultimately reducing the availability of
carbonate‐ions and, therefore, impeding the ability of corals to calcify their skeletons
and build reefs (Kleypas et al., 1999). Thus, climate change not only impacts coral
reefs acutely through mass coral bleaching events, it simultaneously reduces the
ability of reef ecosystems to recover from coral mortality, or to keep up with sea level
rise, through reduced calcification rates.
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1.3.3 Prescription for the Future
Given the global scale of these threats, what actions can be taken to secure the future
of coral reefs? Growing evidence confirms that significant coral reef ecosystem
services can be maintained if actions are simultaneously taken to limit climate change
and reduce local stressors, particularly overfishing and land‐derived pollution.

Fig 1.3 Synergistic interactions of global and local stressors in determining socio‐ecological
well‐being. Four conditions determine the outcome of stressful temperatures on socio‐
ecological reef systems: bleaching resistance to temperature, coral tolerance to bleaching, reef
recovery after coral mortality, and human adaptive capacity to reef decline. Each of these
conditions is influenced by factors that determine the resilience or vulnerability of the system.
Some of these factors can be supported by local actions (shown in blue); others can only be
supported by reducing climate change (shown in black). These synergistic relationships
illustrate that both global and local stressors will determine the future condition of reef systems
(Schuttenberg & Marshall, 2008).
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Leading experts argue that greenhouse gas emissions must be limited to 2°C above
pre‐industrial levels and ocean carbonate ion concentrations prevented from falling
below 200 μmol kg‐1 if catastrophic impacts to reefs are to be avoided (Hoegh‐
Guldberg et al., 2007).

Assuming that climate change is limited to these thresholds, the ultimate impacts of
global stressors on coral reef ecosystems will be mediated by the intensity of local
threats (Anthony et al., 2010; Marshall & Schuttenberg, 2006a; Mumby & Steneck,
2008; Schuttenberg et al., 2006; Schuttenberg & Hoegh‐Guldberg, 2007; Schuttenberg &
Marshall, 2008). Ecological theory and recent modeling studies both suggest that
minimizing local stressors increases the resilience of coral reef ecosystems to climate
change (Fig 1.3). These findings mean that effective coral reef governance programs
will influence the extent to which reef ecosystem services are maintained; thus, despite
the overarching threat posed by global climate change, the effectiveness of local to
regional governance initiatives becomes more, not less, important to sustaining socio‐
ecological reef systems (Marshall & Schuttenberg, 2006b).

1.3.4 Consequences of Decline
The degradation of coral reef ecosystems puts at risk the ecological goods and services
that reefs provide to human societies through fisheries, coastal protection, tourism,
and biochemical compounds (Table 1.1, Moberg & Folke, 1999). These benefits have
been valued at over US$ 30 billion annually (Table 1.2, Cesar et al., 2003). In addition
to their direct economic value, the importance of coral reefs to human well‐being is
frequently described in terms of the critical resources reefs provide to the world’s poor
(Sadovy, 2005; Whittingham et al., 2003). Of the nations that host coral reefs, two‐
thirds are developing countries and one‐quarter of these are least developed countries
(Whittingham et al., 2003). A 2008 study estimated that over 500 million people have
some dependence on coral reefs, with about 30 million of these almost totally reliant
on reefs for food, coastal protection, or income (Loper et al.).
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Table 1.1 Coral reef ecosystem goods & services. Reproduced from Moberg & Folke, 1999
Goods
Renewable
resources

Ecological services
Mining of reefs

Physical
structure
services

Biotic services

Biogeochemical Information
services
services

Within
ecosystems
Maintenance of
habitats

Between
ecosystems
Biological support Nitrogen fixation
through
"mobile links"
Export of
organic
production
and plankton
to pelagic
food webs

Sea food
products

Coral blocks,
rubble and
sand for
building

Shoreline
protection

Raw materials
for medicines

Raw materials
for production
of lime and
cement

Build up of land

Maintenance of
biodiversity and
genetic library

Other raw
materials
(seaweed
and algae
for agar,
manure, etc.)
Curio and
jewellery

Mineral oil and
gas

Promoting growth
of mangroves
and seagrass
beds

Regulation of
ecosystem
processes and
functions

Generation of
coral sand

Biological
maintenance
of resilience

Co2/Ca budget
control

Social and
cultural services

Monitoring and
pollution record

Support
recreation

Climate record

Aesthetic values
and artistic
inspiration

Waste
assimilation

Sustaining the
livelihood of
communities

Support of
cultural,
religious and
spiritual values

Live fish and
coral collected
for the aquarium
trade

Table 1.2 Potential net benefit streams per year and net present value (NPV) of coral reefs per
region (in US$ million). Reproduced from Cesar, Burke & Pet‐Soede, 2003
Southeast Caribbean
Indian
(ex. USA)
Asia
Ocean
89,000
19,000
54,000

Pacific
Japan
(ex. USA)
67,000
3,000

3,000

49,000

2,281

391

969

1,060

89

70

858

5,718

Coastal protection

5,047

720

1,595

579

268

172

629

9,009

Tourism/recreation

4,872

663

1,408

269

779

483

1,147

9,621

Biodiversity value

458

79

199

172

529

401

3,645

5,483

Total

12,658

1,853

4,171

2,079

1,665

1,126

6,278

29,830

NPV (at 3%)

338,348

49,527

111,484

55,584

44,500

30,097

167,819

797,359

2

Reef area (km )
Fisheries

USA

Australia

World
284,000

Whittingham and colleagues (2003) describe the ways reefs provide a lifeline to the
world’s poorest people (Fig 1.4). In some areas, coastal communities have had a long
and direct dependence on reefs for their livelihood, such that their identity and
customs as fishers are tightly linked to the well‐being of individuals and the cohesion
of the community (Ruddle et al., 1992). In other areas, people may pursue a range of
livelihood strategies, but remain absolutely dependent on reefs for some period of
time, perhaps seasonally, a dependence Whittingham et al. (2003) describe as
“keystone resource users.”
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In other cases, coral reef
fisheries are a last resort
safety net for marginalized
groups or people coping
with unexpected transitions
or hardships. Because coral
reefs are shallow and
physically complex, they are
less amenable to large scale

Fig 1.4 Categories of coral reef resource users.
Reproduced from Whittingham et al., 2003

exploitation, leaving them available to the very poor when other resources have been
annexed by commercial fishers, coastal developers, or other more sophisticated
stakeholders (Pomeroy, 1994). In the current study, an example of safety net users can
be found in Sabah, Malaysia were it is estimated that upwards of 70% of the resource
users in Sabah’s southeast corner, called Semporna, are either refugees from the
Philippines or transient “sea gypsies.” Because these people lack legal permissions to
work in Malaysia, they are completely reliant on coral reef fisheries for their survival
(WWF‐Malaysia, 2010). Safety net users may also be a specific group within society;
Whittingham et al. (2003) explain:
The accessibility of coral reefs provides important opportunities for the poor, including the
young, old and women, to directly harvest resources on foot and by hand, or using simple, cheap
and locally available technology. For female‐headed households and widows, who are frequently
some of the poorer and more marginalized households in the communities, the accessible reef
resources provide a vital source of food and income. Significantly, the principle threats to
poor people’s access to coral reefs are the degradation and disappearance of the reefs
themselves. (emphasis added, p. 6)

The degradation of reefs threatens the provision of their ecosystems services, with
potentially severe consequences. Based on the dependencies described here, several
authors have warned that significant reductions of reef services will cause extensive
financial losses (Cesar et al., 2003) and increased social hardship, including child
malnutrition (McAllister, 1988) and social unrest (Sadovy, 2005). However, while the
serious consequences of coral reef loss provide an impetus to sustain reef ecosystems,
a range of other factors are operating simultaneously that perpetuate unsustainable
use, sacrificing long‐term benefits for short‐term gains (Kenchington, 2008).
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1.3.5 Underlying Drivers of Negative Socio‐ecological Feedbacks
Numerous factors influence the use and governance of coral reef ecosystems (UNEP,
2006; WRI, 2000b). For example, Fig 1.5 identifies the direct and indirect factors that
influence the livelihood strategies adopted by reef‐dependent stakeholders as
conceptualized by the Sustainable Coastal Livelihoods Project (Whittingham et al., 2003).
The framework illustrates that, although reef users do have choices in their livelihood
strategies, there are a broad set of factors influencing these choices that operate

Fig 1.5 Conceptualization of factors influencing livelihood choices of the reef‐dependent poor.
Reef users’ ability to control these factors decreases moving from the inner to outer circles. While
users must respond to the factors in the outer circle, they have little individual ability to change or
control these indirect factors. Reproduced from Whittingham et al. (2003).
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beyond users’ immediate control. Several of these overarching drivers perpetuate
unsustainable resource use even when it is not in the long‐term best interest of reef‐
dependent people themselves, notably population growth, poverty, and globalization.

The human population is expected to increase from 6.8 billion people in 2010 to 9
billion people by 2050 (United Nations, 2008), with the greatest growth occurring in
developing countries (Fig 1.6). In addition to population growth, in‐migration will
further increase population densities in coastal areas. Recent estimates by the Center
for Climate Systems Research at Columbia University suggest 35% more people will
live within 60 miles of the coast by 2025 compared to 1995 (Goudarzi, 2006). This
growth is expected to exacerbate ecosystem degradation by further increasing demand
on existing resources (WRI, 2000b), which in many instances are already harvested
beyond sustainable levels (Bryant et al., 1998; Sadovy, 2005; Talaue‐McManus, 2006).

Poverty is a second overarching driver that is frequently cited as a constraint on
people’s ability to avoid behaviors that cause ecosystem degradation (Kaimowitz &
Sheil, 2007; Moffat, Ngoile, Linden, & Francis, 1998; Whittingham et al., 2003;
Wilkinson, Caillaud, DeVantier, & South, 2006; Yap, 2001). People in poverty,
particularly in rural areas, often have few options for meeting their immediate, basic

Fig 1.6 Projected changes in population from 1995 to 2025. Grid cells are 2.5 minutes of an arc long
and wide, which equates to approximately 21.5 km2 at the equator. Map by Center for Climate
Systems Research, Columbia University and Population Action International. Reproduced from
www.populationaction.org/mappingthefuture
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needs. Either other livelihood alternatives are not available, or the poor lack the skills,
resources, and support networks needed to take advantage of these alternatives. In
these situations, long‐term sustainability becomes a secondary consideration to Moffat
et al.’s “reality of the stomach” (1998). For many observers, trying to limit extractive
use in such situations is either untenable or unethical. “You cannot,” comments Russ,
“tell a fisher in a developing nation that …they must catch only four fish per day when
they have eight family members to feed” (2002, p. 421). In the absence of viable
alternatives, Whittingham et al. (2003) argue that rules constraining resource use to
promote sustainability or conservation leave fishers with little choice but to violate
official restrictions. They argue that, in reality, such rules are more likely to lead to
corrupt enforcement systems and increased transaction costs for fishers, now
operating illegally, than they are to result in sustainable outcomes.

A third overarching factor frequently implicated in perpetuating unsustainable
resource use is globalization (Berkes et al., 2006; Chuenpagdee & Pauly, 2004; Sadovy,
2005; Stonich, Bort, & Ovares, 1997; Talaue‐McManus, 2006; WRI, 2000b). As trade
patterns have become global in scale, demand created by high‐value export markets
has catalyzed exploitive resource harvesting patterns that overwhelm local
governance capacities, with significant implications for ecological degradation and
social equity. For example, the rapid conversion of mangrove areas to aquaculture in
Asia and the Americas was fueled by demand for seafood by affluent western
consumers. This market offered short‐term explosive profits for stakeholders able to
capitalize on the marketing opportunity; although at the same time, it drove large‐
scale clearing of productive mangrove systems, which were providing critical habitat
for species important to both commercial and subsistence fisheries (Chuenpagdee &
Pauly, 2004; Stonich et al., 1997). Demand for high value, live reef fish has resulted in
similar degradation and inequities, even in remote areas that were previously far‐
removed from trade and export routes (Cesar et al., 2003; Sadovy, 2005; Sadovy &
Vincent, 2002; Vincent, 2006). The inflated prices surrounding the luxury market of
live reef fish for Asian restaurants creates a far‐reaching, unsustainable demand for
large, biologically‐vulnerable species, such as Humphead Wrasse, Cheilinus undulatus,
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Fig 1.7 The expansion of source reefs to supply the live reef fish trade in Hong Kong, one
of the major consumers and transit points of this increasingly globalized trade. Reproduced
from Vincent 2006, who drew the data from Sadovy and Vincent, 2002.

groupers, and snappers (Fig 1.7). In a widely repeated boom‐and‐bust cycle, roving
exporters offer financial incentives that drive local exhaustion of desired species,
leaving communities with a reduced resource base (Sadovy & Vincent, 2002; Vincent,
2006). In both situations, different governance regimes might have been able to
channel foreign demand into equitable and sustainable markets that positively
contributed to human well‐being. In the absence of these governance capacities,
however, short‐term benefits for a few stakeholders were extracted at the cost of
longer‐term benefits for the majority.

In sum, although we understand the proximate causes of coral reef decline (Section
1.3.2), and although coral reefs offer widely recognized benefits to human societies
(Section 1.3.4), reef degradation continues because existing governance capacity is
unable to facilitate equitable, long‐term sustainable use. In the absence of governance
regimes that can respond to both the direct and indirect factors that influence reef
utilization decisions (Section 1.3.5), our collective ability to achieve needed reductions
in local and global threats to reefs (Section 1.3.3) will continue to fall short.
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1.3.6 Strengthening Approaches to Coral Reef Governance
Efforts to strengthen coral reef governance systems toward achieving the goals
described above have been underway for decades. These investments have reduced
losses to reef ecosystems and the services they provide; however, as the continued
degradation of coral reefs attests, more remains to be done. What trends are evident in
coral reef governance programs and how can we better learn from and build on these
experiences?

The oldest coral reef governance systems are customary traditions that periodically
limit resource extraction to sustain reef fisheries for ongoing use by local communities.
These systems of customary marine tenure still operate in some areas, notably in the
Pacific Islands (Ruddle et al., 1992), and are increasingly recognized as valuable parts
of contemporary reef governance systems where they exist (Christie & White, 1997).

In many areas, however, government administration of resource utilization replaced
customary practices during colonialism, and often early government regulations were
focused on promoting extraction to fuel economic development (Christie & White,
1997). Management of coastal and coral reef resources were introduced after
substantial impacts had already occurred, and took the form of closed seasons, gear
restrictions or marine protected areas (Christie & White, 1997).

The use of marine parks as a coral reef governance approach gained momentum
during the 1980s in response to observations of accelerating environmental
degradation. International aid projects and conservation NGOs worked with national
governments to designate systems of MPAs primarily based on the ecological
information and technical expertise that was available (Harvey & Hilton, 2006). For
example in Southeast Asia, national MPA systems, designed primarily around coral
reef ecosystems, were adopted for Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand in the 1980s
(Schuttenberg & Bizot, 2002).
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However, limitations of the park systems became clear. Resource users who were
disenfranchised by the technically‐driven process of park designation were often
unwilling to accept the legitimacy of park restrictions on their livelihoods.
Government park managers often lacked the financial resources and skills to compel
compliance, and increasingly the fairness of limiting stakeholder access was
questioned given the impoverished circumstances of many users (White et al., 1994).
Additionally, technical experts worried that, even if the parks were working, they
were inadequate to protect ecosystems. Thus, from a conservation perspective,
experts wanted governance systems that extended beyond park boundaries into
watersheds and across ecologically connected ecosystems (Cicin‐Sain & Belfiore, 2005).
The tension between these two requirements—social and ecological—has remained a
pervasive theme in coral reef governance. In response to the perceived failures of top‐
down, technical management, a counter‐movement of fostering community‐based
management began to take root; community‐based approaches are grounded in the
reality that community dependence on ecosystem services provides an impetus, and a
legitimate right, to play a leading role in resource stewardship (White et al., 1994). In
response to the need for protections that are sufficient from an ecological perspective,
ecosystem‐scale marine zoning has been advanced, now widely known as ecosystem‐
based management (K. L. McLeod & Leslie, 2009b; K. L. McLeod, Lubchenco, Palumbi,
& Rosenberg, 2005). An intermediate approach aimed at achieving sustainable use in
collaboration with communities, as well as other stakeholders, is the governance
paradigm of integrated coastal management (Chua, 2006; Cicin‐Sain & Knecht, 1998).

Each of these paradigms has had demonstrated successes on a case‐by‐case basis;
however, appropriate replication has been problematic. There is an important need to
strengthen replication by better identifying which approaches are best able to achieve
varying governance goals in different socio‐ecological contexts (Christie & White,
2007b; Kelleher, 1999; Salm & Clark, 2000). Barrett et al. (2001) describe the needed
scholarship as follows:
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Comparative advantage in conservation tasks is likely to be predictable if based on contextual
details, especially those of ecological and social scales and the institutional landscape... For
example, Ostrom (1990) has identified a set of design principles for effective common‐pool
resource management by communities that reflect these criteria, and similar common
characteristics of effective government managed parks have emerged. There is nonetheless a
pressing need for theoretical and empirical scholarship to identify robust predictors of
institutional comparative advantage in performing conservation tasks and to determine the
implications for conservation design: when should authority be vested in central governments,
when should it wholly devolve to local communities, and when should there be some form of
coordinated or nested management combining the skills of multiple actors? (p. 500)

Usefully for unraveling this situation, the last decade has seen significant advances in
methods for measuring the effectiveness of reef governance programs. These tools have
improved our ability to assess the outcomes of individual programs (Margolius &
Salafsky, 1998; McField & Kramer, 2007; Pomeroy et al., 2004), enhanced our
understanding of the types of context variables that enable successful conservation
outcomes (Bunce, Townsley, Pomeroy, & Pollnac, 2000; Pollnac, 1998), and developed
check‐lists or certifications for tracking progress in planning and implementing
conservation initiatives (Staub & Hatziolos, 2004; White, Meneses, & Ovenden, 2004).
Importantly, what is missing is an over‐arching framework that can provide a context to
the insights coming from individual evaluation studies so they can be used to diagnose
and strengthen diverse governance arrangements. Such a framework should facilitate
appropriate learning and generalization between sites. It should also provide a
structure for analyzing the results of individual studies so that these can be developed
into more coherent, testable theoretical foundations for systematically strengthening
coral reef governance (Stojanovic et al., 2004).

This study develops a framework for learning across diverse sites based on an explicit
understanding of the common “theories‐of‐action” being used in coral reef governance
programs. A program’s theory‐of‐action is a conception of what chain of events will
ultimately lead to the achievement of its goals. It is the philosophy that underpins
what the program is trying to do, and as such, Rossi et al. (2004) describe it as “the
foundation on which every program rests” (p. 134). My approach is described in the
remaining sections of this chapter, and the way my proposal relates to commonly used
methods for evaluation and generalization is discussed in Chapter 2.
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1.4 Aims of the Study
The overall goal of my study is to strengthen the practice of coral reef governance by
facilitating better learning from on‐going, theory‐based approaches to evaluation.
Specifically, I aim to develop and apply a conceptual typology of effectiveness that:
1. Clarifies the relationships between existing theoretical paradigms for coral reef
governance, including their comparative strengths and weaknesses;
2. Simplifies the multidimensional complexity that exists in identified targets of
generalization: programs, their priority goals, the strategies they implement, and
the socio‐ecological context in which they operate; and,
3. Contextualizes the experiences of individual sites to improve strategic planning,
cross‐site learning, and the development of context‐relevant theories for reef
governance.

1.5 Organization of the Research and Thesis
The four‐part organization of the thesis is shown in Figure 1.8. Part 1 describes the
practical and theoretical context of the study, as well as its aims and structure. Part 2
presents the conceptual typology—or “map”—of effectiveness developed through this
research. Part 3 reports the application of the typology to develop an empirical
taxonomy of approaches to coral reef governance in Southeast Asia. Part 4 concludes
the thesis by reconciling the typology and taxonomy, summarizing the overall study
results, and offering directions for future research. The nine chapters that make up the
thesis are briefly previewed below.

Part 1: Introduction
The current chapter described how fragmented learning has hindered the ability of
coral reef governance programs to keep pace with growing threats to coral reefs. In
the Chapter 2, I propose a response to this problem based on an interdisciplinary
review of the evaluation literature. The chapter outlines the models available for
assessing and strengthening social interventions and identifies how these models have
been incorporated into evaluations of effectiveness in conservation, protected area and
coastal management. The chapter then introduces a model from organizational
theory, called the Competing Values Framework (CVF), which I adapt for use in coral
reef governance. The CVF is a conceptual typology that has helped understand and
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strengthen effectiveness in organizations by providing an incisive framework for
theorizing, planning, and comparative learning. I conclude Chapter 2 by specifying
expectations about the way a conceptual typology for understanding effectiveness in
coral reef governance should relate to reef governance in practice, if the approach
advocated here is to make meaningful contributions to strengthening reef governance.
These expectations are the basis for the overarching structure of the research, which
develops a conceptual typology and empirical taxonomy, and then reconciles these
two different, but linked, classification systems.

Part 2: A Conceptual Typology of Effectiveness in Coral Reef Governance
Part 2 consists of two chapters that describe the conceptual typology and its
development. In initiating development of the CVF, its authors, Robert Quinn and
John Rohrbaugh (1981; 1983), drew on scholarship that identified a comprehensive list
of the concepts that comprise the broader construct of effectiveness in organizational
theory. In Chapter 3, I identify a similar list of concepts for coral reef governance by
reviewing a sample of 12 evaluation systems. This analysis also examines the level of
consensus between these diverse evaluation systems to see if there are shared core
similarities that imply the existence of an accepted “standard” for effectiveness.

In Chapter 4, I use the list of effectiveness concepts to replicate the methods Quinn and
Rohrbaugh (1981, 1983) applied in developing the CVF. The chapter describes
collection of perceptions data from experts in coral reef governance through an on‐line
survey, and analysis of these data with multidimensional scaling. Following the CVF
model, I then identify the axes that organize the spatial placement of the effectiveness
concepts, and interpret the resulting quadrants in terms of existing theoretical
paradigms for coral reef governance. In the discussion of Chapter 4, I review the
theoretical paradigms that correspond to each quadrant of the typology in order to
identify the theory‐of‐action and common strategies advocated by each paradigm.
The review also considers the comparative strengths and weaknesses of the four
theoretical paradigms and the complementarities and inherent tensions between them.
This review becomes the basis for developing the survey instrument used in Part 3 of
the thesis and reconciling the typology and taxonomy in Part 4.
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Fig 1.8 Chapter map illustrating the 4 Parts and 9 chapters of the thesis.
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Part 3: A Field Taxonomy of Approaches to Coral Reef Governance in SE Asia
Part 3 consists of three chapters that describe the application of the typology to
develop an empirical taxonomy of approaches to coral reef governance in Southeast
Asia. In Chapter 5, I describe the design of the field work, which collected data from
61 coral reef governance programs in Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, and Thailand.
This chapter also presents an analysis of the reliability and validity of the “Compass,”
which is a questionnaire designed to map each program onto the conceptual typology.
In Chapter 6, I analyze the field data to develop an empirical taxonomy of approaches
to coral reef governance in Southeast Asia. I first cluster the 61 programs with data
about their theories‐of‐action, which was collected through the Compass. Replicating
applications of the CVF, I interpret the taxonomy by mapping each cluster onto the
conceptual typology, which provides visual profiles of the common program theories
being used in the region. I then use multivariate statistics and qualitative data to
describe similarities between cluster members, and differences between the clusters, in
terms of their theories‐of‐action, the strategies they implement, their accomplishments
on nine effectiveness criteria, and characteristics of their socio‐ecological context.

In Chapter 7, I discuss the implications of the taxonomy for understanding and
strengthening coral reef governance in Southeast Asia. I conduct additional
quantitative analyses on the taxonomy’s three largest clusters to suggest which
theories‐of‐action are most associated with different socio‐ecological contexts. I then
develop detailed program theories for each of these clusters, and identify the key
assumptions that underpin these theories‐of‐action. Drawing from qualitative data
collected here and the broader literature, I discuss these fundamental assumptions to
recommend strategies for strengthening governance.

Part 4: Conclusions
Part 4 concludes the thesis with two chapters. Chapter 8 compares the conceptual
typology and empirical taxonomy along the criteria outlined in Chapter 2. Chapter 9
summarizes the overall study findings and recommends areas for follow‐on research.
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1.6 Summary


Coral reefs are the world’s most biologically diverse and productive marine
ecosystems. They provide people with ecosystem services valued at over US$ 30
billion annually through fisheries, coastal protection, tourism, and biological
compounds. Additionally, they provide a safety net for some of the world’s
poorest people.



However, there is broad scientific consensus that coral reef ecosystems continue to
decline precipitously, despite significant investments in governance initiatives
aimed at halting reef degradation. This situation has resulted in calls to increase
the effectiveness of coral reef governance.



Improving effectiveness is simultaneously a process of strengthening site‐specific
initiatives and learning from experiences across a range of sites to develop a body
of theory that can be used to diagnose and strengthen diverse governance
arrangements.



To date, the process of learning from past experiences has been fragmented,
largely because the complexity of the governance enterprise confounds a straight‐
forward understanding of how lessons learned in one site might appropriately be
applied elsewhere.



To address this problem, my doctoral research adapts a framework from
organizational theory to develop a conceptual typology—or “map and compass”—
that better contextualizes the experiences of individual coral reef governance
programs toward better planning, cross‐site learning, and theory development
(Thesis Part 2). The typology complements existing approaches for evaluating the
effectiveness of coral reef governance by providing an innovative strategy for
generalization.



I then apply the map and compass in Southeast Asia to develop a field taxonomy
that describes approaches to coral reef governance being implemented in that
region (Thesis Part 3). This field application serves to validate the map and
compass. It also provides insights into the key assumptions underpinning
dominant approaches to coral reef governance in Southeast Asia, which suggests
ways they might be further strengthened.
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Chapter 2.
A Map & Compass to Navigate Learning Across
Complex Socio‐ecological Systems
With all their complexities and quirks, programs display discernible commonalities. Just as the
basic social sciences find patterns of behavior that hold across individuals, organizations,
polities, and societies, it should be possible to find features and relationships that characterize
programs of various kinds. Human behavior is complex, but it is not random. We ought to be
able to make headway in understanding what happens under particular sets of circumstances
when interventions work to redress social problems.
‐ Weiss, Evaluation Research, 1998, p. 70

2.1 Introduction
My research aims to help strengthen the practice of coral reef governance by
facilitating better learning from on‐going programmatic experience, both within
individual programs and across programs. In this chapter, I review existing
approaches to program evaluation and propose a strategy to improve learning that
builds on methods commonly used in coral reef governance.

I first review the evaluation literature to understand the comparative strengths of
different evaluation approaches, both in terms of their ability to learn from on‐going
experiences and to translate these insights into improved practice (Section 2.2). My
review finds that an approach called Theory‐based Evaluation has notable strengths
for three factors that are believed to promote the incorporation of evaluation results
into improved practice. One of these factors is the external validity or generalizability
of evaluation findings, and I give particular attention to both the “targets of
generalization” (Cook, 2004; Cronbach, 1982) and strategies for generalization that
have been identified in the evaluation literature.

In Section 2.3, I further describe Theory‐based Evaluation and its use in coral reef
governance. I demonstrate that Theory‐based Evaluation is one of the most widely
used strategies in coral reef governance for evaluating and learning from program
experiences; however, methods for appropriately generalizing evaluation findings
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between programs are underdeveloped, which results in the fragmented learning
(Hale et al., 2000; Lowry et al., 1999; Tupper et al., 2008).

To address this gap, I adapt a conceptual typology from organizational theory called
the Competing Values Framework (CVF). In Section 2.4, I describe the CVF, its
development, and its influence in facilitating comparative learning about effectiveness
between organizations in business, higher education, and health care. Essentially, the
CVF provides an additional strategy for generalization by reducing multidimensional
complexity in relevant targets of generalization. By providing a global framework for
understanding organizational effectiveness, the CVF serves to:


Clarify the relationships between multiple theoretical explanations for
organizational effectiveness;



Contextualize the experience of individual organizations for the purposes of
strategic planning and interpreting evaluation results; and,



Facilitate learning between organizations.

I close my review in Section 2.5 by drawing from K.D. Bailey’s work on Typologies and
Taxonomies (1994) to understand the relationships between conceptual typologies,
generalization, and empirical practice, as well as to develop the overall structure for
my research. Thus, following Bailey’s model and applications of the CVF, I organize
this research around, first, replicating the CVF to develop a conceptual typology or
“Map” (Thesis Part 2). Next, I develop an empirical taxonomy of approaches to coral
reef governance in Southeast Asia that is linked to the typology through an indicator
level. I do this by developing a survey instrument—or “Compass”—that maps each
program onto the typology, and then I hierarchically cluster the programs based on
this indictor data (Thesis Part 3). Finally, I reconcile the typology and taxonomy to
assess the extent to which the conceptual map developed though my research
improves generalization of Theory‐based Evaluations and offers a tool for improving
learning and the practice of coral reef governance (Thesis Part 4).
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2.2 Strategies for Evaluating and Strengthening Social Interventions
Most programs aiming to improve social or environmental conditions share with coral
reef governance the question of how to strengthen their effectiveness while operating
in complex systems. This inquiry dates back to at least the social experiments of the
17th century, and substantially matured in sophistication during the 20th century,
driven primarily by large investments in domestic and international social programs
by developed countries, and a concurrent desire to know what these investments were
achieving (Rossi, Lipsey & Freeman, 2004; Weiss, 1998). There are now extensive
literatures on effectiveness in specific thematic disciplines, such as education, public
health, and development, as well as the cross‐thematic domains of public
administration, organizational theory, and evaluation (Rossi et al., 2004). To take
advantage of this experience, I reviewed the evaluation literature to identify the
comparative strengths of different evaluation strategies in terms of their ability to
learn from on‐going experience and to translate these insights into improved practice.

Table 2.1 presents a synthesis of available evaluation models. The table’s columns are
six dimensions evaluation scholars have used to discriminate between evaluation
approaches (Box 2.1): goals (Dahler‐Larsen, 2005), focus (Alkin & Christie, 2004a;
McDavid & Hawthorn, 2006; Rossi et al., 2004), formative or summative orientation
(Chen, 1996; Scriven, 1991), epistemology (Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Stufflebeam &
Shinkfield, 2007), dominant method (Stufflebeam & Shinkfield, 2007), and likely
evaluators (Stufflebeam & Shinkfield, 2007). The rows are 15 evaluation models
selected to span the breadth of those available (models adapted from Alkin & Christie,
2004a; Guba & Lincoln, 1981; Posavac & Carey, 2003; Stufflebeam & Shinkfield, 2007).
I follow Stufflebeam & Shinkfield’s (2007) use of the term evaluation model to describe
both distinct, singular evaluation approaches, such as Utilization‐Focused Evaluation,
and as a categorical name for similar approaches, for example constructivist‐oriented
models. Within the table, the models are loosely grouped into four categories based
on the breadth and character of their purpose. The first three models are concerned
with a program’s bottom‐line results. The next six models move to a broader
consideration of program performance, including program processes. Models 10 to 13
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focus not only on evaluating programs, but also on generalizing and theorizing based
on programmatic experiences. The last two models are primarily interested in how
the evaluation can be used to catalyze further action by the program or its
stakeholders.

Improving the design and implementation of programs towards the alleviation of
social problems is a central goal of evaluation as a discipline (Rossi et al., 2004). As
such, the range of evaluation strategies shown in Table 2.1 can be viewed as a series of
propositions about how evaluations should be implemented to catalyze improvements
in programs and practice. Systematically reviewing the evaluation models from this
perspective suggests three factors that are associated with the utilization of
evaluations. In Section 2.3, I argue that among the evaluation models summarized in
Table 2.1, Theory‐based Evaluation (Model 10) has notable advantages with regard to
all three utilization factors. These factors and the questions they pose to a comparison
of evaluation models for strengthening coral reef governance are:
1) Socio‐political Engagement – How will the evaluation promote the social and
political conditions needed to learn from and strengthen coral reef governance
programs?
2) Relevance to Program Improvement – Will the evaluation be relevant and timely
for decisions program staff or stakeholders can make to strengthen the program?
3) Rigor & Generalizability toward Knowledge Construction – Will the evaluation
be able to attribute results to program activities rather than other serendipitous
events? Will the evaluation contribute toward efforts to learn from on‐going
experiences toward improving the overall practice of coral reef governance?
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Box 2.1 Dimensions used to classify evaluation approaches
Within the Evaluation literature there is not one widely accepted classification system for
describing evaluation approaches (Scriven, 2003), but rather a diversity of evaluation
metatheories (Alkin & Christie, 2004a; Alkin & Ellett, 1985; Alkin & House, 1992; H. Chen,
1996; Dahler-Larsen, 2005; Glass & Ellett, 1980; Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Hastings, 1976;
House, 1983; McDavid & Hawthorn, 2006; Popham, 1975; Rossi et al., 2004; Scriven, 2003;
Shadish, Cook, & Leviton, 1991; Stufflebeam & Shinkfield, 2007; Williams, 1988; Worthen &
Sanders, 1987). I surveyed metatheories proposed by leading evaluation scholars to identify
dimensions they have found salient for discriminating between evaluation strategies. A
common discriminating dimension is evaluation focus, however, different categorizations of
focus have been proposed. For example, Rossi, Lipsey, and Freeman (2004) organize their
seminal textbook on program evaluation along five foci linked in an evaluation hierarchy (Fig
2.1.a). McDavid and Hawthorn (2006) provide a visual, systems-oriented schematic of links
between program components to identify key focal issues for evaluation (Fig 2.1.b). McDavid
and Hawthorn’s (2006) organization overlaps with Rossi et al.’s (2004) focal areas, but they
omit a program theory focus and provide further detail on potential elements of an outcome
assessment. Chen
(1996) also utilizes the
distinction in program
process and outcomes
to structure his
“Comprehensive
Typology of Evaluation
Approaches,” but he
adds a second
dimension

a. Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman’s Evaluation Hierarchy (2004)

based on
whether the
evaluation is
aimed at
formatively
improving
the program
or more
summatively
judging it
(Fig 2.1.c) .

b. McDavid & Hawthorn’s adaptation of Nagarajan & Vanheukelen’s
Open System’s Model of Programs and Key Evaluation Issues (2006)
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Box 2.1 Dimensions used to classify evaluation approaches (continued)
Guba & Lincoln (1989) categorize evaluation strategies based on what they view as a four
generation evolution away from evaluation as a positivist, technical activity, toward evaluation
as a socially-constructed political and technical process; generations they label as:
measurement, description, judgment, and collaborative inquiry. Stufflebeam and Shinkfield
(2007) group 26 evaluation models into five categories—pseudoevaluation, questions/methods
oriented, improvement/ accountability, social agenda/advocacy, and eclectic—and describe
each model in terms of 10 descriptors, including the main organizers used to structure the
study, sources of questions, and common methods used. Two papers have offered
parsimonious 3 category
classifications. Alkin and
Christie (2004b) propose
an evaluation theory tree
that groups evaluation
models, identified by
their authors, according
to the model’s emphasis
on: how evaluation
information will be used,
how research methods
should be used to build
generalizable
knowledge, and how
data should be
interpreted or valued (Fig

c. Chen’s Comprehensive Typology for Program Evaluation (1996)

2.1.d). Dahler-Larsen
(2005) suggests that the
breadth of evaluation
strategies can be
understood in the main,
if not comprehensively,
by 3 general categories:
Goals-oriented
approaches, Theorybased approaches, and
Responsive and
Participatory
approaches.

d. Alkin & Christie’s Evaluation Theory Tree (2004-b)
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Table 2.1 Overview of program evaluation models
Evaluation Model

Goal

Evaluation Focus

Primary
Orientation

Dominant
Epistomology

Dominant
Method

Formative or
Positivist or
Quantitative or
Summative Phenomenological
Qualitative

Performance-Oriented

Results-oriented

1 Objective-based

Assess if a program's formally
Compares Results
stated objectives are being
against Goals
met

2 Accountability

Assess whether publicallyfunded programs are
achieving their mandates

3 Goals-free

Compare actual program
effects against demonstrated
needs, regardless of whether
the effects were the intended
goals of the program

4 Needs Assessment

Identify or assess a program's
goals and objectives with
reference to the context in
which it occurs

5 Efficiency

Assess a program's return on
investment in terms of costbenefit analysis or whether
results could be achieved
more efficiently

Compares Results
against Goals

Compares Results
against Needs

Compares Goals
against Context

Return on
Investment

Summative

Summative

Summative

either

either

Positivist

Positivist

Positivist

either

Positivist

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Quantitative

Likely
Evaluators

Comments

Ref

either

Based on an assumption that programs
should be evaluated in terms of what they
were designed to achieve. Typically does
not include information about how goals
were/were not achieved, whether goals were
most appropriate for the context, and
whether results included unintended
consequences, either positive or negative.

1-4

External

Similar to, but broader than objective-based
models in that publically-funded programs
are assessed in terms of their mandates for
delivering social services or solving social
problems. Accountability studies have been
criticized for evaluating outcomes without
consideration of a program's context,
available resources, and external forces
beyond the program's control that may
influence the achievement of mandated
results.

1,3-4

either

Based on assumption that programs should
be evaluated based on their actual results,
regardless of whether the results are
intended or unintended. The evaluation is
organized around judging the merit of results
rather than the program's objectives.

2,4-6

either

Questions the appropriateness of the
program's objectives, rather than assuming
formally stated objectives are the best frame
for an evaluation; often pluralistic in its view
that the "best" goals may vary from different
stakeholder perspectives.

2,6-9

either

"Bang for Buck" evaluation; Compares the
relative productivity of a program in monteary
terms. Program costs are compared to
results in various ways, e.g. programs are
compared against each other in terms of
their costs and results to see which is more
efficient; a program's costs can also be
compared against the benefits it generates,
although monetizing benefits can be
problematic.

3-4,
6,9

Internal or
External
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Table 2.1 Overview of program evaluation models (continued)
Evaluation Model

Performance-Oriented (continued)

6

Accreditation/
Certification

Goal

Evaluation Focus

Verify that programs are
Compares Program
operating in line with minimum against Normed
accepted standards
Standards

7 Program Reporting

Verify that programs,
particularly governmentfunded programs, are being
implemented as planned

8 Connoisuership

Provide a nuanced evaluation
Compares Program
of a program's merit in all its
against an Expert's
complexity based on expert
Conceptual Model of
judgement, similar to the
similar programs
reviews of an art critic

Context-Input9 Process-Product
(CIPP)

Compares
Implementation
against Planning

Provide a knowledge base for
decision-making and
accountability based on
situation-dependent
evaluations of context, inputs,
processes, and resulting
products.

Primary
Orientation
either

Summative

Formative

Formative

Dominant
Epistomology
Positivist

Positivist

Phenomenological

Positivist

Dominant
Method
Mixed

Mixed

Qualitative

Mixed

Likely
Evaluators

Comments

Ref

External
verification of
Internal
evaluation

Often provide recommendations for
improving the program while confirming that
minimum standards are being met. Have
typically focused on inputs and process more
than outcomes.

4,6,10

External
verification of
Internal
evaluation

Typically undertaken to meet funder's
requirements. These evaluations may use
management information systems to report
quantitative data on whether program
activities are implemented on schedule and
budget and whether program milestones are
met. In decentralized programs they may
also include qualitative descriptions to help
funders or headquarters managers better
understand how field operations are working.

3-4,11

External

Subjective, nonscientific approach that can
be considered useful in complex or unique
situations in which objective data alone may
fail to surface relevant insights that allow
appropriate appreciation of the program;
relies on the evaluator's competence.

2-4,
12-13

either

Provides a rational and systematic
evaluation framework based on decisions
the program must make. Adaptations of the
CIPP framework are widely used in fields
related to coral reef governance. Although
CIPP assesses the context, inputs, process,
and products of a program, it typically does
not identify a program logic or causal
mechanism that links actions to outcomes,
nor does it aim to establish whether changes
in context are due to the program activities
or other causes. CIPP has been criticized
for assuming rationality is the primary basis
for decision-making and ignoring
political/social dimensions.

2,4,
14-16
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Table 2.1 Overview of program evaluation models (continued)
Evaluation Model

10 Theory-based

Experimental and
11 Quasi-experimental

Learning-Oriented

Designs

12 Cluster-based

13 Case Study

Goal

Understand why a program is
succeeding or failing by
explicitly identifying the theory
of action that underpins the
program's design, and
monitoring the extent to which
this change theory is
implemented and holds true

Evaluation Focus

Compares
Implementation &
Results against
Program Theory

Use scientific methods to
Compares Program
assess program effects and to
results against noidentify which programs work
action Control &/or
best to alleviate different
other Programs
problems

Identify generalizable lessons
Compares Program
learned by collaboratively
against Similar
evaluating a group or cluster
Programs
of programs that share
common strategies or goals

Develop an in-depth
understanding of a program in situation-dependent
its context.

Primary
Orientation

Formative

Summative

Formative

either, but
often
descriptive

Dominant
Epistomology

Positivist

Positivist

Phenomenological

either

Dominant
Method

Mixed

Quantitative

Mixed

Qualitative

Likely
Evaluators

Comments

Ref

Collaborative

In terms of attributing and explaining
program results, theory-based evaluation is
a middle-ground between relevance-oriented
CIPP and rigor-oriented experimental
designs. Organizing the evaluation around
the program's theory of action also provides
1,3,4,6,9,
a basis for appropriately comparing
11,17-18
programs and aggregating evaluation results
into a broader knowledge base. Critics have
questioned the feasibility of identifying a
program's true theory-of-action and the
existence of satisfactory theories with which
to guide evaluations.

External

Provides the strongest basis for attributing
results to programs, but difficult to implement
in applied settings where programs are likely
to want to course-correct and the limitations
3-4,9,11
required for good scientific design can limit
19-22
the relevance of evaluation findings. The
lack of attention this model gives to
implementation process has also been
criticized.

Collaborative

Distinct from multi-site evaluations or metaanalysis of individual program evaluations in
that the goal of cluster evaluation is to
develop insights for having an impact on a
problem of common interest through a
collaborative, networked approach to
evaluation. Exchanges with the cluster
evaluator and other program sites during
network meetings are expected to build
capacity and affect the thinking of program
staff throughout project implementation. The
cluster is not intended to establish causality
as part of a controlled comparative design,
but rather to facilitate exchange that fosters
naturalistic inferences of logical connections.

4,6,
23-25

External

Looks deeply at the internal working of a
program in its organizational, political, and
historical context to understand how the
program uses inputs and processes to
produce outcomes. Case studies can be
used to answer specific questions or to
descriptively illuminate a program. The
nature of case study construction may limit
the provision of timely feedback that informs
program improvement.

2,4,
26-27
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Table 2.1 Overview of program evaluation models (continued)
Evaluation Model

Evaluation Focus

Primary
Orientation

Dominant
Epistomology

Dominant
Method

Likely
Evaluators

Comments

Ref

4.6

1-4,6,
28-30

situation-dependent

Formative

Phenomenological

Mixed

Collaborative

The primary goal is to influence the program
being evaluated. The evaluator serves as a
technical assistant to a representative group
of users who plan the evaluation's focus and
methods. Through this stakeholder-oriented
approach, the model aims to directly
negotiate the multiple realities that constitute
programs and to use information and
methods that users will respect.

Use the process of the
evaluation to help the
program's beneficiaries
situation-dependent
become more self-determined
and better able to deal with
problems

Formative

Phenomenological

Qualitative

Collaborative

Implements evaluation as a form of action
research that seeks to empower program
beneficiaries by collaboratively planning and
implementing the evaluation.

Maximize an evaluation's
utility for its users and
therefore its overall impact

Catalytic

14 Utilization-focused

Goal

15

Responsive &
Constructivist

References
1 Dahler‐Larsen, 2005
2 Guba & Lincoln, 1981
3 Posavac & Carey, 2003
4 Stufflebeam & Shinkfield, 2007
5 Scriven, 1974
6 Patton, 1997
7 McDavid & Hawthorn, 2006
8 McKillip, 1998
9 Rossi et al., 2004
10 M. Hughes & Kushner, 2005

11 Weiss, 1998
12 Eisner, 1975
13 Eisner, 1983
14 Stufflebeam, 1971
15 Stufflebeam, 2002
16 Stufflebeam, 2004
17 Chen, 1990
18 Rogers, Hacsi, Petrosino, & Huebner, 2000
19 D. T. Campbell, 1969
20 D. T. Campbell & Stanley, 1963

21 Holling, 1978
22 Lee, 1993
23 Millett, 1995
24 Russon, 2005
25 Sanders, 1997
26 Stake, 1995
27 Yin, 2003
28 Guba, 1978
29 Guba & Lincoln, 1989
30 Stake, 2003
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2.2.1 Engagement in the Socio‐political Context
From the earliest days of its modern antecedents, evaluation scholars have recognized
that the applied nature of their field embeds evaluation in a socio‐political context that
shapes its influence and should be reflected in its practice (Alkin, 2004a; Alkin &
Christie, 2004a). The models in Table 2.1 demonstrate a continuum of approaches to
socio‐political engagement. In particular, the catalytic models (Models 14 & 15) are
primarily responses to these social aspects of evaluation. They reflect a view that
engaging program staff and stakeholders, on their terms, is so central to achieving
social improvement that the whole structure of the evaluation should be built around
this collaborative, phenomenological frame (Alkin & Christie, 2004a; Dahler‐Larsen,
2005). Other models adopt collaborative mechanisms intended to foster a constituency
for the evaluation’s results; for example, Context‐Input‐Process‐Product model (CIPP,
Model 9) uses a formalized stakeholder board to interface with the evaluation
(Stufflebeam, 2004), and Theory‐based Evaluations typically involve collaborations
with stakeholders, or at least program staff, to clarify the logic on which the program
is based (Rossi et al., 2004). A more summative response to the socio‐political
influence in evaluations is a “checks‐and‐balances” orientation, which can be seen in
the Accountability model (Model 2), Efficiency model (Model 5), Accreditation model
(Model 6), and Program Reporting model (Model 7). These models are oriented
toward judging program worth—often in political environments of scarce resources or
distrust of public bureaucracies—by holding programs accountable for their mandate,
results, or process. Dahler‐Larsen (2005) describes such summative evaluations as an
“inherently relevant…part of the chain of command in a representative democracy”
(p. 625). The availability of this range of approaches to socio‐political engagement is
evidence that evaluation, like any effort to address social problems, is not a politically
neutral activity (Weiss, 1973). It, therefore, warrants conscious consideration of how
engagement in the larger social‐political context can best create the conditions that
strengthen coral reef governance initiatives and promote learning from on‐going
programmatic experiences.
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2.2.2 Relevance to Program Improvement
A second factor believed to influence evaluation utilization is the evaluation’s
relevance to key program or policy decisions. This factor hypothesizes that program
staff and decision‐makers will incorporate evaluation findings to the extent they are
timely and useful. A number of the models in Table 2.1 are primarily driven by this
emphasis on relevance, although they interpret the nuances of what it means to be
relevant in different ways. For example the CIPP model, which has been widely
adapted in conservation and protected area management, is envisioned as an on‐going
evaluation that provides a knowledge base for decision‐making (Stufflebeam, 1971,
2002, 2004). While CIPP aims to achieve relevance by providing rational,
comprehensive, and systematic information, the Connoisseurship model (Model 8)
sacrifices objectivity to gain a nuanced review of the program that is particularly
attuned to understanding and potentially strengthening it. According to Eisner,
author of the Connoisseurship model, the things that really matter cannot be measured
quantitatively, and thus the most salient and relevant insights into a program are
better assessed by an expert whose depth of experience and training allow him to
perceive and communicate them (Eisner, 1975, 1983). Among all evaluation models,
Patton’s Utilization‐Focused model (Model 14) is the most sensitive to using relevance
to improve an evaluation’s influence. Notable among Patton’s recommendations for
achieving relevance is his guidance that evaluators should be “active—reactive—
adaptive,” meaning that evaluators should actively seek out and work with primary
intended users in developing evaluation questions, they should react to changing
circumstances in the evaluation environment, and, in response, they should be
prepared to adapt evaluation questions and designs to better suit program needs
(Patton, 1997). While Patton’s strategy of vigilance is undoubtedly valuable to
program staff working in dynamic situations, it poses irreconcilable differences with
evaluation models that need stability to apply experimental or quasi‐experimental
designs; hence it illustrates the kinds of situations that can create tension between
programmatic relevance and the rigorous attribution of program results.
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2.2.3 Rigor and Generalizability Toward Knowledge Construction
A third factor believed to influence evaluation utilization is evaluation rigor. This
factor hypothesizes that evaluations will influence programs to the extent that the
quality of the evaluation compels decision‐makers to believe the evaluation’s results,
with rigor being more important when the evaluation’s results conflict with
preconceived beliefs. Within the evaluation literature, discussions about evaluation
quality often give a central focus to the perceived tension between a research emphasis
on internal vs. external validity, as epitomized by evaluation giants Donald Campbell
and Lee J. Cronbach, respectively (Alkin, 2004b; Cook, 2004; Greene, 2004; Rossi et al.,
2004; Shadish & Luellen, 2004).

Campbell advocated evaluation designs that maximize internal validity, which is the
confidence with which a researcher can attribute program results to program
interventions, rather than other serendipitous events. In his classic essay, Campbell
challenged decision‐makers to preference internally valid, causal knowledge over
political expediency as a strategy to make headway in solving social problems (1969):
The United States and other modern nations should be ready for an experimental approach to
social reform, an approach in which we try out new programs designed to cure specific social
problems, in which we learn whether or not these programs are effective, and in which we retain,
imitate, modify, or discard them on the basis of apparent effectiveness on the multiple imperfect
criteria available. (p. 409)

To operationalize his experimental society, Campbell and colleagues proposed
experimental and quasi‐experimental designs to test causal hypotheses, with specific
attention to strategies for ruling out threats to internal validity (D. T. Campbell &
Stanley, 1963; J. P. Campbell, 1977; Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002). Although the
contributions Campbell and his colleagues made to social science design are
renowned, their influence on evaluation has been limited by the demands imposed by
an experimental, or even a quasi‐experimental, approach and other factors (Shadish &
Luellen, 2004; Stufflebeam & Shinkfield, 2007). A parallel effort occurred in ecology, in
which Holling and Walters’ advocacy for an experimental, Adaptive Management
approach (Holling, 1978; Walters, 1986; Walters & Holling, 1990) has had an influence
on theory well beyond its reach in practice (Lee, 1993, see also Chapter 4).
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Campbell’s position is contrasted with that of Cronbach, both in terms of their beliefs
about how information should/will influence policy and in the way these different
beliefs influence their technical orientation toward constructing generalizable
knowledge. Cronbach was influenced by Weiss’ (1973; 1976) conception of how
information influences policy (Alkin & Christie, 2004a). Recognizing the inherently
political nature of policies and programs, Weiss does not believe that evaluation
results will often influence policy decisions directly, as in Campbell’s experimenting
society. By necessity, Weiss argues, decisions incorporate a range of considerations
beyond the technical findings of an evaluation (Weiss, 1988). Instead, Weiss asserts
that evaluations influence decision‐makers through “decision accretion,” a process in
which quality information incrementally narrows the viable alternatives for
addressing enduring social problems (Weiss, 1976). In the same vein, Cronbach
viewed evaluators as educators in an on‐going process of learning from and
improving programs across a range of contexts (Alkin & Christie, 2004a; Greene, 2004;
Shadish et al., 1991). As such, Cronbach’s primary aim was to appropriately
generalize programmatic experience to other contexts, as part of a decision accretion
process toward societal betterment; in other words, his emphasis was on external
validity.

Cronbach’s approach to generalization was by extrapolating through causal
explanation, either by causal modeling or detailed qualitative descriptions (Alkin &
Christie, 2004a). Cook (2004) summarizes Cronbach’s approach as:
He stresses that causal explanation is the Holy Grail of Science because it identifies causal
mechanisms that can be transferred across a variety of different settings, persons, and causal
agents. The mechanisms he describes function at a more microlevel than do experimental
manipulations and are more proximal to the outcome, making them especially dependable as
causal agents…The critical assumption is that so long as the generative mechanism is activated,
the causal relationship will hold with all kinds of students [projects], in all kinds of settings,
and at all times. (p. 104)

To operationalize his method of defensible extrapolation, Cronbach developed the
UTOS evaluation model, which is a systematic way of planning evaluations to
promote the generalization and aggregation of knowledge by focusing on Units,
Treatments, Observations, and Settings (Cronbach, 1982).
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Cook describes the essential differences between Campbell and Cronbach’s
approaches to generalization: “Campbell prioritizes on the demonstrated empirical
robustness of a causal connection across possible moderator variables, while
Cronbach’s emphasizes what the sampling particulars represent and whether they
justify extrapolation” (Cook, 2004, p. 94). Essentially then, Campbell assumes that
external validity naturally follows from replication of internally valid studies across
multiple projects and settings (Cook, 2004). For Cronbach, on the other hand, driving
generalization through a process of narrowly focused studies that reliably answer the
question, “Did this program cause the desired outcomes” is off the mark (Greene,
2004). Instead, Cronbach’s UTOS framework aims to facilitate the development of
defensible extrapolation from the experience of one project to others.

How then should Campbell and Cronbach’s conflicting approaches to causal
generalization be reconciled? It is notable that both Campbell and Cronbach identified
the same domains of causal generalization (Cook, 2004), which are described in terms
of the current study in Box 2.2. However, controlling for all four targets of
generalization through a quasi‐experimental design would require an awkwardly
large number of variables (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002, see also Chapter 5),
necessitating a very large sample size and some form of data reduction.

Box 2.2 Campbell and Cronbach’s targets of generalization as they occur in this study
Units – The unit of analysis in the current study is coral reef governance projects and
programs. I use the term “programs” to refer to both short-term donor projects and longerterm programs implemented by governments, NGOs, or stakeholders.
Treatment or Intervention – In the current study, the intervention consists of the actual
management strategies that programs implement, described further in Part 3 of the thesis.
Observations or Outcomes – In the current study, outcomes refers to the specific dimensions
of effectiveness the program is trying to achieve, based on a recognition that effective coral
reef governance goes beyond measurements of reef condition to include characteristics of
good process and socioeconomic well-being. The dimensions of effectiveness are
identified and discussed in Part 2 of the thesis.
Setting or Context – In the current study, programs operate in a socio-ecological context that
consists of the biophysical environment, resource users’ socioeconomic situation, and the
political-culture institutions that structure governance processes.
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Two evaluation models from Table 2.1 aim to reconcile the competing needs of
internal and external validity.3 The first is Cook’s approach to experimental and quasi‐
experimental designs for generalized causal inference (Model 11). Essentially, Cook
advances an understanding of causal generalization that includes both Cronbach’s
conceptions of representation and extrapolation and Campbell’s reliance on
replication, bringing these into a quasi‐experimental design framework by extending
principles of construct validity from Treatments and Outcomes to Units and Settings
(Cook, 1993, 2004; Shadish et al., 2002). The second model is Theory‐based Evaluation
(Chen, 1990; Chen & Rossi, 1987; Donaldson, 2007; Rogers et al., 2000; Weiss, 1972,
1998), which I discuss in the next section.

2.3 Theory‐based Evaluation & Its Use in Coral Reef Governance
This section describes Theory‐based Evaluation and its advantages along the three
evaluation utilization factors previously identified. I also describe the use of Theory‐
based Evaluation in coral reef governance, concluding that it has been widely adopted
as an evaluation approach, but that its potential for generalization has been under‐
developed.

2.3.1 Overview of Theory‐based Evaluation
Theory‐based Evaluations design the evaluation around a program’s logic, or theory‐
of‐action. The general approach is to describe or diagram the logical sequence of steps
by which the project expects its actions to cause the desired results, giving particular
attention to the mechanism, or mediating process, it anticipates will connect
intervention to outcome. By monitoring key steps in this phased sequence of cause
and effect, evaluators have a much richer understanding of the causal process
underlying the program’s results, which improves the attribution of outcomes and can

Meta‐analysis is also a strategy for achieving both internal and external validity. Meta‐
analysis is an analytic method that converts the results of multiple studies into a comparable
format to draw conclusions about the way similar or different treatments affect an outcome of
interest across different settings or populations (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001). I do not include meta‐
analysis in this discussion because I consider it a technique for analyzing evaluations rather
than an evaluation model.
3
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Fig 2.1 Suchman’s model of reasons programs are unsuccessful (replicated from Weiss 1998)

inform either adaptation or replication (Chen & Rossi, 1987; Rogers et al., 2000; Weiss,
1998). A classic example of this diagnostic power is Suchman’s framework (1967) for
understanding program failure (Figure 2.1). Suchman observed that programs can fail
for one of two reasons: a) because the conceptual premise on which the program is
based is wrong, called theory failure; or b) because programs are unable to implement
their program logic, and thus do not activate the theorized causal mechanisms, called
implementation failure. Monitoring along a program’s theory‐of‐action identifies if
the causal mechanism was activated, providing a more detailed picture of the
program’s experience.

2.3.2 Identifying a Program’s Theory
Central to Theory‐based Evaluation is the conceptualization of the program’s theory,
and there are a range of approaches to defining (Box 2.3) and identifying it. For
example, a program’s theory can be alternately defined as the logic of the program on
paper, the aspirational logic of program staff, or the actual theory‐in‐use that, although
perhaps unspoken, is the modus operandi of day‐to‐day work (Argyris, 1982; Patton,
1997). Program theory can be identified through broad or limited participatory
processes, it can be inferred by remote evaluators from formal program documents, it
can be proposed based on relevant theories from social science, or program theory can
be articulated through an iterative process that combines all these sources of data plus
others (Chen, 1990; Donaldson, 2007; Patton, 1997; Rossi et al., 2004; Weiss, 1998).
Program theory can be a detailed web that includes parallel scenarios or alternative
scenarios and feedbacks, or it can be a simple two‐step model with one mediating
variable (Lipsey, 1993; Rogers, 2000a, 2000b). The range in these options has raised
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Box 2.3 Definitions of program theory and its components as used in the current study.
“Program theory,” “Program Logic,” and “Theory-of-action” are used synonymously in
this thesis to broadly refer to the plan of action a program believes it is implementing to
achieve specific effectiveness goals, including the causal mechanisms it believes must
be activated to achieve its ultimate outcomes.
Program theory consists of two sub-theories: implementation theory and impact theory (Fig 2.1).
Program implementation theory is a hypothesis about what actions or management
strategies will activate a causal mechanism. Although other authors have further sub-divided
implementation theory (Chen, 1990; Rossi et al., 2004), I retain a broad usage of the term.
Program impact theory describes the immediate and intermediate outcomes which are
believed to necessarily precede a desired ultimate outcome. These immediate and
intermediate outcomes can also be referred to as causal mechanisms or mediating variables.
Due to the broad scale of my research and time and resource constraints, I do not attempt to
incorporate Argyris’ (1982) distinction between a program’s theory-of-action and its theory-inuse. The former is a conceptual version of the program’s logic held by program staff, and the
latter is the empirical implementation of the program on a day-to-day basis. Because my data
collection did not involve detailed field observations of implementation, my research most
closely represents Argyris’ theory-of-action, although I do incorporate perceptions of strategy
implementation when inferring program theories in Part 3. Future research could further
investigate whether my amalgamation of these terms has significant implications for the study
results, although I think such an influence is unlikely.

some concerns about finding the “right” program theory (Leeuw, 2003). However,
Rogers counsels that different variations of program theory work better for different
situations (Rogers, 2000b), and Carol Weiss (1998), an early developer of Theory‐based
Evaluation, argues that the essential feature of a program theory is its specification of a
causal mechanism:
By theory, I don’t mean anything highbrow or multi‐syllabic. I mean the set of beliefs that underlie
action. The theory doesn’t have to be uniformly accepted. It doesn’t have to be right. It is a set of
hypotheses upon which people build their program plans. It is an explanation of the causal links that
tie program inputs to expected program outputs. (emphasis in the original, p. 55)

2.3.3 “Nothing is so Practical as a Good Theory” – Kurt Lewin (1945, p. 129)
Weiss (1995) further outlines four advantages of Theory‐based Evaluation (Box 2.4)
that demonstrate the model’s strengths vis‐à‐vis the three factors of evaluation
utilization identified previously. Weiss’ Advantages 3 & 4 demonstrate how Theory‐
based Evaluation promotes the social and political conditions needed to learn from
and strengthen coral reef governance initiatives. She argues that Theory‐based
Evaluation is particularly able to stimulate responsive policies because its language of
mechanisms, or stories, is highly aligned with the common vernacular of policies and
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programs, which she says are
also theory‐oriented (Weiss,
1995). Other authors have
proposed that understanding
causal mechanisms
productively influences policy‐
making because this
knowledge creates
implementation options;

Box 2.4 Four advantages of Theory‐based Evaluation
quoted from Weiss (1995, p. 83)
1. It concentrates evaluation attention and resources
on key aspects of the program.
2. It facilitates aggregation of evaluation results into a
broader base of theoretical and program
knowledge.
3. It asks program practitioners to make their
assumptions explicit and to reach consensus with
their colleagues about what they are trying to do
and why.
4. Evaluations that address the theoretical
assumptions embedded in programs may have
more influence on both policy and popular opinion.

knowing the factors that
trigger desired outcomes allows policy or program designers to consider a range of
alternatives for activating that causal trigger (Cook, 2004). Weiss’ proposal to find the
program’s theory through a consensus‐seeking process with program staff should also
strengthen utilization by fostering a sense of ownership over the evaluation’s process
and results (see also Donaldson, 2007; Patton, 1997).

Theory‐based Evaluation is similarly advantaged in providing timely and relevant
information for program improvement. Weiss and other authors have observed that
the shared process of explicitly identifying a program’s theory often results in
formative improvements to the program as staff examine their causal assumptions and
better align their individual efforts toward a shared strategy (Rogers, 2000b; Rogers et
al., 2000; Weiss, 1998). Another way Theory‐based Evaluation is advantageous in
providing relevant information for improvement is through its focused attention on
key aspects of the program (Advantage 1 in Box 2.4). Tracking progress through the
expected stages of program implementation provides an early indication of whether
actions and outcomes are unfolding as expected, and allows programs to make real‐
time course‐corrections. This desirable flexibility is absent, for example, in summative
experimental or quasi‐experimental study designs, which typically do not give
feedback on evaluation results until the end of the study and require stability in
program implementation to attribute causality.
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Finally, Theory‐based Evaluation has particular advantages in constructing
knowledge that can improve the overall practice of coral reef governance because, as
Kurt Lewin concluded, “Nothing is as practical as a good theory” (1951, p. 129). Far
from being an academic exercise, a sound understanding, or theory, of the
mechanisms behind desirable program results, under particular circumstances, is
supremely useful for improving programs and practice (Weiss, 1995, 1998). It is this
focus on unraveling the mechanisms behind program results that gives Theory‐based
Evaluation its particular strengths with regard to both internal and external validity
(Vaessen & Todd, 2008).

Theory‐based Evaluation can be used alone or in combination with other evaluation
models to develop rigorous, generalizable knowledge (Advantage 2 in Box 2.4). For
example, Theory‐based Evaluation can be combined with experimental or quasi‐
experimental designs when program situations allow (Weiss, 1995, 1998), and scholars
have argued that combining the two models increases the internal validity of theory‐
based models (Cook, 2000, 2004) and the external validity of experimental models
(Chen, 1990). However, even when field conditions prevent the use of experimental
designs, Theory‐based Evaluation’s step‐by‐step approach of identifying causal
mechanisms still offers an improved ability to attribute results to program activities
(Davidson, 2000; Weiss, 1995). The internal validity of Theory‐based Evaluation
studies can be further strengthened by explicitly specifying rival explanations for
expected results and collecting data that allows them to be ruled out. A similar
process of considering alternative program theories can be used to preemptively
identify negative, unintended outcomes of the program, which are not as unusual as
practitioners might prefer because programs operate in complex systems (Morrell,
2005). Finally, Theory‐based Evaluations can provide the basis for making educated
extrapolations from and between programmatic experiences toward strengthening
overall practice. Patton (1997) highlights how Theory‐based Evaluation is useful for
facilitating comparisons between programs by taking into account differences in their
desired goals, design, and setting:
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…it is useful to compare programmatic theories of action in order to understand the extent to
which apparently identical or similarly labeled programs are in fact comparable. Programs with
different goals cannot be fairly compared with each other…Attention to divergent theories of
action help(s) avoid inappropriate comparisons and reframe(s) the evaluation question from
Which model is best? to What are the strengths and weaknesses of each approach, and
which approach is most effective for what kinds of … environments? (emphasis in the
original, p. 232‐3)

2.3.4 Theory‐based Evaluations in Coral Reef Conservation
Theory‐based Evaluation has been incorporated into most of the evaluation models
commonly used in coral reef governance, in whole or in part. Within coral reef
governance, for example, logical frameworks have been used to articulate program
theories to plan and evaluate projects funded by international aid organizations since
the 1970s (Rogers, 2000b; Sartorius, 1991). Experts, however, have been critical of the
summative application of logical frameworks in many of these projects (Lowry et al.,
1999; Stem, Margoluis, Salafsky, & Brown, 2005). While formative applications of
Theory‐based Evaluation provide a basis for making real‐time course corrections to
program implementation, summative use can serve to “straight‐jacket” programs into
predetermined plans (Lowry et al., 1999). Experts have also observed that the logic
models typically articulated in these applications are artificially linear (Rogers, 2000b).

More recently, experts from the reef‐related fields of conservation, protected areas,
and coastal management have developed influential evaluation systems that are
hybrids of the CIPP and Theory‐based Evaluation models. Figure 2.2 illustrates the
CIPP model (Fig 2.2.a), and how its orientation around the policy or project
management cycle is similar to well known evaluation models used in coral reef
governance: the IUCN Framework for Assessing the Management of Protected Areas
(Hockings et al., 2006, Fig 2.2.b), the Manual for Assessing Progress in Coastal
Management (Olsen et al., 1999, Fig 2.2.c) and the Conservation Measures Partnership
(CMP) model (2007), developed by a consortium of NGOs (Fig 2.2.d). However,
unlike the CIPP model, which does not focus on articulating a program theory or
identifying causal mechanisms (Stufflebeam, 2004; Stufflebeam & Shinkfield, 2007), the
CMP model and the Olsen et al. (1999) model for coastal management both
incorporate Theory‐based Evaluation by explicitly identifying the assumptions behind
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1. Issue Identification &
Assessment
2. Program Preparation
3. Adoption & Funding
4. Implementation
5. Evaluation
c. Coastal Management: Manual for Assessing
Progress in Coastal Management (Olsen et al., 1999)
a. Evaluation: The Context-Input-Process-Product model
(Stufflebeam 1971, 2004)

b. Protected Areas: IUCN framework for assessing
management effectiveness (Hockings et al., 2006)

d. Conservation: Conservation Measures
Partnership Open Standards (CMP, 2007)

Fig 2.2 Variations on the project/policy cycle as an organizing framework for evaluation across different reef‐related fields
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program activities. For CMP, the causal links between program activities and
outcomes are incorporated into a situation analysis model or diagram (Conservation
Measures Partnership, 2007, pp. 14‐15). The coastal management manual simply
identifies the importance of explicitly articulating the program’s theory, either
descriptively or otherwise (Olsen et al., 1999, p. 26).

The IUCN framework does not identify articulating a program theory or logic as part
of its analysis of planning, inputs, or process (Hockings et al., 2006, pp. 18‐24). In this
regard, the IUCN framework is similar to CIPP, which develops program plans
through site‐specific analysis of context, and comparisons with best practice
standards. However, the most recent edition of the IUCN framework (Hockings et al.,
2006 pp. 37‐40) does recommend using a program’s theory as the basis for data
analysis. Unrolling the IUCN framework and comparing it against Suchman and
Donaldson’s theory‐based models (Fig 2.3) suggests that such an analysis would
emphasize program implementation theory over program impact theory, based on the
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Fig 2.3 Comparison of theory‐based evaluation models and the IUCN framework
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data that would likely be available. Deferring specification of the program theory
until analysis has begun may mean that data on mediating variables are not collected
since causal mechanisms are not explicitly identified prior to data collection. Post hoc
inference of program theory also limits the opportunity to improve program design
though collaborative discussions about key assumptions. Nonetheless, the IUCN
protected area framework focuses squarely on factors that are within managers’
control, and thus constitutes a pragmatic evaluation approach for many purposes.

2.3.5 Status of Comparative Learning in Coral Reef Conservation
In addition to providing relevant information for program improvement, these
evaluation systems are also concerned with learning from on‐going experience to
strengthen the overall state of practice. CMP has aimed to promote cross‐
programmatic learning by standardizing evaluation frameworks and language
(Conservation Measures Partnership, 2007; Salafsky et al., 2009; Salafsky, Margoluis,
Redford, & Robinson, 2002; Salafsky & Salzer, 2005; Salafsky et al., 2008; Stem et al.,
2005); however, no specific strategy has been proposed for how this better coordinated
data should best be analyzed or shared to facilitate appropriate learning between
programs that differ in their strategies, goals, and context (i.e., Cronbach and
Campbell’s targets of generalization). In a somewhat similar vein, Leverington,
Hockings and Costa (2008) have completed the Herculean task of cross‐walking nine
different evaluation systems to compile a standardized database of 2300 protected area
evaluations formatted to the IUCN framework. Their analysis of these data identifies
which of 31 context, planning, inputs, process, outputs, and outcomes variables are
correlated with higher scores for overall management effectiveness across different
geographic regions.

The Leverington et al. (2008) analysis is similar to a number of impressive studies that
have comparatively evaluated coral reef governance programs with different goals,
program theories, and socio‐ecological contexts against their accomplishments on
standardized variables. While such studies are certainly valuable for improving
knowledge about broad scale trends in resource governance and conservation, their
undifferentiated treatment of goals and context make it difficult to know how their
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findings should reasonably be generalized to a range of more specific situations. The
issue goes back to Patton’s (1997) observations that seemingly similar programs may
have important differences in the goals they are trying to achieve. Is it then
appropriate to compare programs as if they had the same goals, and, if so, what would
such a comparison tell us? Given the contextual differences in programs, higher
performance achieved from implementing one program theory does not warrant
replicating it unless there is a reason to believe the mechanism responsible for success
in the original program could also be expected to operate in the new context.

My doctoral research aims to build on the existing widespread use of program theory
in coral reef governance, to develop a theory‐based framework for facilitating learning
within and between coral reef governance initiatives that can better accommodate
differences in programs (U), and their strategies (T), goals (O), and context (S). My
approach is based on an adaptation of the Competing Values Framework (CVF) from
organizational theory. Like Theory‐based Evaluation more broadly, CVF is an
approach that has advantages vis‐à‐vis the three factors of evaluation utilization
previously identified: engagement in a program’s social and political context,
providing relevant information for program decisions, and facilitating generalization
that can strengthen broader practice. I next present a brief overview of the CVF.

2.4 Adapting an Approach from Organizational Theory
The Competing Values Framework (CVF) is a metatheory that was developed in the
early 1980s to describe organizational effectiveness, and has proven to be an enduring
framework for understanding and interpreting a wide range of organizational
phenomenon in higher education, health care, government, and business (Cameron &
Quinn, 1999; Denison & Spreitzer, 1991; Helfrich, Li, Mohr, Meterko, & Sales, 2007;
R.E. Quinn & McGrath, 1982; R.E. Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1981, 1983). Here I present the
CVF, its development, and subsequent influence in theory and practice as background
for my proposal to adapt it to coral reef governance.
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2.4.1 Rationale and Development of the Competing Values Framework
The authors of the CVF, Robert Quinn and John Rohrbaugh, determined that a
prerequisite for understanding organizational effectiveness was to clarify the
definition of effectiveness, noting, “no one seems to be sure which concepts…are to be
included in the construct of effectiveness” (1983, p. 364). They observed that
conflicting attempts to reconcile disparate models and definitions of effectiveness had
generated considerable disillusionment, rather than the foundations needed to
constructively build scientific knowledge in the field (R.E. Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1983).

Quinn and Rohrbaugh’s approach to developing a comprehensive understanding of
the effectiveness construct was a significant departure from other studies. It was
based on empirical data, but used multi‐dimensional scaling rather than factor
analytic methods to identify key organizing dimensions (R. E. Quinn & Cameron,
1983). Additionally, rather than focusing on organizations, the study focused on
identifying the cognitive structure that organizational theorists used to make sense of
effectiveness. The result was a visual, spatial framework (Fig 2.4.a) that more clearly
illustrated the relationships between rival models of effectiveness (R.E. Quinn &
McGrath, 1982), and was intuitive to practitioners for conceptualizing the competing
demands placed on their organizations’ performance (Denison & Spreitzer, 1991;
Thompson, McGrath, & Whorton, 1981).

To develop the CVF, Quinn and Rohrbaugh conducted replicate studies in which
experts in organizational theory ranked the similarity between every possible pairing
of 17 distinct effectiveness concepts, a total of 136 judgments. These concepts were
based on the work of J.P. Campbell, whose extensive review of effectiveness (J. P.
Campbell, 1977) claimed to identify a comprehensive list of effectiveness concepts and
was highly cited in the literature (R. E. Quinn & Cameron, 1983). In both a pilot study
and a larger follow‐on study with 45 experts (60% response rate), analysis of the
similarity measures yielded the same conceptualization of effectiveness, and high
correlations between the similarity judgments of individual experts and the shared
group space indicate considerable consensus among the panel members (R.E. Quinn &
Rohrbaugh, 1983).
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Fig 2.4. (A) CVF identified four paradigms for achieving effectiveness, which were
distinguished by organizational emphasis on two axes: focus (internal vs. external) and
control (flexible vs. rigid). The ability to draw organizational profiles (B) operationalized
CVF by allowing an organization to visualize its orientation toward effectiveness and to
compare its profile with those of other organizations.

2.4.2 Dimensions & Quadrants
These results suggest that organizational researchers “share an implicit theoretical
framework” (R.E. Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1983 p. 369) that is organized around three
dimensions. The horizontal axis represents organizational focus, and differentiates
effectiveness concepts that represent an internal focus on the well‐being of an
organization’s people, from those concepts that are externally‐oriented and emphasize
the well‐being of the organization itself in its competitive, external environment. The
vertical axis represents organizational structure, and differentiates effectiveness
concepts that emphasize flexibility and decentralization from those that emphasize
stability and control. The third axis, illustrated by the size of the circles, differentiates
effectiveness criteria that focus on means (smaller circles), such as planning, from
those emphasizing ends (larger circles), such as productivity (R.E. Quinn &
Rohrbaugh, 1981, 1983).
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The quadrants, defined by the two main dimensions and the effectiveness concepts
clustered within them, represent four archetypal models of effectiveness. Cameron
and Quinn explain that “the four quadrants that emerged from these analyses match
precisely the main organizational forms that have developed in organizational
science” (Cameron & Quinn, 1999, p. 33). The internal‐flexible quadrant, called the
Clan model,4 emphasizes human resources development, empowerment, and
participation. The internal‐control quadrant, the Hierarchy model, gives highest
priority to stability, predictability, and formal organizational processes or rules. The
external‐control quadrant, called the Market model, gives a premium to clarity of tasks
and goals, efficiency, and outcomes. Finally, the external‐flexibility quadrant
emphasizes creativity, innovation, growth, and acquisition of resources. This
quadrant is named the Adhocracy model, derived from the word “ad hoc” to imply
dynamism and responsiveness (Cameron & Quinn, 1999; Helfrich et al., 2007; R.E.
Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1983).

2.4.3 Competing Values
By organizing a comprehensive set of effectiveness concepts, the CVF clarified the
relationships between different effectiveness models, and more clearly showed the
complementarity and tensions between the models that had previously been
ambiguous. In essence, because each dimension represents a continuum of
“competing values”—i.e., internal‐external, flexibility‐control—the similarities and
contradictions between the models are revealed. Adjacent models that share a value
are similar on that value. For example, both the Clan and Hierarchy models have an
internal focus. Models on the diagonal do not share any of the core values identified
by the CVF, and, thus, are the most dissimilar to each other. Whereas the overlap and
contradiction between models was previously viewed as theoretical disarray, the CVF
demonstrates that these four models represent distinct effectiveness clusters within a
broader, overarching framework that is inherently paradoxical.

The quadrant names have evolved over various CVF publications. I report the labels used by
Cameron and Quinn (1999) because I find them the most intuitive.

4
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2.4.4 Influence as Metatheory
Since its development, the CVF has become influential not only for describing
organizational effectiveness, but also for its ability to describe related organizational
phenomenon at different levels—from individuals to departments to whole
organizations or groups of organizations (Cameron & Quinn, 1999; Denison &
Spreitzer, 1991). Cameron and Quinn attribute this broad explanatory power to the
CVF’s basis in experts’ conceptualization of effectiveness. They argue that at a deep
level, people have very similar ways of processing information, represented by the
CVF’s dimensions. Their evidence for this assertion is the high degree of congruence
the CVF has with well‐accepted categorical schemes, such as those proposed by Jung
(1923) and Myers and Briggs (1962) (Cameron & Quinn, 1999). Although people may
vary in their spacing of concepts, the dimensions they use to organize them are
surprisingly similar, suggesting that adaptation of the CVF to coral reef governance is
likely to benefit from the same universality of cognitive process.

As a metatheory for organizational effectiveness, the CVF has provided the
foundations for further research. It has simplified the complex construct of
effectiveness to key dimensions and criteria to provide a common language and focus
for subsequent studies. Additionally, by providing an explicit, overarching
framework, the CVF demonstrates that effectiveness models previously viewed to be
rival explanations were simply pointing to different quadrants of a larger construct.
Thompson et al. summarize the strengths of the CVF as a heuristic this way (1981):
the greatest strength of the competing values model is its power to simplify and synthesize the
larger number of effectiveness criteria…The model makes order out of chaos. It is a visual
paradigm for plotting one set of effectiveness criteria in such a way that it can be contrasted
with all other major criteria. The model can also be used for looking at particular schools,
movements, and theorists, and locating them in relation to each other (p. 190)

2.4.5 Influence as a Diagnostic Tool
The CVF’s ability to facilitate visualization of effectiveness criteria has also been its
strength as a diagnostic tool. A short questionnaire has been developed that allows
organizations to draw a profile of themselves on the CVF (Fig 2.4‐b), which has proven
useful for self reflection and inter‐organizational comparisons (Cameron & Quinn,
1999; Denison & Spreitzer, 1991; Thompson et al., 1981). Analyses that have compared
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these profiles with other organizational characteristics have found relationships
between the CVF profiles and leadership styles, organizational culture, and
management theories (Cameron & Quinn, 1999). In short, measuring organizations in
terms of their similarity to the CVF’s four archetypal quadrants provides a synthetic
characterization that has been found to describe organizational characteristics at
multiple levels. The ability to tap into subtle organizational characteristics with a
relatively simple measurement instrument has facilitated the CVF’s popularity as a
diagnostic tool. It is the most widely used model for assessing organizational culture
in health care (Helfrich et al., 2007), and the dominant approach to quantitatively
assessing organizational culture in higher education (Kwan & Walker, 2004).

Applications of the CVF have demonstrated its utility in helping managers more
consciously understand and change their organizations. In practice, organizations
rarely emphasize only one of the CVF’s quadrants, because these are idealized models
that are unlikely to occur in real life (Cameron & Ettington, 1988). More practically,
organizations are trying to achieve elements of all four effectiveness quadrants with
limited resources (Cameron & Quinn, 1999; R.E. Quinn & McGrath, 1982). Drawing an
organization’s profile on the CVF facilitates discussions about which quadrants an
organization is currently emphasizing, and whether continuation of this focus and
strategy is likely to provide desired results in the future. The CVF visually frames
these discussions, however, in the recognition that there are inherent tensions and
tradeoffs between effectiveness criteria that will need to be navigated. In this
facilitative capacity, the CVF is consistent with the first two factors of evaluation
utilization identified in Section 2.2: participatory engagement and relevance.

The CVF also offers a strategy for generalizing organizational experiences in two
ways. First, by providing an explicit understanding of effectiveness, it allows a precise
identification of organizational goals, enabling more appropriate comparisons
between organizations. In response to Patton’s concern about indiscriminately
comparing programs—regardless of the similarity in their goals—the CVF allows
efficient identification of which organizations are actually trying to achieve the same
effectiveness criteria.
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Secondly, the CVF has the ability to facilitate generalization by reducing complexity.
The CVF profiles (Fig 2.4‐B) are derived from dimensions that have been
demonstrated to organize a broad range of organizational characteristics. As such, it is
likely that using these profiles as the basis for comparing organizations offers an
opportunity to identify patterns in the targets of generalization (Box 2.2) that
significantly simplifies and improves appropriate learning between organizations. To
explore this potential, my research adapts the CVF to coral reef governance and
examines the extent to which programs’ profiles—which represent a program’s
theory‐of‐action—are associated with specific types of contexts, approaches, and
implementing organizations.

2.5 Assessing the Merit of the Adapted CVF
The CVF has helped to understand and strengthen effectiveness in organizations by
providing an incisive framework for theorizing, planning, and comparative learning.
My research aims to develop a comparable framework for effectiveness in coral reef
governance to facilitate generalization of learning from on‐going programmatic
experiences. A classification system to serve this purpose is needed to complement
evaluation approaches currently used in coral reef governance, which have not
articulated a systematic approach to generalization that accounts for differences in
programs, context, specific goals, and implementation strategies.

A good classification system, such as the CVF, supports theorizing, generalization,
and improved practice by organizing the complexity inherent in social life. It allows
us to find meaningful similarities and differences between cases by reducing
complexity and achieving parsimony. The secret to successful classification according
to K.D. Bailey’s book on the topic (1994) is to identify the “key or fundamental
characteristics on which the classification is to be based” (p. 2). Bailey argues that
classification systems organized around meaningful dimensions can condense huge
volumes of information, and he gives as an example the parsimony achieved when,
instead of describing 400 cities based on 40 variables (i.e., 16,000 pieces of data), they
are described as one of only three taxa: manufacturing centers, service centers, or
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recreational centers. For Bailey then, the merit of a classification system hinges on its
ability to identify a few key dimensions that reduces complexity in a significant and
meaningful way as a foundation for theorizing, generalizing, and improving practice.

2.5.1 K.D. Bailey’s Three‐levels of Analysis
Bailey notes that classification occurs at three levels: conceptual, empirical, and
indicator (Bailey, 1984). He differentiates between an empirical taxonomy and a
conceptual typology that are connected by an indicator level (Fig 2.5). Taxonomies are
developed inductively from empirical data. Actual cases are measured on a variety of
characteristics, and clustering techniques are applied to identify groupings of the
cases, called taxa. Taxonomies can also be created qualitatively. Taxonomies are
useful for reducing complexity in a sample of cases; however, the resulting
classification is based only on the cases present in the sample, leaving us uncertain “of
our ability to generalize these taxa to other samples or the entire population” (p. 64).
Additionally, identifying the dimensions that separate the taxa can be complex (Bailey,
1994).

In contrast, typologies are conceptual classifications that provide a global frame for
understanding complex phenomenon in a manageable way. In typologies, the cells
represent “types” rather than empirical cases. According to Bailey, these types
provide a powerful way for organizing multidimensional information. As a
quintessential example, Bailey points to Max Weber’s ideal type: “the ideal type
is…one formed by magnifying all features of the type, as with a magnifying glass”
(Bailey, 1994 p. 21). Bailey continues by explaining that the strength of these
archetypes is in their ability to organize complexity in meaningful ways, which is
achieved by accentuating, rather than directly representing, the actual dimensions
found in reality (1994):
If I were designing the perfect criterion type…I would insist that none of the dimensions be
blurred, dull, impure, illegible, ambiguous, or similarly difficult to discern. I would wish for the
clearest and purest example of the type, with no dull or damaged features. In short, I would like
the perfect specimen. Now, I ask you rhetorically, how often is the perfect specimen found
empirically? Or stated another way, is the absolutely perfect specimen ever found empirically
in this less‐than‐perfect world? …if the perfect specimen were to be found empirically, would
not the wear and tear of the ‘real’ world quickly mar its perfection, rendering it less suitable as a
criterion? (p. 19)
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In Bailey’s conceptualization then, conceptual typologies and empirical taxonomies
work from opposite directions, deductively and inductively respectively, to achieve
the same end of parsimony. However, they make different contributions to this end.
Taxonomies work from the rough and tumble of real world data to describe a
particular situation. Typologies provide a comprehensive frame for contextualizing
different experiences and cut through multidimensional complexity by developing

K.D. Bailey’s (1994)
3-Levels of Analysis
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of Research Validity
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representation of coral
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A Taxonomy of Approaches to Effective
Coral Reef Governance in Southeast Asia

Fig 2.5 Questions of research validity for the classification systems and measurement
instrument developed through this research
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meaningful, idealized archetypes. Connecting the taxonomy and typology through an
indicator marries the strength of both classification systems. It strengthens the
interpretability and generalizability of the taxonomy, and it grounds the typology in
dynamic, real world experiences. Bailey’s understanding of the different roles of
typologies and taxonomies has important implications for assessing the validity of the
classification systems and measurement instrument developed through this research.

2.5.2 Assessing Validity at Each Level
Based on Bailey’s 3‐levels of analysis and the development and application of the CVF,
this research develops a conceptual typology (Thesis Part 2) and an empirical
taxonomy (Part 3) linked by an indicator level (Chapter 5). Fig 2.5 articulates criteria
for assessing the validity of each of these analyses, taking into account accepted
approaches to research and measurement validity, and Bailey’s conceptualization of
the different purposes of typologies and taxonomies. Additionally, Table 2.2
summarizes approaches that have been used to investigate the first three of these
questions for the CVF. In subsequent chapters of the thesis I replicate or refer to these
studies in validating my adaptation of the CVF to coral reef governance.

The first and fourth questions of research validity (Fig 2.5) refer to the extent the
typology and taxonomy developed through this research represent the phenomenon
they are intended to describe. The first question of validity considers whether the
conceptual typology, developed in Chapter 3, accurately identifies the key dimensions
that organize expert thinking about effectiveness. The fourth question of validity
assesses the extent to which the taxonomy, developed in Chapter 6, is an accurate and
useful representation of practice in the field.

The third question (Fig 2.5) considers the measurement validity of the indicator level.
In this study, individual coral reef governance programs are mapped onto the
typology by answering a short questionnaire, named the “Compass.” The Compass
creates a profile for each coral reef program that is similar to the organizational
profiles shown in Fig 2.4.B. If the Compass has good measurement validity, these
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Table 2.2 CVF validation studies grouped by questions of research validity (Fig 2.5).

Authors

Approach

Findings

Q1. Validity of the typology as a representation of expert conceptualizations of effectiveness
Replicated the CVF’s horizontal and
Howard,
Replicated the MDS analysis used to
vertical axes, providing support for the
1998
develop the original CVF, but with data
CVF, qualified by an observation that the
collected through an ipsative Q‐
Methodology from 68 respondents on
most distal dimensions on the 2nd
nine dimensions that corresponded to the dimension were not significantly
four CVF quadrants
negatively correlated
Q2. Validity of the typology as a framework for interpreting & contextualizing field experience
Discriminate analysis demonstrated that
Cameron &
Validated the CVF framework by using
Ettington,
an ipsative version of the CVF instrument institutions with strongly congruent
cultures were associated with traits
1988
with data from 3,400 senior respondents
predicted by the CVF framework,
from 334 higher education institutions
including performance on expected
dimensions of effectiveness
Used correlations and MANOVA to
Zammuto & Validated the ipsative version of the CVF
demonstrate: 1) the internal consistency
Krakower,
instrument with the same data set used
of the CVF instrument, 2) expected
1991
by Cameron & Ettington (1988). In
addition to validating the instrument,
relationships between the CVF quadrants
cluster analysis was used to identify
and other organizational characteristics,
common organizational profiles.
and 3) differences between mean
perceptions of CVF‐generated clusters
Lysons, 1993 Validated an adaptation of the CVF using Factor analysis and discriminate analysis
confirmed the axes and quadrants of an
52 Likert‐scale questions related to
adapted CVF for Australian higher
organizational effectiveness with data
education
from 490 respondents at 32 higher
education institutions in Australia.
Validated the CVF as a way of
Kwan &
SEM to differentiate between
Walker, 2004 organizations using a Likert‐scale version differentiating between organizations
of the CVF instrument with data from 480 based on one or a combination of the four
CVF quadrants
respondents from higher education
institutions in Hong Kong
Q3. Measurement validity of the Compass/Questionnaire
The MTMM analysis provided evidence
R.E. Quinn
Multi‐trait/multi‐method (MTMM)
of convergent validity between the 2
& Spreitzer, analysis and multidimensional scaling
1991
(MDS) assessed the psychometric
instruments and discriminant validity
properties of both ipsative and Likert‐
between the 4 CVF subscales. The MDS
scale versions of the CVF instrument for
provides nomological support or spatial
organizational culture using data from
validity because the measures of each
~800 executives from public utility firms
quadrant map onto the CVF as expected
Kalliath,
Confirmatory factor analysis of a Likert‐
Internal consistency of the four subscales
Bluedorn, & scale version of the CVF instrument was
was strong (α = 0.8 – 0.9); Model structure
Gillespie,
conducted using data from 300
was largely consistent with the CVF, but
1999
supervisors from a multi‐hospital system
an unexpected positive correlation
between 2 of the diagonal quadrants was
inconsistent with theoretical expectations
Internal consistency of the 4 subscales
Helfrich et
Exploratory and confirmatory factor
was moderate‐strong (α = 0.68 – 0.85), but
al., 2007
analyses of a Likert‐scale version of the
CVF instrument for organizational
both analyses supported a 2 factor, rather
culture was conducted using data from
than the expected 4 factor, solution. The
over 70,000 non‐supervisory health care
authors questioned if the CVF validly
workers to test the instrument’s
reflects staff‐level perceptions of culture,
psychometric properties
as distinct from supervisory perceptions
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profiles are accurate representations of the programs they represent. In Bailey’s
model, measurement validity is shown as path c and measurement error as path b
(Bailey, 1984).

The second question of research validity corresponds to path a in Bailey’s model, and
represents the central question about the value of the typology developed through this
research. Referring again to Bailey, a good typology should be consistent with an
empirically‐derived taxonomy in terms of key organizing dimensions and traits.
However, given the inherent differences between conceptual idealism and real life, it
is unlikely two classifications systems will be identical. The appropriate way to assess
the merit or validity of a typology, then, is not based on its conformity to a specific
sample of cases, but by its ability to improve the interpretation, contextualization, and
generalization of those cases by providing a global, idealized framework.

Based on Bailey’s insights, as well as my review of evaluation models and the
Competing Values Framework, the merit of my Coral Reef Governance Effectiveness
Typology can be assessed along the following criteria. The typology should facilitate
improved generalization and contextualization of Theory‐based Evaluations to help
overcome fragmented learning in coral reef governance, by:
1. Clarifying the relationships between existing theoretical paradigms for coral reef
governance, including their comparative strengths and weaknesses;
2. Simplifying the multidimensional complexity that exists in identified targets of
generalization: programs, their priority goals, the strategies they implement, and
the socio‐ecological context in which they operate; and,
3. Contextualizing the experiences of individual sites to improve strategic
planning, cross‐site learning, and the development of context‐relevant theories
for reef governance.

If the typology achieves these goals, it should realize Bailey’s promise for good
classification (1994), making it a valuable learning tool for coral reef governance:
A well‐constructed typology can be very effective in bringing order out of chaos. It can
transform the complexity of apparently eclectic congeries of diverse cases into well‐ordered sets
of a few rather homogeneous types, clearly situated in a property space of a few important
dimensions. A sound typology forms a solid foundation for both theorizing and empirical
research. Perhaps no other tool has such power to simplify life for the social scientist. (p. 33)
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2.6 Summary


Systematically reviewing available evaluation models suggests three factors
that promote the utilization of evaluation results toward improving programs
and practice:
1. Engagement in the socio‐political context
2. Relevance to program decisions
3. Rigor and generalizability toward knowledge construction



Among evaluation models, Theory‐based Evaluation, which bases evaluations
around a program’s logic, has notable advantages over other approaches for all
three factors of evaluation utilization.



Commonly used approaches for evaluating coral reef governance programs
have incorporated Theory‐based Evaluation in whole or in part. However, the
potential to use Theory‐based Evaluation results to appropriately generalize
findings across sites has been underdeveloped.



Leading scholars Cronbach and Campbell identified four targets of
generalization in evaluation: projects, goals, strategies, and context (see Box
2.2). Characterizing these four targets requires a large number of variables,
and cross‐site comparisons of conservation and protected area programs
typically do not stratify analyses along all four targets. However, ignoring
differences in these targets makes it difficult to know how evaluation findings
should appropriately be generalized, and it contributes to the fragmented
learning identified as a problem in Chapter 1.



To improve this situation, I propose to adapt a typology from organizational
theory, called the Competing Values Framework (CVF), into coral reef
governance. The CVF provides an additional strategy for generalization by
incisively reducing multidimensional complexity in relevant targets of
generalization.



K.D. Bailey’s work on Typologies and Taxonomies describes the qualities of a
good typology, and is proposed as a basis for assessing the validity of my
adaptation of the CVF to coral reef governance (see Box 2.5). Based on Bailey’s
conceptualization, I propose to develop and reconcile a conceptual typology
and empirical taxonomy to assess the extent to which the conceptual map
developed through my research improves generalization and contextualization
of Theory‐based Evaluations, and offers a tool for improving learning and
practice in coral reef governance.
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Part 2
A Conceptual Typology
of Effectiveness in
Coral Reef Governance
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Chapter 3.
Twelve Pillars of Effective Coral Reef Governance
It is suggested that a strong linkage exists between social and biological success, with social
considerations determining long‐term biological success. This finding implies that standards
for measuring both biological and social success should be applied equally and that MPAs
should be designed to meet multiple social and biological goals.
‐ Christie, Marine Protected Areas as Biological Successes
and Social Failures in Southeast Asia, 2004, p. 155

3.1 Introduction
Part 2 of the thesis aims to develop a conceptual typology—or “map”—of effective
coral reef governance. The purpose of the typology is to facilitate improved
generalization and contextualization of theory‐based program evaluations to help
overcome fragmented learning in coral reef governance (Chapters 1 & 2). The
typology is developed through two steps. This chapter identifies the individual
concepts that make up the multidimensional construct of effectiveness in coral reef
governance. In Chapter 4, these concepts become the inputs to an analysis that
develops the typology by spatially identifying the way experts in coral reef
governance conceptualize effectiveness.

To comprehensively identify a list of the concepts that constitute an effectiveness
construct, I conducted a review of 12 diverse evaluation systems relevant to coral reef
governance. Section 2.2 describes the criteria used to select the sample of evaluation
systems and the qualitative methods used in the analysis. The effectiveness concepts
identified through this analysis are summarized in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 discusses
the results of the analysis to answer three questions:
1. Should ecosystem condition be the one true measure of effective coral reef
governance, or are other concepts legitimately part of an effectiveness
construct?
2. How similar are the evaluation systems in their conceptualization of
effectiveness?
3. Do the evaluation systems share core similarities that imply the existence of
an accepted “standard” for effectiveness?
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3.2 Methods
To develop an explicit understanding of “effectiveness” in coral reef governance, I
used qualitative research methods to analyze evaluation systems developed for reef
governance or related topics, such as protected areas, integrated coastal management,
or conservation. Qualitative methods were chosen because they are well recognized
for their strength in developing rich descriptions of complex processes, particularly
those involving socially‐constructed meanings (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Maxwell,
1998; Neuman, 2006). Evaluation systems were selected from among the potential
data sources available for the study because they implicitly represent a synthesized
understanding of the effectiveness construct. Most evaluation systems were
developed by teams of experts, often through a process of testing and refinement. The
following subsections describe how the sample of evaluation systems was selected
(Section 3.2.1), and how data from the sample were collected (Section 3.2.2) and
analyzed (Section 3.2.3).

3.2.1 Selecting the Sample of Evaluation Systems
Qualitative analysis of texts typically generates voluminous data and rapidly becomes
impractical unless the selection of texts is tightly bounded (Silverman, 2001). The
material in this study was bounded by attempting to identifying the full population of
evaluation systems, and then applying both criterion‐based and stratified sampling
strategies (Miles & Huberman, 1994) to select a sample which captured the breadth of
views found in the literature.

Three strategies were used to identify the population of relevant evaluation systems.
First, Google and Web of Science searches were used to canvases the grey and peer‐
reviewed literatures, respectively. Second, documents from these searches referenced
additional evaluation systems, which were also added to the pool of candidates;
Stern’s (2006) review, which identified 26 evaluation systems for measuring
conservation effectiveness in the marine environment, was particularly useful in this
regard. Third, recommendations were solicited from colleagues with expertise in
evaluation.
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Table 3.1 Sample of evaluations systems used in the meta‐analysis
Evaluation System
Healthy Reefs for Healthy People: A Guide to Indicators of Reef
1 Health and Social Well-being in the Mesoamerican Reef Region
(2007) by McField M & Kramer PR
"Designing indicators for assessing the effects of marine protected
areas on coral reef ecosystems: A multidisciplinary standpoint"
2 (2005) by Pelletier D, Garcia-Charton JA, Ferraris J, David G,
Thebaud O, Letourneur Y, Claudet J, Amand M, Kulbicki M, &
Galzin R
Annual Monitoring and Evaluation of Municipal/City Coastal
Resource Management Plans and Programs for Certification
3 (2003) by Courtney CA, Cruz R, Deguit E, Fuentes R, Gestopa C,
Green S, de Leon R, Leung E, Melana E, Jatulan W, Sayson P,
White A, & Yambao A

Description

Unit of
Analysis

Geographic
Focus

Toolkit for the long-term study and conservation of the
Coral Reef
Mesoamerican Reef ecoregion; it includes 58 indicators and "Red
Ecosystem
Central America
flag" thresholds to identify "time-to-take-action" conditions
Regional Project

Organizational
Authorship
NGO

Peer-reviewed journal article

Coral Reef MPAs

Global

Academic

Guidelines that outline basic concepts and steps in conducting
annual monitoring and evaluation at the municipal and city level
and provide a framework for certifying municipal and city CRM
plans and programs at provincial and regional levels

Municipal Coastal
Management
Programs

Philippines

Government,
NGO, & Academic
partnership

Integrated
Coastal
Management
Programs

Global

University-based
practitioners

4

A Manual for Assessing Progress in Coastal Management (1999)
by Olsen SB, Lowry K, & Tobey J

Manual that aims to make approaches to assessing coastal
management more accessible to promote learning from
experience

5

How Is Your MPA Doing? (2004) by Pomeroy RS, Parks JE, &
Watson LM

Guidebook for conservation practitioners that offers a process
and methods to evaluate MPA effectiveness; it includes
biophysical, socio-economic, and governance indicators

MPAs

Global

Government,
NGO, & Academic
partnership

A Workbook for Assessing Management Effectiveness of Marine
6 Protected Areas in the Western Indian Ocean (2004) by Wells S &
Mangubhai S

Workbook developed to adapt the WCPA methodologies for use
at MPAs in the Western Indian Ocean

MPAs

Western Indian
Ocean

NGO

Score Card to Assess Progress in Achieving Management
7 Effectiveness Goals for Marine Protected Areas (2004) by Staub F
& Hatziolos M

Short, straight-forward self-assessment tool to help managers
identify where they are succeeding and where they need to
address gaps

MPAs

Global

World Bank &
Consultant

Self-assessment checklist for professionals designing MPA
networks or assessing their effectiveness

MPA Networks

Global

Government &
NGO

Introduces the Framework for management effectiveness
developed by the IUCN World Commission on Protected Areas
and explains steps for designing and conducting an assessment

Protected Areas

Global

Academic &
Consultants

Conservation
Projects

Global

NGO

8

Self-assessment checklist for building networks of MPAs (2006) by
Day J, Laffoley D

Evaluating Effectiveness: A framework for assessing management
9 effectiveness of protected areas, 2nd edition (2006) by Hockings
M, Stolton S, Leverington F, Dudley N, & Courrau J
10

Open Standards for the Practice of Conservation, Vol 2.0. (2007)
by the Conservation Measures Partnership

"The Standards" are meant to represent the state-of-the-art in the
conservation community's collective knowledge of the process for
designing, managing, and monitoring conservation projects

11

Assessing and managing resilience in social-ecological systems: A
practitioners workbook (2007) by the Resilience Alliance

Workbook for practitioners to assess the resilience of natural
resource systems as part of management planning

Socio-ecological
systems

Global

Academic &
Research
Institutions

Handbook to guide evaluation of governance system functions,
such as structure, composition, processes and activities, and
how the governance system performs against various principles
and goals

Protected Areas

Global

NGO

Evaluating Governance: A Handbook to Accompany a
12 Participatory Process for a Protected Area (2003) by Abrams P,
Borrini-Feyerabend G, Gardner J, Heylings P
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This population was first sampled by retaining only those candidates that met one of
the following selection criteria:





their primary goal was to evaluate coral reef governance, conservation, or
management;
their geographic or topical focus meant they would typically be applied to
programs that consider coral reefs to be an important issue;
their citation record suggested they were a seminal work in the field; or,
they offered a unique perspective on effectiveness.

From the remaining candidates, a stratified sampling strategy was used to cover
variation that existed in the unit of analysis, geographic focus, and organizational
authorship. Twelve evaluation systems were selected for review (Table 3.1); of these,
the last two evaluation systems were intentionally selected as outliers to the larger
population of texts, because their ability to contrast more established interpretations of
effectiveness was considered helpful to the analysis (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Patton,
2002; Seale, 2004).

3.2.2 Data Collection
Data were collected from the evaluation systems through four steps, summarized in
Plate 3.1. First, an inventory of effectiveness concepts was created. Each evaluation
system in the sample was assigned to a column in an Excel spreadsheet. As a text was
reviewed, the individual effectiveness concepts it identified were either added as new
rows in the spreadsheet or aligned with an identical concept identified by another
evaluation system. Each concept was entered as a quote from the evaluation system
that identified it to document the context in which the concept was used. This process
identified over 150 raw concepts, although the emphasis given to cataloging the
concepts as they were used in the original sources meant that a number of the entries
overlapped in their meanings.

To organize the inventory, the concepts were then categorized under five broad
domains—Bio‐physical, Drivers of Change, Socioeconomic, Institutions, and
Management—and a series of subcategories, using labels derived from the evaluation
systems themselves. Preference was given to labels that were literal and descriptive
since the purpose of this step was simply to provide an order to the inventory, not to
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suggest meaningful associations
between concepts. For example,
under the management domain,
subcategories were named after
steps in the policy cycle:
“planning,” “implementation,” etc.

To create a coherent dataset for
analysis, the raw data were
streamlined into a set of discrete
concepts. Following the
recommendations of Cope (2005),
overlapping concepts were either
combined under a broader heading
or re‐worded to better distinguish
between them. For example,
“water clarity improved” and

Plate 3.1 Summary of the four steps used to collect
qualitative data from the sample.
1. Document each effectiveness concept identified by
the evaluation systems as a quote from the original
text. The 68 page spreadsheet resulting from this
exercise is shown above.
2. Order the inventory by grouping the effectiveness
concepts under headings and subheadings
identified by the texts.
3. Transform the data into a set of discrete concepts
by combining or clearly separating the effectiveness
concepts with overlapping meanings.
4. Re‐order the discrete data set, adjusting the group
headings to reflect their final contents.

“sedimentation rates reduced” were considered indicators of the concept “water
quality improved” and were combined under this heading. An example of the
opposite approach is seen for effectiveness concepts associated with fisheries.
Separate concepts were retained for “catch volume increased” and “sustainable
harvesting enhanced” because the former was not necessarily consistent with the idea
of sustainability implied by the later concept.

As a final step, the organization of the streamlined concepts was refined. The domain
“Drivers of Change” was eliminated and its concepts were regrouped under more
specific categories in the other domains. Best judgment was used to group concepts
under the most appropriate domain when more than one might be relevant; for
example, the concept “Learn and Adapt” was grouped under Management, although
it is also relevant to Institutions. Additionally, in several instances the sub‐categories
were re‐named to better reflect their final contents. As an example, a sub‐category
originally named “Laws and Policies” was changed to “Institutional Arrangements”
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because its final contents included informal structures, such as social norms or
traditions, as well as formal rules of law. The refined data inventory is provided in
Appendix A.

3.2.3 Data Analysis
The data analysis used techniques from Grounded Theory (Kelle, 2007; Punch, 2005;
Strauss & Corbin, 1998) and Miles & Huberman (1994) to reduce the collated data into
a set of higher order factors and to identify the structure of the data. Punch (2005)
describes this process as analogous to the quantitative research technique of factor
analysis, which uses intercorrelations between variables to produce a smaller set of
factors (Pallant, 2007). The equivalent, qualitative approach, applied here, relies on
systematic comparisons between variables to obtain a nuanced understanding of the
similarities and differences—or intercorrelations—between the variables, which
similarly allows the variables to be collapsed under appropriate factors. I used two
specific comparison techniques, called temporal display of the data and iterative
abstracting of the concepts, to reduce the effectiveness concepts into increasingly
generalized 1st and 2nd order factors.5

Time‐ordered data displays are recommended by both the qualitative data analysis
(Miles & Huberman, 1994) and program evaluation (Patton, 2002; Rossi et al., 2004)
literatures for unraveling phenomena which are heavily process oriented. Each
concept in the data set was represented on the display in a location that corresponded
to its temporal occurrence in the logic model implied by the full set of effectiveness
concepts (see Section 2.3 for a discussion on logic models). Similar concepts were
clustered together, and, eventually, combined under the heading of a higher‐order
factor when such patterns became obvious. This exercise proved useful for
determining which concepts were true outcomes—either immediate, intermediate, or
ultimate—and which were properties, dimensions, or means of achieving outcomes.

5

Following conventions from structural equation modelling, the more abstract factors are labeled “2nd
Order Factors” (Byrne, 2001; Garson, 2007c)
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The initial factoring suggested by the temporal data display was further refined
through iterative abstracting of the concepts. This technique assesses whether every
variable in an inventory can be easily grouped under one of the hypothesized factors
(Miles & Huberman, 1994; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Based on this analysis, the
hypothesized factors were adjusted to provide a better structure for the data, and the
process of comparison and adjustment was repeated until all the concepts were
naturally accommodated by the factors. During this analysis, I made two decisions
that influenced the final factors and structure of the data. First, I decided to use a
larger number of more literal 1st order factors that would be useful for practical
applications, rather than developing a smaller number of abstract factors, which
would be useful for theory development. Second, I decided to allow overlap between
the factors in order to provide greater visibility to concepts that were strongly
emphasized by the original data sources; for example, “Conserves Biodiversity” was
selected as a 2nd order factor even though it not mutually exclusive from the other
biophysical factors.

After I completed the iterative abstraction, two colleagues separately compared the
final factors against the full data set of concepts as a way of triangulating the choice of
factors (Denzin, 1978). No changes to the factoring were recommended based on this
peer review.

3.3 Results: 12 Pillars of Effective Coral Reef Governance
The analysis found that effective coral reef governance consists of 12 essential Pillars,
which are identified as 2nd order factors in Table 3.2. The Pillars are organized by
domain. The first three relate to biophysical characteristics associated with
effectiveness and the next two with socioeconomic outcomes. Pillars 6 – 8 relate to the
institutional process and characteristics. The remaining 4 Pillars relate to
management: its planning, implementation, results, and adaptation.
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Table 3.2 Concepts identified as part of effective coral reef governance by the 12 evaluation systems listed in Table 3.1
2nd Order

1st Order

Factors

Factors
Conserves biodiversity

1

Conserves
Biodiversity

Protects key species &
habitats

Biophysical Integrity

Maintains or restores habitat
extent
2

Maintains or restores coral
reef ecosystem structure
Maintains or restores water
quality
Maintains or restores
connectivity

3
Socioeconomic Benefits

Protects
Ecosystem
Condition

Supports
Ecological
Resilience

Maintains or restores
ecosystem functions
Maintains or restores
herbivory
Maintains or enhances
reproduction & recruitment
Enhances sustainable
harvesting

4

Generates
Income

Enhances sustainable
tourism
Economic status improved

Properties & Dimensions
(examples)
Fish & coral richness/diversity maintained; Resident
ecosystems, communities, habitats, species, & gene pools
adequately represented & protected
Threatened, endemic, keystone, rare, iconic species
protected; Extinctions prevented; Unique, significant,
threatened, pristine habitats protected; Spawning, nursery &
foraging areas protected
Coral cover maintained; Seagrass beds/mangrove areas
maintained/restored; Loss of coral cover from global threats
minimized
Reefs are dominated by corals not algae; Habitat complexity
(e.g., reef rugosity) maintained/restored; Fish population
structure/ dynamics maintained/restored; Tropic structure
intact
Water quality/clarity protected/restored; Necessary
conditions for coral recruitment protected; Energetic costs of
sediment removal by corals minimized
Connectivity within/between habitats intact; corridors for
migratory species maintained; Source areas available
Ecological processes protected/restored; Reef accretion
continues at reasonable rates; Reefs recover after
disturbances; Adaptive capacity/resilience enhanced
Herbivorous fish/diadema abundance maintained/restored;
Macroalgal abundance appropriate
Spawning aggregations protected; Large-sized individuals
exponentially increase spawning potential; Larval
recruitment can succeed
Target species size & abundance increased; Biomass
exported from MPAs; Improved catch per unit effort;
Availability of locally-caught seafood enhanced
Local community benefits from sustainable tourism; Visitor
awareness & satisfaction enhanced
Poverty alleviated; Standard of living improved; Alternative
livelihoods diversify income; Conservation payments;
Capital (natural, financial, infrastructure, human) enhanced

Evaluation Systems
1

2

3

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

4

5

6

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

7

8

9

10 11
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●

●
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●
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●
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●

●

●

●

●
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●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
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Table 3.2 Concepts identified as part of effective coral reef governance by the 12 evaluation systems listed in Table 3.1 (continued)
Socioeconomic Benefits

2

5

nd

Order

Enhances
Human Health &
Well-being

st

1 Order

Properties & Dimensions

1

Improves human health &
food security

Access to safe water & sanitation improved; Nutritional
needs of coastal residents met
Cultural traditions continue; Recreational opportunities
enhanced; Scenic amenity & existence values protected;
Adverse effects on traditional practices & social systems
avoided/minimized
Governing mechanisms (laws, policies, conflict resolution
forums, funding opportunities) equitably distribute
costs/benefits of conservation; Management is gendersensitive; Rules are fair; Conservation does not harm people
Conflicts reduced (between fishers & tourism operators;
MPA staff & the community; the community & people
outside it); Dispute resolution mechanisms are fair,
expedient & accessible
Stakeholders fairly represented in decision-making &
dispute resolution; All people have a voice either directly or
through legitimate intermediaries that represent their
intentions
Decision-makers are accountable to the public; A system of
checks & balances is operational; Adequate information is
freely available for monitoring institutions & decision-making
processes
A clear, shared vision for the future addresses the real
interests & needs of relevant stakeholders & inspires
support for its attainment
Adequate legal frameworks are in place; Institutional
responsibilities are clear & appropriate; Coordination
mechanisms resolve issues arising from jurisdictional/
sectoral overlap; Land tenure & resource access rights are
clear & appropriate
Laws, regulations & policies at various government levels
(local, state, national, international) are harmonized; Laws,
regulations & policies have been integrated across sectors;
Governance of coastal land & water areas is synchronized &
compatible; MPAs fit within a broader, holistic framework
Formal institutions recognize & strategically incorporate
informal institutions into management designs; Formal
institutions are compatible with & sensitive to local/traditional
systems/features
Institutions have influence/capacity to carry out
responsibilities; Stakeholders have capacity to participate
constructively; Staff numbers/expertise/salaries adequate;
Infrastructure is acquired/constructed

●

Maintains cultural
connections

Aims to be equitable

Resolves conflicts
constructively

6

Occurs through
a Legitimate
Governance
Process

Occurs through
representative, decisionmaking
Is transparent &
accountable for decisions

Institutional Legitimacy

Facilitates a shared vision
around salient issues
Has credible institutions with
clear, appropriate legal
authorities & coordinating
mechanisms

7

Is Facilitated by
a Functional,
Integrated
Institutional
Arrangement

Is implemented through laws
& policies that are
consistent between levels of
government & across sectors
Designs formal institutions
that are sensitive to &
compatible with informal
ones
Has the institutional capacity
required for planning &
implementation

2

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

3

●
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●
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●
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Table 3.2 Concepts identified as part of effective coral reef governance by the 12 evaluation systems listed in Table 3.1 (continued)
nd

Institutional Legitimacy

2

Order

st

1 Order
Builds social capital

8

Has Public,
Political &
Financial
Support

Is championed by skillful
leaders & has public &
political support
Has adequate & appropriate
funding
Has a formally adopted,
high quality management
plan

Management Competence

Develops management
strategies through a
participatory process

9

Uses Welldesigned
Strategies

Is based on an adequate
understanding of baseline
conditions, threats &
dynamics

Focuses on appropriate
management goals

Adopts strategies that are
sufficient for achieving goals
Manages appropriate
spatial areas
Crafts practical strategies
that can be implemented with
available capacity

Properties & Dimensions
Frequent communication between partners (community,
government, NGO, academia) builds cooperative, respectful,
trusting relationships and results in shared learning
There are skillful, committed leaders; There is political
commitment for adoption & implementation; There is public
awareness of the issues & support for management
Adequate, on-going budget for implementation, monitoring,
enforcement, administration & infrastructure; Has a
diversified portfolio of funding sources (e.g., gov’t support,
user fees, grants)
Plan is adopted by relevant legal authorities; Plan is easily
understood & relevant to on-the-ground management; It has
clear priorities, flexible strategies & specific, measurable,
outcome-based goals/objectives; Its logic is explicitly
articulated
Broad, inclusive participation; Stakeholders have meaningful
input; Key stakeholders appropriately engaged; Affected
parties, including unorganized/disadvantaged interests,
consulted/engaged; Existing skills/experience recognized &
incorporated
A site profile/situation analysis has been completed; The
information base about biophysical, socio-economic &
institutional issues is adequate for planning; Important
values have been identified; Key factors (direct/indirect
threats, opportunities, enabling conditions) identified;
Conceptual models developed; Best available information is
incorporated into planning
Goals address primary issues, focus on strategic targets &
are appropriate to the context (biophysical, economic, sociocultural, institutional); Focus on factors that influence the
desired future &/or affect thresholds of concern
Planned actions are sufficient for making significant
progress on selected issues; Design appears technically
sound for achieving goals; Strategies are
precautionary/enhance the system’s resilience; Ecosystems,
communities & habitats adequately represented & protected
MPA networks well designed; Boundaries appropriate for
issues; Percentage of marine area under protection;
Watersheds managed
Design maximizes ease of implementation;
Scope/complexity appropriate for capacity/context; Feasible;
Enforceable; Strategies build on self interest & encourage
modest behavior changes
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●

●

●
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Table 3.2 Concepts identified as part of effective coral reef governance by the 12 evaluation systems listed in Table 3.1 (continued)
2

nd

Order

st

1 Order
Is efficient
Actively implements the
management plan using
“good practices”
Promulgates appropriate,
enforceable regulations &
administers them impartially

10

Is Competently
Implemented

Raises awareness through
targeted communication
strategies & opportunities for
stakeholder involvement

Management Competence

Establishes managementrelevant information by
coordinating or implementing
monitoring & research
Manages & maintains
administration, staff &
infrastructure smoothly

11

Promotes
Sustainable
Behavior &
Reduces
Threats

Has community acceptance
& fosters changes to
sustainable behavior
Minimizes stressors to coral
reef ecosystems
Evaluates progress & tests
assumptions

12

Learns &
Adapts

Responsive to new
information & changing
circumstances
Innovative

Properties & Dimensions

1

2

3

4

Resources are applied in the best way; Value for money
Extent & quality of implementation; Experiences & good
practices from similar initiatives are incorporated into
management; Appropriate standards met; Projects executed
Good, enforceable regulations enacted; Official enforcement
occurs & is supplemented with voluntary surveillance;
Infractions prosecuted & fines paid; Permit applications/
conditions verified; MPA boundaries are marked
Education/involvement efforts have a discernible impact on
target audiences; Awareness about coral reef
condition/threats, sustainability, traditional/scientific
knowledge increased; Stakeholders participate in
management, monitoring &/or research
Periodic monitoring (biophysical/socioeconomic/governance) can detect changes & draw
defensible/objective conclusions about progress toward
management goals without over-taxing staff/ resources; Key
information gaps are filled; Knowledge expanded
Budgets are well planned; Spending is audited; Policies for
staff compensation/workplace safety in place; Staff
management is skillful & morale is high; Infrastructure is
maintained
Most users are aware of & comply with rules; Coastal
development complies with zoning; Good agricultural
practices adopted; Fishing regulations followed;
Stakeholders are satisfied with management
Reduces/eliminates unsustainable fishing; Reduces inputs
of sediment/nutrients/pesticides; Reduces/eliminates
impacts from unsustainable tourism/recreation/coastal
development
Internal & external evaluations periodically implemented;
New information guides collaborative learning; Inquiring &
reflexive
Management adapted in response to periodic evaluations
(internal, external) & new information; Responsive to
complaints & changing needs; Flexible; Has the capacity to
respond to crises/surprises
There is institutional support for innovating/taking chances;
New options explored through small scale tests; Questioning
is valued
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3.3.1 Biophysical Integrity Concepts
The evaluation systems included 21 distinct biophysical concepts related to effective
coral reef governance (Appendix A). Analysis of these concepts identified nine 1st
order factors grouped under three 2nd order factors (Table 3.2). The 1st Pillar,
“Conserves Biodiversity,” received strong, repeated emphasis in the evaluation
systems. Guidance from the evaluation system developed by Wells & Mangubhai
(2004) is illustrative of the centrality given to the status of biodiversity as a measure of
effectiveness; the authors direct their users that: “If an MPA is not maintaining or
improving biodiversity…, then the management is not effective, and should be
improved” (p.24).

The 2nd and 3rd Pillars correspond to ecosystem structure and function, which were
used as the major organizing categories for biophysical concepts in several of the
evaluation systems, notably in McField & Kramer (2007) and Pomeroy et al. (2004).
The 2nd Pillar, “Protects Ecosystem Condition,” refers to the biophysical structure at
any static point in time, either present or future. Most evaluation systems expect that
effective governance will have positive effects on the maintenance or restoration of
coral cover, trophic structures, and water quality, which are the corresponding 1st
order factors. The 3rd Pillar, “Supports Ecosystem Resilience,” describes the dynamic,
functional elements of the ecosystem, particularly those processes that enable recovery
after a disturbance, such as maintaining or restoring connectivity. The two coral reef‐
specific evaluations (McField & Kramer, 2007; Pelletier et al., 2005) gave special
emphasis to herbivory and reproduction, although these 1st order factors were less
emphasized by the more general evaluation systems.

3.3.2 Socioeconomic Benefit Concepts
Two 2nd order factors (Table 3.2) were derived from the 15 distinct socioeconomic
concepts identified by the evaluation systems (Appendix A). The 4th Pillar, “Generates
Income,” was widely identified as a component of effectiveness. Two 1st order factors
under this Pillar are associated with sustainable resource use: “sustainable harvesting”
and “sustainable tourism.” The third 1st order factor relates to a general improvement
in “economic status,” which may be achieved through means apart from use of the
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natural resource being managed; for example, economic status can also be improved
by diversifying livelihoods away from dependence on coral reefs, or by investments in
trainings or infrastructure that increase stakeholder incomes.

The 5th Pillar is “Enhances Human Health & Well‐being.” Half of the evaluation
systems identified the 1st order factor of addressing essential human needs for “health
and food security.” Some evaluation systems linked this factor to ecosystem services,
such as clean water; others identified it as a way to strengthen rapport between
communities and other organizations involved in governance. This Pillar also
includes a 1st order factor for maintaining “cultural connections,” which was identified
by many of the evaluation systems as a component of effectiveness. Various
dimensions of culture were evident in the data, ranging from recreational experiences
and continuing historical traditions to protecting scenic amenity.

3.3.3 Institutional Legitimacy Concepts
Three 2nd order factors (Table 3.2) were identified from the 24 discrete institutional
legitimacy concepts (Appendix A) that the evaluation systems associated with
effectiveness. Institutions are the formal laws, policies, and organizations, as well as
the informal norms, customs, or groups, that determine how decisions are taken and
implemented in a society (Abrams et al., 2003). The 6th Pillar, “Occurs through a
Legitimate Institutional Process,” was widely recognized, with almost all of the
evaluation systems identifying at least one of the four 1st order concepts under this
category. Equitably distributing the costs and benefits of management and
constructively resolving conflicts were the 1st order factors most commonly identified
by the evaluation systems. Over half the evaluation systems associated effective
governance with arrangements that give all people a voice in decision‐making, either
directly or through legitimate intermediaries. Several evaluation systems articulated
an expectation that effective governance occurs through a transparent process that
holds decision‐makers accountable.
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The 7th Pillar reflects the expectation evident in the evaluation systems that effective
coral reef governance, “is Facilitated by a Functional, Integrated Institutional
Arrangement.” The institutional characteristic most frequently identified by the
evaluation systems is the need for an adequate legal framework that provides clear
authorities to the groups responsible for management, either: government
departments, MPA management committees, community organizations, or private
concessions. The second most recognized institutional characteristic is that effective
governance has institutions with the capacity to plan and implement their
responsibilities. The evaluation systems stressed the need to build the capacity not
only of formal government institutions, but also of civil society, through stakeholder
organizations or other NGOs. The majority of the evaluation systems emphasized
integration as an essential feature of effectiveness, which is reflected in two 1st order
factors. Laws, policies, and regulations should be “consistent” between levels of
government (vertical integration), and harmonized across sectors (horizontal
integration). Additionally, half of the evaluation systems associated effectiveness with
arrangements in which formal institutions are “compatible” with informal ones, such
as traditional social systems. A final 1st order factor associated with this Pillar was the
ability to facilitate a shared vision for the site. Although a minority of evaluation
systems identified this characteristic, its advocates strongly associated it with
effectiveness. For example, the evaluation system developed by Abrams et al. (2003)
asserts that, when they are effective, “governing bodies provide an inspiring vision of
the protected areaʹs future based on values shared by its main relevant actors & society
at large. They are able to mobilise support for that visionʺ (p. 37). Likewise, the
evaluation system proposed by Olsen et al. (1999) argues: “Nothing is more critical to
the success of a given generation of coastal management than the selection of the
issues—both the problems and the opportunities—that a coastal management
initiative will addressʺ (p. 15); they recommend that practitioners carefully consider
which issues will be significant enough to gain formal approval and resources.

“Public, Political and Financial Support” for coral reef governance is the 8th Pillar.
Among all the 1st order governance factors identified, two of the most frequently cited
fall under this Pillar. Most of the evaluation systems associate effectiveness with
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having adequate and appropriate funding and a genuine constituency among both
political leaders and the public. Most evaluation systems also associated effectiveness
with an explicit expression of political support through the formal adoption of a
management plan that clearly outlines management priorities. A more subtle 1st order
factor included in this Pillar is that of building social capital. The phrase “social
capital” was only used by one evaluation system (Resilience Alliance, 2007); however,
many others identified effectiveness characteristics that closely align with the idea of
building social capital, including frequent, respectful communication between
management authorities and stakeholders, cooperative interactions, and efforts to
build trust.

3.3.4 Management Competence Concepts
The evaluation systems identified 63 distinct effectiveness concepts from the
management domain (Appendix A). These were predominately focused on Pillar 9
(Table 3.2), which articulates expectations about good program design, and Pillar 10,
focused on program implementation. Pillars 11 and 12 are most closely aligned with
the domain of management, but also overlap with the other domains in term of their
causes and consequences.

The 9th Pillar expresses a dominant theme in the evaluation systems that effective coral
reef governance “Uses Well‐designed Strategies.” Of the 1st order factors associated
with this Pillar, the most heavily cited were those associated with the design process.
All evaluation systems identified a need to base strategies on adequate information,
and most equated effectiveness with participatory planning. Despite the consistent
identification of these factors as general ideas, the specific expectations of them were
diverse (Appendix A demonstrates the range of views). In general, the evaluation
systems advocated a process of information synthesis that includes not only an
assessment of biophysical factors, but also socioeconomic status, gender disaggregated
if possible, an institutional analysis, and traditional knowledge, where relevant,
preferably over historical timeframes. Many evaluation systems recommended
integrating this information into a site profile and/or a situation analysis that
documents the baseline conditions of important values and enables the sound
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selection of management targets. The factor for participatory planning is equally
complex with variation in the aims, mechanisms, and extent of participation the
evaluation systems associated with effectiveness.

The 9th Pillar also includes four 1st order factors that address the characteristics of well‐
designed management strategies. Selecting appropriate management goals and
targets was the factor most frequently identified, and several evaluation systems
(Conservation Measures Partnership, 2007; Resilience Alliance, 2007) focused heavily
on the process for goal selection. Additionally, the evaluation systems equated
effectiveness with strategies that appear sufficient, or technically sound, for achieving
the selected goals. In particular, management of appropriate spatial areas received
significant attention in the evaluation systems. Effectiveness was associated with
spatial area management in terms of the percentage of marine area that was under
protection, the inclusion of watersheds, and the design of MPA networks. The WCPA
evaluation system (Day & Laffoley, 2006) was focused on marine protected area
(MPA) network design, and proposes explicit effectiveness targets, such as, “Your
MPA network includes spatially‐separated replicates of no‐take areas within 80% or
more of the ecoregions occurring within the wider area” (p.7). Finally, the factors for
sufficiency are balanced against a commonly identified expectation that effective
strategies are also practical, which the evaluation systems identified as meaning
strategies are appropriate and feasible within the broader socioeconomic and
governance context of the initiative.

The evaluation systems unanimously associated effectiveness with “Competent
Implementation” of management strategies, and identified six 1st order factors for this
10th Pillar. All evaluation systems considered research and monitoring, as well as
outreach and education, to be hallmarks of effective implementation, essentially
mirroring the strong emphasis given to information and participation under the 9th
Pillar. Half the evaluation systems correlated effectiveness with efficient
implementation. Half also associated effectiveness with smoothly administered
implementation, characterized by good financial management and high staff morale.
Active implementation of the management plan was associated with effectiveness by
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just over half of the evaluation systems. A few evaluation systems specified that
implementation of the plan should employ current “good practices” or meet accepted
standards to be considered effective. Others focused on the extent to which the plan
was actually implemented, meaning the extent to which specified projects were
executed and the manner in which conflicts arising from implementation were
resolved. The quality of enforcement, particularly with regard to permitting or marine
zoning rules, was identified as a factor by many of the evaluation systems;
effectiveness was associated with enforcement that was consistent, impartial, and
supplemented official patrols with voluntary surveillance.

The 11th Pillar of effectiveness denotes the logic, widely articulated by the evaluation
systems, that if strategies have been well‐designed and competently implemented, the
expected result is management that “Promotes Sustainable Behavior and Reduces
Threats.” Examples of outcomes that signal changes to sustainable behavior, and
successful reduction of threats to coral reef ecosystems, were identified by the
evaluation system developed for the Philippines (Courtney et al., 2003), and include:







“Illegal activities in coastal areas and municipal waters [are] minimized or stopped” (p.25);
“Marine protected area boundaries [are] respected” (p.25);
“Pollution minimization & prevention programs [are] adopted by industries” (p.26);
“Pesticide reduction program[s are] adopted by farmers” (p.26);
“Illegal construction in shoreline setbacks and foreshore areas [is] stopped” (p.23);
ʺLivelihood and enterprise development programs [are] employing fisherfolk/ coastal
communities in non‐fishing livelihoods or low impact mariculture that promote
conservation and sustainable use of coastal resources” (p.26).

The 12th Pillar asserts that effective coral reef management initiatives “learn” from
their experiences and use this understanding to “adapt” future management. Given
that the data for this analysis were based on evaluation systems, the unanimous
support for evaluating progress is unsurprising and should be triangulated against
other ways of understanding effectiveness. Beyond pure evaluation, however, most
evaluation systems also identify responding to new information as inherent in
effective governance. Three evaluation systems associated effectiveness with
innovation, including institutional cultures that support this type of learning which
can involve taking risks.
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3.3.5 Time‐Ordered Display of the Concepts
A detailed, time‐ordered display of the data was developed as part of factoring the
effectiveness concepts, and is provided as Appendix B. Fig 3.1 is a simplified version
of the display, showing only the twelve 2nd order factors across a horizontal axis
representing the relative temporal order in which the 12 Pillars are typically achieved,
immediate through intermediate to ultimate outcomes. The ultimate outcomes, on the
right‐hand side of the diagram, are primarily the bio‐physical and socioeconomic
Pillars. In the program logic proposed by the evaluation systems, attainment of these
ultimate outcomes is seen to hinge on the ability of conservation programs to foster
sustainable behavior and reduce threats, an intermediate outcome shown in the center
of the diagram. The remaining Pillars, which are mainly from the governance and
management domains, are predominately concerned with the immediate outcomes of
establishing the conditions that will lead to sustainable behavior choices.
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Fig 3.1 Display showing the relative temporal order in which the 12 pillars are typically
achieved, immediate through intermediate to ultimate outcomes. Colored arrows link together
pillars from the same domain.
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3.4 Discussion
The following sections consider the validity of the 12 higher order Pillars as an implied
standard for effectiveness in coral reef governance, and discuss differences between
evaluation systems in the meanings they assign to specific effectiveness concepts.
Detailed comparison of 12 evaluation systems relevant to coral reef governance
demonstrates considerable agreement on higher order effectiveness factors that span
four domains: biophysical integrity, socioeconomic benefits, institutional legitimacy,
and management competence. This high level of agreement among diverse evaluation
systems suggests that an accepted standard for effectiveness has evolved in the field.
However, the evaluation systems reviewed for this study were developed for coral
reef governance programs, as well as related initiatives for integrated coastal
management, protected areas, and conservation. The first section, therefore, examines
the results in terms of their relevance to coral reef governance specifically. It questions
whether the 12 Pillars, spanning four domains, are all relevant in the context of coral
reef governance, or whether only one Pillar—protecting ecosystem condition—is an
appropriate measure of effectiveness.

Section 3.4.2 examines the differences that do exist between the evaluation systems,
which are mostly seen in the 1st order factors associated with immediate to
intermediate outcomes. Of particular significance are differences in the ways the
evaluation systems relate effectiveness to participation, resource dependence, and
adaptive management, as well as the emphasis they give to the technical vs. the
political aspects of governance. I identify the contrasting views taken by different
evaluation systems and relate these to key research and management questions. The
final section summarizes the standard for effective coral reef governance that is
implied by the analysis of these evaluation systems, based on the areas of consensus
among the evaluation systems.
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3.4.1 Should Ecosystem Condition be the One True Measure of Effective Coral
Reef Governance?
Historically, coral reef ecosystem condition has been considered the primary measure,
perhaps even the only true measure, of effective coral reef management. In contrast to
this view, Fig 3.2 proposes a conceptual model of coral reef governance that justifies
the multi‐disciplinary perspective on effectiveness that is evident in the evaluation
systems. Taking the protection or restoration of coral reef ecosystem condition as a
primary aim of reef governance, the model proposes that all four domains identified
by the sample of evaluation systems are necessary to overcome constraints that flow
from the basic technical and social problems confronting efforts to protect coral reef
condition. Essentially, the model identifies four reasons why ecosystem condition is a
necessary, but insufficient, measure of coral reef governance effectiveness.

Technical Considerations
The first two confounding problems have their roots in technical complications arising
from the dynamism and complexity of coral reef ecosystems. Globally, large coral reef
areas are affected by multiple stressors, originating from both proximate human
activities and, increasingly, from climate change (Bellwood et al., 2004; Wilkinson,
2008). These threats impact reefs cumulatively and, in some cases, synergistically
(Hoegh‐Guldberg et al., 2007; Mumby & Steneck, 2008). A key implication of these
complex interactions from the perspective of effectiveness is a recognition that
common measures of current reef condition, such as coral cover, have shown to be of
limited value in predicting reef ecosystem resilience to disturbances such as mass coral
bleaching or disease (T. Hughes, 1994; T. Hughes et al., 2003). Given the expectation
that climate change will increase the frequency and severity of various disturbance
events, coral reef condition alone then becomes insufficient for adequately
understanding effectiveness in conservation; biophysical measures for ecosystem
resilience are also needed (T. Hughes, Bellwood, Folke, McCook, & Pandolfi, 2007; T.
Hughes, Rodrigues et al., 2007).
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1

2

ACCOUNTABILITY
Management institutions should
not be held responsible for
circumstances they cannot
influence; care must be taken
to determine attribution

3

4

Fig 3.2 Conceptual model identifying reasons ecosystem condition is necessary, but insufficient, for measuring the effectiveness of coral reef governance.
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A second technical problem stemming from the complexity of reef systems is the
difficulty of attributing the quality of ecosystem condition to the implementation of a
broad governance strategy, or even a specific management action. The ability to
establish such causation is confounded by the difficulty of implementing an
experimental design in a real‐time governance context (Davidson, 2000; Patton, 1997;
Weiss, 1995), and a number of vexing realities. First, the spatial scales relevant to
ecosystem condition are usually different from the jurisdiction of management
authorities (Folke, Pritchard, Berkes, Colding, & Svedin, 2007; Gordon, 2007; Young,
2002), and it is unrealistic to hold management groups accountable for circumstances
they cannot control. Second, the condition of coral reef ecosystems will be influenced
by factors unrelated to the effectiveness of governance or management interventions,
for example, reef damage caused by a cyclonic storm. Finally, there is often a
substantial time delay between the implementation of any specific management
actions and the manifestation of their results in ecosystem condition (Lowry et al.,
1999; Olsen, 2002). This later situation and a proposed solution to the larger issue of
valid attribution are expressed by Lowry et al. (1999):
The too often ignored reality is that significant improvements in the condition of coastal
ecosystems and the livelihoods of coastal residents will not occur on a significant scale in the
lifetime of most three to five year donor projects. It is crucially important that various ‘orders’
of intended coastal intermediate and end outcomes be defined and that the timeframes for
achieving them at different scales be recognized (p.785).

Lowry et al.’s (1999) suggestion to develop “orders of outcomes” is an example of
Theory‐based evaluation, which develops logical chains of evidence to infer causality
(Chen, 1990; Chen & Rossi, 1987; Donaldson, 2007; Rogers, 2000b; Rogers et al., 2000;
Weiss, 1972, 1995, 1997; 1998, see also Thesis Sections 2.2.3 and 2.3); it is an approach
Patton (1997) likens to the non‐experimental methods used in police detective work to
establish event causation. Suchman (1967) recommended developing a three link
chain of immediate, intermediate, and ultimate outcomes for the purpose of
developing meaningful evaluations. The implication is that immediate and
intermediate outcomes are as important to understanding effectiveness as is the
ultimate ecological outcome of ecosystem condition.
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Social Considerations
The last two confounding problems relate to governance as a social process in which
the end, of achieving good ecosystem condition, does not justify means that cause
direct and indirect harm to people. Social and political expectations that
environmental management actions should be consistent with people’s basic rights to
self‐determination and well‐being are widely reflected in international policy
agreements (IUCN, 2008a; United Nations, 1972, 1982; United Nations Conference on
Environment & Development, 1992). The specific obligations environmental
conservation and management should shoulder with regard to human well‐being
have been hotly contested over the last 30 years, particularly with regard to reducing
poverty among the world’s poor (Adams et al., 2004; Brown, 2003; Kaimowitz & Sheil,
2007; Redford, Levy, Sanderson, & de Sherbinin, 2008; Robinson, 1993; Roe, 2008; Roe
& Elliott, 2004). A minimum expectation is that ecological protection should not cause
harm to people through its inherent requirement for restraint in resource use (Abrams
et al., 2003; Brechin et al., 2002). This no‐harm position has most recently been
affirmed in resolutions passed at the 2003 World Parks Congress (IUCN, 2003, i.e., the
Durban Accord) and the 2008 World Conservation Congress in Barcelona (IUCN,
2008). A middle‐ground position is embodied by the influential idea of sustainable
development, as conceived in the World Conservation Strategy (1980) and popularized
by the Brundtland Commission Report, Our Common Future (1987). Sustainable
development takes as its core premise that achieving social equity within and between
generations of people requires a synergistic balance of economic development and
environmental protections. While some have criticized sustainable development’s
promise of win‐win environment‐economic outcomes as utopian (Dovers & Handmer,
1993; Lélé, 1991; Nichols, 1999; Redford & Sanderson, 1992), other policies have gone
farther in their expectations for conservation’s contributions toward human well‐
being. For example, the premiere international conservation policy, the Convention on
Biological Diversity (CBD), has, since its inception, framed the rationale for
conservation in terms of the socioeconomic benefits to be gained by signatory parties
(Roe, 2008). The current CBD target (CBD COP 6, 2002) to significantly reduce the rate
of biodiversity loss by 2010 “as a contribution to poverty alleviation” is a continuation
of this tight linking between ecological protection and human well‐being. Thus,
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regardless of the strength of association adopted—from non‐harming to active poverty
alleviation—the implied result is that assessments of effectiveness cannot ignore the
socioeconomic consequences of coral reef governance strategies by narrowly focusing
only on ecosystem condition.

Finally, although precipitous declines in coral reef ecosystem condition can easily
inspire strong calls for ecological protection, there are both ethical and practical
reasons for pursuing ecosystem protection through socially accepted resource use
rules rather than repressive enforcement. Ethically, draconian approaches to
enforcement are inconsistent with the modern ideals of a free, democratic society
(Abrams et al., 2003). Pragmatically, the human and financial resources required to
implement socially unpopular resource use rules are rarely available (Brechin et al.,
2002). For both reasons, a recent review of socioeconomic theories about compliance
in fisheries and coastal management by Crawford et al. (2004) charts a shift in
emphasis from a classic enforcement model toward approaches based on
strengthening institutional legitimacy. The classic enforcement model asserts that
resource user decisions about compliance are driven by individualist assessments of
costs and benefits, with costs being estimated from the likelihood of detection and the
severity of penalties (Sutinen & Kuperan, 1999). While this model may work at the
extremes—for example, some areas with a military presence have been cited as de facto
MPAs—there is increasing evidence that, for most contexts, decisions about
compliance take place within a broader social context in which earning stakeholders’
trust about the legitimacy of goals and processes promotes compliance more
successfully than penalties that are viewed as repressively unfair (Crawford et al.,
2004; Kuperan & Sutinen, 1998). In either model, having capable, efficient surveillance
and judicial processes are important (Hyden, 1998). However, in the model based on
institutional legitimacy, a belief in the efficacy of enforcement authorities and
sanctions is further reinforced by genuine support for the rules themselves, based on a
perception of fairness and an informed understanding of the issues. Thus, unless
civilized society is prepared to protect ecosystem condition “at all costs,” measures of
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institutional legitimacy are also a valid component of effectiveness (Brechin et al.,
2002; M. J. Stern, 2008).
The conceptual model presented in Fig 3.1 validates and helps to explain the
multidisciplinary construct of effectiveness evident in the sample of evaluation
systems reviewed here. The complexity of the effectiveness construct mirrors the
complexity of coral reef ecosystems themselves, which are interwoven social and
ecological systems. Technical and social considerations that are inherent in these
systems necessitate an interdisciplinary suite of measures that include, and extend
beyond, ecosystem condition to understand progress in coral reef governance. The
next section further considers how the socio‐ecological context of reef governance
influences the expectations of effectiveness articulated by the evaluation systems.

3.4.2 Points of Separation between the Evaluation Systems
While the evaluation systems exhibit good agreement on their support for the 12
higher order Pillars of effective coral reef governance, differences between them do
emerge in the details of the effectiveness concepts. In part, these differences are
unsurprising given the context‐specific nature of environmental governance. For
example, strategies that have successfully fostered changes to more sustainable
behavior in one place may simply not work in a different social, cultural, or political
context. Four differences between the evaluation systems are discussed here as
examples of the kinds of effectiveness concepts which may be case‐specific. These
differences point to a key area for further research: developing and testing theories to
explain what combinations of institutional arrangements and operational strategies
can best achieve the 12 Pillars of effectiveness for varying socio‐ecological contexts.

Participation
Almost all of the evaluation systems associated participation with effective
management; however, the specific expectations of participation varied between
evaluation systems. Some evaluation systems primarily viewed participation as a
basic right and as part of a broader strategy for empowering local people. Others were
more interested in participation as a pragmatic approach for building support to
improve eventual compliance with changes in resource use rules. Still others mainly
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discussed participation as a way of getting important information from stakeholders
that is needed to strengthen the technical basis for planning. Variation in the
participation mechanisms associated with effectiveness reflected these different aims.
The participation mechanisms identified in the evaluation systems spanned the range
of approaches included in Arnstein’s (1969) well‐known “ladder of citizen
participation,” ranging from full devolution of decision‐making authority, to formal
mechanisms for consultation, or just evidence that stakeholders likely to be affected by
changes to management had been consulted or informed.

The treatment of participation in the evaluation systems is consistent with that found
in the peer‐reviewed literature over the last few decades: support for participation as
an ideal is often vocal, while the details of how participation should be implemented
are contentiously debated (Bond & Hulme, 1999; Cooke & Kothari, 2001; Webler,
1999). This dynamic, in part, reflects active shifts in the theory and expectations
surrounding participation, particularly since the 1960s. Planning has largely shifted
from a technical process, implemented by experts, toward a range of post‐modern
approaches that are overtly political, because plans are developed through
negotiations with stakeholders whose interests can significantly influence
management decisions (M. Lane, 2005). In a thoughtful review of the evolving theory
and practice of participation, Lane (2005) argues that the most appropriate approach to
effectiveness, given these transitions, is to evaluate the degree of fit between the
participatory mechanism and the planning context: “What this historical review shows
is that public participation can only be understood in terms of the decision‐making
context in which it is embedded. It makes little sense to evaluate public participation
in terms that are not shared by the planning model itself” (p. 297). This view is echoed
in decisions recently adopted by the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD COP 7,
2004), and suggests the value of research that further examines the strengths and
weaknesses of varying participatory approaches implemented as part of differing
coral reef governance strategies in diverse socio‐ecological contexts.
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Resource Dependency
There is a widely held agreement among the evaluation systems of the association
between effectiveness and income generation, largely as a way of building support for
ecological protection. The evaluation systems differed, however, in the role they
assigned to resource dependence as a mechanism for fostering supportive
constituencies through income generation. For example, the evaluation system
developed for the Mesoamerican reef (McField & Kramer, 2007) associated
effectiveness with strong resource dependence. McField and Kramer (2007) note that
strong dependence provides a safety net for communities as long as ecosystem
services are well managed, such that coastal communities might be expected to
experience less poverty than non‐coastal communities. An additional suggestion is
that tight links between economic benefits and ecological condition will provide
strong incentives for stewardship. The opposite view was taken by the evaluation
system developed for the Philippines (Courtney et al., 2003), which more strongly
associated effectiveness with successful efforts to reduce resource dependency by
diversifying income sources. The goal in this later approach is to remove constraints
that may trap resource users into unsustainable behavior, while simultaneously
retaining a motivation to maintain or improve ecosystem condition.

The ability to deliver economic benefits to local people as a result of implementing
conservation actions is a holy grail in the field that has been intensively investigated
(Kareiva, Chang, & Marvier, 2008; J. D. Sachs et al., 2009; Sunderland, Ehringhaus, &
Campbell, 2008). Recent reviews on a generation of integrated conservation and
development projects conclude that win‐win situations are possible, but surprisingly
rare due to a number of contextual constraints (McShane & Wells, 2004). For example,
creation of a no‐take MPA requires resource users to forego some catch today as a way
of protecting ecosystem integrity and insuring catch for the future. However, unless
an institutional system is in place to limit resource access, the fishers who make the
initial sacrifice may not necessarily be the ones to benefit from future catch. In fact,
McShane and Newby (2004) assert that most ICDP successes have predominately
resulted from denying access to users who originate farther from the resource base.
Local communities must also have some level of adaptive capacity to be able to engage
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in conservation, and impoverished villages that depend on local fish for their daily
subsistence may not be able to limit their current catch regardless of the potential
future benefits. In response to these and other issues, a range of options for generating
income though conservation are now being developed and tested (Ferraro, 2001;
Ferraro & Kiss, 2002, 2003; Jack, Kousky, & Sims, 2008), such as conservation payments
or concessions. Their success is likely to depend on both the way they are
implemented and the context in which they are used, and research that helps to track
and understand the results of these innovations will be most valuable.

Adaptive Management
The consistent support for adaptive management among the evaluation systems is
unsurprising, given the nature of these documents. Perhaps more interesting,
however, are differences in the way the evaluation systems understand and value
adaptive management. For example, the approach to adaptive management taken by
the Resilience Alliance practitioner’s workbook (2007) is consistent with the
recommendations of Holling and Walters (Holling, 1978; Walters, 1986; Walters &
Holling, 1990), who are frequently attributed with founding adaptive management
within ecology (Lee, 1993). Both the Resilience Alliance (2007) and Walters and
Holling (1990) take a complex systems approach to resource management and view
adaptive management as a way to test hypotheses about alternative management
options. The emphasis given to testing alternatives is what Walters and Holling
describe as “active” adaptive management and is contrasted against a “passive”
approach, which primarily seeks to understand if a single, optimal management
hypothesis has held true.

The system for conservation projects, developed by the Conservation Measures
Partnership (2007), recommends an approach more aligned with Walters and
Holling’s (1990) passive adaptive management. The Conservation Measures
Partnership system (2007) guides practitioners through a process of developing a
situation analysis, conceptual model, and ultimately a logical framework that
explicitly states the project theory. To evaluate programmatic progress, Conservation
Measures Partnership (2007) recommends a targeted data collection focused on the
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program’s logic: “Remember, you should aim to collect the least amount of
information to show that your project is making progress. Thus, for the most part, you
will want to limit the indicators you monitor to those that correspond to your results
chainsʺ (p.18). As such, the Conservation Measures Partnership framework
emphasizes adaptive management as a way to test the main theory of action
underpinning the project’s design: ʺAdaptive management allows you to determine
why certain activities have succeeded or failed. Your monitoring data provide you
with the opportunity to see whether the core assumptions you laid out in the planning
steps above hold true in realityʺ (p.23). This approach to adaptive management is
more cost‐effective and easier to implement than the active version advocated by the
Resilience Alliance (2007); however, Walters and Holling (1990) caution that the
passive approach can limit a project’s ability to distinguish its impacts from other
confounding factors, or to provide a satisfactory explanation for unanticipated results.

Other evaluation systems focused on the “adapt” part of adaptive management
(Abrams et al., 2003; Hockings, Stolton, Leverington, Dudley, & Courrau, 2006; Olsen
et al., 1999; Staub & Hatziolos, 2004). Many emphasized a program’s willingness to
reflect on their own progress and make changes based on periodic assessments. A
couple of evaluation systems, particularly those for coastal management (Olsen et al.,
1999) and governance (Abrams et al., 2003), associated effectiveness with
responsiveness: the ability to make skillful, incremental adjustments to project
implementation in real‐time. While legitimate cases can be made for associating
effectiveness with either responsiveness or hypothesis‐testing, it is clear that the
competing requirements for achieving these different interpretations of adaptive
management cannot be achieved within the same program (Thesis Section 2.2.2).

Like other areas of divergence between the evaluation systems, the most appropriate
approach taken to adaptive management is likely to be influenced by the broader
socio‐ecological context. Programs dealing with complex problems at larger
geographic scales, where commitments to take action have been made based on the
merits of the problem, may benefit from the active approach to adaptive management
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advocated by the Resilience Alliance (2007). Those taking on more discrete projects
with relatively obvious management options may simply want a systematic way of
estimating their progress that is best served through passive adaptive management,
which sacrifices explanatory power for efficiency (Conservation Measures Partnership,
2007). In other cases, the project may be highly contentious or politically charged,
such that achieving outcomes which will build confidence in management authorities
is a more pressing concern than technically rigorous learning. In such a case,
implementing constant, incremental course corrections that improve the likelihood of
achieving desired results may be a better choice than persevering with a hypothesis
testing approach to management. What is useful to acknowledge in selecting any of
these approaches is that the influence new information and learning have on
management is likely to be influenced as much by social and political variables as by
technical ones.

Technical vs. Social Emphasis
In Fig 3.1, the central position given to “promotes sustainable behavior & reduces
threats,” as a tipping point in the achievement of effectiveness, illustrates the balance
between technical and social concerns as a fundamental dilemma in coral reef
governance. Changing behavior is a social issue. Identifying if sustainability has been
achieved is a technical one. Each governance initiative must reconcile for itself how to
facilitate programs that are both ecologically sufficient and practically implementable.
Ideally, this tension can be reconciled through win‐win situations that simultaneously
deliver ecological and economic benefits; however, as the resource dependency section
above discusses, the track record for achieving such mutual wins is generally regarded
as quite low (McShane & Wells, 2004). As a practical consequence, programs will
often naturally emphasize either technical or political issues, a situation evident in the
differences the evaluation systems have taken toward their expectations of
participation and adaptive management, described here. Some evaluation systems
value adaptive management as a technically robust learning framework, others as a
politically responsive adaptation. Similarly, some evaluation systems value
participation as part of a broader empowerment strategy, a distinctly political exercise;
others value participation as a practical way of getting information about resource use.
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Overall, the broad support among the evaluation systems for participation, genuine
constituencies, practical strategies, and socially‐focused outcomes indicates that social,
as well as technical, concerns are widely recognized as integral parts of effectiveness.
This perspective represents a shift away from traditional, expert‐based, top‐down
management, and is consistent with broader trends in conservation and resource
management (Phillips, 2003). Simultaneously, however, the evaluation systems reflect
important technical advances in conservation planning, particularly a more explicit
treatment of managing for ecological resilience and increasingly sophisticated
recommendations for related issues, such as maintaining connectivity between
ecosystems and designing MPA networks.

Coral reef governance needs technical excellence; it needs the engagement of scientific
experts and the insights that come from good research and monitoring studies. In the
end, however, it is a heavily political exercise because the events, priorities, and types
of information that influence planning, implementation, and adaptation originate from
a range of sources beyond the proximate, scientific ones (Macintosh et al., 2010; Stone,
2002). Increasingly, meaningful and sophisticated efforts to understand effectiveness,
such as those reviewed here, have recognized the importance of including these non‐
technical, and often non‐linear, dimensions so that theories and practice can better
account for them. However, this challenge is not trivial, and it explains why achieving
effectiveness can continue to have the feel of an intuitive art in addition to a
sophisticated, inter‐disciplinary science.
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3.4.3 Distilling Effectiveness for Coral Reef Governance
This meta‐analysis of 12 evaluation systems illustrates both the complexity and the
degree of consensus around understanding effectiveness in the context of coral reef
governance. Between them, the evaluation systems identify 127 distinct concepts
associated with effectiveness (Appendix A). Systematic comparisons reduced these
concepts into 44 first‐order factors grouped under 12 higher‐order factors. These
Pillars span four disciplinary domains—biophysical integrity, socioeconomic benefits,
institutional legitimacy, and management competence—and they reflect not only the
ultimate outcomes of reef governance, but also the immediate and intermediate
outcomes that necessarily precede them. The 12 Pillars are all widely recognized by
the evaluation systems as essential elements of effectiveness. This high level of
agreement among diverse evaluation systems suggests that an accepted standard for
effectiveness has evolved in the field.

How should the 12 Pillars be distilled into a single statement of effective coral reef
governance? A compound sentence might read as follows: “Effective coral reef
governance competently, and adaptively, implements sufficient strategies through a
legitimate process to protect coral reef condition and support reef resilience, while
maintaining or enhancing human well‐being.” Reduced to a sound‐bite, effectiveness
might be defined as: “Coral reef governance that combines a fair process and
ecologically sufficient strategies to achieve the best possible outcomes for both reefs
and people.”
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3.5 Summary


This chapter identifies the individual concepts that make up the multidimensional
construct of effectiveness in coral reef governance; the next chapter uses these
concepts to replicate the methods used for developing the Competing Values
Framework (Thesis Section 2.4) in order to identify a similar conceptual typology
for effective reef governance.



A sample of 12 diverse evaluation systems was reviewed to construct a
comprehensive list of concepts that comprise the effectiveness construct for coral
reef governance. Qualitative methods were used to reduce the large number of
concepts identified to a smaller number of higher‐order factors and to identify the
structure of the data.



The analysis identified 44 first‐order factors, which were grouped under 12
second‐order factors, or “Pillars” of effective coral reef governance. Although the
sample of texts represented diverse approaches to evaluating programs relevant to
coral reef governance, they exhibited a high level of agreement in their support for
the higher‐order factors.



The 12 Pillars span four disciplinary domains: biophysical integrity, socioeconomic
benefits, institutional legitimacy, and management competence. The need for this
multidisciplinary understanding of effectiveness is demonstrated in Fig 3.1, which
systematically identifies the problems with equating effectiveness solely with
changes in coral reef ecosystem condition.



The differences that do exist between the evaluation systems were primarily
evident in the 1st order factors associated with immediate to intermediate
effectiveness outcomes. In particular, differences were found in the ways the
evaluation systems relate effectiveness to participation, resource dependence, and
adaptive management, as well as the emphasis they give to the technical vs. the
political aspects of governance. These differences may stem from the context‐
specific nature of environmental governance, meaning that different strategies
may be required to achieve the same outcomes in different socio‐ecological
contexts.



The high level of consensus among the sampled evaluation systems implies that an
accepted standard for effectiveness has evolved in the field. This standard can be
summarized as: “Effective coral reef governance competently, and adaptively,
implements sufficient strategies through a legitimate process to protect coral reef
condition and support reef resilience, while maintaining or enhancing human
well‐being.”
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Chapter 4.
A Unified Framework for
Understanding Effective Coral Reef Governance
If we want to predict effectiveness,
we need to have a better understanding of what, exactly, we are predicting
‐ Quinn & Rohrbaugh, A Spatial Model of
Effectiveness Criteria, 1983, p. 375

4.1 Introduction
This chapter develops a conceptual typology—or “map”—of effective coral reef
governance. The conceptual map provides an overarching, visual framework that
explicitly describes effectiveness, and offers a common denominator for appropriately
comparing coral reef governance programs to strengthen theory and practice. Because
it is a comprehensive description of effectiveness, the conceptual map is called the
Unified Effectiveness Framework (UEF).

The UEF was developed by replicating Quinn and Rohrbaugh’s (1981; 1983) approach
to creating the Competing Values Framework (CVF) in organizational theory (see also
Section 2.4). Section 4.2 describes the methods used to elicit opinions from 80 experts
in coral reef governance through an on‐line survey, and the analysis of these data with
multidimensional scaling (MDS). The MDS produces a visual representation of the
experts’ shared mental model of effectiveness, and the results indicate a high degree of
consensus around this conceptualization (Section 4.3). In Section 4.4, I interpret the
MDS‐derived model in the context of the literature about the major theoretical
paradigms relevant to coral reef governance, finding a strong alignment between the
data and the literature that provides a preliminary validation of the UEF. The
discussion also identifies the major themes that organize the effectiveness construct,
and develops a series of hypotheses about each governance paradigm that are tested
in Parts 3 and 4 of the thesis. To conclude, Section 4.5 answers the questions:


What is the relationship between the major theoretical paradigms for coral reef
governance: rival explanations or pieces of a broader overarching framework?



What does the UEF imply about the nature and achievement of effectiveness?
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4.2 Methods
This research develops a spatial typology—or map—of effective coral reef governance,
based on the way experts in the field conceptualize the effectiveness construct.
Experts were asked to judge the similarity of every combination of 17 effectiveness
concepts on a seven‐point Likert scale (i.e., “extremely similar” to “extremely
different”). These judgments were analyzed with multi‐dimensional scaling, and the
resulting spatial model was interpreted in the context of the major theoretical
paradigms relevant to reef governance.

4.2.1 Survey Instrument
Data were collected through an on‐line survey instrument (Appendix C), which was
based on Quinn and Rohrbaugh (1981; 1983) and refined through two pilot studies.
Each survey question asked respondents to judge the similarity between a pair of
effectiveness concepts and provided definitions for each concept (Figure 4.1).
Following the method used by Quinn and Rohrbaugh (1981; 1983), experts were asked
to make their decisions based on the conceptual similarity of the two concepts being
judged, rather than ideas about the causal relationships between the concepts, or the
importance of the concepts to effective management. The complete survey consisted
of 136 questions to collect data on every combination of the 17 effectiveness concepts.

The effectiveness concepts used in the study were selected from the results presented
in Chapter 3. Effectiveness is not a discrete concept, but rather a multi‐faceted,
socially‐created construct that describes what is expected from coral reef governance
(Chapter 3). Of the 44 “first‐order factors” identified through the analysis, 17 were
chosen, in consultation with leading practitioners, to capture the breadth of the
effectiveness construct.

In developing the survey, two pilot surveys were conducted sequentially with five and
six experts, respectively. In these pilots, experts completed the survey and provided
comments on the definitions provided for the concepts, and the survey’s format and
instructions. Based on this feedback, the main study employed three versions of the
survey, by varying the order of the questions, to control for respondent learning or
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fatigue; post‐hoc analysis found that survey version had no effect on respondent
answers.

4.2.2 Survey Respondents
One hundred sixty experts from coral reef management, science, and policy were
invited to take the survey (Table 4.1). Experts were initially identified from the 2002
and 2006 lists of participants attending The International Tropical Marine Ecosystem
Management Symposium, which is the leading conference for coral reef management
practitioners. In order to achieve proportional representation from areas with tropical,
reef‐building corals across the globe, additional experts were identified through the
peer‐reviewed literature and colleague recommendations (Table 4.1). The survey was
not translated into other
languages, so only experts able

Table 4.1 Expert background by career & geography1
Invited

Responded

Ratio

(%)

(%)

Invited:Responded

Manager

47

45

0.96

Scientist

37

41

1.09

Policy / Donor

16

14

0.91

100%

100%

-

Americas

23

14

0.62

Australia

10

16

1.58

Indian Ocean

13

19

1.43

Middle East

4

4

1.12

Pacific Islands

17

13

0.73

SE Asia

33

34

1.04

100%

100%

-

to read English were invited to
Career

participate. Post‐hoc,
nonparametric comparisons of

Total

groups were used to consider

Geography

2

the influence of respondent
demographics on all three
dimensions of the conceptual
model revealed through the

Total

multi‐dimensional scaling
1

(MDS) analysis, described
below.

This ratio quantifies the different response rates among experts
from varying career and geographic backgrounds.
2 Many experts had worked in multiple geographic areas; the
percentages shown here are based on where the experts were
working when they answered the survey.

4.2.3 Data Analysis
A spatial model of effectiveness in coral reef governance was developed by analyzing
the experts’ judgments through multi‐dimensional scaling in SPSSv16, using an
individual differences model (i.e., “Weighted Euclidean” in SPSS). MDS uses
Euclidean geometry to reveal the “hidden structure” of data in a visual, spatial format
(Kruskal & Wish, 1978). Individual difference models are similar to other MDS
techniques in their estimation of a shared psychological space that is common to all
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participants (R.E. Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1983); however these models are particularly
useful in that the coordinate axes of the group space are weighted to account for the
differences between individual respondents in the importance respondents give to
each axes. This weighting has been shown to increase the interpretability of the
shared mental model in practice (Kruskal & Wish, 1978). I used untied ordinal
proximity transformations and a classical Torgerson scaling solution as the initial
configuration for the ordination (A. Kutt, personal communication, May 2008).

The fit between the MDS‐derived conceptual model and the data was assessed using
the “dispersion accounted for” and Stress statistics provided by SPSS. Quinn and
Rohrbaugh (1981, 1983) reported their model fit using a Spearman’s rho correlation of
respondents’ mean scores and the MDS‐modeled distances between the effectiveness
concepts. I also replicated this method to enable comparison with their results.

The extent to which individual respondents shared a common mental model of
effectiveness was assessed by correlating each respondent’s similarity judgments
against the distances modeled by the MDS, which is the collective conceptualization of
all respondents. The percentage of respondents whose judgments are highly
correlated with the modeled distances indicates the degree of consensus around the
shared map of effective coral reef governance.

The conceptual model produced by the MDS was interpreted by looking at the relative
spatial placement of the effectiveness concepts. The axes represent the themes experts
use to organize their understanding of effectiveness; these themes are identified by
comparing the concepts found at the spatial extremes of the axes. Following Quinn
and Rohrbaugh (1981, 1983), the quadrants were interpreted in terms of common
theories of effectiveness found in the literature. Each quadrant was matched with a
theoretical paradigm relevant to coral reef governance, based on the axes that define
the quadrant and the effectiveness concepts that cluster within it. The interpreted
MDS is proposed as a conceptual typology—or map—for better understanding and
strengthening effective coral reef governance (Section 4.4).
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4.3 Results
The survey was completed by 80 experts, giving a 50% response rate, and
cumulatively, the respondents had over 600 years of experience relevant to coral reef
governance. The career and geographic demographics of the respondents were
similar to the sample of invited experts, although the response rate was lower among
experts from the Americas and Pacific Islands, and higher among experts from
Australia and the Indian Ocean (Table 4.1).

The analysis found a high level of agreement among experts in their conceptualization
of effectiveness. The extent of consensus among the experts is presented below,
followed by the shared conceptual model identified by the MDS. Section 4.4 interprets
the axes and quadrants of the conceptual model, based on the spatial placement of the
effectiveness concepts and dominant theoretical paradigms from the literature.

4.3.1 Fit between the MDS Model and the Data
The spatial model revealed by the MDS is shown in Fig 4.1. The two dimensional
solution resulting from the MDS, represented by the horizontal and vertical axes,
accounts for 94% of the dispersion in the original data (Stress‐1 = 0.241), suggesting the
model is a good fit to the data (Kruskal & Wish, 1978). The three dimensional
solution, shown by varying the size of the concept circles, increases the dispersion
accounted for to 97% and reduces the Stress‐1 score to 0.184. Given the small increase
in dispersion accounted for between the second and third dimensions, I limit my
interpretation of the conceptual model to the first two dimensions for conceptual ease.

Quinn and Rohrbaugh (1983) reported the fit between their data and MDS model as a
correlation of 0.72. Replicating their method for this study yielded a large, positive
correlation, r=0.799, n=136, p<.0005. These results suggest the model fit of this research
is slightly better than the study on which it is based.
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4.3.2 Consensus among Respondent’s Mental Models
Comparing the modeled distances against the similarity judgments made by each
respondent identified statistically significant correlations for 95% of the respondents.
Five percent of the respondents had mental models that did not correlate with the
shared conceptual space, a finding which suggests that, although there is generally a
great deal of consensus on the model, there are dissenting views about the
relationships between the effectiveness concepts.

Nonparametric comparisons of groups were used to consider the influence of
respondent demographics on all three dimensions of the conceptual model.
Respondent traits had no influence on their organization of the 1st and 3rd dimensions
of the solution. However, three relationships were found to have a small to medium
effect on the 2nd dimension (Table 4.2); these included: educational training, having
more than 15 years of total reef management experience, and duration of work
experience in Southeast Asia.

4.3.3 Spatial Relationships between the Effectiveness Concepts
The MDS analysis grouped most of the effectiveness concepts into one of four clusters:
a social‐governance cluster, a management cluster, a science and monitoring cluster,
and a biophysical cluster (Fig 4.1). Effectiveness concepts related to increasing income,
enhancing food security, and sustainable funding are relatively isolated. Section 4.4
uses the relative spatial position of the effectiveness concepts to interpret the MDS
results and propose a Unified Effectiveness Framework (UEF) for coral reef
governance.
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Table 4.2 Survey respondent demographics and covariation with dimensions revealed by the MDS

Characteristic

Employer

Education

Description

%

n

NGO

38%

30

Government

31%

25

Academic/research

19%

15

Other (private, donor, etc)

12%

10

Natural Sciences

61%

49

Planning/Multi-disciplinary

30%

24

Other (law, social science)

9%

7

Less than 2 years

4%

3

14%

11

57%

46

More than 15 years

25%

20

Less than 40

44%

35

41-55

39%

31

Over 55

17%

14

Female

31%

25

Male

69%

55

Americas 1 - 5 years

18%

14

Americas > 5years

18%

14

Australia 1 - 5 years

11%

9

Australia > 5years

19%

15

Indian Ocean 1 - 5 years

15%

12

Indian Ocean > 5years

20%

16

Middle East 1 - 5 years

4%

3

Middle East > 5years

4%

3

Pacific Islands 1 - 5 years

23%

18

Pacific Islands > 5years

23%

18

Southeast Asia 1 - 5 years

15%

12

Southeast Asia > 5years

26%

21

Experience in 2 - 5 years
Coral Reef
Management 6 - 15 years

Age

Gender

Geographic
Experience
note: many
respondents had
experience in
multiple
geographies

Covariation with
Similarity Decisions*

none

Significant difference (U =389.0, z=-2.555,
p=.011) on the 2nd dimension between
between planning (Md=0.408) and natural
science (Md=0.391) with a small-medium
effect size (r=.30)
Significant difference (U =333.5, z=-2.962,
p=.003) on 2nd dimension between
respondents with more than 15 years
experience (Md=.381) and rest of group
(Md=.400) with small-medium effect size
(r=0.33)

none

none

Significant difference (U =283.0, z=-2.796,
p=.005) on 2nd dimension between
respondents with more than 5 years
experience in Southeast Asia (Md=.383) and
respondents with less than 1 year of
experience in Southeast Asia (Md=.401) with
small-medium effect size (r=0.34)
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2.5

Income
Food
security
1.5

Constituency
Funded

Capacity

Area
0.5

Resilient

Biodiversity
Conserved

Participation
-2.0

-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

Enforced

0.0

0.5

1.0

Issues

-0.5

1.5

Coral
dominated

2.0

Coordinated
Mgt
Plan

Science
Responsive
-1.5

Monitored

-2.5

Social-governance Cluster
1

Constituency

A broad spectrum of people and institutions actively support the management initiative

2

Capacity

There are adequate human resources to knowledgeably and competently achieve desired
outcomes

3

Participatory

All stakeholders have a voice in decision-making

4

Coordinated

Actions are coordinated between levels of government (e.g., national, provincial, local) and
across sectors (e.g., environment, tourism, transportation) to resolve conflicts.

Management Cluster
5

Management plan

A clear and practical management plan with explicit goals and objectives is guiding budget
allocations and on-the-ground work

6

Enforced

Rules are regularly and consistently enforced

7

Issues

Interventions are directed toward meaningful issues that will produce important
management outcomes

8

Responsive

Relevant changes are implemented in response to new information

Science & Monitoring Cluster
Data relevant to resource management is collected through time using comparable methods
9 Monitoring
so that changes can be identified
10 Science-based

The best available biophysical and socio-economic information is used in decision-making

Biophysical Cluster
11 Area under management The spatial area under management is adequate to achieve the desired outcomes
12

Coral-dominated
ecosystems maintained

13 Biodiversity conserved
14 Ecologically resilient

Anthropogenic stressors do not cause coral reef ecosystems to degrade into algal
dominated reefs
Ecological communities, habitats, species, and gene pools are adequately represented and
protected from anthropogenic stressors
The system has the ability to absorb shocks, regenerate, and reorganize in order to
maintain key functions and processes

Independent Concepts
15 Funded
16 Income
17 Food security

An adequate commitment of financial resources has been made to achieve desired
outcomes
The economic status and relative wealth of coastal residences and/or resource users is
improved
Enhanced ability to meet the food requirements of present and future generations in
quantity, quality, and affordability

Fig 4.1 (a) Spatial model showing how experts conceptualize the construct of effectiveness in
coral reef governance, developed through MDS analysis of survey data. (b) Each circle
represents a constituent concept, which was defined in the survey as shown here. The concepts
are grouped by the clusters generated through the MDS, moving across the figure, left to right.
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4.4 Discussion
The core strength of Quinn and Rohrbaugh’s Competing Values Framework (CVF) is
its ability to provide a holistic framework that clarifies the relationship between
different theories for effectiveness (Thompson et al., 1981). Cameron and Quinn (1999)
explain that the four quadrants which emerged from the CVF “match precisely the
main organizational forms that have developed in organizational science” (p. 33). This
result demonstrated that conceptual models previously viewed to be rival
explanations for effectiveness were simply pointing to subsets of a larger construct.
The CVF clarified the nature of effectiveness as a multidimensional construct made up
of concepts with inherent tensions between them; and, it highlighted the comparative
strengths of different models of organizational effectiveness in achieving these
competing sub‐goals (R.E. Quinn & McGrath, 1982). By deconstructing effectiveness,
the CVF enabled a shift from the course question, “how do we best achieve
effectiveness?” to the more useful inquiry, “what strategies are best suited to achieving
different effectiveness dimensions in different contexts?”

The spatial typology developed here offers the same potential for better
understanding and strengthening effectiveness in coral reef governance. Because it is
based on a comprehensive, overarching understanding of the effectiveness construct, I
name the spatial typology a “Unified Effectiveness Framework” (UEF). In the
following sections, I argue that each quadrant that emerged from this analysis is
aligned with a major theoretical paradigm for achieving effectiveness in coral reef
governance (Section 4.4.1). I review the literature for each theoretical paradigm to
demonstrate that its comparative strengths and weaknesses are aligned with the
spatial placement of the effectiveness concepts produced by the MDS (Sections 4.4.2‐
4.4.5). Through this process, I generate a series of hypotheses about which paradigms
are best suited to achieving various dimensions of effectiveness in different socio‐
ecological contexts; these hypotheses are shown in boxes within the text, and tested in
Parts 3 and 4 of my thesis. I close by discussing the implications of the UEF’s insights
into the nature of effectiveness as a multidimensional construct that inherently
consists of tensions and paradox (Section 4.5).
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4.4.1 Clarifying Relationships between Theoretical Paradigms for Coral Reef
Governance: Insights from the UEF
The axes and quadrants of the MDS‐derived model are interpreted using the relative
spatial position of the effectiveness concepts (R.E. Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1981, 1983).
The axes in the spatial model represent the themes experts use to organize their
understanding of effectiveness, and are identified by comparing the effectiveness
concepts positioned at the extremes of the axes (R.E. Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1981, 1983).
In this analysis, the horizontal axis is defined by contrasting the social‐governance
cluster, positioned on the model’s far left, against the bio‐physical cluster, positioned
to the far right (Fig 4.1). The horizontal axis provides the most explanatory power to
the data, so these results suggest that the primary organizing principle for
understanding effective reef governance is the balance of social and ecological goals
(Fig 4.2). This interpretation is heavily supported by the scientific literature on natural
resource management and conservation, in which the relationships between social and
ecological well‐being has been one of the most contentious and energetically debated
topics over the last forty years (Adams et al., 2004; Agrawal & Redford, 2006; Brandon
& Wells, 1992; Brown, 2003; Czech, 2008; Gjertsen, 2005; Kaimowitz & Sheil, 2007;

Outcome
Quadrant Focus:

Quadrant Focus:

Social Well-being &
Empowerment

Ecosystem
Condition & Protection

Corresponding Paradigm:

Corresponding Paradigm:

Community-based
Management

Ecosystem-based
Management

Ecological

Social
Quadrant Focus:

Quadrant Focus:

Integrated, Institutional
Arrangements

Information & Learning

Corresponding Paradigm:

Corresponding Paradigm:

Integrated Coastal
Management

Adaptive Management

Process
Fig 4.2 The Unified Effectiveness Framework (UEF) for coral reef governance, developed
by interpreting the spatial position of effectiveness concepts from Fig 4.1
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McShane & Wells, 2004; Mills & Waite, 2009; Moffat et al., 1998; Naughton‐Treves,
Holland, & Brandon, 2005; Redford, Levy, Sanderson, & de Sherbinin, 2008; Redford &
Sanderson, 1992; Robinson, 1993; Roe, 2008; Roe & Elliott, 2004; J. D. Sachs et al., 2009;
W. Sachs, 1991; Salafsky & Wollenberg, 2000; Sanderson & Redford, 2003; Smith, 1996;
West, Igoe, & Brockington, 2006; World Commission on Environment and
Development, 1987). The relative prioritization given to social versus ecological goals,
and the underlying explanations for the interactions between these competing goals,
are often the main points of separation between dominant paradigms for resource
management, as demonstrated in the coming sections.

The vertical axis contrasts process‐oriented concepts at the bottom of the UEF against
those that embody the ultimate outcomes of governance at the top. This organization
reflects what Olsen et al. describe as the “ordering of coastal governance outcomes”
(Olsen et al., 1999, p. 9). This ordering reflects the immediate and intermediate
outcomes that necessarily precede the ultimate outcomes of environmental
governance. First order outcomes set the stage for governance by formalizing
institutional structures. Corresponding concepts in the lower part of the MDS model
include formally adopting a management plan that is focused on salient issues and
establishing monitoring systems. Second order outcomes occur when new
institutional processes are actually being implemented, and are seen in the MDS
model through the mid‐level position of concepts for coordination, enforcement, and
participation. Third order improvements show preliminary improvements in some
social and environmental indicators. In the MDS model, this is demonstrated by
concepts demonstrating social commitments to the intervention—having a
constituency, having adequate capacity, and having sustained funding—as well as
concepts related to protecting ecosystem services: protecting an adequate spatial area,
supporting ecological resilience, maintaining coral dominance, and conserving
biodiversity. Finally, Olsen et al. (1999) describe the ultimate aim, or fourth‐order
outcome, of coastal governance as “sustainable coastal development and resource use”
(p. 9), seen in the MDS model through the upper‐level position of concepts for
enhancing food security and improving the relative wealth of local residents.
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These axes create four quadrants that each emphasize a different core competency,
and correspond to a distinct theoretical paradigm for coral reef governance (Fig 4.2).
The social‐process quadrant demonstrates the importance of formal, integrated
institutional arrangements that establish the enabling conditions for management, the
comparative strength of Integrated Coastal Management (ICM). The social‐outcomes
quadrant identifies the need for genuine, capable constituencies for environmental
management, which is the comparative strength of Community‐Based Management.
The ecological‐outcomes quadrant emphasizes the need for ecological sufficiency as a
central component of effectiveness, the comparative strength of Ecosystem‐Based
Management. Finally, the ecological‐process quadrant highlights the need for
technically competent management design that is able to guide interventions through
the dynamic, non‐linear seascape of environmental change, the comparative strength
of Adaptive Management.

Within the UEF, all four paradigms share the same ultimate goal: to facilitate
arrangements that govern human behavior in a way that protects coral reef ecosystems
and the people who depend on them. They also overlap considerably in some of the
basic management tools used, for example, participation, monitoring, enforcement,
etc. Importantly, however, these four paradigms differ in their primary goals,
theories‐of‐action, and comparative strengths and weaknesses. Consciously
understanding these differences can strengthen reef governance by improving
strategic planning at individual sites and facilitating more appropriate comparisons
across sites.

4.4.2 The Social‐Process Quadrant: Integrated Coastal Management
The concepts in the lower, left quadrant of the UEF correspond to the governance
paradigm of Integrated Coastal Management (ICM), a process‐oriented approach
aimed at realizing sustainable development (Box 4.1). ICM has its antecedents in the
United Nations (1972) Stockholm Declaration, which prescribed “an integrated and
coordinated approach to…development planning” as a way of achieving “more
rational management of resources” and ensuring “development is compatible with the
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need to protect and improve the human environment,” (n.p.). The 1992 Rio
Declaration further endorsed ICM, recommending it as the preferred approach for
nations to manage their coastal areas, following the expansion of ocean jurisdictions
by the Law of the Sea (Kenchington & Crawford, 1993). In Section 17.5.a of Agenda 21
(1992), coastal states are urged to provide “an integrated policy and decision‐making
process, including all involved sectors, to promote compatibility and a balance of
uses,” (p. 169). Coastal nations have taken up the call, with all but one having
implemented an ICM program, at least on paper, by 2000 (Sorensen, 2002).

Core Competency
These origins give governments the leading role in ICM, essentially suggesting that
ICM should be provided as a basic government service (Courtney & White, 2000;
Lowry, White, & Courtney, 2005). Achieving this institutionalization of ICM from
local to national government architecture, through the creation of corresponding
legislation, government offices, and budget line‐items, is often used as a proxy for
sustainability within the ICM literature (Burbridge, 1997; Christie et al., 2005; J. R.
Clark, 1996; Courtney & White, 2000; Milne, Christie, Oram, Eisma, & White, 2003). At
its core, ICM is essentially focused on establishing the enabling conditions needed to
carry out the continuous process of making good, integrated decisions about resource
use into perpetuity. This focus gives ICM its comparative advantage within the UEF.
Compared to the other three paradigms, ICM is uniquely able to facilitate
development of the formal, functional institutional arrangements that are ultimately
critical in determining the future of the coastal environment. Success in ICM is the
achievement of a good institutional process. The ideal is that national governments
provide broad policy direction and support that catalyzes local‐level planning and
implementation in coastal areas across the country. Through good coordination and
integration, these nested systems of governance function to resolve conflicts, facilitate
development, and protect the environment in a fair, accountable, efficient manner.
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Box 4.1. Characteristics and hypotheses about the UEF’s Social‐Process quadrant, based
on a review of its corresponding governance paradigm: Integrated Coastal Management

UEF Quadrant

Social-Process

Governance
Paradigm

Integrated Coastal Management

Key
Effectiveness
Criteria

• Is facilitated by a functional, integrated institutional arrangement
• Has political and financial support, including dedicated line-items
in government budgets and formally adopted management plans
• Results in a fair balance of resource uses for salient issues

Theory of Action

Sustainability results from formalized, integrated institutional
arrangements that enable sustainable development through a
participatory planning process that facilitates compatible uses of
the coastal environment while providing for its protection

Comparative
Strengths

• Establishes the formal enabling conditions (e.g., government
departments, budgets, laws, policies, plans) required for management
• Integrates across sectors and political jurisdictions to resolve
conflicts, address cummulative impacts, and achieve a shared
vision for the future
• Emphasizes good governance principles, such as representative
decision-making, accountability, & efficiency

• Bureaucratic inertia may slow or impede implementation
• The emphasis on reducing conflicts and balancing coastal uses can
mean that hard decisions required to achieve ecologically sufficent
Weaknesses
outcomes are politically unfeasible
Compensated by • Better organized and financed stakeholders may use the process to
Other Paradigms benefit at the expense of less organized groups
• The institutional arrangements that commonly implement ICM are
often slow to change management when confronted with new
circumstances and information
• Facilitating the development of national institutional frameworks that
encourage replication of the ICM process in local and provincial
jursidictions across the country
• Government or project staff work as a neutral broker to facilitate
Common
shared plans that address issues of salience to a wide range of
Strategies
stakeholders, thereby inspiring their support
• Using good planning, coordination, and institutional design
• Building capacity to plan, implement, monitor, and enforce
management arrangements

Common
Contextual
Elements

• Governments are key actors
• Works at multiple political scales (national, provincial, local) with an
aim of creating compatible, reinforcing nested systems of governance
• Focuses on the use and management of both the sea and the
adjacent land area, often from the watershed to the coastal waters
under government jurisdiction
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Contemporary Example
An example is Bunaken National Marine Park in Indonesia (Erdmann et al., 2004). In
this spectacular coral reef ecosystem, dive tourism businesses, largely owned by
expatriates, were in conflict with local fishing communities, some of which used
destructive practices such as explosives and cyanide. By organizing both groups, and
through extensive consultation and capacity‐building with stakeholder and
government partners, a new institutional structure was established and implemented
with financial and technical support from a USAID‐funded project. A new zoning
plan separates fishing and tourism areas, and user fees are now collected from dive
tourists. These fees are redistributed to local communities and the government
through a system that emphasizes transparency and accountability, with expenditures
being decided through a multi‐stakeholder board and pre‐determined government
allocations. Community appropriations have funded schools, roads, and
environmental management projects, including a successful effort to actively involve
communities in enforcement. This new arrangement has aligned government efforts
from the national park down to the local municipal government, and it has provided
incentives for fishers to use sustainable methods. The result has been the elimination
of destructive fishing, and better ecological protections for the benefit of both fishers
and tourism.

Weaknesses that are Compensated by Other Paradigms
ICM’s emphasis on government facilitated sustainable development is both its
strength and its weakness. While Bunaken is an impressive success story, critics argue
it is a minority case in the decades‐long history of ICM: “In all nations, long time
practitioners have learned from experience that ICM is a very long and tiring swim
against a continuous current of political and socioeconomic interests with short‐term
visions strongly tending to protect the status quo” laments Sorenson (2002 p. 1‐3). The
story line is familiar within well‐trodden discussions about whether sustainable
development is attainable or a utopian myth that relies on a denial of limits for its
survival (McShane & Wells, 2004; Nichols, 1999; Roe, 2008). While the dependence of
human well‐being on ecosystem health is undeniable within larger, longer time
frames, the day‐to‐day nexus of economic and environmental trade‐offs often tips
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toward the side of short‐term gain over long‐term sustainability (Martin, 2004). In
theory, ICM’s approach to achieving a shared, long‐term vision for a sustainable
future should uniquely advantage it in balancing short‐term exploitation with long‐
term prosperity, and in addressing not only larger‐scale, external threats, but also
cumulative impacts from multiple, uncoordinated development projects. In reality,
however, ICM’s aspiration to equitably plan wins for both the economy and the
environment have left some feeling like it has been unable to achieve either one well,
particularly goals for environmental conservation (CBD Ad Hoc Technical Expert
Group, 2005; Nichols, 1999; Yap, 1996).

A second weakness is that although ICM practitioners emphasize its adaptive nature,
it is enshrined in a government structure that is famously slow to change. Influential
thinkers in both public administration and environmental management (Gunderson,
Holling, & Light, 1995; M. B. Lane & McDonald, 2002; Lindblom, 1959) have observed
that government culture is more attuned to delivering incremental changes and
efficiency gains rather than implementing significant policy redirections. Change
literature, from a variety of fields, consistently identifies similar stages to the event: a
letting go of the past catalyzed by a sense of crisis, a re‐organizing period of
instability, and consolidation of a new state (Danter, Griest, Mullins, & Norland, 2000;
Gunderson & Holling, 2002). Often, it seems, the impetus for government changes
and the fortitude for navigating interim instability comes from an active civil society,
and often from a few committed leaders both within and outside government. In an
influential paper on public administration, Sabatier & Mazmanian (1979) argue that
these types of active engagements are also essential for successful implementation of
new regimes: “we contend that implementing officials cannot necessarily be trusted to
act in a manner consistent with statutory objectives. What is also required is constant
oversight and intervention from supportive constituency groups and legislative (and
executive) sovereigns” (p. 493). They recommend required opportunities for public
input, steps to assure the participation of unorganized beneficiaries, easy access to
appeal agency decisions, and mandated independent evaluations of agency
performance. All these elements are present in guidelines for implementing ICM, but
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recent reviews by a technical expert group for the Convention on Biodiversity found
that public participation is still widely lacking worldwide (CBD Ad Hoc Technical
Expert Group, 2005).

A final criticism of ICM comes as a question about government’s ability to fulfill its
role of neutral facilitator. Perhaps it is unsurprising that, in reality, government
endeavors remain a highly political process, which has frequently seemed to
advantage those already in power or better able to put forward a loud voice in
negotiation processes. Regardless of whether the cause of this favoritism reflects
government subversion (i.e., corruption), as some claim (Nichols, 1999), or is simply
the natural result of more skillful involvement in public processes by groups with
better resources and education, its manifestation threatens deeply accepted beliefs
about equity and basic human rights. There is some evidence that “top‐down”
planning efforts, such as ICM, further disadvantage marginalized groups, whose
interests and world views are not easily compatible with a technical process
negotiated along the premise of optimal use and efficiency. Critics argue that
imposing rationalization of resource use in this way promotes further inequity and
ignores critical structural issues that must be addressed for human communities to
truly better themselves (Chambers, 1983; Nichols, 1999).

4.4.3 The Social‐Outcome Quadrant: Community‐Based Management
The effectiveness concepts in the upper left quadrant of the UEF address this issue of
structural legitimacy as embodied by the community‐based natural resource
management (CBNRM) paradigm (Box 4.2). As a management approach, CBNRM
originated as a practical and ethical reaction to exclusionary protected areas and large‐
scale, centrally planned conservation and development projects in the 1970s (Kellert,
Mehta, Ebbin, & Lichtenfeld, 2000). Over time, many felt these top‐heavy approaches
were limited in their conservation results, and led to unacceptable impacts on poor,
rural people who became further marginalized as their access to natural resources was
constrained (Western & Wright, 1994a). In contrast, community‐based management
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can be viewed as just, in its focus on empowerment of the poor (Chambers, 1983);
supremely implementable, in its lower reliance on stretched government support
(White & Vogt, 2000); and capable of achieving resource management goals over
larger spatial areas, albeit, one small patch at a time (Kiss, 2004; Western & Wright,
1994a).
Box 4.2. Characteristics and hypotheses about the UEF’s Social‐Outcome quadrant, based
on a review of its corresponding governance paradigm: Community‐Based Management

UEF Quadrant

Social-Outcome

Governance
Paradigm

Community-based Management

Key
Effectiveness
Criteria

• Has community acceptance and support
• Enhances human health and well-being
• Maintains sustainable resource use

Theory of Action

Sustainability results from bottom-up, self-determined institutional
arrangements that organize resource use to synergistically
perpetuate the well-being of communities and the ecosystems on
which they depend

Comparative
Strengths

• Emphasizes basic human rights to dignity and well-being
• Should benefit from high levels of compliance because
management has a genuine, self-determined consitutency
• May conserve cultural knowledge and values

• Community capacity may be insufficient for negotiating with more
powerful organizations or planning and implementing management
Weaknesses
interventions
Compensated by • Community interventions may be insufficent in either scale or scope
Other Paradigms for sustaining ecological integrity
• Community interventions may be overwhelmed by larger scale
events, e.g. logging upstream, climate change, etc.

Common
Strategies

• Empowering communities by helping them organize politically,
building their capacities, offering technical advice, and providing
financial assistance
• Establishing on-going support services and networks delivered
through NGOs, universities and government
• Formalizing property tenure arrangements, if ambiguous

Common
Contextual
Elements

• Small, local geographic scales; often poorer areas away from
population centers
• Best when tenure system is already clear, either through geographic
isolation or legal/traditional mechanisms
• Encouraged by institutional frameworks that devolve resource
management authority to local or community levels
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Core Competency
At its heart, a community‐based approach to coral reef management aims to establish
a genuine constituency for conservation such that compliance with rules is organic or,
at least, self‐regulated. This focus gives CBNRM its comparative advantage in the
UEF. Unlike the other paradigms, which seek to implement national goals in a locally
appropriate manner or to engage with communities in order to elicit specific changes
in behavior, CBNRM focuses squarely on community well‐being and self
determination (Chambers, 1983). The result is a deep, structural legitimacy to
autonomously‐determined resource management rules (DeCaro & Stokes, 2008).
Community‐Based management operates from the assumption that empowered local
people will become environmental stewards as a rational, self‐interested choice
motivated by social, cultural, and economic incentives (Horwich & Lyon, 2007). The
work in CBNRM comes in building a range of community capacities so that local
people have the ability to self‐organize toward addressing issues that have previously
left them powerless, impoverished, and without real choices about how they use or
conserve natural resources on a day‐to‐day basis (Chambers, 1983; Pomeroy & Carlos,
1997). Ideally, these capacities are fostered and given on‐going support through a
network of supporting organizations—governments, NGOs, donors, and
universities—that enable community aspirations and well‐being (White & Vogt, 2000).

Contemporary Example
For coral reefs, the best example of community‐based management is in the
Philippines (Pomeroy, 1995). “In the early 1970s, destructive fishing practices, often
organized by large commercial fishing companies, were rampant, and management of
reef fisheries was virtually nonexistent” (Alcala & Russ, 2006, p. 253). At all levels, the
government lacked resources and political will for marine resource management,
essentially creating an open‐access system. In response, Silliman University,
Philippines worked with two small communities in the country’s south to pilot
community‐managed, no‐take marine reserves. Alcala and Russ explain the catalytic
results: “The success of these two small no‐take reserves, and the programs of marine‐
resource management with which they are associated, served as templates for a
widespread application of marine‐conservation and reef fisheries‐management across
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the entire Philippines.” (2006, p. 245). They influenced the passage of laws in 1991 and
1998 that devolved management of marine resources down to the local level, and to
the people who most depend on those resources (Alcala & Russ, 2006). Perhaps more
significantly, they established a model for CBNRM that spread rapidly: cross‐visits
with successful sites, community organizers to facilitate social preparation,
environmental education, and community empowerment, and companion programs
for alternative livelihoods and family planning. The primary focus is to mobilize
community capacity so that local people realize they have the power to make changes
(Alcala & Russ, 2006). Over the last three decades, this devolved approach has been
supported by an evolving network of NGOs, universities, governments, and donor‐
supported projects.

Weaknesses that are Compensated by Other Paradigms
There is broad acceptance that the resulting community‐based regime has
outperformed that which could have occurred under a top‐down, government‐
implemented system (White & Vogt, 2000); however, community‐based management
in the Philippines has not been an unequivocal success either. A systematic
assessment by the Philippines Association of Marine Science in 2008 found that,
although 1500 MPAs have been established over the past 30 years, only 10‐15% are
effectively managed. Extrapolating these results, the Association concludes (2008):
“At the current rate … it would take over 100 years to achieve full protection of 10‐
15% of municipal waters in the Philippines, a conservative target to be achieved as
prescribed by the Philippine Fisheries Code of 1988.” (p. 3).

The impediments to community‐based management in practice are now well
documented (Kellert et al., 2000; Roe et al., 2000; Western & Wright, 1994b; White et
al., 1994), and three themes consistently emerge. First is the challenge of developing
adequate, sustained capacity for communities to change the causes of their poverty,
which is a critical, but slow and uneasy, task. The learning curve toward
empowerment is often enormous, and it is frequently implemented against a backdrop
of potentially severe vulnerability to hunger or further marginalization if significant
efforts to change resource use patterns backfire. The courage required to lead a shift in
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the power structures that have dictated resource access or values should not be
underestimated. In fact, local leaders have endured personal harm and death for their
commitment to environmental protection (Bell, 2009; Bobb, 2004). Thus, successful
community‐based management entails not only technical, legal and financial capacity
—which are essential and can be assisted by supportive external organizations—it also
demands local leadership, conflict resolution skills, and the ability to self‐organize into
“independent community‐based institutions strong enough to work collaboratively on
an equal basis with government and non‐government institutions to protect the
community’s interests and natural resources.” (Horwich & Lyon, 2007, p. 380). Where
authority has been devolved to the local level without this capacity, resource
management is ineffective, or, worse, actually accelerates the rate of environmental
exploitation (Kiss, 2004; Western & Wright, 1994a).

A second commonly cited problem in CBNRM is that of scale (Roe et al., 2000). Even
where communities have developed institutions that are functioning well in
facilitating sustainable resource use internally, they are likely to experience limits in
their ability to influence externally‐derived threats, such as illegal fishing by non‐
locals, water pollution from logging, mining, or industrial agriculture upstream, and,
increasingly, from climate change. Resolving conflicts that originate at larger scales is
assisted by the involvement of bridging organizations (Berkes, 2009), with final
arbitration typically falling to governments. Thus, while community‐based
management shifts the role of government (Christie, White, & Deguit, 2002; Courtney
& White, 2000), the need for formal, enabling institutional arrangements, such as those
created by ICM, remains a prerequisite for success. For example in the Philippines,
research has suggested that collaborative arrangements between communities and
local government are a hallmark of those CBNRM initiatives that have been sustained
through time (Christie et al., 2005; Christie, White, & Deguit, 2002; White & Vogt,
2000). Without such integrated government support, regional development policies or
national trade negotiations can threaten the viability of CBNRM. Even with
supportive government structures, global economic shocks, such a sharp drop in
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tourism or market prices, can still undermine community‐based institutions for
resource management (Roe et al., 2000).

A third criticism of CBNRM is that even successful initiatives can fall short of
achieving ecologically‐meaningful outcomes. The issue is not only one of spatial
scale—there is some debate about the biological viability of achieving significant areas
of protection through a patchwork of small sites (Almany et al., 2009; Weeks, Russ,
Alcala, & White, 2010)—but also of scope. The aspects of biodiversity that can be
linked to sustainable resource use are not necessarily the same as those important to
the international conservation community (Hicks, McClanahan, Cinner, & Hills, 2009;
Roe et al., 2000). As a result, the scope for achieving conservation goals through a
governance paradigm dominantly focused on community well‐being has been limited
in some circumstances.

4.4.4 The Ecological‐Outcome Quadrant: Ecosystem‐Based Management
Achieving sufficient ecological protection is the central focus of the concepts in the
UEF’s upper right quadrant, which corresponds to the paradigm of Ecosystem‐Based
Management (EBM; Box 4.3). EBM considers humans as an intrinsic, co‐evolved part
of ecosystems, rather than something separate (Grumbine, 1994), and this conception
is essential to legitimizing EBM’s ecologically‐driven management approach. The case
has now been systematically put forward through the framework established by the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2003) that, “ecosystems are essential for human
well‐being through their provisioning, regulating, cultural, and supporting services”
(p. 71). Combined with compelling assessments showing significant ecosystem
declines (Bruno & Selig, 2007; MEA, 2005), the urgency of avoiding suicidal
mismanagement of life‐supporting ecosystem services gives EBM its mandate (K. L.
McLeod & Leslie, 2009a, p. 3):
The unprecedented environmental challenges facing the oceans require us as scientists,
practitioners, and citizens to embrace a broader vision than ever before of what we want
to achieve through coastal and ocean management…Sustaining the long‐term capacity
of systems to deliver ecosystem services is the core goal of ecosystem‐based
management for the oceans.
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Box 4.3. Characteristics and hypotheses about the UEF’s Ecological‐Outcome quadrant, based
on a review of its corresponding governance paradigm: Ecosystem‐Based Management

UEF Quadrant

Ecological-Outcome

Governance
Paradigm

Ecosystem-based Management

Key
Effectiveness
Criteria

• Conserves biodiversity
• Maintains ecosystem services
• Protects ecosystem condition and resilience

Theory of Action

Providing sufficient ecological protections to sustain ecosystem
services into the future is critical for maintaining the well-being of
human populations and it is ethically justified based the environment's
intrinsic value

• Emphasizes ecological sufficiency to ensure that ecosystem
structures, processes, and functions are maintained into the longComparative
term future
Strengths
• Implements management planning that reflects the spatial and
temporal scales that are relevant to ecosystems
• Fostering constituencies willing to forgo short-term benefits to obtain
from long-term ecological gains has proven challenging
• Limiting access to resources may be unethical, especially when
Weaknesses
dependent stakeholders are marginalized and poor
Compensated by
• The ability to match management to ecological scales and dynamics
Other Paradigms
is politically difficult
• The technical information and skills needed to implement EBM may
be unavailable
• Spatial planning to meet conservation targets (e.g., 30% of
representative habitat types are protected in no-fishing areas)
Common
• Identifying key threats and planning interventions to reduce their
Strategies
impacts
• Establishing incentives to change stakeholder behavior
• Focuses on ecosystem-delimited areas, which may range in scale
from bays to regions
• More likely to be pursued in areas identified for their exceptional
Common
biodiversity
Contextual
• International conservation-oriented NGOs have been key actors in
Elements
developing countries
• In developed countries government departments have led
implementation of bioregional assessments

Core Competency
The central premise of EBM is that ecosystems have limits (CBD COP 5, 2000b), which
must be honored if interconnected ecological and human communities are to be
sustained in a desirable state. EBM’s comparative advantage in the UEF is its focus on
matching management to the complex realities of nature (Grumbine, 1994), with a core
focus on maintaining or restoring ecosystem health, productivity, and resilience (K. L.
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McLeod et al., 2005). Grumbine (1994) distinguished EBM by this focus: “Many green
economy, stewardship, and ‘sustainability’ models suffer from concentrating on
efficient management instead of sufficient management. Sufficiency asks of managers
the question ‘How much is enough?’” (p. 35). EBM answers this question from a
precautionary, systems perspective that works within ecologically defined boundaries
to consider hierarchical interconnections between scales (Grumbine, 1994), and the
cumulative impacts from a range of human activities (K. L. McLeod & Leslie, 2009a)
on the structure, processes, functions, and interactions among organisms and their
environment (CBD COP 5, 2000a).
Contemporary Examples
Since its original 1980 implementation as the basis for Antarctic management under
the Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources, EBM has
been applied to marine environment management around the world (Wang, 2004).
For example, the delineation of the world’s coastal areas into large marine ecosystems
led to a series of Global Environment Fund initiatives that worked, largely through
governments, to improve fisheries and reduce marine pollution across national
borders (Sherman et al., 2005). National governments from a number of developed
countries, including Australia, Canada, the European Union, New Zealand, and the
US, have engaged in bioregional planning efforts (Rosenberg et al., 2009). In the
developing world, international environmental NGOs have worked with governments
and other partners to apply conservation planning principles within regional
seascapes for geographic areas of exceptional biodiversity, such as the tri‐national
Sulu‐Sulawesi Sea Marine Ecoregion and Kimbe Bay in Papua New Guinea (Green et
al., 2009). All these experiences share the essential EBM hallmark of applying an
ecologically and scientifically‐based strategic approach to the conservation of
biodiversity and ecosystem services within multiple‐use marine areas. Reflecting on
the SSME experience, Miclat, Ingles, and Dumaup (2006) explain: “Ecoregional
conservation is a technical‐based initiative, thus the processes involved are politically
neutral. The Biodiversity Vision, which is a biological vision, is the powerful driving
force that inspires stakeholders and makes them work together effectively, in spite of
their differences in political and cultural structures” (p. 606).
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Over the last decades, a “biological vision” for marine management has increasingly
proven politically tractable. While delegates, particularly from developing countries,
objected to explicit inclusion of EBM‐oriented large marine ecosystems during
negotiations for Chapter 17 of Agenda 21 in 1992 (Wang, 2004), recent political
mandates for marine EBM initiatives have come from the highest levels of developing
country governments, in recognition of the ecological interconnections within regional
ecosystems. Examples include the Micronesia Challenge, initiated by the President of
Palau in 2006 with an invitation for other Micronesian states to join him in committing
to effectively conserving 30% of near‐shore marine areas and 20% of terrestrial areas
by 2020; they did (TNC, n.d.). In 2007, the President of Indonesia issued a similar
invitation to his peers within the ecologically‐defined Coral Triangle. After an 18‐
month negotiation, the heads of all six countries launched the Coral Triangle Initiative
on Coral Reefs, Fisheries, and Food Security in May 2009, with financial and political
commitments for marine protected areas and seascapes, a transition to ecosystem‐
based fisheries management, improved management of threatened species, and
adaptation for climate change (CTI, n.d.). Both initiatives followed on long histories of
smaller‐scale conservation efforts within their regions and significant technical and
financial support from external partners.

Weaknesses that are Compensated by Other Paradigms
Such high‐level political support is evidence that maintaining ecosystem services
resonates widely as a valid and ultimate goal for coral reef governance. However,
translating high‐level agreements and technically sound plans into tangible, sustained
on‐ground action is where EBM has struggled (Speth, 2004). Commonly cited reasons
for EBM implementation failure include: the mismatch of scale between ecosystems
and institutions, limited constituencies and socioeconomic constraints, and inadequate
knowledge and capacity (CBD SBSTTA, 2007).

Institutions are the actors and rules, both formal and informal, that govern social
behavior (Ostrom, 1990). The mismatch in scale between ecosystems and social
institutions refers both to spatial discrepancies (Agardy, 2005; CBD SBSTTA, 2007;
Kenchington, 2010; Wang, 2004) and more subtle differences in fit (Crowder et al.,
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2006; Folke et al., 2007; Hunter, Bean, Lindenmayer, & Wilcove, 2009; Young, 2002)
that hamper the ability of institutions to structure society in a way that responds to
environmental dynamics and limits. For example, to implement EBM at ecosystem
scales means to manage the activities of people across a range of political jurisdictions
so that the cumulative impacts of all anthropogenic activities do not disrupt key
ecological process and functions. EBM needs to achieve the same cross‐jurisdictional
integration that is the core competency of ICM (Box 4.4); however, EBM has a more
limited currency with which to negotiate functional management arrangements
because, in many situations, human well‐being is not so inextricably linked with
ecosystem services that institutions easily accept ecological limits as having priority
over other social concerns (McShane & Wells, 2004). Human well‐being is often
mediated, in the short‐term, by other influences, such as political freedoms (S. R.
Carpenter et al., 2009), benefits from converting natural capital into other goods
(Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005), and spatial and temporal distances that
mean the advantages of ecosystem services do not necessarily accrue to the people
who have sacrificed to generate them (McShane & Wells, 2004; Roe et al., 2000). Thus,
it can be difficult to achieve the institutional alignment needed to achieve ecosystem‐
scale protections.

This distance between implementing ecological protections and benefiting from linked
ecosystem services contributes to another barrier to EBM implementation: its
constituency problem (Browman & Stergiou, 2005; CBD SBSTTA, 2007; Ferraro, 2001;
Yap, 2001). In many coral reef areas, the main stakeholders are poor, rural people with
a high dependence on reef fisheries (Whittingham et al., 2003). Within this context,
community‐based approaches build constituencies by empowering communities to
use and manage local resources for a range of benefits, some of which are consistent
with sustaining ecosystem services and others which are not. In contrast, EBM has
tended to build constituencies for ecological protection through a focus on changing
behavior by providing incentives for compliance, rather than genuine empowerment.
A great deal of work has been invested in identifying the best design for these
incentives, which can range from supplemental livelihoods to private concessions or
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Box 4.4. Simplified comparison of the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary and the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park to illustrate differences in ICM and EBM approaches for achieving
cross‐jurisdictional coordination
Both ICM and EBM aim to overcome mismatches in institutional and ecological scales,
however, these paradigms differ in their emphasis on the UEF’s horizontal axis: social versus
ecological focus (Christie, Pollnac, Fluharty et al., 2009). The challenge for EBM in overcoming
scale mismatch through an ecologically-driven focus can be illustrated through an overly
simplistic comparison of the spatial zoning processes used in the Florida Keys, USA and the
Great Barrier Reef, Australia. Both areas are in developed countries with high scientific
expertise and management histories dating back to the 1960s, although higher populations in
the Florida Keys means resource use is more intensive (FKNMS, 2007; Suman, 1997).
The Florida Keys took an ICM approach to integrating efforts by a range of sectoral local, state,
and national government agencies into a coherent ecosystem-scale management plan through
a stakeholder-driven process. The Governor of Florida stipulated that he would only approve
the new plan if not one fisher objected to it. Through an intense, science-based, consensusdriven process, the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary was approved with zoning for a
multiple-use marine area extending the length of the Keys (9,600km2), but only 3% of the area
was allocated as no-take reserves (FKNMS, 2007). The Florida experience reflects the level of
protection resource users were comfortable with when they shared decision-making authority on
a multi-stakeholder panel.
In contrast, the GBR Marine Park Authority took an EBM approach that was highly consultative,
but left final decision-making with government. Stakeholders could provide submissions that
informed the placement of no-take “Green Zones,” but the 30% target for overall no-take areas
was set scientifically and considered non-negotiable. Technically, this target reflected the best
scientific consensus available, taking into consideration the cumulative impacts of degraded
water quality and the need to support GBR resilience to climate change. Proponents argued
that high levels of protection were warranted by the reef’s world-class biodiversity, and that
strong protection was supported by a legitimate global constituency because the GBR is a
World Heritage site. The GBR process resulted in significantly higher ecological protection that
reflects “the right thing to do” based on ecological criteria. However, despite extraordinary
efforts to engage and ameliorate resource user concerns, this outcome still resulted in notable
social discomfort. In fact, despite a process that involved hundreds of community meetings,
submission of over 31,000 public comments (Fernandes et al., 2005; Olsson, Folke, & Hughes,
2008), and a ~US$250 million buy-back program aimed at achieving an equitable outcome for
displaced fishers (Macintosh, Bonyhady, & Wilkinson, 2010), the residual anger from the new
zoning resulted in a major review of the GBR Marine Park Authority (Shipley, 2006). Australia’s
ability to implement the new zoning plan, despite obvious local dissent, is probably a function of
its well-funded government institutions and its socio-cultural tradition of relatively high respect
for formal rules of law. These are not common conditions in many coral reef areas.
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direct payments. All have had some successes, but not at rates and scales that are
consistent with achieving EBM goals (Ferraro, 2001; Ferraro & Kiss, 2002; Ferraro &
Pattanayak, 2006; Jack, Kousky, & Sims, 2008). Further, there is some evidence from
psychology that behavior change based on such semi‐autonomous incentives will
always be somewhat tenuous because the underlying motivation stems from obtaining
an opportunistic benefit, rather than a genuinely self‐determined goal (DeCaro &
Stokes, 2008); thus, compliance would be expected to deteriorate rapidly with any
change in benefits.

A final challenge for EBM is the science and capacity needed to implement it. Many
EBM advocates call for complex scientific assessments as a prerequisite for EBM (K. L.
McLeod & Leslie, 2009b). However, practitioners are demonstrating how strategic
EBM plans can be developed with imperfect information through an Adaptive
Management approach.

4.4.5 The Ecological‐Process Quadrant: Adaptive Management
The science and monitoring constructs that dominate the lower right quadrant of the
UEF epitomize the paradigm of Adaptive Management (Box 4.5), which aims to bring
the scientific method to bear in strengthening environmental management. Adaptive
Management takes as its starting point that resource management occurs within
uncertain, complex, and dynamic circumstances. Thus, its proponents see it as
artificial to pursue a single best management option aimed at reducing conflicts
between users, and trying to force equilibrium in systems whose essential nature is
change (Walters, 1986). Instead, Adaptive Management takes the long‐view that
“ecosystems essential to humankind will continue for as long as humankind exists and
there is no ‘final’ solution to the management problem” (Olsen, 2003b, p. 329). There
is also no best solution, but a series of alternatives. From this worldview, Adaptive
Management seeks to embed scientific inquiry into management as a process for
generating reliable knowledge that can guide and catalyze management action across
an ever‐changing terrain, separating the genuine effects of deliberate management
interventions from the spurious artifacts of natural variation. Its ecologist founders,
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C.S. Holling and C.J. Walters, summarize the theory‐of‐action for Adaptive
Management this way (1990, p. 2067):
decisions are not made because of a well‐proofed argument in the tradition of
experimental science, but because of the accumulation of credible evidence
supporting a simple and widely perceived explanation in a political
environment that demands action. Hence, resource policy decisions can be
facilitated by explicit ways to identify alternatives, their likelihood and their
outcomes in an environment that engages science, government, and the public.
Core Competency
Adaptive Management’s emphasis on developing reliable knowledge as both an
outcome and a strategy distinguishes it from the other governance paradigms. Taking
learning as a valid end‐goal gives Adaptive Management the comparative advantage
of being able to implement technically competent action—undeterred by uncertainty
or the political risks of failure—and to adapt and improve future management as a
result of the experience. Learning is achieved through the explicit structuring of the
management intervention, available information, and assumed relationships within a
model of the system (Lee, 1993; Salafsky, Margoluis, & Redford, 2001). The model
becomes an explicit statement of the management rationale, and, sometimes, the basis
for negotiation as stakeholders work to craft a shared model (Salafsky et al., 2001).

Walters and Holling distinguish different levels of Adaptive Management by their
explanatory rigor. Passive Adaptive Management compares the hypothesized model
to actual experience. However, greater explanatory power comes with active
Adaptive Management, which uses the model as the basis for a series of “what if”
scenarios, and seeks to implement a range of alternative models, including those
expected to be sub‐optimal. The additional information generated by an active
approach increases the chances that managers will be able to identify and explain the
results of their interventions (Walters & Holling, 1990). But whether Adaptive
Management is instituted actively or passively, Walters and Holling (1990) advise,
“design must make effective use of opportunities for spatial replication and control.
There is a long history of sad experience with the false premise that it is possible to
‘learn by doing’ through sequential application of different policies to whole systems”
(p. 2064).
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Box 4.5. Characteristics and hypotheses about the UEF’s Ecological‐Process quadrant, based
on a review of its corresponding governance paradigm: Adaptive Management

UEF Quadrant

Ecological-Process

Governance
Paradigm

Adaptive Management

Key
Effectiveness
Criteria

• Crafts technically-sound interventions, based on an adequate
understanding of baseline conditions, threats, and dynamics
• Understands the impacts of management through appropriate
monitoring of project and control sites
• Learns and adapts from on-going experiences

Theory of Action

Because socio-ecological systems are complex and constantly
changing, sometimes unpredictably, the most competent way to
proceed is by implementing management interventions as a series
of experiments.

Comparative
Strengths

• Improves the results and practice of management through
"learning by doing"
• Can foster the shared knowledge and social capital to take action
despite uncertainty

• Having a rational, scientific understanding of a problem is often
insufficient for fostering constitutencies, catalyzing political action, or
Weaknesses
influencing broader governance issues
Compensated by
• Ethical, political, and practical considerations limit the management
Other Paradigms
experiments that can be implemented in reality, constraining the
information that can be gained

Common
Strategies

• Developing a shared conceptual model of the system and
management alternatives
• Designing the intervention with spatial replication and control sites to
strengthen its ability to determine the impacts of the intervention and
the reasons for those impacts
• Monitoring

Common
Contextual
Elements

• Works best where a political commitment to action has been made
based on the merits of the problem, and adapative management is
used to find the best way forward
• Technical experts, either in government research institutions,
universities, or NGOs are key actors
• Has been used in large-scale systems problems in developed
countries and across networks of small community sites in developing
countries

Contemporary Examples
“The value of an experimental approach,” Lee argues, “is neither theoretical nor
obscure” (1993, p. 57), a view that has increasingly found an audience in conservation
projects. To know if interventions have worked, and if not, why, Adaptive
Management approaches are extremely helpful, if not essential. Thus, international
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aid projects are using control sites to assess if community‐based sanctuaries are
achieving expected gains in fisheries (B. R. Crawford et al., 2004; CRMP, 2004). At a
larger scale, a consortium of international non‐governmental organizations has
developed a shared method and “lexicon” (Salafsky et al., 2008) for modeling field
projects around the world. Regionally, learning networks, such as the Locally
Managed Marine Areas in the Pacific islands (LMMA, n.d.) and the MPA Support
Network in the Philippines (MSN, n.d.), have also been developed for sharing
experiences to improve practice. For example, MSN is a partnership of university,
government, and non‐governmental organizations that uses external evaluators to
systematically assess community‐based coastal management efforts across the
Philippines against a shared “best practice” model. This annual review highlights
approaches that are working to achieve both ecological and social goals and
recognizes high‐achieving sites in a public ceremony. In these contexts, Adaptive
Management has shown to be a constructive and uniting force that advances
knowledge while creating social networks that provide encouragement and
inspiration for further conservation efforts in a spirit articulated by Weiss (1988, p. 27):
“I believe that truth helps to foster action.”

Weaknesses that are Compensated by Other Paradigms
Despite these benefits, it is frequently acknowledged that the application of Adaptive
Management is surprisingly low (Guichard & Peterson, 2009; Lee, 1999). This low
utilization is partially due to the technical challenges implicit in using policy reforms
as quasi‐experimental designs, and partially because Adaptive Management seems to
have limited influence in some institutional arrangements (Lee, 1993, 1999). From a
technical perspective, there are significant limitations to the kinds of experiments that
can be performed as part of an Adaptive Management approach to coral reef
governance (Davidson, 2000; Lee, 1993, 1999). For example, implementing a sub‐
optimal fisheries strategy in some areas may be scientifically interesting, but ethically
unacceptable to the resource users affected by the experiment. Thus, when ethical,
political, and practical considerations are brought into Adaptive Management designs,
“the most readily implemented experiments tend to be the least powerful probes of
the ecosystem,” (Lee 1993, p. 82). These practical concerns, combined with the
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intrinsic complexity of socio‐ecological systems and the expense of required
monitoring, mean that, in practice, Adaptive Management can improve understanding
and reduce uncertainty, but cannot provide a silver bullet: “resource managers will
perhaps always operate in a twilight of uncertainty…we must not pretend that process
research and diligent data collection alone will provide answers that resource
managers can trust” (Walters & Holling 1990, p. 2066).

Experience has also shown that the influence of Adaptive Management is limited by
the institutional arrangements in which it takes place. Lee argues that Adaptive
Management is unable to perform well in contentious situations because technical
information—which is the primary currency of adaptive management—is only one of
many influences on governance arrangements. Although many social and political
theories take informed decision‐making as a starting point for explaining the behavior
of actors and the development of policies, reality typically falls short of this ideal
(Stone, 2002; Weiss, 1988). “Facts are always under dispute” (Stone 2002, p. 321) and a
range of other influences, from self‐interest to political pragmatism, come into play,
usually with more force (Dietz, Rosa, & York, 2009; Weiss, 1988).

Where, however, a commitment has been made to act on the merits of a problem (D. T.
Campbell, 1969; Lee, 1993), and there is an equitable institutional arrangement with
adequate capacity (Armitage, Marschke, & Plummer, 2008), then Adaptive
Management can serve as a powerful analytic tool for better understanding and
solving resource management problems. Under the right circumstances, it can also
provide a framework that nurtures social capital through a process of shared,
collaborative learning that can lead to changes of varying depth: from what learning
scholars call the single‐loop learning of fixing errors through to triple loop learning of
changing governance regimes (Armitage et al., 2008). For this reason, the other three
governance paradigms can act synergistically with Adaptive Management to establish
the institutional conditions that best enable its performance.
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4.5 Conclusions: the Nature & Achievement of “Effective” Reef Governance
Through this work, I propose a Unified Effectiveness Framework (UEF) for
understanding and strengthening coral reef governance. My analysis demonstrates
that there is strong consensus among experts about the primary dimensions that
organize an effectiveness construct: the balance between social versus ecological goals,
and between process versus ultimate outcomes. I further demonstrate that the four
quadrants which emerge from these axes are highly aligned with the major theoretical
paradigms relevant to coral reef governance. This alignment is a preliminary
validation of the UEF as a representation of effectiveness in coral reef governance, and
it has a number of implications for improving theory and practice, discussed below.
The UEF could be further validated by replicating the MDS with expert data collected
through an ipsative Q‐Methodology, as was done by Howard (1998) for the CVF (see
also, section 2.5.1), to see if the same axes and quadrants emerged from the analysis.

4.5.1 Rival Explanations or Core Competencies in an Overarching Construct?
Prior to now, the relationship between major theoretical paradigms relevant to coral
reef governance has been ambiguous (Christie, Pollnac, Oracion et al., 2009). It is
common to see the paradigms presented as “one size fits all” answers to reef
governance, regardless of the socio‐ecological context in which they will be applied
(Barrett et al., 2001; Brechin et al., 2002;
Christie & White, 2007a). Alternatively,
recommendations are made that two or
more of the paradigms should be
implemented concurrently, without a
conscious recognition of the inherent
tensions between them (McShane &
Newby, 2004; Sunderland et al., 2008).
Against this backdrop, the UEF articulates
a needed clarifying typology, or “map” of

Box 4.6 Terminology for the UEF Map
and Compass developed in this research
The Unified Effectiveness Framework
developed in this chapter is the “Map”
referred to in the title of this thesis.
The “Compass” is a survey instrument,
presented in Chapter 5, which allows
coral reef governance programs to
draw their profile on the Unified
Effectiveness Framework. Following
examples from the Competing Values
Framework in organizational theory,
these profiles illustrate programs’
relative emphasis on the four UEF
quadrants (see Fig 2.4), and they are
useful for facilitating learning both
within and between programs.

effectiveness (Box 4.6).
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The strong consistency between the MDS‐derived quadrants and the major theoretical
paradigms for reef governance, suggests that the paradigms are best viewed as core
competencies within an overarching framework, rather than rival strategies for
achieving an undifferentiated effectiveness construct. The strengths and weaknesses
of each paradigm, as reported in the literature, further corroborate the view argued
here: that the four paradigms are mutually reinforcing (Best, 2003), with the
weaknesses of one often being compensated for by the strengths of the others.

The UEF also illustrates the paradox inherent in the multidimensional construct of
effectiveness, which is precisely what makes achieving effectiveness such a challenge.
While each UEF quadrant is a necessary component of the full construct, it is also at
odds with the other three quadrants along one or both of the dimensions identified by
the UEF’s axes. The reality of this competing quality between the quadrants has been
borne out in decades of practical experience, most notably the heavily examined
experience of trying to integrate conservation and development projects to fleeting
success (McShane & Wells, 2004). How, then, can we achieve effectiveness?

4.5.2 Implications for Achieving Effective Coral Reef Governance
If effectiveness is a construct composed of a range of concepts that are simultaneously
complementary and competing, when should we consider that coral reef governance
is effective? For the CVF, the model on which this work is based, Quinn and
Rohrbough (1983) answered this question by observing (p. 375):
to ignore criteria in any of the models is to have only a partial view of performance. This
suggests that… an effective organization may need to perform well on all four sets of criteria.
However, at any given time there are likely to be tradeoffs between the criteria

Similarly in reef governance, resource constraints may preclude optimal performance
on all effectiveness dimensions simultaneously. Different governance contexts and
problems will be best served by leading with different paradigms. Governance to
resolve resource use conflicts in a heavily used bay is likely to be best served by
leading with ICM. Governance to facilitate additional protection for areas of high
biodiversity may be best served by leading with EBM. To enhance the well‐being of
poor, rural communities by facilitating sustainable resource use, CBNRM is likely the
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most promising governance strategy. Adaptive management may be the best strategy
in large, complex systems, such as management of off‐shore pelagic fisheries.

Over time, however, governance regimes should evolve to strengthen effectiveness
concepts that may not have been emphasized in early interventions. For example, the
Philippines, which initially emphasized CBNRM, is now working to “scale‐up”
individual marine sanctuaries into networks that are more ecologically sufficient
(Lowry, White, & Christie, 2009). A reverse example is the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park Authority which, having led with ecosystem‐based management, is now working
to empower aboriginal communities to serve as co‐stewards (Nursey‐Bray & Rist,
2009). Partnerships between organizations with strengths in different competencies
can also be used to achieve well‐rounded effectiveness (A. Halim, personal
communication, December 2008, Hyden, 1998).

4.5.3 An Architecture for Strengthening Effective Reef Governance
The UEF offers an architecture for systematically moving away from one‐size fits all
theories for coral reef governance, to a more practical understanding of which theories
are best suited to achieving different effectiveness dimensions in different contexts. In
the remainder of the thesis, I demonstrate this application by continuing my
replication of methods developed for the CVF in organizational theory. I apply the
UEF with a sample of 61 coral reef governance programs in Southeast Asia to:


Identify the most common theories‐of‐action guiding coral reef governance
interventions in the region (Chapter 6);



Identify patterns between coral reef governance programs’ theories‐of‐action
and Campbell and Cronbach’s targets of generalization: program
characteristics (U), strategies (T), effectiveness dimensions (O), and socio‐
ecological context (S) (Chapters 6 & 7);



Identify the fundamental assumptions underpinning the dominant theories‐of‐
action being used in the region to guide recommendations for strengthening
governance (Chapter 7); and



Test the hypotheses presented here (Boxes 4.1‐4.3 and 4.5) for each major
theoretical paradigm (Chapter 8);
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Based on this experience, I assess the validity of the UEF as a global framework for
contextualizing and generalizing field experience (Fig 2.5, validity question 2) toward
improving the theory and practice of coral reef governance (Chapter 8).

4.6 Summary


This chapter has proposed a Unified Effectiveness Framework (UEF) for coral reef
governance, which is an overarching, visual map that serves as a common
denominator for appropriately comparing programmatic experience to strengthen
theory and practice.



The UEF was developed by replicating Quinn and Rohrbaugh’s approach to
creating the Competing Values Framework (CVF) in organizational theory. The
opinions from 80 experts in coral reef governance were elicited through an on‐line
survey and analyzed with multidimensional scaling (MDS).



The MDS produced a visual representation of the experts’ shared mental model of
effectiveness, and the results indicate a high degree of consensus around this
conceptualization.



Analyzing the MDS‐derived model identified the primary dimensions that
organize the effectiveness construct, which are the balance between social versus
ecological goals, and between process versus ultimate outcomes.



I further demonstrate that the four quadrants which emerge from these
dimensions are highly aligned with the major theoretical paradigms relevant to
coral reef governance: Integrated Coastal Management, Community‐Based
Management, Ecosystem‐Based Management, and Adaptive Management. This
alignment is a preliminary validation of the UEF as a representation of
effectiveness in coral reef governance.



The strong consistency between the MDS‐derived quadrants and the major
theoretical paradigms for reef governance, suggests that the paradigms are best
viewed as core competencies within an overarching framework, rather than rival
strategies for achieving an undifferentiated effectiveness construct. The strengths
and weaknesses of each paradigm, as reported in the literature, further corroborate
the view argued here: that the four paradigms are mutually reinforcing.



The UEF also illustrates the paradox inherent in the multidimensional construct of
effectiveness. While each UEF quadrant is a necessary component of the full
construct, it is also at odds with the other three quadrants along one or both of the
dimensions identified by the UEF’s axes. The reality of this competing quality
between the quadrants has been borne out in decades of practical experience, in
which projects have struggled to implement win‐win scenarios for people and the
environment.
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The implication of these tensions between the quadrants is that it can be difficult to
achieve all the effectiveness concepts simultaneously. Thus, achieving
effectiveness is an art of matching the contextual characteristics of a site with an
appropriate blend of the four governance paradigms.



If the UEF is a good typology, it will provide a tool for informing this
matchmaking by simplifying complexity in Campbell and Cronbach’s targets of
generalization to better answer the question: What theories‐of‐action are best able
to achieve different dimensions of effectiveness in different socio‐ecological
contexts?



In the remainder of the thesis, the UEF’s ability to simplify multidimensional
complexity is explored by applying the UEF in Southeast Asia.
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Part 3
A Field Taxonomy of
Approaches to
Coral Reef Governance
in Southeast Asia
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Chapter 5.
Field Data Methods and Instruments
We can test validity a number of ways, but no single way provides unambiguous evidence of validity.
Validity has to be argued for: it is not proven.
‐ de Vaus, Analyzing Social Science Data, 2002, p. 27

5.1 Introduction
Part 3 of the thesis aims to apply the Unified Effectiveness Framework (UEF) to
develop a taxonomy of approaches to coral reef governance in Southeast Asia. The
purpose of the taxonomy is to identify, and distinguish between, common approaches
to coral reef governance being implemented in the region. This understanding can be
used to facilitate more appropriate comparisons between programs, and to
contextualize the experiences of individual programs, toward improving our ability to
learn from on‐going experiences, and, ultimately, to strengthen the overall
effectiveness of coral reef governance (Thesis Part 1).

The taxonomy is developed, presented, and discussed over three chapters. This
chapter describes the methods used to collect data from 61 coral reef governance
programs in Southeast Asia. Chapter 6 presents the taxonomy resulting from analysis
of these data. The taxonomy describes the common theories‐of‐action (Chapter 2)
being implemented in the region, and the patterns between these common approaches
to reef governance and Cronbach and Campbell’s targets of generalization: programs,
strategies, outcomes, and context (Chapter 2). Chapter 7 discusses the taxonomy to
suggest ways of strengthening coral reef governance in Southeast Asia.

This chapter describes the study area, sampling strategy, and survey instrument used
to collect data for the taxonomy (Section 5.2). Section 5.3 evaluates the reliability and
validity of the survey instrument developed for the study. I give particular attention
to the properties of the UEF Compass, which is a section of the survey used to map
programs onto the UEF, following examples from the Competing Values Framework
(CVF) in organizational theory. Section 5.4 discusses the reliability and validity
analyses and recommends areas for further research.
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5.2 Methods
The seven sub‐sections presented here describe the data collection for the taxonomy.
The first three introduce the study area (Section 5.2.1), sampling design (Section 5.2.2),
and survey instrument (Section 5.2.3). The next three sub‐sections focus on the
reliability and validity of the survey instrument (Section 5.2.4), particularly the
strategies used to assess the UEF Compass (Section 5.2.5), which included a
confirmatory factor analysis (Section 5.2.6). The final sub‐section (5.2.7) explains how I
analyzed data from the UEF Compass to developed factor weighted measures that
become the basis for the taxonomy presented in Chapter 6.

5.2.1 Study Area
I selected the Southeast Asian countries of Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, and
Thailand as the location for field work in this research because:


The region is globally significant for the extent and diversity of its reef area, as
well as the high human dependence on these ecosystems (Burke et al., 2002);



The countries have a long history of coral reef governance (Schuttenberg &
Bizot, 2002);



My previous work in the region gave me a good understanding of the
institutional arrangements that guide reef governance (Bizot & Schuttenberg,
2002; Schuttenberg & Bizot, 2002); and,



The extreme diversity of contexts in the region is particularly suited to the
study’s aim of identifying patterns in governance approaches (Section 1.5).

Southeast Asia is both the most biologically rich and ecologically threatened coral reef
region on earth (Burke et al., 2002). It hosts 35% of the world’s coral reefs (Fig 5.1),
with analysis by the World Resources Institute (Burke et al., 2002) suggesting that 88%
of reefs in the region are threatened at a level that jeopardizes their biological integrity
and consequent economic value to society. Based on the World Resources Institute’s
criteria, reefs in the Philippines are some of the most threatened regionally, with 98%
of their reefs facing medium to high threats. Over 75% of the reefs in all the study
countries faced this elevated threat level with Malaysia at 87%, Indonesia at 86%, and
Thailand at 77% (Burke et al., 2002). Existing field data are consistent with the World
Resources Institute’s modeling results (Table 5.1). Currently, half the region’s reefs
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Schuttenberg & Bizot, 2002

Fig 5.1 Locations and percentage of live coral cover for reefs in the study countries: Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines,
Thailand. Data from Reefs at Risk in Southeast Asia (Burke, Selig, & Spalding, 2002)
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Table 5.1 Estimates of reef condition by percentage of reef area in each study country.
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Thailand
Thailand
Coral Condition1
Gulf of Thailand

Andaman Sea

Excellent

6.1

n/a

4.3

16.4

4.6

Good

22.7

n/a

29.0

29.0

12.0

Fair

31.5

n/a

39.0

30.8

33.6

Poor

39.8

n/a

30.5

10.9

26.5

-

n/a

-

12.9

23.3

%

Very Poor

1 Condition is based on percent coral cover except for Thailand, which is live‐dead coral ratio. For coral
cover: 76‐100 % is excellent, 51‐75 % good, 26‐50% fair, and 0‐25% poor. Equivalent data are not available
for Malaysia. Sources: Hopley and Suharsono (2000), Indonesia; DENR et al. (2001), Philippines;
Chansang (2000), Thailand.

could be characterized as poor to very poor, while less than 10% might be described as
excellent, and the remaining 40% as fair to good.

The countries vary significantly in their biophysical, socioeconomic, and cultural‐
political contexts. Eastern Indonesia, eastern Malaysia, and the Philippines have been
identified as the global center of coral reef biodiversity (Veron, 2000). Notably, these
areas of exceptional ecological diversity are some of the most economically
impoverished in the study area (Table 5.2). These economic differences are also
reflected in main threats to coral reefs (Table 5.3). Overfishing and destructive fishing
are the greatest threats to reefs in the poorer eastern regions, whereas tourism and
urban development are the most significant in Thailand and peninsular Malaysia.

Within the region, Indonesia and the Philippines stand out as sprawling archipelagic
nations with extensive coastlines and vast reef areas. Reflecting this dispersed
geography, both countries have decentralized coastal resources management to the
local level. This approach is significantly more decentralized than either Malaysia or
Thailand, which have focused management at the state/province level while retaining
significant roles for national government (Schuttenberg & Bizot, 2002). These
differences in decentralization can be seen in a greater emphasis on community‐based
management in Indonesia and the Philippines, while coral reefs in Thailand and
Malaysia are mainly governed through a system of national parks (Schuttenberg &
Bizot, 2002).
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Table 5.2 Political and socioeconomic characteristics of each study country

Indonesia

Malaysia

Philippines

Thailand

Republic

Federated
Constitutional
Monarchy

Republic

Constitutional
Monarchy

95,181

9,323

33,900

7,066

51,020

3,600

25,060

2,130

1,811,569

328,657

298,170

510,890

11

5.5

19

28

240

26

98

66

122

85

313

124

96

98

100

39

962.5

383.6

324.4

540

4,000

14,900

3,300

8,200

7.7

3.7

7.5

1.5

17.8

5.1

32.9

9.6

0.734
111
70.5
99
92.0
61

0.829
66
74.1
55
91.9
62

0.751
105
71.6
91
93.4
54

0.783
87
68.7
107
94.1
52

80

99

93

98

52

94

78

96

Political Structure

Geography
Coastline
(km)

1

Reef Area
(sq km)
Land area
(sq km)

1

2

2

Arable Land
(% land area)

Demographics
2

Population
(millions)

3

Pop density
(ppl per sq km)
4

Coastal Pop
(% within 100km)

Economics
2

GDP
(PPP in billions US$)
2
GDP/capita
(PPP US$)
2

Unemployment
(%)
Population Below Poverty
2
Line (%)

Quality of Life
Human
5
Development Index

value
rank
years

5

Life Expectancy
5

Adult Literacy

rank
% literate

rank
Access to Improved Water
6
Sources (%)
Access to Improved
6
Sanitation (%)

"A nation's GDP at purchasing power parity (PPP) exchange rates is the sum value of all goods and
services produced in the country valued at prices prevailing in the United States. This is the measure most
economists prefer when looking at per-capita welfare and when comparing living conditions or use of
resources across countries." CIA (2009, no page)
2009 Rankings from among 169 countries; Rankings 1-42 are considered "very high human development",
43-85 are "high", 86-127 are "medium", and 128-169 are "low" (UNDP 2009)

1 Burke et al. (2002)
2 CIA Factbook (2009)
3 The World Atlas (2010)
4 WRI (2000a)
5 UNDP (2009)
6 World Bank (2010)
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Table 5.3 Ratings (High, Medium, Low) of threats to coral reefs by country. Adapted from
Schuttenberg and Bizot (2002).
Eastern
Indonesia
Overfishing

Western
Indonesia

Eastern
Malaysia

Peninsular Philippines Thailand
Malaysia

Medium

High

High

Medium

High

High

Destructive Fishing

High

Medium

High

Low

High

Medium

Recreational Use

Low

Low

Medium

High

Low

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

Low

Urban Coastal
Development

Low

High

Medium

High

Medium

High

Rural Land Use
(Forestry, Agriculture)

Low

High

Medium

Medium

High

Low

Shipping / Marine
Pollution

Low

Medium

Low

Medium

Low

Low

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

Coral Collection

Mass Coral Bleaching

Culturally, the region is very diverse with a wide range of languages and religions.
Although, Thailand is primarily Buddhist and the Philippines is primarily Christian,
both countries have small coastal populations of reef‐dependent users who are
Muslim. Malaysia and Indonesia are dominantly Muslim, however, Indonesia has
pockets of reef‐dependent, Christian communities in North Sulawesi and Hindu
communities in Bali. Although most of these religions subtly support environmental
stewardship, the areas included in this study largely do not have the enduring cultural
traditions of marine stewardship that exist in the Pacific Islands6.

5.2.2 Sampling Design & Data Collection
Sampling Design
A stratified sampling design (Neuman, 2006) was used to insure that the breadth of
programs engaged in coral reef governance were included in the study (Table 5.4).
The stratification of project types was based on my previous work in the region. The
resulting sample aims to capture the diversity of approaches to coral reef governance
found in the population, rather than reflecting the frequency with which any program
A few areas in Indonesia do continue to have systems of customary marine tenure, such as the
Sasi system in Ambon; however, I was unable to include them in this study for logistical
reasons.

6
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type occurs in the population. For example, in the full population of coral reef
governance programs, the number of Filipino community programs far exceeds any
other program type; however only two Filipino community programs were included
in the study. While every effort was made to find representative programs for each
type in Table 5.4, representatives could not be found for four cells.
Programs were selected for participation in the study based on my knowledge of the
region, and by soliciting recommendations from in‐country experts. Preference was
given to programs that were recognized as being successful in some way and to
programs that have been independently evaluated. Half of the programs are marine
protected areas. All programs and respondents were promised anonymity, and thus
no individual programs are identified in reporting the study results. Research
permits were obtained for data collection in Malaysia and Indonesia through
collaborative partnerships with in‐country universities and a pre‐existing agreement
between CSIRO and the Government of Indonesia. Permits are not required to
conduct interviews in the Philippines and Thailand. Additionally, James Cook
University’s ethics board approved the methods described here as consistent with
their standards for research with human subjects.
Table 5.4 Stratified sampling design used in the study

Program Type

Indonesia

Malaysia

Philippines

Thailand

Total

International NGO

2

2

2

1

7

Donor Project

1

1

2

-

4

Multi-stakeholder
Collaboration

4

1

4

-

9

National Government

4

6

1

6

17

National to Local NGO

2

-

2

4

8

1

4

2

2

9

3

-

2

2

7

17

14

15

15

61

State/Provincial
Government
Local Government &
Communities
Total
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Unit of Analysis
The unit of analysis in this study
is a coral reef governance
program (Box 5.1). For each
program included in the study,
two to five respondents were
interviewed resulting in a total
of 203 individual responses.
Following Cameron & Ettington
(1988), “individuals were
identified who could provide an
overall institutional perspective,
that is, who had a view of the
overall institution…and not just
a small subunit perspective” (p.

Box 5.1 Identifying coral reef governance programs
The unit of analysis in the current study is coral reef
governance programs. I use the term “programs” to
refer to both short-term donor projects and longerterm programs implemented by governments, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), stakeholders, or
multi-organization partnerships.
In this study, the boundaries of a program were
determined based on the existence of a shared vision
among partners, typically formalized in a written
document. For example, several national marine
parks have shared 1-5 year work plans with
international NGOs who are supporting park
management. When multiple organizations shared a
single work plan or management plan, they were
treated as one program for purposes of this study,
and members from all organizations were
interviewed. In contrast, other parks received support
from NGO or university partners for ecological
monitoring. These partnerships were based only on a
narrow component of reef governance and the
collaboration was not formalized in a comprehensive
written plan, thus these organizations were not
treated as one program and only the national park
staff were interviewed for the study.

377). The scores of respondents from each program were averaged to obtain program‐
level data (Zammuto & Krakower, 1991), and the consistency of their responses was
assessed (Sections 5.2.4 and 5.3.1).

Data Collection
Data were collected through field assistants from each country. I invested significant
effort in identifying high quality field assistants, and the four assistants selected were
chosen from over 100 applicants. The assistants from Malaysia and Indonesia are both
completing doctoral degrees in related disciplines. The Filipino assistant has worked
extensively with national and international coastal management projects and has an
impressive publication record on the subject. The Thai assistant is a journalist with
excellent interviewing skills.

To insure the field assistants used the same methods to collect data, I conducted a 3‐
day training workshop in Bali (training agenda provided as Appendix D). The
training reviewed the survey instrument in detail to confirm field assistants
understood each question and had translated it appropriately. We practiced
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interviewing techniques
to minimize interviewer
bias and to achieve
consistency in how field
assistants introduced and
administered the survey.
We also covered the
logistics of the data
collection, including how
to identify appropriate
survey respondents per
the criteria outlined
above.

Data collection occurred

Plate 5.1 Field team using the SCUBA diving “ok” signal to
communicate their readiness to collect data after the 3‐day
training in Bali. The team adopted diving hand signals during
the survey translation to communicate their comfort or unease
with each question. The training also covered interviewing
techniques and how to identify appropriate survey
respondents. From left to right the field assistants were
“James” Tan Chun Hong (Malaysia), Sudrak Phongpheng

concurrently in each
country for a three‐month period following the Bali training. I traveled with field
assistants throughout the data collection spending one to three weeks in each country.
During this period I was able to visit approximately 20% of the sites to make field
observations which I documented in a journal.

5.2.3 Survey Instrument
The survey instrument (Appendix E) is structured to collect information on Cronbach
and Campbell’s targets of generalization (Fig 5.2): intervention strategies (Survey Part
2), program and socio‐ecological characteristics (Survey Part 3), and outcomes (Survey
Part 4). Additionally, the UEF Compass (Survey Part 1) was developed to map coral
reef governance programs onto the UEF Map (see Chapter 4), and open‐ended
questions (Survey Part 5) were included to inform interpretation of the survey’s
quantitative data.
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The original survey content was developed from the literature and my previous
experience with reef governance in the region. Minor revisions to the first draft were
made based on feedback solicited from social scientists and reef managers in Australia
and the U.S. However, a pilot of the instrument in the Philippines revealed the need
for several substantial changes to the survey design, described below. Changes were
made iteratively after each pilot site until the instrument was performing smoothly.

The translation of the survey into the four study languages (Indonesian, Malaysian,
Thai, and Tagalog) was also an iterative process. Field assistants were provided with a
copy of the final survey prior to the Bali training, described above, and asked to make
a preliminary translation. Because the Thai translation was particularly difficult, a
professional translator was paid to assist in the survey translation for that country.
During the training, we discussed each question as a team, and the field assistants
adopted hand signals used in Scuba diving to communicate their satisfaction with one
question and readiness to move onto the next (Plate 5.1). Field assistants also
administered the survey to each other on each day of the training, allowing multiple
opportunities to identify and clarify any ambiguity in question meanings. Upon
return to their home countries, each assistant discussed the completed translation with
a native speaker, and provided me with a summary of these discussions.
Survey Instrument ‐ Part 1: UEF Compass
The UEF Compass serves to develop the indicator level (Fig 2.5) that links actual coral
reef governance programs and the conceptual UEF Map, developed in Chapter 4. The
design of the UEF Compass was adapted from the CVF instrument, which was
developed for the same purpose in organizational theory (Cameron & Ettington, 1988;
Zammuto & Krakower, 1991).

The CVF instrument creates a profile of organizational culture on the Competing
Values Framework. Measuring organizational culture is similar to measuring
program theories‐of‐action in that both have historically favored qualitative methods.
However despite its advantages, the depth of qualitative research generally prohibits
comparative studies across large numbers of organizations, a limitation the CVF
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instrument has successfully overcome through its efficient, quantitative approach to
measuring organizational culture (Helfrich et al., 2007; Kwan & Walker, 2004).
Cameron and Ettington (1988) provide this description of how the CVF instrument
captures deep, subjective information in a quantitative framework:
One way to obtain the benefits of each type of method—questionnaire and qualitative—is to
replace Likert‐type attitude questions with written descriptions of cultural attributes, or
scenarios…The key is to stimulate individuals to make an interpretation of their organization’s
culture in more than a superficial way. (p. 375)

The CVF instrument consists of 6 questions that ask respondents to divide 100 points
between four scenarios based on the similarity between the scenario and their own
organization (quadrants with greater similarity receive more points). Each scenario
corresponds to one of the CVF’s quadrants, and is “intended to serve essentially as
mirrors, where respondents rate their familiarity with each different reflection,”
(Cameron & Ettington, 1988, p. 377).

The resulting instrument creates ipsative data7 that capture the relative similarity of
each CVF quadrant to the organizational life of the survey respondent. Several studies
have shown that ipsative data minimize response biases that can occur with Likert‐
scale instruments (Bartram, 2007; Matthews & Oddy, 1997); however, this benefit does
come at the cost of some limitations in interpretation and statistical manipulation of
the ipsative data (Cheung, 2004), discussed further in Section 5.2.5. For this reason, a
Likert‐scale version of the CVF instrument has subsequently been developed (R.E.
Quinn & Spreitzer, 1991) and the CVF validation studies summarized in Table 2.2
draw on both versions of the instrument.

In practice, the ipsative and Likert‐scale versions of the CVF instrument seem to
measure slightly different concepts (R. Zammuto, personal communication, December
2009). The ipsative instrument measures the relative balance of each quadrant in the
organization; it is suited to capturing trade‐offs between the CVF quadrants. The
Likert‐scale measures the amount of each quadrant in the organization, independently
of each other, assuming there are no tensions between the quadrants and no overall
7

Survey data are ipsative when scores on a multi‐scale measure sum to a constant (Baron, 1996)
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constraints on the amount of “culture” an organization can contain (Zammuto, 2009).
It is then left to the researcher to decide which information is more relevant: an
understanding of the relative balance of quadrants within an organization, or an
absolute measure of each quadrant that can be compared across organizations.

For the CVF Instrument, Howard (1998) has argued that the ipsative version is more
consistent with the underlying theory of the CVF framework, which is based on
“competing values,” and the same logic holds for the UEF. The primary purpose of
the UEF Compass is to create a profile of an organization’s theory‐of‐action on the
UEF Map, such that programs with similar profiles can be grouped together for
comparative learning—not compared on an absolute scale. Each UEF quadrant
represents an important set of effectiveness concepts and coral reef governance
programs are likely to feel that each is highly important to their organization if no
real‐world constraints are imposed. Thus, reef governance programs’ relative priority
for the UEF quadrants is more likely to reveal programs’ theory‐of‐action: when—in
the reality of resource and capacity constraints—programs are forced to choose
between UEF quadrants, which effectiveness priorities rise to the top?

The first draft of the UEF Compass replicated the structure of the ipsative CVF
instrument exactly. The scenario descriptions for each UEF quadrant were drawn
from the literature review presented in Chapter 4. Two survey questions were
developed to focus on the process of governance and another two focused on the
ultimate outcomes of coral reef governance. Respondents were to divide 100 points
between scenarios corresponding to each of the UEF quadrants for each question,
eliciting a total to 16 responses (4 questions x 4 UEF quadrant scenarios = 16 items).

However, piloting the UEF Compass at community sites in the Philippines identified
that community members were struggling with the task to divide 100 points between
the scenarios. Because community sites were an important component of the overall
stratified sampling design for the study, I determined that the 100‐point version of the
survey was not practical for my study. With regret, I simplified the interval ipsative
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data used by the CVF instrument to simple ordinal ranking data. Subsequent delivery
of the survey confirmed that community respondents were able to rank the four
scenarios in terms of which was most similar to their organization (1 = most similar to
4 = least similar). To analyze the UEF Compass data, I inverted the rankings as
follows: rank 1 = 4 points; rank 2 = 3 points; rank 3 = 2 points; and rank 4 = 1 point (C.
Stokes, personal communication, February 2009). The implications of this survey
design choice were investigated further in a supplemental study described in Box 5.2.
Box 5.2 Comparison of Alternate UEF Compass designs
To investigate the influence of the design used for the UEF Compass, three versions of the
survey were administered as part of an internal strategic planning exercise at the Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park Authority (GBRMPA), Australia. These alternate versions of the survey used
identical wording for the items, but varied in their measurement scale (Instruments provided in
Appendix F).
Two of the survey versions used ipsative measurement scales and the third version used a
Likert scale (Table 5.5). The first version of the survey was identical to the UEF Compass
implemented in Southeast Asia. This version asked respondents to rank their organization’s
similarity to the four UEF quadrants from 1 (most similar) to 4 (least similar). This
measurement scale prevented respondents from indicating ties between the quadrants and
produced ordinal-level data. The second measurement scale was identical to the ipsative
version of the CVF instrument, and asked respondents to divide 100 points among the four
scenarios for each of the four Compass questions, giving more points to quadrants they
perceived as more similar to their organization. This version of the survey limited the overall
points a respondent could “spend,” but allowed respondents to indicate ties between quadrants
where they might exist (e.g., by assigning 25 points to each scenario), and produced interval
data. The third version of the survey allowed respondents to identify the similarity of each
scenario to the current situation in GBRMPA on a 4-point Likert scale (very different to very
similar). The Likert rating left respondent choices unconstrained, allowing respondents to make
their judgments based only on their perceived similarity between GBRMPA and each quadrant.
The surveys were administered by a graduate assistant working at GBRMPA, based on my
written and verbal instructions. Ten responses were collected for each version of the survey,
for a total sample of 30 respondents, constituting approximately 30% of the total staff at
GBRMPA. Respondents were selected to get broad representation across the divisions within
the Authority, and preference was given to respondents who had worked at the Authority more
than 2 years. The sample of respondents had worked at GBRMPA between 2 and 27 years,
with the average tenure being 10.4 years. Sixty percent of the respondents were male. Over
half the respondents had a university degree in the natural sciences; other academic
backgrounds included planning/geography (17%), arts & humanities (7%), and education (3%).
Table 5.5 Average UEF quadrant scores for the 3 versions of the survey
Survey Version

Ecosystem
Protection

Adaptive
Management

Integrated
Coastal
Management

Communitybased
Management

Total

1

Ipsative - Ranking

3.5

2.5

2.0

2.0

10

2

Ipsative - Divide 100 Points

3.9

2.1

1.9

2.1

10

3

Likert

3.6

3.5

3.3

3.0

13.4
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Box 5.2 Comparison of Alternate UEF Compass Designs (continued)
Responses to each version of the survey were averaged (Table 5.4) to generate one
organizational profile per measurement scale (Fig 5.2). All versions of the survey found that
GBRMPA’s central emphasis is on ecological conservation, followed by science-based,
adaptive management (i.e., information & learning). The unconstrained, Likert-scale profile
shows that staff perceive GBRMPA to exhibit characteristics of all four UEF quadrants.
They rated the Authority as “similar” to descriptions of quadrants emphasizing integrated
management and community empowerment, and “very similar” to descriptions of quadrants
emphasizing conservation of ecological condition and science-based, adaptive
management.
The relative priority given to the various quadrants, however, is further clarified by imposing
resource constraints through the ipsative survey designs. When respondents are given
finite resources to “spend” among the four quadrants, the strong emphasis given to
ecological conservation is evident, a finding that is highly consistent with GBRMPA’s
legislative mandate to prioritize ecological protection (GBRMPA, 2009). The two ipsative
designs were reasonably consistent in their relative prioritization of each UEF quadrant,
suggesting that the ranked version used to collect data in Southeast Asia was a functional
alternative to the 100-Points design used for the CVF instrument.

Social Well-being &
Empowerment

Outcome

Social

Integrated, Accountable
Management

Ecological
Condition & Protection

Ecological

Process

Information
& Learning

Fig 5.2 Comparison of organizational profiles for the GBRMPA developed using three
alternative measurement scales for the UEF Compass: Ipsative Ranking, Ipsative Interval
(Divide 100 points), and Likert Scale.
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Survey Instrument ‐ Parts 2‐5: Implementation, Context, & Accomplishments
Survey Parts 2‐4 were designed to measure Cronbach and Campbell’s targets of
generalization (Box 2.2), based on the generic, theory‐of‐action for coral reef
governance shown in Fig 5.3. This model presents a hypothesis of the relationships
between the four targets of generalization, based on the review of evaluation systems
described in Chapter 3 and the additional resources identified below.

Part 2 of the instrument investigates the strategies or interventions (shown in green)
that coral reef governance programs implement, which corresponds to Cronbach and
Campbell’s “Treatments.” The questions for Part 2 of the survey were based on my
previous experience in coral reef governance in Southeast Asia, as well as the
literature, particularly Argyris (1982), Chua (2006), Courtney et al. (2003), IUCN
(2004), Kenchington and Hudson (1984), Lockwood, Worboys, and Kothari (2006),
Salafsky et al. (2008), and TNC, WWF, CI, & WCS (2008). The final version of the
survey collects information about 65 strategies grouped into five categories: threat‐
reduction, institutional strengthening, constituency building, knowledge building, and
day‐to‐day management.

In the original draft of the instrument, Part 2 asked respondents to rate “how
important” 97 different strategies were to the work of their organizations on a 4 point
scale. The pilot survey in Philippines identified that this phrasing resulted in extreme
responses; it seems respondents did not want to indicate their organizations were
involved in strategies that were of intermediate importance. Revised phrasing that
asked respondents to rate the “level of effort” their organization invested in each
strategy on a 6‐point scale (“strategy not used” to “very high effort”) produced
normally distributed data. Thirty two strategy questions were eliminated during the
pilot because the original length of the instrument took over 2 hours to administer and
was creating respondent fatigue.
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Program Activities
Constituency Building

1st Order Outcomes

2nd Order Outcomes

3rd Order Outcomes

4th Order Outcomes

Enabling Conditions

Functioning Institutions &
Technically Sound Strategies

Behavior Change &
Threat Reduction

Socio-ecological System
Protected / Improved

(Section 2.3)

(mediating variables)

•Empowerment
•Education and Awareness-raising

Fair Governance Process &
Well-functioning Institutions

•Fostering Political Will

Institutional Strengthening
(Section 2.2)
•Participation and Coordination
•Laws and Traditions

Awareness &
Engagement
•Inclusive Participation
•Greater Awareness
•Stakeholder Organized

•Partnerships

Day-to-Day Management
(Section 2.5)
•Enforcement
•Planning Documents
•Human Resources
•Infrastructure / $ Management

Capacity

•Evaluation and Learning

•Income
•Human Health
•Well-being

Sustainable
Resource Use

•Acceptance of Rules
•Financial Support
•Leadership / Champions

•Compliance with Rules
•Threats Reduced

Bio-physical
Integrity
•Ecosystem Condition
•Ecological Resilience
•Biological Diversity

Well-designed Strategies for
Managing Resource Use

(Section 2.4)

•Monitoring and Research

Socio-economic
Benefits

Public & Political Support

•Skills
•Resources ($, people)
•Influence / Leadership
•Infrastructure

Knowledge Building
•Issue Identification

•Representative Decision-making
•Transparent, Accountable Decisions
•Fair Rules & Resolution of Conflicts
•Integrated Institutions
•Clear Resource Access / Tenure
•Appropriate Laws & Policies
•Trust & Social Capital
•Active, Impartial Enforcement

Knowledge
•Issues/Assets Identified
•Info Adequate for Planning
•Trends Monitored
•Experience Examined

Threat Reduction
(Section 2.1)

•Technically Sound / Logical
•Sufficient for Achieving Goals
•Includes Appropriate Spatial Areas
•Practical for Context & Resources
•Addresses Primary Issues
•Quality Management Plan
•Plan / Strategies Revised as Needed

•Fisheries Management

(moderating variables)

•Biodiversity Conservation
•Tourism Management
•Water Quality Management

Program Characteristics

Socio-ecological Context
•Bio-physical Context - Section 3.1

UEF Profile - Section 1

•Threat Assessment - Section 3.2

Section 3.4

•Socio-economic Context - Section 3.3
•Political-cultural Context - Section 3.5

Fig 5.3 Generic model of coral reef governance programs and the survey sections developed to collect information about each target of generalization
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Part 3 of the survey documents the characteristics of the responding programs
(Cronbach and Campbell’s “Units”) and the socio‐ecological context in which they
operate (Cronbach and Campbell’s “Setting”). Fig 5.3 hypothesizes that these two
targets of generalization are moderating variables that not only influence a
program’s choice of strategies, but also the ways in which strategies activate
mediating variables, and the way mediating variables influence other outcome
variables. Data on the socio‐ecological context were collected by asking program
managers to rate ecological and socioeconomic attributes of the areas in which they
work; resource constraints precluded the direction collection of this information
through ecological or household surveys. The content of Part 3 was based on Pollnac
(1998), Bunce et al. (2000), Crawford, Kasmidi, Korompis, & Pollnac (2006) and the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2003).

Part 4 of the survey collects perceptions data about programs’ accomplishments or
outcomes. In Fig 5.3, these accomplishments are shown as “orders of outcomes”
(Olsen et al., 1999) that are achieved sequentially through time. Accomplishments
described in Fig 3.1 as immediate to intermediate outcomes are mediating variables
(shown in light blue), that are hypothesized to lead to desired end goals for social
well‐being and ecological protection (dark blue). The original version of the survey
asked respondents to rate their progress on 22 outcome variables, which spanned all
four orders of outcomes illustrated in Fig 5.3; however, these 22 variables were
reduced to 9 key outcomes during the Philippines pilot to reduce the overall length
of the survey. In the final version, respondents were asked to rate their
organization’s progress “compared to the situation before your organization started
its work” along a 5‐point scale (“little progress” to “excellent progress”). The content
for the outcome variables was based on the analyses presented in Part 2 of this thesis.

Part 5 of the survey consists of four qualitative questions about the responding
program’s theory‐of‐action, and their experience of the strengths and weaknesses
associated with their particular approach to governance. Qualitative data from Part
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5 were included to interpret and triangulate quantitative data collected in parts 1 and
2 of the survey instrument, an analysis which is presented in Chapter 6.

5.2.4 Assessment of Instrument Reliability
The reliability of the overall survey was evaluated by assessing the consistency with
which members of the same organization answered the survey (de Vaus, 2002). This
inter‐rater reliability was assessed with intraclass correlations (ICC), which are a
ratio of between‐groups variance to total variance that equals one when inter‐rater
reliability is perfect (Garson, 2009a). ICCs were calculated for each coral reef
governance program in SPSS v16 using the two‐way mixed model and the
computation for consistency, which measures whether raters are consistent in their
relative, rather than absolute, ratings (Garson, 2009a). Following Zammuto and
Krakower (1991), negative coefficients were defined as zero and ICCs values are
reported at quartiles (Section 5.3.1). Additional mixed methods approaches were
used to investigate the reliability and validity of the UEF Compass, described in the
next section.

5.2.5 Strategies for Assessing the Reliability & Validity of the UEF Compass
The UEF Compass is valid to the extent it measures a coral reef governance
program’s overall theory‐of‐action in terms of the four UEF quadrants identified in
Chapter 4. This ability to map coral reef governance programs onto the UEF is part
of the logical foundations of this research; thus in Section 2.5.1, I identified
assessment of the Compass’ measurement validity as one of four questions related to
the study’s overall validity. Fig 2.5 illustrates measurement validity as the inference
(path c) from an indicator to the underlying concept the indicator is intended to
represent (Bailey, 1984, 1994; Punch, 2005). In this study, both qualitative and
quantitative methods were used to investigate whether the inference from indicator
to concept is reasonable for the UEF Compass.

Qualitative Triangulation
Qualitative analysis of the UEF Compass was included to complement quantitative
strategies, which investigate measurement validity through the consistency of
measures’ statistical behavior (de Vaus, 2002). While consistent mathematical
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patterns are suggestive of measurement validity, qualitative analysis is useful for
confirming measures are pointing to the desired underlying concepts (Zeller &
Carmines, 1980). In this study, qualitative questions were intended to investigate if
the organizational profiles created by the Compass measures do, in fact, reasonably
represent programs’ theories‐of‐action. The data for this analysis were collected in
Part 5 of the survey instrument through a series of open‐ended questions (see Section
5.2.3). These qualitative responses were coded and compared across programs that
share common theory‐of‐action profiles. Chapter 6 describes how programs with
similar profiles were hierarchically clustered into groups and how the qualitative
data were coded. Chapter 6 also presents the results of the qualitative analysis for
each cluster of programs. The implications of this qualitative analysis for the
measurement validity of the UEF Compass are discussed in Chapter 8. The
remainder of this chapter presents the quantitative assessments of the Compass’
measurement validity.

Quantitative Strategies
Analyses used to validate the CVF instrument (Table 2.2) were adapted to investigate
the validity and reliability of the UEF Compass. The CVF validation studies by
Kalliath et al. (1999) and Helfrich et al. (2007) are both confirmatory factor analyses of
the Likert‐scale version of the CVF Instrument. Where survey items have been
developed to measure specific concepts a priori, confirmatory factor analysis is the
preferred method of measurement validation (Stevens, 1996). However, past studies
have cited Quinn and Spreitzer’s (1991) conclusion that the ipsative version of the
CVF instrument is inappropriate for many statistical manipulations, including factor
analyses. Below I discuss the opportunities and limitations for statistical analysis of
ipsative data, and in Section 5.2.6 I present a confirmatory factor analysis of the UEF
Compass that uses recent advances in structural equation modeling (SEM) to
overcome prior limitations.

Following the confirmatory factor analysis and the development of relative measures
on each UEF quadrant, I implemented a simplified adaptation of Quinn and
Spreitzer’s (1991) validation of the CVF instrument’s nomological validity. Quinn
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and Spreitzer conducted a multidimensional scaling analysis of the CVF quadrant
measures to “suggest evidence of nomological or spatial validity…ascertained by
examining the extent to which the four culture scales spatially map where the model
predicts they will map” (1991, p. 120‐1). I replicated their approach in SPSS v.16
using the same MDS procedures described in Chapter 4, except that in this
application I used SPSS to estimate the proximity matrix from the relative UEF
quadrant measures using Euclidean distance. The results of this analysis are
reported in Section 5.3.4.
Special Considerations for Ipsative Data Analysis
The benefits and theoretical compatibility of an ipsative design for the UEF Compass
were presented in Section 5.2.3. However, appropriate analyses of ipsative data have
been debated for several decades with several authors identifying significant
limitations to the analyses that can be conducted with statistical validity (Dunlap &
Cornwell, 1994; D. J. Jackson & Alwin, 1980). Here I briefly review three key
concerns about the interpretation and mechanics of statistically analyzing ipsative
data to make the case that the factor analysis of the UEF Compass data presented in
Section 5.2.6 is statistically valid.

Much of the debate about the appropriate analysis and interpretation of ipsative data
has come from the personal psychology literature, with one of the key concerns
being the appropriateness of making inter‐personal comparisons based on intra‐
personal ranking data (Closs, 1996; Meade, 2004). One source of this debate seems to
have been the inappropriate use of personality tests for comparing candidates for
employment decisions. In essence, ipsative data provide a relative ranking which is
only valid within the context in which it is made, and cannot be treated as an
absolute score for purposes of cross‐person or cross‐organization comparisons. For
example, say that the members of two families were ranked according to their height.
In one family, the mother is ranked the 2nd tallest member of her family and her
absolute height is 1.5 m tall. In the other family, a teenage son is ranked the 3rd tallest
member of his family and his absolute height is 1.8 m. It is inappropriate to assume
that the 1.5 m mother is taller than the 1.8 m son based on family height ranking.
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However, it may be useful to cluster together four‐member families in which the
mother is ranked 2nd tallest to see if these families also share other similarities, such
as having children in primary school. Similarly, it would be inappropriate to use the
UEF Compass to develop relative measures for each UEF quadrant, and then to
compare coral reef governance programs by these quadrant scores as though they
were absolute measures. However, it is statistically valid to group together
programs with similar relative rankings on the four UEF quadrants to investigate if
they also have other similar attributes. In this study, I use this second application to
investigate if organizations’ relative prioritization of the four UEF quadrants serves
as a useful proxy for common theories‐of‐action. As a reminder that the UEF
Compass scores for each UEF quadrant are relative, not absolute measures, I preface
the label of each score with “R‐“.

A second concern in the statistical analysis of ipsative data is possible
misinterpretation of bipolar factors that can result from correlations of these data
(Closs, 1996; Dunlap & Cornwell, 1994). In ipsative data, the raw scale scores sum to
a constant for any unit of analysis. In this study, the UEF Compass ranking data
always sum to 10 for each organization on each of the four Compass questions. This
constant introduces a dependence between the scales for the four UEF quadrants. In
order for an organization to assign a higher rank to one UEF quadrant, it is forced to
reduce the rank given to a different quadrant. Given that ipsative data are structured
by these trade‐offs, negative correlations between the scales are inherent in the data
structure. Critics of statistically analyzing ipsative data argue that these “artefactual
bipolar factors” are meaningless (Dunlap & Cornwell, 1994). However, within the
framework of the CVF or the UEF, which are both inherently structured by bipolar
“competing values,” such bipolar factors are theoretically meaningful (Howard,
1998) because they signal where organizations are making their trade‐offs. Thus the
direction and relative strength of correlations between the relative UEF quadrant
measures is highly interpretable and relevant. However, measures of the statistical
significance of the resulting correlations may be less reliable than those from normal
statistical analyses (Tenopyr, 1988) and should be assigned meaning with care.
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A final concern involves some of the technical mechanics of statistically analyzing
ipsative data. Ipsativity can create singularity in the covariance matrix used in factor
analysis (Cheung, 2004; D. J. Jackson & Alwin, 1980), and the dependence between
measurement scales violates one of the basic assumptions of classical test theory,
which is the independence of error variance (Baron, 1996). Solutions for overcoming
these issues have now been published in the structural equation modeling literature,
and strategies for overcoming them in this study are demonstrated in Section 5.2.6.

In sum, I agree with Baron (1996) and others (Bartram, 2007; Cheung, 2004, 2006;
Cheung & Chan, 2002; Matthews & Oddy, 1997; Saville & Willson, 1991) that
rejecting the analyses of ipsative data out of hand is unwarranted. The current
application avoids the potential pitfalls posed by ipsative data. It treats the resulting
measures as relative rather than absolute, and the resultant bi‐polar factors are an
important and interpretable part of the data analysis, based on the underlying theory
of the UEF (Howard, 1998). Each quadrant of the UEF is important to the overall
construct of effectiveness in coral reef governance. The goal of the UEF Compass is
to measure the relative priority coral reef governance programs give to each of these
important quadrants. An ipsative scale is well‐suited to answering this relative
question. For similar reasons, Zammuto and Krakower’s (1991) heavily cited
validation of the CVF also used parametric analysis of ipsative data.

5.2.6 Confirmatory Factor Analysis of the UEF Compass
Data Screening
Organizational data for the 16 UEF Compass survey items were screened through
SPSS v16 to assess their suitability for confirmatory factor analysis. The SPSS
Frequencies function was used to identify missing data, assess normality, and
identify univariate outliers. Mahalanobis distance was calculated using the SPSS
Regression function and compared against a χ2 value for p < 0.001 to screen for
multivariate outliers (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Linearity was assessed through
scatter plots. A correlation matrix comparing all 16 variables was generated to
screen the data for multicollinearity (Pallant, 2007).
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Confirmatory Factor Analysis Model Specification
The confirmatory factor analysis model was specified in AMOS v16, a commonly
used structural equation modeling program associated with SPSS. The path diagram
(logic model) for the UEF Compass is shown in Fig 5.4.

Fig 5.4 Path diagram for the confirmatory factor analysis of the UEF Compass specified in
AMOS v16. Following standard structural equation modeling practices, the UEF Compass
items (questions) are shown as observed or measured variables in squares. The latent variables
estimated by the model are shown as circles. Latent variables are abstract concepts that cannot
be measured directly, and therefore must be inferred or estimated through the model (Byrne,
2001; Holmes‐Smith, 2008). The latent variables for each UEF quadrant are shown in circles to
the right of the figure; the abbreviations used to identify each UEF quadrant are explained in Fig
5.5. The relationships between each variable, as hypothesized by the UEF Compass, are shown
by either single or double‐headed arrows.
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Structural equation modeling is recognized as having several advantages over other
approaches for creating composite latent variables, which are evident in the path
diagram. First, unlike simple additive approaches that assume each survey item
measures the latent variable equally, SEM models estimate the relative contribution
each survey item makes toward measurement of the latent construct (Holmes‐Smith,
2008; Kline, 2005). In the path diagram, this contribution is shown by the arrows
from the composite latent variable toward the survey items that are intended to
reflect and measure it. Secondly, SEM models explicitly take measurement error into
account, rather than ignoring error in the independent variables, as is done in more
traditional multivariate procedures (Byrne, 2001; Holmes‐Smith, 2008; Schumacker &
Lomax, 2004; Stevens, 1996; Ullman, 2007). These error terms are shown to the left of
each observed measurement item.

The UEF Framework hypothesizes that the four UEF quadrants (Fig 5.5) are different
dimensions of effective coral reef governance and represent trade‐offs between
constituent concepts that make‐up the larger effectiveness construct (Chapter 4).
These relationships are shown in the path diagram by allowing the estimated UEF
quadrant variables to co‐vary. Based on the UEF Framework, we can hypothesize
that the diagonal UEF
quadrants (ECO‐ICM and
CB‐AM) will have greater
negative correlations than
those found between the
other quadrant pairs,
because diagonal
quadrants do not share
any of the core values
identified by the UEF
axes (Quinn & McGrath,
1982, see also Section

Outcome
CB Quadrant
(Community-based Mgt)

ECO Quadrant
(Ecosystem Protection)

Focused on:
Social Well-being &
Empowerment

Focused on:
Ecosystem
Condition & Protection

Ecological

Social
ICM Quadrant
(Integrated Coastal Mgt)

AM Quadrant
(Adaptive Mgt)

Focused on:
Integrated, Accountable
Management

Focused on:
Information & Learning

Process

Fig 5.5 Summary of the Unified Effectiveness Framework
presented in Chapter 4, showing abbreviations used to reference
each UEF quadrant throughout the rest of the thesis.

2.4.3).
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As discussed above, the measured variables consist of ipsative data derived by
asking respondents to compare the extent to which each item is most like their
organization. This relational survey design is reflected in the path diagram by co‐
varying the items that respondents were asked to trade‐off. The decision to
represent the ipsative nature of the data by co‐varying the observed variable error
terms is a simplification of approaches that have been developed for confirmatory
factor analysis of ipsative data by Chan and Bentler (1993) and Cheung (2004). These
more sophisticated approaches use additional latent variables to estimate the
absolute value of the survey items, and thus the composite latent variables, from the
ipsative data of the sample. In contrast to the goals of Bentler and Cheung, the
primary aim of the confirmatory factor analysis conducted here was to confirm the
construct validity and reliability of the UEF Compass, which is intended to measure
the relative use of the four UEF quadrants by an organization. Since estimation of
absolute values was not a goal of the study, and is often regarded as problematic
(Meade, 2004), additional latent variables that explain the correlations between
survey items were not included in the model. Instead the co‐variance of the error
terms represents unanalyzed associations which recognize the correlations between
the survey items without explicitly representing their cause within the model (Kline,
2005). Marsh and Grayson (1995) have recommended a similar approach for dealing
with a parallel situation in multitrait‐multimethod models.

The final model consists of 136 distinct sample moments that are measured by the
sample data and 62 distinct parameters to be estimated by the model, resulting in 74
degrees of freedom (i.e., 136 ‐ 62 = 74). The scale for the composite latent variables
was assigned by setting their variances equal to one, which is similar to
standardizing the latent variables by transforming them to z‐scores (Stevens, 1996).

Confirmatory Factor Analysis Model Identification, and Estimation
Once a structural equation model has been specified, it needs to be assessed for
identification. A model is said to be identified if the information available from the
observed variables implies that there is one best value for each parameter that is to
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be estimated by the model (Holmes‐Smith, 2008). That is to say that the available
information allows estimation of a unique solution (Kline, 2005).

Kline (2005) notes that the identification of multidimensional measurement models,
such as the one used here, cannot be assessed with the simple rules of thumb
typically recommended for unidimensional measurement models. As such, three
additional tests for identification were conducted. First, the specified model was run
in AMOS and the output reviewed to confirm that a converged, admissible solution
was generated (Kline, 2005). Second, the matrix of estimated correlations among the
parameter estimates was inspected for correlations that are close to 1.0 in absolute
value, with such high correlations indicating an identification problem (Kline, 2005).
Third, the model was run with two different data sets, and the estimates generated
by the two analyses were compared. Identical estimates indicate that the model is
identified. The field data described previously were used for the first analysis.
Following recommendations by several authors, the variance‐covariance matrix
estimated for the population by the first analysis was saved and used as input data to
re‐run the model (Kline, 2005; Schumacker & Lomax, 2004).

The model parameters were estimated with the Maximum Likelihood algorithm,
which is currently the most frequently used estimation method in SEM (Ullman,
2007) and recognized to work even with small sample sizes (Bentler & Yuan, 1999).

Interpreting the Confirmatory Factor Analysis Results
Confirmatory factor analysis assesses the validity and reliability of a measurement
scale by testing whether a sample of data fits the factor structure hypothesized by the
survey instrument. A good fit between the data and the model supports the
construct validity and reliability of the instrument’s measures (Holmes‐Smith, 2008).
The fit of the data to the model is typically assessed by examining the survey items’
estimated regression weights and significance, the standardized residual
covariances, and a range of model goodness‐of‐fit statistics (Ullman, 2007).
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The standardized regression weights represent the magnitude of expected change in
the observed variables, in standard units, for every unit change in the related latent
variable (Byrne, 2001). A standardized regression weight of 0.7 is sometimes
recommended, however, the key criteria is whether the estimated parameter is
statistically different from zero (Holmes‐Smith, 2008). The significance of regression
weights is assessed by dividing the estimated regression weight by its standard
error, which is reported in AMOS as a critical ratio. The critical ratio is a z‐statistic
and tests that the regression weights are significantly different from zero at the 0.05
level (Byrne, 2001).

A second indicator of model fit is the standardized residuals covariances. The
residuals represent the difference between the model predicted covariance matrix
and the covariance matrix of the sample data set (Holmes‐Smith, 2008). AMOS
reports standardized residual co‐variances, which can be treated like a standardized
z‐score, and therefore, easily interpreted. Standardized residuals larger than 1.96 or
2.58 suggest a poor fit on that particular co‐variance and many large residuals
indicate poor fit of the data to the model (Schumacker & Lomax, 2004).

Like other structural equation models, the overall fit of a confirmatory factor analysis
model is typically assessed by multiple fit measures (Byrne, 2001; Holmes‐Smith,
2008; Kline, 2005; Schumacker & Lomax, 2004; Stevens, 1996; Ullman, 2007). Chi‐
square is usually reported for structural equation models, although the sensitivity of
Chi‐squared to sample size and the distributional properties of the data is widely
recognized. Unlike traditional statistical procedures, SEM models strive for a non‐
significant Chi‐square statistic that indicates the null hypothesis should not be
rejected, the null hypothesis being that the postulated model holds for the
population from which the sample is taken (Byrne, 2001). Because Chi‐square is an
unreliable measure of model fit for many data sets, a battery of other goodness of fit
measures has been developed, and most authors recommend cross‐validation across
a range of measures (Byrne, 2001; Holmes‐Smith, 2008; Kline, 2005; Schumacker &
Lomax, 2004; Stevens, 1996; Ullman, 2007), a strategy I adopted in this study.
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Potential Influence of Sample Size on Goodness‐of‐Fit Statistics
The sample size in this study (N=61) is small in relation to recommended samples
sizes for structural equation models (Kline, 2005). However, while SEM is often
discussed as a large sample technique (N>200 cases) (Kline, 2005), its application
with smaller samples sizes and nonnormal data has increasingly gained attention in
theory and practice (Bentler & Yuan, 1999; Ullman, 2007). One meta‐analysis of 500
SEM applications found 20% used samples with fewer than 100 cases (MacCallum &
Austin, 2000). Nonetheless, to minimize any potential sample size influences on the
confirmatory factor analysis results, two strategies were implemented.

First, the UEF Compass as a whole was modeled, as described above, to assess the
overall factor structure of the measurement scale. To compensate for the influence of
sample size on Chi‐square, a range of other goodness‐of‐fit measures were also used
to gauge the overall fit of the model.

As a second step, the UEF Compass was broken into four separate congeneric
models for each of its UEF quadrant subscales. The tenability of smaller samples
sizes is higher where model complexity is low (Kline, 2005), factor loadings are high
(Marsh & Hau, 1999), there are at least three indicators per factor (Kline, 2005) and
data distributions are normal (Bentler & Chou, 1987). Breaking the overall model of
the UEF Compass into four simple models (one for each UEF quadrant) created a
number of cases to number of estimated parameter ratios of 8:1, exceeding Bentler
and Chou’s (1987) recommended 5:1 ratio. These simplified models were used to
further assess the internal consistency of the subscales, and to develop factor
weighted scores for each UEF quadrant, described below.

5.2.7 Development of UEF Quadrant Measures
Weighting survey items based on their relative contribution to composite latent
variables often results in a better representation of the data than simply averaging
survey items (Holmes‐Smith, 2008; Pollnac & Poggie, 2006). AMOS generates factor
score regression weights for each observed variable, and the factor score weights
developed by each of the four congeneric models were used to weight each survey
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item when developing composite measures for the four UEF quadrants. The factor
weights and final measures are reported in Section 5.3.3.

5.3 Results of Reliability & Validity Assessments
Quantitative assessments of the survey instrument (5.3.1) and the UEF Compass
(5.3.2 and 5.3.4) support the reliability and validity of both tools. The results suggest
that the factor weighted scores developed with the UEF Compass are reliably
measuring the relative emphasis reef governance programs give to each UEF
quadrant (5.3.3).

5.3.1 Instrument Reliability
Interclass Correlations were calculated for each coral reef governance program in the
sample as a measure of inter‐rater reliability, and Table 5.6 presents the mean and
quartile scores for each quantitative section of the survey. The results show that the
inter‐rater reliability of the UEF Compass compares favorably to Interclass
Correlations reported for the CVF Instrument (Zammuto & Krakower, 1991). Based
on Garson’s (2009a) recommended rules of thumb for interpreting Interclass
Correlations and Kappa scores, the inter‐rater reliability on the instrument’s context
questions ( Survey
Section 3) is
“outstanding,” for the
strategies implemented

Table 5.6 Intraclass correlations (ICCs) of item responses
from members of the same program for each section of the
instrument. The ICCs Zammuto and Krakower (1991)
reported for the CVF instrument are shown for comparison.
Survey Section

Intraclass Correlations§

(Survey Section 2) it is
“substantial,” for the UEF

25

Percentiles
50

75

Mean
topic

CVF
Instrument

-

0.22

0.47

0.66

UEF Compass

1

0.50

0.24

0.61

0.73

1) it is “moderate,” and

Strategies

2

0.77

0.72

0.81

0.86

for the Outcomes (Survey

Context

3

0.84

0.77

0.88

0.92

Section 4) it is “low‐

Outcomes

4

0.41

0.06

0.46

0.66

moderate.”

§ Based on Garson (2009), the average measure reliability is reported because this
study averages staff ratings to create an organizational score

Compass (Survey Section

Zammuto &
Krakower (1991)

number
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5.3.2 UEF Compass: Factor Analysis
Data Screening
Screening of the data confirmed they were suitable for the proposed analyses. No
data were missing and none of the items were significantly skewed or kurtotic. All
variables appeared to be linearly related, if at all. The highest Mahalanobis distance
among the cases was below the critical value for 16 items, suggesting the absence of
multivariate outliers (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Inspection of the correlation matrix
did not identify coefficients above 0.7, suggesting the absence of multicollinearity
(Kline, 2005).

Confirmatory Factor Analysis
The confirmatory factor analysis supported the four factor structure of the UEF
Compass, providing evidence for its construct validity and reliability. The three tests
for model identification described previously all indicated that the model is
identified. The model converged and model notes generated by AMOS confirmed
that the solution was admissible. Inspection of the estimated correlations among
parameter estimates confirmed that none were close to 1.0 in absolute value. The
absolute value of the highest correlation was 0.696. Comparison of model estimates
generated from two different data sets, one using the sample data and the other with
the predicted population variance‐covariance matrix, showed that the estimates were
identical.

The regression weights, residuals, and model‐fit measures all indicated a good fit
between the hypothesized model and the sample data (estimated regression weights,
critical ratios, and probabilities are provided in Appendix G). The regression
weights for all items were positive and, with one exception, significant (Byrne, 2001).
The standardized residual covariances were small (Schumacker & Lomax, 2004). The
hypothesized model was supported by a range of model fit measures, with the
exception of the GFI and AGFI indices (Table 5.7). Bollen (1990) reports that GFI and
AGFI typically underestimate model fit with small samples sizes, which may explain
the discrepancy between the GFI measures and the other goodness‐of‐fit statistics.
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Table 5.7 Goodness‐of‐fit statistics for the confirmatory factor analysis of the overall UEF
Compass. Descriptions of statistics commonly used to assess the fit of structural equation
models are adapted from Byrne (2001), Homes‐Smith (2008), Schmacker & Lomax (2004), and
Ullman (2007).
Description

Recommended
level

UEF Compass
Measure

Supportive of
UEF Compass Fit
(Yes/No)

Likelihood ratio test statistic; higher
probability values indicate a closer fit
between the hypothesized model and
the perfect fit; sensitive to sample
size and distributional properties of
the data

p > 0.05

90.698 (74, 0.091)

Yes

χ2 / degrees of freedom

<2

1.226

Yes

Root mean square error
of approximation
(RMSEA)

takes into account the error of
approximation in the population and
relaxes the stringent requirement on
χ2 that the model holds exactly in the
population

< 0.06

0.06

Yes

PCLOSE

p-value for testing the hypothesis that
RMSEA ≤ 0.05

> 0.05

0.33

Yes

LO 90

Confidence interval on the population
value of RMSEA

LO 90 = 0
suggests that a
test of exact fit is
supported

0.00

Yes

Goodness-of-fit (GFI)*

Compares the hypothesized model
against a null model in which the only Value close to 0.95
model parameters are the variances reflects a good fit
of the observed variables

0.86

No

Goodness-of-fit statistic

Chi-square (χ2)
(degrees of freedom,
probability)

Normed Chi-square

Adjusted Goodness-of-fit
(AGFI)*

Comparative Fit Index
(CFI)

Adjusts GFI to account for the
degrees of freedom

Value close to 0.95
reflects a good fit

0.74

No

Compares the hypothesized model
against a null model in which all the
correlations among variables are
zero, with an adjustment to account
for sample size

> 0.95

0.96

Yes

*Garson (1990) has recently reported that use of GFI and AGFI fit measures is declining and that both measures have been dropped in more
recent versions of AMOS. The low AGFI fit measure is, perhaps, explained by the sample size of this study because AGFI typically
underestimates model fit with small sample sizes (Bollen 1990).
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Taken together, this
evidence supports the
four factor structure of
the data and the
reliability of the survey
-.19

items for measuring the

-.69

UEF quadrants.
-.12

Additionally, the

-.47

-.68

correlations between
.49

the UEF quadrants (Fig
5.6) are consistent with
those hypothesized by
the UEF in that the
largest, negative

Fig 5.6 Modeled correlations between UEF quadrants

correlations are found
between the diagonal quadrants. This support for the validity of the overall Unified
Effectiveness Framework is discussed further in Chapter 8.

5.3.3 UEF Quadrant Measures
Having tested the overall fit of a confirmatory factor analysis model for the UEF
Compass, measures for each UEF quadrant were developed by breaking the overall
model into four separate one‐factor, congeneric models that were better able to
accommodate sample size recommendations for structural equation modeling. One
survey item was trimmed from the Adaptive Management subscale to improve the
internal consistency of the subscale (Holmes‐Smith, 2008). The four hypothesized
models all had excellent goodness‐of‐fit statistics, and the item regression weights
were significant with one exception (Table 5.8). These results provide further
verification that the subscales of the UEF Compass were unidimension and reliable.
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Table 5.8 Descriptive statistics, congeneric measurement model estimates, and reliability analysis for UEF Compass
subscales and survey items
Descriptives

Survey Items

§

Mean

SD

Congeneric Model Estimates
Std
Regression
Weights

C.R.

p

Factor
Score
Weights

Reliability Analysis
Item-Total
Correlation

α if Item
Deleted

Ecosystem Protection
2

2

Congeneric Model Fit Statistics: X = 2.802 (2,0.246); Normed X = 1.401; RMSEA = 0.082; PCLOSE = 0.297; LO 90 = 0; GFI = 0.979; AGFI = 0.895; CFI = 0.980
Reliability Assessment Statistics: α = 0.70, Mean inter-item correlation = 0.37
1

As an organization, we believe management efforts are most likely to succeed
in conserving coral reefs when environmental protections are strong
enough to ensure the healthy functioning of reef ecosystems

2.05

0.740

0.40

2.76

0.006

0.108

0.35

0.72

2

As an organization, we make it a priority to protect coral reef ecosystems.
We put a lot of effort into reducing threats to coral reefs, conserving
biodiversity, and helping support ecosystem resilience.

3.21

0.819

0.67

4.89

***

0.255

0.55

0.60

3

The ultimate goal of our organization is to conserve coral reef ecosystem
condition now and for the future

3.33

0.676

0.68

4.89

***

0.308

0.55

0.60

4

As an organization, an important measure of our success is: Environmental
threats reduced -- have we increased environmental protections and
improved ecosystem condition and biodiversity?

3.33

0.724

0.71

5.12

***

0.329

0.52

0.62

Adapative Management
2

2

Congeneric Model Fit Statistics: X = 0.65 (2,0.42); Normed X = 0.65; RMSEA = 0.000; PCLOSE = 0.454; LO 90 = 0; GFI = 0.993; AGFI = 0.957; CFI = 1.000
Reliability Assessment Statistics: α = 0.63, Mean inter-item correlation = 0.30
1

As an organization, we believe management efforts are most likely to succeed
in conserving coral reefs when there is good, scientific understanding
about the results produced by management actions so that people can
adapt & improve management strategies

2.61

0.759

2

As an organization, we make it a priority to learn from evolving management
experiences. It is important to us to know how coral reefs are changing
as a result of management actions.

2.30

0.715

0.49

3.33

***

3

The ultimate goal of our organization is to improve coral reef management
by learning from on-going experiences and new information

2.03

0.706

0.76

6.23

4

As an organization, an important measure of our success is: Management
adapted -- have we improved management practices when we have
gotten new information?

1.98

0.591

0.62

4.62

deleted from scale

0.29

0.64

0.174

0.46

0.52

***

0.495

0.51

0.48

***

0.331

0.39

0.57

§ The first two items in each scale relate to the governance process and the final two relate to the ultimate goals of the governance paradigm.
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Table 5.8 Descriptive statistics, congeneric measurement model estimates, and reliability analysis for UEF Compass
subscales and survey items (continued)
Descriptives

Survey Items

§

Mean

SD

Congeneric Model Estimates
Std
Regression
Weights

C.R.

p

Factor
Score
Weights

Reliability Analysis
Item-Total
Correlation

α if Item
Deleted

Integrated Coastal Management
2

2

Congeneric Model Fit Statistics: X = 2.117 (2,0.347); Normed X = 1.058; RMSEA = 0.031; PCLOSE = 0.400; LO 90 = 0; GFI = 0.982; AGFI = 0.911; CFI = 0.992
Reliability Assessment Statistics: α = 0.55, Mean inter-item correlation = 0.23
1

As an organization, we believe management efforts are most likely to succeed
in conserving coral reefs when coordinated management arrangements are
developed through a participatory process

2.77

0.739

0.55

3.16

0.002

0.293

0.35

0.47

2

As an organization, we make it a priority to act as a facilitator among diverse
interests. We put a lot of effort into understanding and coordinating with
all relevant stakeholders.

2.16

0.757

0.60

3.35

***

0.345

0.38

0.44

3

The ultimate goal of our organization is to manage coastal and coral reef
areas in a way that reduces conflicts

2.18

0.719

0.27

1.62

0.104

0.111

0.22

0.57

4

As an organization, an important measure of our success is: Integration
achieved -- have we harmonized policies and achieved a good balance of
uses in the coastal area?

2.46

0.787

0.52

3.05

0.002

0.250

0.40

0.42

Community-based Management
2

2

Congeneric Model Fit Statistics: X = 0.046 (2,0.977); Normed X = 0.023; RMSEA = 0.000; PCLOSE = 0.981; LO 90 = 0; GFI = 1.000; AGFI = 0.998; CFI = 1.000
Reliability Assessment Statistics: α = 0.66, Mean inter-item correlation = 0.32
1

As an organization, we believe management efforts are most likely to succeed
in conserving coral reefs when stakeholders benefit from coral reef
services, they understand these benefits, and they share responsibility
for managing their coral reef resources

2.85

0.771

0.30

2.00

0.046

0.088

0.25

0.71

2

As an organization, we make it a priority to empower people who rely on reef
ecosystem services to share in reef management. We build the capacity
of stakeholers.

2.64

0.837

0.72

4.95

***

0.364

0.54

0.52

3

The ultimate goal of our organization is to manage coral reefs in a way that
improves the well-being of individuals and communities

2.84

0.840

0.68

4.72

***

0.308

0.51

0.54

4

As an organization, an important measure of our success is: Quality of life
enhanced -- have we helped improve the income, food security, health,
and education of local stakeholders (including ourselves)?

2.56

0.866

0.62

4.37

***

0.241

0.48

0.57

§ The first two items in each scale relate to the governance process and the final two relate to the ultimate goals of the governance paradigm.
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Results of the reliability assessment conducted in SPSS for each subscale are also
reported in Table 5.8. The mean inter‐item correlations for each scale fall within the
recommended optimal range of 0.2 to 0.4 (Briggs & Cheek, 1986), indicating that the
scales are internally consistent. The reliability of the ECO and CB scales is further
supported by their Cronbach’s alpha coefficients, which are over the recommended
0.7 level (DeVellis, 2003) despite consisting of only four items. Cronbach’s alpha
measures are sensitive to the number of items in a scale. The lower coefficients for
the other two quadrants are consistent with measures found for other scales with less
than ten items (Pallant, 2007).

The survey items intended to measure each
quadrant were weighted by the estimated factor

Table 5.9 Descriptive statistics for
factor‐weighted UEF quadrant
scores for the sample

scores (Holmes‐Smith, 2008) to develop the final

Mean

SD

relative UEF quadrant measures (Table 5.9). The

R-ECO

3.07

0.573

results show that on average for the sample, coral

R-CB

2.61

0.580

reef governance programs identified themselves

R-ICM

2.33

0.458

most with the ECO quadrant, followed by the CB,

R-AM

2.00

0.506

ICM, and AM quadrants respectively.

5.3.4 UEF Compass: Assessment of Nomological Validity
Using the relative UEF quadrant scores reported above, I replicated Quinn and
Spreitzer’s (1991) analysis of nomological validity. The two dimensional spatial map
revealed by the Weighted Euclidean MDS (Fig 5.7) accounts for 99% of the dispersion
in the original data (Stress‐1 = 0.013), suggesting the model is a good fit to the data
(Kruskal & Wish, 1978). The analysis shows that the relative UEF quadrant scores
share axes as expected, providing support for the spatial validity of the UEF.
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1.0

ECO
0.5

CB
0.0
-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

ICM
-0.5

AM

1.0

Fig 5.7 Results of the
multidimensional
scaling of relative
UEF quadrant scores
demonstrating the
spatial validity of the
UEF Compass and
the Unified
Effectiveness
Framework for coral
reef governance
(Chapter 4).

-1.0

5.4 Discussion
Following recommendations by Bailey (1994), the overall approach of my research is
to develop a conceptual typology and field taxonomy connected by an indicator level
(Thesis Part 1). These linked approaches provide a learning framework that is both
grounded in the actual field setting, and contextualized within a comprehensive
theoretical model that informs appropriate comparisons and generalization of
empirical cases (Thesis Section 2.5). In this chapter, I have implemented a range of
analyses which confirm that the indicator level, measured by the UEF Compass, is
robust, and forms a reliable and valid link between the Unified Effectiveness
Framework (Thesis Part 2) and the field taxonomy to coral reef governance in
Southeast Asia (Thesis Part 3). These findings have implications for both the
reliability of the UEF Compass, discussed below, and the validity of the Unified
Effectiveness Framework, discussed in Part 4 of the Thesis. Additionally, tests of the
overall survey reliability confer a high level of confidence in the instrument
developed to measure Cronbach and Campbell’s targets of generalizations, with the
exception of program outcomes. The following sub‐sections discuss these results
and recommend areas for further research.
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5.4.1 Reliability of the Survey Instrument
The interclass correlations among respondents from the same organization suggest
that the survey instrument has good reliability for all sections except program
outcomes (Survey Part 4). The low to moderate reliability of outcome questions is
cause for concern about these data. A future version of the survey could aim to
improve the reliability of these questions in four ways. Optimally, direct
measurements of outcomes indicators (e.g., change in coral reef condition, change in
human well‐being, etc.) would be made, although the resources required to collect
such data significantly exceeded the available budget of this project. A second
strategy involves rewording these questions to be more specific, thus better directing
respondents in considering their knowledge of similar kinds of evidence. A third
strategy would be to increase the number of questions investigating each outcome
variable so that these could be factor‐weighted into better measures. The original
version of this survey adopted such a replication strategy, however, the survey pilot
demonstrated a need to significantly reduce the overall length of the survey, so
duplicate questions were removed in the final version. A fourth strategy could entail
further shortening other sections of the survey instrument to reduce any impacts
from respondent fatigue on the reliability of this final survey section.

5.4.2 Reliability & Validity of the UEF Compass
The confirmatory factor analysis supports the reliability and validity of the UEF
Compass by demonstrating that the four factor structure of the data is consistent
with the survey design. Both the confirmatory factor analysis and the
multidimensional scaling results are consistent with the hypothesized relationships
between the UEF quadrants, supporting the spatial validity of the UEF Compass and
the underlying Unified Effectiveness Framework for coral reef governance. While
validity of a survey instrument can never be proven, these analyses suggest a high
level of confidence can be given to the statistical consistency of the data produced by
the UEF Compass. Qualitative analysis, presented in Chapter 6 and discussed in
Chapter 8, provides further support that the UEF Compass appears to be measuring
the desired concepts.
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Following Howard (1990) and Zammuto (2009), I have developed and applied an
ipsative version of the UEF Compass asserting that the trade‐offs inherent in ipsative
data are consistent with the theory underlying both the Competing Values
Framework in organizational theory and the Unified Effectiveness Framework
developed in Chapter 4. The results of my pilot analysis of alternative measurement
scales for the UEF Compass (Plate 5.1) are consistent with Zammuto’s (2009)
assertion that ipsative and Likert versions of the CVF instrument measure slightly
different properties of organizations. However, Quinn and Spreitzer’s (1991)
multitrait‐multimethod analysis of the two survey designs found that ipsative and
Likert versions of the CVF instrument behaved similarly. Future research that
replicated Quinn and Spreitzer’s (1991) multitrait‐multimethod study for the UEF
Compass would provide useful insights about the properties of both survey designs.
A Likert‐scale version of the UEF Compass could potentially expand the analyses
that can appropriately be conducted, if absolute measures of the UEF quadrants are
consistent with the relative measures developed here.

Variation in responses to the UEF Compass items among respondents from the same
program reflect not only the survey design, but also attributes of the program itself
(Cameron & Ettington, 1988; Zammuto & Krakower, 1991). Some programs will
have clearly articulated program theories, reinforced with consistent institutional
behavior, documents, and leadership. In other coral reef governance programs, the
theory‐of‐action may be unarticulated and/or inconsistently implemented across the
program. The relationship between consistency in intra‐program responses and
program outcomes has been investigated in applications of the CVF (Cameron, 1985;
Cameron & Ettington, 1988; Zammuto, 2009) and it could be investigated as a factor
in coral reef governance program effectiveness. In organizational theory, Cameron’s
research found that the quadrants emphasized by an organization, rather than the
consistency of intra‐organizational responses, had the greatest influence on
organizational effectiveness (Cameron, 1985; Cameron & Ettington, 1988). Similarly,
the following chapters investigate the links between the UEF quadrants emphasized
by programs and their outcomes, intervention strategies, and context.
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5.5 Summary


The overall approach of my research is to develop a conceptual typology and
field taxonomy connected by an indicator level (Thesis Part 1). These linked
approaches provide a learning framework that is both grounded in the actual
field setting, and contextualized within a comprehensive theoretical model that
informs appropriate comparisons and generalization of empirical cases (Thesis
Section 2.5). This chapter describes the study area, sampling strategy, and survey
instrument used to collect data for the field taxonomy.



A survey instrument was developed to collect data from 61 coral reef governance
programs in the Southeast Asian countries of Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines,
and Thailand. Programs were selected using a stratified sampling strategy. The
survey instrument was developed to collect data on Cronbach and Campell’s
targets of generalization: program characteristics, strategies implemented,
outcomes, and socio‐ecological context.



Additionally, a survey instrument, called the UEF Compass, was developed to
draw a profile for each program on the Unified Effectiveness Framework
(Chapter 4). This ability to map coral reef governance programs onto the UEF is
part of the logical foundations of this research; thus in Section 2.5.1, I identified
assessment of the UEF Compass’ measurement validity as one of four questions
related to the overall validity of my thesis.



Both qualitative and quantitative methods were used to investigate the validity
and reliability of the overall survey and, in particular, the UEF Compass. Results
of the quantitative analyses were presented in this chapter, and the qualitative
results are described in Chapter 6.



The interclass correlations among respondents from the same organization
suggest that the survey instrument has good reliability for all sections except
program outcomes (Survey Part 4), which have low to moderate reliability.



The confirmatory factor analysis supports the reliability and validity of the UEF
Compass by demonstrating that the four factor structure of the data is consistent
with the survey design.



Both the confirmatory factor analysis and the multidimensional scaling results
are consistent with the hypothesized relationships between the UEF quadrants,
supporting the spatial validity of the UEF Compass and the underlying Unified
Effectiveness Framework for coral reef governance.



While validity of a survey instrument can never be proven, these analyses
suggest a high level of confidence can be given to the statistical consistency of the
data produced by the UEF Compass.
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Chapter 6.
A Taxonomy of Approaches to
Coral Reef Governance in Southeast Asia
…it is useful to compare programmatic theories of action in order to understand the extent to
which apparently identical or similarly labeled programs are in fact comparable. Programs
with different goals cannot be fairly compared with each other…Attention to divergent
theories of action help(s) avoid inappropriate comparisons and reframe(s) the evaluation
question from Which model is best? to What are the strengths and weaknesses of each
approach, and which approach is most effective for what kinds of … environments?
‐ Patton, Utillization‐Focused Evaluation, 1997, p. 232‐3

6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a taxonomy of the approaches currently being implemented by
coral reef governance programs in Southeast Asia. This taxonomy simplifies the
multidimensional complexity described by Cronbach and Campbell’s targets of
generalization (Cook, 2004, also see Box 2.2), and offers the potential to better
contextualize the experiences of reef governance programs. In doing so, the
taxonomy enables the systematic development of context‐relevant theories for
effective reef governance, which will ultimately improve planning and practice in the
field (Thesis Part 1). Toward these goals, I aimed to:
1. Identify the common theories‐of‐action guiding coral reef governance
programs in Southeast Asia;
2. Analyze the comparative strengths and weaknesses of these common
approaches across different dimensions of effectiveness;
3. Identify whether common theories‐of‐action have strong associations with
certain contextual characteristics, and, if so, to describe these patterns; and
4. Identify whether common theories‐of‐action use similar management
strategies to achieve their goals, and, if so, to describe these patterns.
The taxonomy is developed by applying the UEF Map (Chapter 4) and UEF Compass
(Chapter 5) to collect and interpret data from 61 coral reef governance programs in
Southeast Asia (Chapter 5). The following sections describe the mixed quantitative‐
qualitative methods used to create and triangulate the taxonomy (Section 6.2), and
the results of those analyses (Section 6.3). Section 6.4 concludes the chapter with a
comparison between the governance approaches emerging from the taxonomy and
those identified by related conceptual typologies for protected areas and fisheries
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management. The taxonomy’s contributions to diagnosing and strengthening coral
reef governance are discussed in Chapter 7.

6.2 Methods
The taxonomy was developed by clustering 61 coral reef governance programs into
groups, using data about their theory‐of‐action collected through the UEF Compass
(Chapter 5). Each group was mapped onto the Unified Effectiveness Framework
(UEF; Chapter 4) to provide a visual profile of its theory‐of‐action, in terms of its
relative emphasis on each UEF quadrant (Box 6.1). These groups, called “strategic
intent clusters” or “governance approaches,” were given names based on the UEF
quadrants they most emphasized. Multivariate statistics were used to describe
similarities and differences between cluster members in terms of Cronbach and

Box 6.1 Terminology for the theory‐based clusters and profiles developed in this research.
This chapter develops a taxonomy of the approaches currently being implemented by coral
reef governance programs in Southeast Asia, based on their theories-of-action. A
program’s theory-of-action is a set of beliefs about how the program will achieve its goals,
including the causal mechanisms the program believes must be activated to achieve its
ultimate outcomes (Weiss, 1972, 1995, 1997; 1998, also see Box 2.3). Often a program’s
theory-of-action is described through a logic model (Donaldson, 2007; Rogers, 2000a;
Sartorius, 1991), but any approach that communicates a program’s conception of how it
plans to achieve its goals is appropriate (Weiss, 1998).
The foundation of my approach is the Unified Effectiveness Framework (UEF), developed
in Chapter 4. This theory-based framework describes four dominant paradigms for coral
reef governance, including their priority goals and beliefs about how these goals can be
achieved. I adapted a survey approach from organizational theory (Cameron & Quinn,
1999; Zammuto & Krakower, 1991) to collect data from coral reef governance programs on
their relative similarity to each paradigm (see Chapters 4 & 5). These data, collected
through the UEF Compass, were used to hierarchically cluster coral reef governance
programs.
In my study, I refer to the groups that emerged from hierarchical clustering of the UEF
Compass data as “strategic intent clusters,” or “governance approaches.” Both terms are
used to communicate that group members share a common approach to coral reef
governance, as determined by the relative priority they assigned to each governance
paradigm represented in the UEF.
A challenge in exploratory clustering is interpreting the nature of the resulting groups
(Bailey, 1994). In my study, I facilitate cluster interpretation by mapping each cluster on
the UEF. I call these profiles “theory-of-action profiles” or “UEF profiles.” Both terms are
used to communicate that the profile describes the cluster’s theory-of-action in terms of the
relative priority cluster members assigned to each UEF quadrant. Because the UEF
spatially represents four well developed governance paradigms, these profiles intuitively
express the cluster’s theory-of-action.
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Campbell’s targets of generalization (Cook, 2004, also see Box 2.2): program
characteristics, management strategies, outcomes, and context variables. These
results were triangulated with qualitative analysis of respondents’ statements about
their program’s overall approach to governance and its strengths and weaknesses.

6.2.1 Identifying Common Theory‐of‐Action Profiles
Clustering techniques were used to identify natural groupings (Lorr, 1983) among
the 61 study organizations and to construct a taxonomy for understanding the
similarities and differences in their approaches to coral reef governance.

Clustering Procedure
Organizations were clustered using the theory‐of‐action data collected with the UEF
Compass (Chapter 5). The UEF Compass asks respondents to rank their program’s
similarity with each UEF quadrant for four scenarios (4 scenarios x 4 UEF quadrants
= 16 survey items). Two scenarios relate to a program’s ultimate goals, or outcomes,
and two scenarios relate to the strategy or process the organization believes will best
be able to realize those goals. The outcomes and process scores for each of the four
UEF quadrants were averaged to create a total of eight measures by which the 61
programs included in the study could be clustered (4 UEF quadrants x (1 outcome
score + 1 process score) = 8 measures).

A hierarchical clustering was performed in SPSS v16. A proximity matrix was
estimated using squared Euclidean distances, and a dendrogram was produced
using a within‐groups Average Linkage clustering algorithm (Breckenridge, 2000;
Lorr, 1983). In this agglomerative clustering method, each member of a cluster has a
smaller average dissimilarity with members of the same cluster than with members
of any other cluster.

The strategic intent clusters were identified and named by inspecting the
dendrogram (Cramer, 2003), and mapping each cluster onto the UEF. Using the
factor weighted composite scores for each UEF quadrant (Chapter 5), a theory‐of‐
action profile was developed for each cluster by plotting its mean UEF quadrant
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scores on radar graphs in Excel; cluster names were assigned based on the UEF
quadrants favored by the cluster. To assess the degree of difference between the
clusters on each UEF quadrant, a one‐way between‐groups multivariate analysis of
variance (MANOVA) was performed in SPSS v16. The relative UEF quadrant scores
were dependent variables in the analysis and the clusters were the independent
variables. A statistically significant MANOVA result was followed‐up with one‐way
analysis of variance (ANOVAs) to identify which groups were significantly different,
and effect sizes were calculated for each pair with A significant difference on a UEF
quadrant (Pallant, 2007). Further details on the methods used for these analyses are
given in section 6.2.2.

Cluster Validation
Because of its exploratory nature, techniques for validating hierarchical clustering
analyses remain less standardized than for other statistical methods (Blashfield,
Aldenderfer, & Morey, 1982). Two validation strategies were employed here. First,
the analysis of similarities routine in Primer (K. R. Clark & Gorley, 2006) was used to
assess how well the SPSS‐generated clusters account for variation in the theory‐of‐
action data collected by the UEF Compass. ANOSIM statistically compares pair‐wise
R values to measure the degree of similarity between groupings, and uses rank
similarities both within and between groupings. The statistic R is distributed around
zero, with zero indicating completely random grouping, while the higher the value
for R the greater the separation of replicates between groups. Significance of the
Global R score is tested via permutation of the group allocation. R scores >0.5 suggest
the groupings are strong and there is good underlying structure to the data.
As a second validation method, the recommendations of Aldenderfer & Blashfield
(1984) were adopted. These authors advocate the use of statistical tests on external
variables to validate that the clusters do, in fact, represent meaningful associations.
The procedure is to perform significance tests that compare the clusters on relevant
variables that were not used to generate the cluster solution. In the current study,
such tests were conducted on Cronbach and Campbell’s targets of generalization
(programs, strategies, outcomes, context), as described in the next section.
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6.2.2 Detailed Characterization of the Strategic Intent Clusters
A series of analyses were conducted to identify differences in the strategic intent
clusters along Cronbach and Campbell’s targets of generalization (see Chapter 2):
programmatic characteristics (Units), the specific management strategies that were
implemented in practice (Treatments), reported accomplishments (Outcomes), and
socio‐ecological context variables (Setting).

Analysis of Programmatic and Contextual Variables
Programs and context were described in terms of broad‐scale political, ecological,
socioeconomic, and organizational characteristics, as discussed in section 5.2.3. The
political and organizational variables were categorical. The sample size and number
of categories precluded advanced statistical analysis, such as logistic regression (R.
Jones, personal communication, December 29, 2009). Therefore, categorical variables
were arranged as rows in a table that shows their relative composition, by
percentage, for each strategic intent cluster. Variables for ecological value and
condition, threats to coral reef condition, and stakeholders’ socioeconomic well‐being
and dependence on coral reefs were continuous, ordinal variables and were analyzed
with nonparametric statistics (Pallant, 2007). A Kruskal‐Wallis test was used to
identify statistically significant differences between strategic intent clusters for each
variable. When a Kruskal‐Wallis result indicated significant differences, the specific
group differences were investigated using Mann‐Whitney U tests (Pallant, 2007).

Analysis of Accomplishments and Management Strategy Investments
Data on accomplishments and management strategies were collected using a Likert
scale (Section 5.2.3, see also Appendix E) and analyzed using parametric statistics
(DeVellis, 2003; Garson, 2007a; Kerlinger & Lee, 2000). Although Likert scales are
ordinal, their analysis with parametric statistics is accepted in social science
(DeVellis, 2003; Kerlinger & Lee, 2000) when the scale consists of five or more
categories (Garson, 2007a), which mitigates the risks of Type I and Type II errors that
are associated with parametric analysis of ordinal data (James & Wan, 1996).
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Differences between the strategic intent clusters on their self‐reported
accomplishments were analyzed using a series of one‐way ANOVAs in SPSS v16. In
these analyses, strategic intent clusters were the independent variables and reported
accomplishments were the dependent variables.

Differences between the strategic intent clusters on their investments in 65
management strategies were investigated through a series of one‐way between‐
groups MANOVAs. Groups of related strategies, such as monitoring strategies or
fisheries management strategies, were analyzed together. Pillai’s trace was chosen as
the multivariate test of significance statistic because it is considered more robust than
Wilks’ Lambda to small sample sizes and unequal N values (Pallant, 2007).

Prior to conducting this analysis, the appropriateness of the data for MANOVA was
assessed for normality, univariate and multivariate outliers, linearity, and
multicollinearity using the same methods outlined in chapter 5. Where
organizations were identified as multivariate outliers for a category, they were
removed from that analysis and this exclusion was noted in the results tables.
Homogeneity of the variance‐covariance matrices was assessed using Box’s test,
which is available as part of the MANOVA routine in SPSS (Pallant, 2007).

MANOVA has several requirements that influenced how the comparisons were
conducted. First, MANOVA should not be used when there is multicollinearity or
singularity in the data, as often results when a composite variable is included in an
analysis with variables that were used to create it (Pallant, 2007). Thus, composite
variables, which were developed for each management category by averaging
relevant items, were analyzed though separate one‐way ANOVAs and were not
included in the MANOVAs. Second, MANOVA has as a minimum requirement that
the number of cases in each cell is at least equal to the number of dependent
variables (Pallant, 2007). Since two of the strategic intent clusters have low
memberships of only four organizations, this requirement meant that only four
dependent variables could be analyzed in any single MANOVA. For the three
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categories that included five dependent variables, the four most similar management
strategies were included in the MANOVA and the remaining strategy was analyzed
through a separate one‐way ANOVA.

Where the MANOVA results indicated statistically significant differences between
the strategic intent clusters, the specific group differences were investigated using
one‐way ANOVA post hoc tests (Pallant, 2007). When the dependent variables met
the assumption of homogeneity of variances, a Tukey HSD test was used to make
pair‐wise comparisons between groups. Tukey is conservative when group sizes are
unequal and is preferred when a large number of groups are being compared
(Garson, 2009b). Where Levene’s Test of Equality of Error Variances indicated that a
dependent variable violated the assumption of equality of variance, a Welsh’s test
statistic is reported, rather than an ANOVA‐generated F statistic, and a Tamhaneʹs
T2 test was used for pair‐wise comparisons. The Tamhaneʹs T2 is also a conservative
test, but it does not assume equal variances (Garson, 2009b).

Selecting Levels of Statistical Significance
This analysis involved a relatively large number of comparisons using a relatively
small sample size, a situation that raised interesting issues for selecting an alpha
level for statistical significance. An exploratory strategy that involves a large
number of comparisons, such as the approach used here, carries with it the risk of an
inflated Type 1 error, meaning that statistical chance rather than genuine group
differences are responsible for a statistically significant finding. Thus, a common
recommendation when multiple tests are conducted is to reduce the risk of a Type 1
error by lowering the alpha level through a Bonferroni adjustment (Pallant, 2007;
Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). However, sample size has the opposite effect on
statistical significance because the power of a test is highly dependent on the size of
the sample. Thus to avoid Type II errors, the possibility of missing a relationship
that actually is statistically significant, Stevens (1996) recommends that with small
group sizes it may be necessary to raise the alpha level to 0.10 or 0.15.
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To balance these competing concerns of sample size and multiple comparisons, the
freely available program G Power was used (Buchner et al., 2001). Fig 6.1 estimates
alpha levels based on effect size for a one‐way ANOVA with a sample size of 61 and
6 groups, if an 80% chance of detecting a relationship is desired (Power = .80). By
convention, f = 0.10 is a small effect size, 0.25 is medium, and 0.40 is large (Buchner et
al., 2001). Based on sample size, the G Power calculation suggests that to detect a
medium to large effect size in this analysis, an alpha level of 0.5 to 0.15 should be
selected for an ANOVA prior to Bonferroni adjustment, levels which are quite high
by conventional scientific standards.

Given that a Bonferroni adjustment would suggest setting quite a low alpha level
and the sample size would suggest setting a high one, I adopted a conventional 0.05
alpha level without using a Bonferroni adjustment. Particularly given the influence
of sample size on test power, this strategy is probably a conservative approach that
will detect large effect sizes.

Fig 6.1 Estimates of alpha level by effect size for a 6 group ANOVA with n=61 and Power = 0.8,
calculated by G Power (Buchner, Erdfelder, & Faul, 2001).
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Calculating Effect Sizes
Measures of effect size quantify the difference between groups while eliminating the
confounding influence of sample size that affects statistical significance (Coe, 2002),
and for this reason, reporting effect size is considered a good practice in social
science (APA, 2001). Effect size uses group variances as a yardstick for determining
how different groups actually are (Coe, 2002). Compared to significance tests, which
measure the reliability of a relationship, effect size is a measure of the extent of a
relationship (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007).

For statistically significant pair‐wise differences in management strategy
investments, effect sizes were determined using Hedge’s g. Hedge’s g was
calculated through the Centre for Evaluation and Monitoring’s freely available
spreadsheet (CEM, 2008). It corrects biases that result in Cohen’s d when groups
have unequal variance and it accommodates comparisons of groups with unequal
sample sizes (R. Coe, personal communication, January 6, 2010). Hedge’s g was then
converted to a point biserial r2 for ease of interpretation (Kramer & Rosenthal, 1999),
using a spreadsheet freely available from stat‐help.com that accounts for unequal
group sizes (DeCoster & Iselin, 2006). For significant MANOVAs of management
strategies, the partial η2 statistic calculated by SPSS is reported. Both point biserial r2
and partial η2 can be interpreted as the proportion of variance in the dependent
variable that is accounted for by group membership (Cohen, 1988; Pallant, 2007).
Cohen (1988) suggests a general standard that effect sizes for point biserial r2 and
partial η2 are small at 0.01, medium at 0.059, and large at 0.138.

Effect sizes were not calculated for statistically significant differences in contextual
variables due to their simpler measurement scale (section 6.2.4). Effect sizes for
nonparametric comparisons, based on median values, use a correlational r2, or
biserial r2. Correlational r2 differs from point biserial r2 in both its meaning and in the
numerical guidelines used to assess relative size (Cohen, 1988). Thus, for clarity,
effect sizes are only reported when parametric tests have been conducted, with the
exception of one Chi‐squared test where a Cramer’s V, available from SPSS, is noted.
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6.2.3 Broad‐scale Characterization of the Strategic Intent Clusters by Trends
in Management Strategy Investments
Principal components analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation was used to reduce the
65 management strategies from the survey into 15 strategy components, in order to
more easily identify and compare trends in implementation by the strategic intent
clusters. PCA uses variance in the data to identify groups of intercorrelated variables
(Pallant, 2007). The varimax rotation is the most commonly used PCA rotation and it
generates uncorrelated components, which increases the interpretability of the
factors (Garson, 2007b). Prior to conducting the PCAs, a correlation matrix was
generated for each group of strategies to screen the data for factorability. Statistics
calculated by the PCA for gauging the factorability of the data were also inspected.

The management strategies were factored through five separate PCAs to maintain a
5:1 ratio of number of cases to number of management strategies, as recommended
by Pallant (2007). Similar management strategies were analyzed together, largely
corresponding to the structure of the survey instrument (Section 5.2.3) but with a few
adjustments as shown in tables A.6.1 through A.6.5, found in Appendix H. Cattell’s
(1966) scree test was used to determine the number of components to retain from
each PCA, and the components were named based on their dominant management
strategies. Factor scores for each component were created by SPSS v16, using the
regression method available as part of the PCA. These component scores were used
to illustrate the trends and coherence of management strategy implementation for
each strategic intent cluster by graphing their averages scores and standard errors.
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6.2.4 Qualitative Triangulation
Qualitative data, elicited through four open‐ended questions, were coded and
analyzed to aid interpretation of the quantitative data, and to further describe the
strategic intent clusters. Respondents were asked to describe their program’s overall
approach to governance, the reasons they used this approach, and their experience of
its strengths and weaknesses (Survey Part 5, Appendix E). Respondent answers
were aggregated by strategic intent cluster, and codes were taken directly from
respondent statements (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The most frequently raised issues
for each strategic intent cluster are reported along with illustrative quotes from the
respondents.

6.2.5 Annotating Breaks in the Dendrogram
In addition to the quantitative tests conducted to understand differences in the
strategic intent clusters, comparisons of various cluster combinations were also
conducted to assist in annotating and explaining the taxonomy dendrogram. These
planned comparisons used nonparametric methods for analyzing contextual
variables, which consisted of categorical variables or Likert scale items with fewer
than four categories (Pallant, 2007). Planned comparisons of management strategy
investments were measured through Likert scales with six categories and analyzed
with parametric statistics.
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6.3 Results & Discussion
This section presents a theory‐based taxonomy of approaches to coral reef
governance in Southeast Asia. Section 6.3.1 identifies the common governance
approaches revealed by clustering 61 coral reef governance programs with data
collected through the UEF Compass. Section 6.3.2 compares the clusters based on
their self‐reported accomplishments across nine effectiveness dimensions. Section
6.3.3 presents the results of planned comparisons between the clusters to identify the
factors that distinguish between them. Finally, each of the governance approaches
revealed by the taxonomy is described using mixed quantitative‐qualitative methods
in Sections 6.3.4 through 6.3.8.

6.3.1 Identifying Common Theory‐of‐Action Profiles
Six clusters were identified by reviewing the dendrogram generated by SPSS (Fig
6.2), and the profiles of each cluster drawn on the UEF (Fig 6.3). The dendrogram
showed that selection of seven clusters, rather than six, simply moved one case into a
one member cluster. Selection of five clusters merged the groups named ECO‐CB
and ICM‐CB; however, inspection of the UEF profiles for these two clusters
suggested they were distinct enough to warrant separate analysis.

The six cluster solution generated by SPSS was assessed using the analysis of
similarities routine in Primer. The Global R statistic was 0.7, indicating that there is
strong support for the group clusters as modeled by the dendrogram. Groups with
Global R‐values >0.5 are considered clearly differentiated, but with some overlap (K.
R. Clark & Gorley, 2006).

Clusters were named based on the UEF quadrants they favored. Radar graphs for
each cluster are shown in Fig 6.3. The shaded profile shows the mean cluster score
on each UEF quadrant, using the relative quadrant measures developed in Chapter 5.
The maximum and minimum scores from among all cluster members are also
graphed as a way of showing confidence intervals.
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Fig 6.2 Dendrogram of 61 coral reef governance programs clustered by their theory‐of‐action. The differences in strategic approach, which were
identified through mixed‐methods analysis of the organizations, are annotated on the tree and discussed in section 6.3.3‐6.3.8.
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Ecosystem-based (ECO)
Social Well-being &
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Ecosystem
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R-ECO
= 3.64

R-CB
= 2.03

R-CB
= 2.74

R-ECO
= 3.13

Ecological

Social

R-ICM
= 2.07
Integrated, Accountable
Management
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= 2.27
Process

R-ECO
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= 1.75
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R-CB
= 3.06

R-AM
= 1.64

Balanced

R-CB
= 3.35

R-ICM
= 2.01

R-ICM
= 2.49

Information
& Learning

Community-based (CB)

R-ICM
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(ECO-CB)

R-ECO
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Adaptive Management (AM)

R-CB
= 2.37

R-ICM
= 2.60

R-ECO
= 2.04

R-AM
= 2.98

Fig 6.3 Theory‐of‐action profiles for each strategic intent cluster identified by mapping clusters
onto the Unified Effectiveness Framework (top left profile and Chapter 4). The outer boundary of
the grey profiles shows the mean score for each cluster, and the relative quadrant score (Chapter 5)
for the mean profile is shown on each diagram. The black outline shows the maximum score for
any cluster member on each quadrant, and the outer boundary of the white profiles shows the
minimum score of any cluster member as a way of providing confidence intervals for the profiles.
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The differences between the clusters, shown visually by the theory‐of‐action profiles,
were further investigated by performing analysis of variance on the clusters’ relative
UEF quadrant scores, as recommended by Bailey (1994). Since the programs were
clustered using data on their relative emphases for each UEF quadrant, the highly
significant separations identified in Table 6.1 are not surprising (Aldenderfer &
Blashfield, 1984), but they are useful for clarifying the clusters’ differences in
strategic intent, and are discussed further in Sections 6.3.4‐6.3.8. Table 6.2 reports the
effect size for each of the pair‐wise differences, which are inevitably large.

Table 6.1 Analysis of variance in relative UEF quadrant scores across the strategic intent clusters,
identified in Figs 6.2 and 6.3
UEF
Sample
Quadrant Mean
n=61

Mean Cluster Scores

1

2

ANOVA

ECO

ECO-CB

CB

BAL

ICM-CB

AM

n=19

n=13

n=12

n=9

n=4

n=4

MANOVA: Pillai's Trace = 1.946; partial eta squared = 0.487, large effect size
2.39

2.04

24.399

5, 55

.000

1.35g

2.98dfg

14.967§

5, 55

.000§

2.59bgj

3.20cfhj

2.60di

12.875

5, 55

.000

2.54cf

3.06dh

2.37gh

26.634

5, 55

.000

2.75

2.00

2.27ab

1.64acd

1.75bef

2.12ce

R-ICM

2.33

2.07abcd

2.49aef

2.01ceghi

R-CB

2.61

2.03abcd

2.74ae

3.35befg

3.13

3.64

2.90

.000

20, 220

R-AM

bh

p

10.426

3.07

afg

df

eghi

R-ECO

abcde

F

ci

df

1 Cluster scores are a measure of relative similarity with the UEF quadrant, where 4 = most similar and 1 = least similar
2 Superscript letters indicate which pairs of clusters were significantly different, as identified by ANOVA post-hoc tests
§ Welch's statistic is reported in lieu of an ANOVA-generated F-statistic because the assumption of homogeneity of variance was violated

Table 6.2 Probability and effect size for each pair of strategic intent clusters (Figs 6.2, 6.3)
that were significantly different in their relative UEF quadrant score
Marker

Group 1

Group 2

p

r

2

Effect

R-ECO

Marker

Group 1

Group 2

p

2

r

Effect

R-ICM

a

ECO

ECO-CB

0.001

0.422

v large

a

ECO

ECO-CB

0.009

0.275

v large

b

ECO

CB

0.000

0.546

v large

b

ECO

Balanced

0.003

0.243

v large

c

ECO

Balanced

0.000

0.609

v large

c

ECO

ICM-CB

0.000

0.569

v large

d

ECO

ICM-CB

0.000

0.729

v large

d

ECO

AM

0.047

0.224

v large

e

ECO

AM

0.000

0.851

v large

e

ECO-CB

CB

0.006

0.007

small

f

ECO-CB

ICM-CB

0.000

0.452

v large

f

ECO-CB

ICM-CB

0.004

0.630

v large

g

ECO-CB

AM

0.000

0.700

v large

g

CB

Balanced

0.002

0.338

v large

h

CB

AM

0.000

0.496

v large

h

CB

ICM-CB

0.000

0.704

v large

i

Balanced

AM

0.000

0.405

v large

i

CB

AM

0.028

0.367

v large

j

Balanced

ICM-CB

0.035

0.423

v large

R-AM

R-CB

a

ECO

ECO-CB

0.000

0.404

v large

a

ECO

ECO-CB

0.000

0.497

v large

b

ECO

CB

0.002

0.332

v large

b

ECO

CB

0.000

0.797

v large

c

ECO-CB

Balanced

0.003

0.434

v large

c

ECO

Balanced

0.003

0.286

v large

d

ECO-CB

AM

0.013

0.759

v large

d

ECO

ICM-CB

0.000

0.541

v large

e

CB

Balanced

0.010

0.399

v large

e

ECO-CB

CB

0.000

0.547

v large

f

CB

AM

0.026

0.794

v large

f

CB

Balanced

0.000

0.636

v large

g

ICM-CB

AM

0.032

0.748

v large

g

CB

AM

0.000

0.662

v large

h

ICM-CB

AM

0.480

0.409

v large
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6.3.2 Comparing Accomplishments Across Strategic Intent Clusters
Contrary to the expectations of this study, the comparison of reported
accomplishments across strategic intent clusters identified no statistically significant
differences (Table 6.3). Comparable research in organizational theory found that
organizations performed best on effectiveness dimensions that were consistent with
their theories‐of‐action, essentially concluding that organizations are good at what
they focus on (Cameron 1984). In contrast, this study has found that the strategic
intent of programs was not associated with significant differences in their perceived
ability to achieve results across a range of effectiveness dimensions. It identifies,
however, that different strategic intent clusters implement different management
strategies in order to achieve similar results. The next section examines these
differences in implementation more closely.

Table 6.3 Analysis of variance in reported accomplishments across the strategic intent clusters,
identified in Figs 6.2 and 6.3
Compared to the situation
BEFORE your organization started its work,
what progress have you made in:
1=little progress; 5=excellent progress

Sample
Mean

Mean Cluster Scores1

ANOVA

ECO

ECOCB

CB

BAL

ICM-CB

AM

n=61

n=19

n=13

n=12

n=9

n=4

n=4

3.67

3.58

3.62

3.67

3.67

4.25

3.66

3.79

3.62

3.58

3.78

3.62

3.37

4.00

3.50

F

df

p

3.75

0.788

5, 55

0.563

3.50

3.25

0.999

5, 55

0.427

3.56

4.00

3.75

2.122

5, 55

0.076

Establishing management measures that

1 are strong enough to conserve reefs into the
future

2

Basing management decisions on good,
useful information
Allowing ALL stakeholders have a say in how

3 their reefs are used & managed, either directly
or through an intermediary

4

Having most people comply with the formal
and informal rules that protect reefs

3.43

3.26

3.46

3.50

3.56

3.75

3.25

0.596

5, 55

0.703

5

Revising management strategies when new
information becomes known

3.36

3.37

3.38

3.25

3.56

3.50

3.00╪

0.226

4, 52╪

0.923

3.23

3.37

2.92

3.50

3.33

3.50

2.25

1.670

5, 55

0.157

3.15

3.00

3.23

3.42

2.89

2.67

3.75

0.977

5, 54

0.440

3.08

3.11

3.23

3.00

3.00

3.50

2.50

0.760

5, 55

0.583

2.97

2.89

3.38

2.75

3.00

2.75

2.75

1.192

5, 55

0.325

3.35

3.30

3.43

3.35

3.37

3.52

3.14

0.527

5, 55

0.755

Improving or stabilizing coral reef

6 ecosystem condition (measured by coral
cover, fish abundance, water quality, etc.)

7

Obtaining adequate and consistent funding
for coral reef management
Increasing or maintaining the income

8 people get from coral reefs (through fishing,
tourism, etc.)
Eliminating conflicts between policies
9 related to reef management between different
government levels & agencies
Mean score across all accomplishments

1 Cluster scores are a measure of perceived progress on the effectiveness criteria, where 1 = little progress and 5 = excellent progress
╪

Cluster is removed from the ANOVA because its variance is zero for this variable
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6.3.3 A Taxonomy of Approaches to Coral Reef Governance in Southeast Asia
Mixed methods analysis of the organizations in this study, based on their theory‐of‐
action profiles, their programmatic and contextual characteristics, and their
implementation activities and experiences, allows identification of the common
approaches to coral reef governance in Southeast Asia, and the factors which
distinguish them. The resulting taxonomy provides a systematic basis for comparing
programs toward a goal of enhancing the performance of different governance
approaches along multiple effectiveness dimensions. The taxonomy also provides an
aid to programs engaged in strategic planning or adaptive management by allowing
them to more consciously compare their governance approach to those of their peers.

Figure 6.2 shows that the first factor separating programs’ theories‐of‐action is their
relative focus on ecological vs. social dimensions of governance, which is the
horizontal axis of the UEF. This difference in focus divides the study organizations
into equal groups and is significantly associated with differences in country, fisheries
management, and socioeconomic well‐being, when the distinctive AM Profile, which
is separated by the second break in the dendrogram, is excluded from the analysis
(Table 6.4).
Table 6.4 Characteristics that distinguish programs by their relative emphasis on
ecological vs. social dimensions of governance
Characteristic
Category
Relative
UEF Quadrant
2
Scores
Threat
Reduction
Management
Strategies

Variable

ECO + Balanced
1
Profiles

CB + CB-Hybrid
1
Profiles

mean scores

Test Statistic

Effect Size

T-test

df

p

r2

Effect

R-ECO

3.35

2.93

-3.295

55

0.002

0.17

large

R-CB

2.19

3.04

7.775

55

0.000

0.52

v large

T-test

df

p

r2

Effect

55

0.007

0.11

med-large

mean scores

Fishing
Composite
Tourism
Composite

2.00

2.83

2.788

2.52

2.21

-0.939

55

0.352

0.01

small

Pearson Chi-Square

df

p

Cramer's V

Effect

Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Thailand

5
8
4
11

9.407

3

0.024

0.41

med-large

counts

Country

Statistical Comparison

Relative Emphasis
Ecological
Social

11
4
10
4

mean scores
(median values)

Socioeconomic Well-being
Composite
Status
Resource
Dependence

MannWhitney U

Z

n

p

2.43
(2.33)

2.10
(2.00)

271.5

-2.181

eco=28
social=29

0.029

2.64
(3.00)

3.00
(3.00)

303.5

-1.780

eco=28
social=29

0.075

1 Profiles identified by clustering programs on their UEF Compass scores, see Figs 6.2 and 6.3
2 See Fig 5.5 and Table 5.9
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Two‐thirds of the Malaysian and Thai programs adopt approaches with a relatively
greater ecological orientation. The opposite trend is true for Indonesian and Filipino
programs, which give greater emphasis to the social dimensions of governance.
These trends, illustrated quantitatively in a significant chi‐squared statistic (Table
6.4), closely reflect the country’s institutional structures for coastal management.
Both the Philippines and Indonesia have legally devolved coastal management
authority to the local government, while Thailand and Malaysia formally retain these
authorities at the national or state/province levels. As such, this research adds
weight to the generalization that the dominant priorities driving natural resource
management shift from social to ecological as the scale of governance moves from
local to national and international (McShane & Wells, 2004). It may also lend support
to the assertion that demand for environmental conservation rises with affluence,
described by an Environmental Kuznet’s Curve (McPherson & Nieswiadomy, 2005;
Rothman & de Bruyn, 1998; D. I. Stern, 2004) since the per capita GDP (CIA, 2009)
and Human Development Index (UNDP, 2009) for Malaysia and Thailand are higher
than those for Indonesia or the Philippines (also see Table 5.2).

Another notable difference between the profiles emphasizing ecological dimensions
(ECO and Balanced) compared to social ones (CB and CB‐hybids), is the relative
dominance of tourism as a primary resource use. Almost all ECO and Balanced
cluster sites are predominantly used for tourism, whereas the CB sites are heavily
fished, although tourism may also be present. While quantitative data on primary
resource use were not collected in this study, the difference is reflected in the greater
effort socially‐oriented organizations give to implementing fisheries management
strategies, compared to ecologically‐focused ones, which is significant at the 0.01
level with a medium‐large effect size (Table 6.4). These differences in tourism may
also help explain the significantly higher socioeconomic well‐being reported at
ecologically‐focused sites, since both ecologically and socially‐oriented programs
reported high resource dependence in the areas where they work (Table 6.4). If non‐
coastal industries were responsible for the higher well‐being scores at ecologically‐
focused sites, lower resource dependence scores would be expected.
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Table 6.5 Categorical context variables across the strategic intent clusters, identified in Figs 6.2 and 6.3
ECO
n=19

ECO-CB
n=13

1

% Cluster % Variable
(column)
(row)

Country

Marine
Protected Area

Facilitating
Organization

Program Funding
Source

Annual Budget
(US$)

Program Age

2

CB
n=12

Balanced
n=9

ICM-CB
n=4

AM
n=4

% Cluster % Variable % Cluster % Variable % Cluster % Variable % Cluster % Variable % Cluster % Variable
(column)
(row)
(column)
(row)
(column)
(row)
(column)
(row)
(column)
(row)

Indonesia

15.8%

17.6%

46.2%

35.3%

33.3%

23.5%

22.2%

11.8%

25.0%

5.9%

25.0%

Malaysia

42.1%

61.5%

15.4%

15.4%

8.3%

7.7%

.0%

.0%

25.0%

7.7%

25.0%

7.7%

Philippines

5.3%

6.3%

23.1%

18.8%

50.0%

37.5%

33.3%

18.8%

25.0%

6.3%

50.0%

12.5%

5.9%

Thailand

36.8%

46.7%

15.4%

13.3%

8.3%

6.7%

44.4%

26.7%

25.0%

6.7%

.0%

.0%

Total

100.0%

31.1%

100.0%

21.3%

100.0%

19.7%

100.0%

14.8%

100.0%

6.6%

100.0%

6.6%

No

36.8%

17.9%

61.5%

20.5%

75.0%

23.1%

88.9%

20.5%

75.0%

7.7%

100.0%

10.3%

Yes

63.2%

54.5%

38.5%

22.7%

25.0%

13.6%

11.1%

4.5%

25.0%

4.5%

.0%

.0%

Total

100.0%

31.1%

100.0%

21.3%

100.0%

19.7%

100.0%

14.8%

100.0%

6.6%

100.0%

6.6%

One-Time Project

.0%

.0%

15.4%

50.0%

16.7%

50.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

Long-term, NGO

21.1%

20.0%

30.8%

20.0%

41.7%

25.0%

33.3%

15.0%

50.0%

10.0%

50.0%

10.0%

Long-term, GOV

68.4%

46.4%

30.8%

14.3%

25.0%

10.7%

66.7%

21.4%

25.0%

3.6%

25.0%

3.6%

Long-term, Multi-partner

10.5%

22.2%

23.1%

33.3%

16.7%

22.2%

.0%

.0%

25.0%

11.1%

25.0%

11.1%

Total

100.0%

31.1%

100.0%

21.3%

100.0%

19.7%

100.0%

14.8%

100.0%

6.6%

100.0%

6.6%

> 50% from government

68.4%

44.8%

30.8%

13.8%

41.7%

17.2%

55.6%

17.2%

25.0%

3.4%

25.0%

3.4%

> 50% from user fees

.0%

.0%

7.7%

50.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

25.0%

50.0%

.0%

.0%

> 50% from an international aid agency

.0%

.0%

23.1%

37.5%

25.0%

37.5%

11.1%

12.5%

.0%

.0%

25.0%

12.5%
40.0%

> 50% from a philanthropic foundation

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

25.0%

60.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

50.0%

> 50% from another source

31.6%

35.3%

38.5%

29.4%

8.3%

5.9%

33.3%

17.6%

50.0%

11.8%

.0%

.0%

Total

100.0%

31.1%

100.0%

21.3%

100.0%

19.7%

100.0%

14.8%

100.0%

6.6%

100.0%

6.6%

< US$ 25k

21.1%

36.4%

15.4%

18.2%

16.7%

18.2%

33.3%

27.3%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

7.7%

12.5%

16.7%

25.0%

33.3%

37.5%

25.0%

12.5%

25.0%

12.5%

US$ 100k - US$ 1 million

47.4%

36.0%

53.8%

28.0%

33.3%

16.0%

22.2%

8.0%

25.0%

4.0%

50.0%

8.0%

> US$ 1 million

31.6%

35.3%

23.1%

17.6%

33.3%

23.5%

11.1%

5.9%

50.0%

11.8%

25.0%

5.9%

Total

6.6%

US$ 26k - US$ 99k

100.0%

31.1%

100.0%

21.3%

100.0%

19.7%

100.0%

14.8%

100.0%

6.6%

100.0%

Less than 2 years

5.3%

33.3%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

50.0%

66.7%

.0%

.0%

2 to 5 years

21.1%

28.6%

23.1%

21.4%

16.7%

14.3%

44.4%

28.6%

.0%

.0%

25.0%

7.1%

5 to 10 years

15.8%

18.8%

38.5%

31.3%

33.3%

25.0%

11.1%

6.3%

25.0%

6.3%

50.0%

12.5%

more than 10 years

57.9%

39.3%

38.5%

17.9%

50.0%

21.4%

44.4%

14.3%

25.0%

3.6%

25.0%

3.6%

Total

100.0%

31.1%

100.0%

21.3%

100.0%

19.7%

100.0%

14.8%

100.0%

6.6%

100.0%

6.6%

1 % Cluster reports the percentage of the strategic intent cluster described by each variable, e.g. 15.8 % of ECO members are Indonesian
2 % Variable reports the percentage of the variable included in each strategic intent cluster, e.g. 17.6% of the Indonesian programs included in the study are members of the ECO cluster
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1.50

ECO

ECO-CB

CB

Balanced

ICM-CB

AM

1.00

0.50

0.00

-0.50

Transparency
Component

Volunteer Enforcement
Component

Official Enforcement
Component

Monitoring
Component

Status Reporting
Component

Evaluation
Component

Strategic Research
Component

Partners
Component

Policy
Component

Livelihood
Enhancement Component

Awareness Raising
Component

Collaborative Management
Component

Voluntary Actions
Component

Tourism Management
Component

-1.50

Fisheries Management
Component

-1.00

Fig 6.4 Comparative effort invested in 15 management strategy components by strategic intent cluster (Figs 6.2, 6.3), with standard error bars. The 65
management strategies investigated through the survey were reduced into 15 components by conducting PCAs (Sec 6.2.3; Tables A.6.1 – A.6.5). Standard
error bars demonstrate the similarity, or coherence, of cluster members in terms of their implementation activities.
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The second major break in the taxonomy dendrogram (Fig 6.2), divides the organizations
into three over‐arching governance approaches. Moving from left to right across the
figure, these include: 1) a focus on ecological protection and tourism management; 2) a
science‐based extension approach; and 3) a focus on social dimensions and fisheries
management. The first category includes the ECO profile and the Balanced profile. The
second category is a distinct, but lightly populated cluster that facilitates learning and
adaptive management. The third category includes the CB profile and its two hybrids.
Each of these governance approaches is described in turn (Sections 6.3.4‐6.3.8),
identifying the dominant and distinguishing features of their UEF profiles (Table 6.1),
programmatic and contextual characteristics (Tables 6.5 ‐ 6.6), implementation strategies
(Tables 6.7 – 6.12; Fig 6.4), and implementation experiences (Boxes 6.2‐6.7).

6.3.4 Ecosystem‐Based Management (ECO) Profile
The Ecosystem‐Based Management (ECO) profile is statistically different from all other
profiles in terms of its relative emphasis on ecological protection (Table 6.1). This
ecological emphasis is achieved through a trade‐off with quadrants on the social half of
the UEF. The ECO Profile retains an emphasis on learning and adaptation, as evidenced
by its slightly above average score on the AM quadrant.

Programmatic and Contextual Variables
Two types of organizations adopted this profile. The dominant group consists of
organizations involved in marine park management. Almost all of these organizations
were government agencies, however, there were also two private businesses with formal
concessions to manage MPAs. Half of the MPAs and half of the government
organizations included in the study adopted this profile (Table 6.5). Members include
both the authorities responsible for managing specific MPA sites as well as government
headquarter offices who oversee national or state MPA networks. These headquarter
agencies consistently reported annual operating budgets over US$ 1 million, as did a few
MPAs with high tourist visitation. All marine parks reported annual budgets over US$
100,000. Seventy percent of the marine park subgroup members have been operating for
more than ten years, and only one site has been operational for less than five years.
Eighty percent of the subgroup members are Malaysian or Thai.
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The ECO profile was also adopted by a smaller subgroup of local Thai NGOs focused on
protecting the environment in their communities. Several of these were adjacent to
national marine parks and were involved in conflicts with the government over what
they perceived to be inadequate management and enforcement (Box 6.2, “Volunteer and
Collective Action” column). The smaller budgets and younger organizations shown in
Table 6.5 are mainly these local NGOs, which are mostly run by volunteers.

As a whole, this strategic intent cluster reported above average measures for
socioeconomic well‐being and below average scores for resource dependence, although a
Kruskal‐Wallis Test did not show these scores to be statistically different from the other
strategic intent clusters (Table 6.6).

Management Strategies
The implementation strategies and experiences of the ECO cluster are highly distinctive
from all other clusters in the taxonomy in their low utilization of socially‐oriented
management strategies, as suggested by their UEF profile. The general trends are
evident in Fig 6.4, which shows ECO investments in collaborative management,
livelihood enhancement, and partnership components are lower than those of other
strategic intent clusters. ECO is also lower on components that have been associated
with active civic engagement. Sabatier & Mazmanian (1979) contend that government
agencies need an active civic constituency to prompt transparent, responsive
management (see also Chapter 4). Consistent with this assertion, ECO scores on the
related components of transparency, status reporting, and evaluation are lower than
those of their more socially‐engaged peers.
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Table 6.6 Nonparametric comparisons of contextual variables across the strategic intent clusters
identified in Figs 6.2 and 6.3
Characteristic and Scale

Kruskal-Wallis Test1

Mean Cluster Score

Sample
Mean

ECO

ECO-CB

CB

BAL

ICM-CB

AM

n=61

n=19

n=13

n=12

n=9

n=4

n=4

3.08

2.89ab

3.38a

2.92c

2.89d

4.00bcde

2.48

2.74

2.54

2.25

2.33

2.98

2.68ab

3.23a

3.17b

3.57

3.37

3.69

2.82

2.68a

2.74

X2

df

p

3.00e

12.896

5, 55

0.024

2.50

2.00

7.548

5, 55

0.183

2.89

3.25

3.00

11.567

5, 55

0.041

3.67

3.56

3.75

3.75

3.414

5, 55

0.636

2.77b

2.58c

2.89d

3.00e

4.00abcde 11.196

5, 55

0.048

2.84

2.92

2.08

2.89

3.00

3.00

8.254

5, 55

0.143

2.62

2.26

3.15

2.50

2.67

2.75

2.75

7.969

5, 55

0.158

2.85

2.68

3.00

3.08

2.56

2.75

3.25

5.806

5, 55

0.326

2.27

2.45

2.21

1.94

2.41

2.25

2.33

7.342

5, 55

0.196

Ecology Prior to Management Intervention
Ecological Value
1=few values; 4=world class
Ecological Condition
2
1=poor; 4=excellent

1

Threats Prior to Management Intervention

3
4
5
6
7

Overall Threat Level
1=low; 4=very high
Threat from Fishing
1=none; 4=high
Threat from Pollution
1=none; 4=high
Threat from Tourism
1=none; 4=high
Threat from Construction
1=none; 4=high

Current Socioeconomic Status
Resource Dependence
1=low; 4=high
Well-being
9
1=lower; 4=higher

8

1 Superscript letters indicate which pairs of clusters were significantly different, as identified by post-hoc Mann-Whitney U tests

The differences between the ECO cluster and all other clusters for investments in
socially‐oriented management strategies are confirmed statistically in Tables 6.8 – 6.10
and 6.13. Table 6.8 shows highly significant differences between the ECO cluster and all
other groups on partnerships and participation, notably participation through multi‐
stakeholder groups or consensus decision‐making. The primary participation strategy
used by ECO members is consultation, where it is less differentiated from the other
clusters. The mean ECO score for consultation corresponds to a “moderate” investment
of effort on the 6‐point Likert scale used. The ECO cluster is also significantly lower than
other groups on its implementation of empowerment strategies (Table 6.9), involving
stakeholders in monitoring, conducting socioeconomic monitoring, and status reporting
(Table 6.10). Lower scores on establishing baseline data (Table 6.10) may be related to
the older age of the parks. Table 6.13 confirms that these differences in strategy use by
strategic intent cluster are not only reliable, but also very large. Cluster membership
explains between 20% and 60% percent of the variance in management strategy
investments for the pair‐wise differences identified to be statistically significant.
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Table 6.7 Analysis of variance in threat reduction strategies across the strategic intent clusters
identified in Figs 6.2 and 6.3
Category
Specific Management Strategy

Mean Cluster Score

1

2

ANOVA

Sample
Mean

ECO

ECO-CB

CB

BAL

ICM-CB

AM

n=61

n=19

n=13

n=12

n=9

n=4

n=4

F

df

p

Fishing
MANOVA for strategies 1-4: F (20, 220) = 1.929, p = 0.012; Pillai's Trace = 0.597; partial η2 = 0.149; large effect size
“No-take” areas that are

1 permanently closed to

3.33

3.42

3.31

3.92

2.78

2.50

3.25

2.03

1.16a

2.31

3.33ab

2.22

0.75b

2.25

4.411

0.85

.16

.77

1.83

.89

0.00╪

2.25

4.34§

1.97

0.95ab

2.62a

3.08b

2.00

1.00

2.25

4.605

5, 55

0.001

2.31

1.42a

2.69

2.83

3.22a

2.75

1.25

3.772

5, 55

0.005

2.41

1.74a

2.73

3.29a

2.56

1.75

2.25

3.960

5, 55

0.004

0.804

5, 55

0.552

fishing

2

Fishing restrictions based
on catch size and gear

3 Licensing fishers
4

Protecting fish spawning
aggregation sites
Removing fishing through

5 alternate or supplemental
livelihoods
Fishing Composite
(Items: 1, 2, 4 & 5) α = .743

5, 55

0.002

4, 13.6╪§ 0.018§£

BioDiversity Conservation
MANOVA for strategies 6-8: F (15, 165) = 1.301, p = 0.207; Pillai's Trace = 0.317
6

Strictly protecting 10 – 30%
of each different habitat

3.00

2.47

3.69

3.33

2.67

3.25

2.75

7

Developing networks of
marine protected areas

3.30

2.79

3.38

3.58

3.33

3.50

4.25

3.39

3.26

3.38

3.00

4.22

3.75

3.00

3.21

2.89

3.46

3.61

2.93

3.08

3.42

Restoring coral reef,

8 mangrove, or seagrass areas
or associated species
Biodiversity Composite
(Items: 1, 4, 6 & 7) α = .725

Tourism Management
MANOVA for strategies 9-12: F (20, 220) = 0.857, p = 0.641; Pillai's Trace = 0.289
9

Installing/maintaining
mooring buoys

3.02

3.21

2.62

3.33

3.33

1.75

3.00

2.43

2.74

2.85

2.08

2.11

1.25

2.50

1.66

2.05

1.77

1.33

1.22

1.25

1.75

12 gain voluntary

1.41

1.26

2.08

1.33

1.11

1.25

1.00

eco-certification
Tourism Composite
(Items: 9, 10 & 12) α = .631

2.37

2.67

2.41

2.25

2.22

1.42

2.42

10 Collecting a user fee
11

Limiting tourist numbers at
ecologically sensitive sites
Advocating for business to

0.93§

5, 15.5§ 0.489§

Water Quality Management
2

MANOVA for strategies 13-15: F (15, 165) = 2.198, p = 0.008; Pillai's Trace = 0.500; partial η = 0.167; large effect size
Promoting improved
13 agricultural practices to
minimize water pollution
Improved treatment of
14 human waste (septic tanks,
sewage treatment)
Promoting or implementing
15 integrated management of
land & water areas
Water Quality Composite
(Items: 13 & 15) α = .601

1.15

0.32a

1.31

1.75a

1.67

2.00

.75

3.61§

5, 13.4§ 0.028§

2.15

2.68

1.62

2.25

1.44

2.75

2.00

2.77

2.11

3.23

3.08

2.33

3.75

3.50

2.539

5, 55

0.039£

1.96

1.21

a

2.27

2.42

a

2.00

2.88

2.13

3.349

5, 55

0.010

1 Cluster scores are a measure of the perceived effort invested in strategy implementation, where 0 = strategy not used and 5 = very high effort
2 Superscript letters indicate which pairs of clusters were significantly different, as identified by ANOVA post-hoc tests
╪ Cluster is removed from the ANOVA because its variance is zero for this variable
§ Welsh's statistic reported in lieu of the ANOVA F statistic because the homogeneity of variance assumption is unmet
£ Post-hoc tests did not identify pair-wise group differences, probably due to the small sample size of of the extreme score cluster
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Table 6.8 Analysis of variance in institutional strengthening management strategies across
the strategic intent clusters identified in Figs 6.2 and 6.3
Category
Specific Management Strategy

Mean Cluster Score1

ANOVA2

Sample
Mean

ECO

ECO-CB

CB

BAL

ICM-CB

AM

n=61

n=19

n=13

n=12

n=9

n=4

n=4

F

df

p

Participation & Coordination
MANOVA for strategies 1-3: F (15, 165) = 3.503, p = 0.000; Pillai's Trace = 0.725; partial η2 = 0.242; large effect size
Formally consulting with

1 ALL relevant stakeholder
groups
Facilitating/participating in a
2 multi-stakeholder group that
provides advice

3

Making decisions through
consensus agreements

Participation Composite
(Items: I - 3) α = .799

4.02

3.32ab

4.46a

3.92

4.22

4.75b

5.00╪

5.079

4, 52╪

0.002

3.49

2.05abcde

4.38a

4.00b

3.67c

4.25d

4.75e

9.492

5, 55

0.000

3.16

1.63abcde

4.00a

4.08b

3.56c

3.75d

3.5e

6.263§ 5, 16.9§ 0.002§

3.56

2.33abcde

4.28a

4.00b

3.81c

4.25d

4.42e

13.363

5, 55

0.000

3.916§

5,13.4§

0.021§

4.122

5,53

0.003

Laws & Traditions
MANOVA for strategies 4-5: F (8, 104) = 1.722, p = 0.102; Pillai's Trace = 0.234
Establishing/strengthening

4 formal laws, regulations, or
ordinances
Re-establishing cultural or
5 religious traditions that
promote sustainability

3.82

3.74

4.23

3.75

3.89

3.00

4.00

2.00

1.16

2.46

2.42

2.67

1.75

1.00╪

Partnerships†

MANOVA for strategies 7-10: F (20, 212) = 1.26, p = 0.208; Pillai's Trace = 0.425
6

Actively cultivating &
formalizing partnerships

3.53

2.63ab

3.92a

3.83

4.57b

3.50

3.75

4.10

3.63

4.31

4.25

4.43

4.00

4.75

3.59

3.11

3.46

3.83

4.00

4.25

4.25

3.78

3.16

4.08

3.92

4.43

4.00

4.00

3.31

3.00

3.46

3.33

3.71

3.00

3.75

3.66

3.11ab

3.85a

3.83

4.23b

3.75

4.10

Developing formal or informal

7 partnerships with
government
Developing formal or informal
8 partnerships with
universities
Developing formal/informal
9 partnerships with
non-governmental
Developing formal or informal
10 partnerships with the
private sector
Partnership Composite
(Items: 6 - 10) α = .791

1 Cluster scores are a measure of the perceived effort invested in strategy implementation, where 0 = strategy not used and 5 = very high effort
2 Superscript letters indicate which pairs of clusters were significantly different, as identified by ANOVA post-hoc tests
╪
Cluster is removed from the ANOVA because its variance is zero for this variable
§
Welsh's statistic reported in lieu of the ANOVA F statistic because the homogeneity of variance assumption is unmet
† Two cases were identified as multivariate outliers, based on their Mahalanobis distance, and excluded from analyses for this category
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Table 6.9 Analysis of variance in constituency building strategies across the strategic intent clusters
identified in Figs 6.2 and 6.3
Category

Mean Cluster Score1

ANOVA2

Sample
Mean

ECO

ECO-CB

CB

BAL

ICM-CB

AM

3.89

3.42

4.15

4.25

3.89

3.75

4.25

3.18

2.21ab

3.69a

3.75b

3.67

3.00

3.50

2.00

1.58

1.69

2.42

2.89

2.50

1.25

3.31

2.39ab

3.87a

3.86b

3.56

3.17

3.75

F
df
p
Specific Management Strategy n=61
n=19
n=13
n=12
n=9
n=4
n=4
Empowerment
MANOVA for strategies 1-3: F (15, 165) = 1.704, p = 0.054; Pillai's Trace = 0.402; partial η2 = 0.134; med-large effect
Building stakeholders’

1 knowledge so they can
engage in management
Community organizers/
2 extension officers to
mobilize stakeholders
Improving basic services
3 (infrastructure, health care,
education)
Empowerment Composite
(Items: 1, 2 & 7) α = .821

3.434

5, 55

0.009

5.834§ 5, 13.5§ 0.004§

†

Education & Awareness
MANOVA for strategies 4-6: F (15, 162) = 1.584, p = 0.0838; Pillai's Trace = 0.384
Providing informational

4 materials (information
boards, fact sheets, etc.)
Supporting/implementing
5 activity-based strategies for
raising awareness
Launching targeted
6 campaigns to change
stakeholder behavior
Awareness Comp
(Items: 4 - 6) α = .672

3.72

3.44

4.15

3.83

3.67

2.75

4.25

3.83

3.61

4.00

4.25

4.22

2.50

3.50

3.17

2.67

3.62

3.83

3.11

2.25

3.00

3.57

3.24

3.92

3.97

3.67

2.50

3.58

2.005§ 5, 13.6§ 0.142§

Political Will
MANOVA for strategies 7-10: F (20, 220) = 2.470, p = 0.001; Pillai's Trace = 0.734; partial η2 = 0.183; large effect size
Identify potential leaders &

7 build their leadership skills

2.85

1.53abcd

3.77a

3.58b

3.11c

2.75

3.50d

3.05

2.63

3.38

3.17

3.11

3.00

3.50

3.38

2.84

3.85

3.42

3.33

4.00

3.75

2.20

1.95

2.31

3.08a

2.44

0.50a

3.21

2.74

3.62

3.29

3.22

3.50

7.621

5, 55

0.000

1.50

2.651

5, 55

0.032

3.63

1.480

5, 55

0.211

& capacity

8

Lobbying government
decision-makers
Working with government

9 decision-makers to adopt
policies/targets
Arranging study tours/other
10 learning experiences for
decision-makers
Policy Composite
(Items: 8 & 9) α = .773

1 Cluster scores are a measure of the perceived effort invested in strategy implementation, where 0 = strategy not used and 5 = very high effort
2 Superscript letters indicate which pairs of clusters were significantly different, as identified by ANOVA post-hoc tests
§
Welsh's statistic reported in lieu of the ANOVA F statistic because the homogeneity of variance assumption is unmet
† One case was identified as a multivariate outliers, based on its Mahalanobis distance, and it was excluded from analyses for this category
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Table 6.10 Analysis of variance in knowledge building strategies across the strategic intent
clusters identified in Figs 6.2 and 6.3
Category
Specific Management Strategy

Mean Cluster Score

1

2

ANOVA

Sample
Mean

ECO

ECO-CB

CB

BAL

ICM-CB

AM

n=61

n=19

n=13

n=12

n=9

n=4

n=4

F

df

p

†

Issue Identification
MANOVA for strategies 1-4: F (20, 216) = 2.269, p = 0.002; Pillai's Trace = 0.694; partial η2 = 0.174; large effect size
Establishing ecological

1 and/or socio-economic
baseline conditions
Synthesizing best available
2 information into a status
report for planning
Developing/reviewing an
3 Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA)
Conducting a strategic
4 assessment at an
ecosystem scale
Issue Identification Composite
(Items: 1, 2 & 4) α = .644

3.72

3.00a

3.85

4.50a

3.67

3.75

4.25

4.834

5, 54

0.001

3.52

3.00a

3.69

3.67

3.56

3.75

4.50a

2.624

5, 54

0.034

2.12

2.72

2.31

1.25

2.11

2.25

1.25

2.83

2.56

3.62

3.00

2.33

1.75

3.25

2.093§ 5, 13.5§ 0.129§

3.36

2.85ab

3.72a

3.72b

3.19

3.08

4.00

3.355

5, 54

0.010

Monitoring & Research
MANOVA for strategies 5-8: F (20, 220) = 1.672, p = 0.039; Pillai's Trace = 0.528; partial η2 = 0.132; med-large effect
Involving stakeholders in

5 monitoring (training in
monitoring techniques, etc.)
Developing a written
6 research plan prioritizing new
research needs
Supporting or implementing
7 ecological research or
monitoring
Supporting or implementing
8 socio-economic research or
monitoring
Monitoring Composite
(Items: 5, 7 & 8) α = .672

3.23

2.37ab

4.15ac

3.58b

3.44

2.25c

3.75

8.516§ 5, 14.6§ 0.001§

2.38

2.47

2.62

2.42

1.89

1.75

2.75

3.66

3.53

3.85

4.00

3.33

2.75

4.25

3.00

2.53a

3.69a

3.33

2.67

2.75

3.00

2.361

5, 55

0.052

3.30

2.81a

3.90ab

3.64

3.15

2.58b

3.67

4.597

5, 55

0.001

Evaluation & Learning
MANOVA for strategies 9-12: F (20, 220) = 1.683, p = 0.038; Pillai's Trace = 0.531; partial η2 = 0.133; med-large effect
Evaluating the progress we

9 made against annual
performance targets
Comparing our monitoring
10 data against our baseline
data to identify trends
Revising our management
11 plan to improve the way we
achieve our goals
Learning from other sites
12 (cross-visits, hosting
workshops, etc).
Providing university
13 scholarships / strengthening
local universities
Learning Composite
(Items 9, 10 & 12) α = .735

3.64

3.26

4.08

3.75

3.22

3.75

4.50

3.189

5, 55

0.013£

3.26

2.84

3.54

3.67

3.33

2.25

4.00

2.715

5, 55

0.029£

2.89

2.11

3.15

3.42

3.11

3.50

3.00

3.41

3.00

3.69

3.50

3.44

3.25

4.25

1.36

1.26

1.08

1.92

1.00

1.50

1.75

0.587

5, 55

0.710

3.44

3.04a

3.77

3.64

3.33

3.08

4.25a

3.383

5, 55

0.010

1 Cluster scores are a measure of the perceived effort invested in strategy implementation, where 0 = strategy not used and 5 = very high effort
2 Superscript letters indicate which pairs of clusters were significantly different, as identified by ANOVA post-hoc tests
§
Welsh's statistic reported in lieu of the ANOVA F statistic because the homogeneity of variance assumption is unmet
† One case was identified as a multivariate outliers, based on its Mahalanobis distance, and it was excluded from analyses for this category
£ Post-hoc tests did not identify pair-wise group differences, probably due to the small sample size of of the extreme score cluster
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Table 6.11 Analysis of variance in day‐to‐day management across the strategic intent clusters
identified in Figs 6.2 and 6.3
Category

Mean Cluster Score1

Sample
Mean

ECO

ECO-CB

CB

BAL

ANOVA

ICM-CB

AM

Specific Management Strategy n=61
n=19
n=13
n=12
n=9
n=4
Enforcement
MANOVA for strategies 1-4: F (20, 220) = 0.770, p = 0.748; Pillai's Trace = 0.262

n=4

F

df

p

Implementing/supporting

1 formal government
enforcement
Enforcing rules through
2 community members who
have been deputized
Facilitating/supporting
3 volunteers assistance with
enforcement

4

Strengthening prosecutions
(trainings, increasing capacity)

3.85

4.05

3.92

4.08

3.56

3.75

2.75

2.36

1.68

2.15

3.50

2.78

2.50

1.75

3.13

3.11

3.23

3.25

3.22

3.25

2.25

2.75

2.79

2.85

3.00

2.89

2.25

1.75

1.82

1.79

1.92

2.58

1.78

1.00

.25

1.849

5, 55

0.119

2.78

2.68

2.82

3.28

2.84

2.55

1.75

1.326

5, 55

0.267

0.446

5, 54

0.815

Using technology to

5 improve surveillance (radar
to detect boats)
Enforcement Composite
(Items: 1 - 5) α = .763
†

Planning Documents
MANOVA for strategies 6-8: F (15, 162) = 1.530, p = 0.100; Pillai's Trace = 0.372
Having a written

6 management plan that has
been formally adopted
Making the management
7 plan easily & widely
accessible
Having specific, written
8 objectives that are timebound & measurable
Management Plan Composite
(Items: 6 & 8) α = .529

3.15

2.89

2.77

3.58

3.22

3.50

3.00

2.83

2.26

2.85

3.58

3.00

2.75

2.25

3.32

3.05

3.62

3.50

3.22

3.00

4.00

3.25

3.03

3.25

3.54

3.22

3.25

3.50

†

Human Resources
MANOVA for strategies 9-10: F (10, 1-8) = 1.306, p = 0.237; Pillai's Trace = 0.216
Actively building staff

9 capacity (mentoring, training,
conferences)
Making sure staff feel
10 supported & valued (good
salaries, promotion opptys)

3.80

3.68

4.08

4.08

3.78

3.25

3.50

2.97

2.37

3.46

3.50

2.67

2.75

2.75

Financial Management & Infrastructure
MANOVA for strategies 11-12: F (10, 110) = 1.430, p = 0.177; Pillai's Trace = 0.230
Planning for future financial

11 sustainability (diversifying $
sources)
Making financial information
12 readily available to the
public
Transparency Composite
(Items: 7 & 12) α = .785

13

Owning and maintains a
boat(s)

3.13

2.53

3.54

3.42

3.56

3.00

3.00

2.59

1.79

2.46

3.33

3.33

2.25

3.25

2.70

2.03

2.73

3.46

3.17

2.50

2.75

2.183

5, 55

0.069

2.79

3.11

3.23

2.83

2.89

2.25

0.00╪

0.262

4, 52╪

0.901

1 Cluster scores are a measure of the perceived effort invested in strategy implementation, where 0 = strategy not used and 5 = very high effort
╪
Cluster is removed from the ANOVA because its variance is zero for this variable
† One case was identified as a multivariate outliers, based on its Mahalanobis distance, and it was excluded from analyses for this category

Table 6.12 Analysis of variance in mean score for all management strategies across the
strategic intent clusters identified in Figs 6.2 and 6.3

All management strategies

Mean Cluster Score1

ANOVA2

Sample
Mean

ECO

ECO-CB

CB

BAL

ICM-CB

AM

n=61

n=19

n=13

n=12

n=9

n=4

n=4

2.96

2.64

2.86

2.85

ab

2.44

a

3.09

b

3.23

F

df

p

3.797

5, 55

0.005

1 Cluster scores are a measure of the perceived effort invested in strategy implementation, where 0 = strategy not used and 5 = very high effort
2 Superscript letters indicate which pairs of clusters were significantly different, as identified by ANOVA post-hoc tests
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Table 6.13 Probability and effect size for each pair of strategic intent clusters (Figs 6.2, 6.3)
that are significantly different in their management strategy investments
Management Strategy

Marker

Group 1

Group 2

p

r

2

Effect

Threat reduction strategies
2

Catch & gear fishing restrictions

4 Spawning aggregation sites
5 Alternate livelihoods
Fishing Composite
Water Quality Composite

a
b
a
b
a
a
a

ECO
CB*
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO

CB*
ICM-CB
ECO-CB*
CB*
BAL*
CB*
CB*

0.001
0.026
0.018
0.001
0.017
0.002
0.029

0.35
0.40
0.26
0.37
0.26
0.35
0.42

v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large

a
b
a
b
c
d
e
a
b
c
d
e
a
b
c
d
e
a
b
a
b

ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO

ECO-CB*
ICM-CB*
ECO-CB*
CB*
BAL*
ICM-CB*
AM*
ECO-CB*
CB*
BAL*
ICM-CB*
AM*
ECO-CB*
CB*
BAL*
ICM-CB*
AM*
ECO-CB*
BAL*
ECO-CB*
BAL*

0.003
0.026
0.000
0.000
0.011
0.011
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.020
0.003
0.018
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.016
0.003
0.045
0.007

0.32
0.25
0.47
0.35
0.21
0.25
0.35
0.42
0.42
0.27
0.22
0.18
0.59
0.43
0.34
0.40
0.45
0.24
0.38
0.28
0.41

v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large

a
b
a
b
a
b
c
d
a

ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
CB*

ECO-CB*
CB*
ECO-CB*
CB*
ECO-CB*
CB*
BAL*
AM*
ICM-CB

0.024
0.021
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.019
0.040
0.022

0.26
0.27
0.42
0.38
0.44
0.41
0.22
0.24
0.47

v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large

a
a
a
b
a
b
c
a
a
b
a

ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO-CB*
ECO
ECO
ECO-CB*
ECO

CB*
AM*
ECO-CB*
CB*
ECO-CB*
CB*
ICM-CB
ECO-CB*
ECO-CB8
ICM-CB
AM*

0.000
0.028
0.038
0.044
0.000
0.018
0.008
0.036
0.003
0.044
0.029

0.43
0.21
0.22
0.22
0.38
0.22
0.58
0.24
0.31
0.38
0.28

v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large
v large

a
b

ECO
ECO

ECO-CB*
CB*

0.024
0.005

0.34
0.32

v large
v large

Institutional Strengthening Strategies
1

Formal consultation

2

Multi-stakeholder board

3

Consensus agreements

Participation Composite

6

Formalize partnerships
Partnership Composite

Constituency Building Strategies
2

Community extension officers
Empowerment Composite

7

Foster leadership

10 Study tours

Knowledge Building Strategies
1

Baseline conditions

2

Status report
Issue Identification Composite

5

Monitoring by stakeholders

8

Socio-economic monitoring
Monitoring Composite
Learning Composite

All Management Strategies
All Management Strategies

* indicates which group in the pair reported significantly higher investments in the management strategy
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The ECO Profile is implementing traditional park management (TNC et al., 2008).
Conservation goals are achieved through government enforcement of rules (Table 6.10) and
active tourism management (Table 6.7). ECO sites often own boats (Table 6.11), and they
have the highest cluster scores for investment in formal government enforcement (Plate 6.1)
and limiting tourist numbers at ecologically sensitive sites, although these were not found to
be significantly different from other strategic intent clusters. Efforts to protect the ecological
condition of marine parks from tourist use also include using buoys to limit anchor damage
and to contain tourist use within specific areas. All Malaysian MPAs collect user fees, but,
with one exception, their budgets are supplemented by government allocations, such that the
fees are less than 50% of their annual operating budget (Table 6.5). The ECO profile is largely
not involved in fisheries management (Fig 6.4) as all Malaysian and Thai marine parks
prohibit fishing entirely; however, two spatially larger Indonesian marine parks in the cluster
are zoned into fishing and no‐fishing areas.

A

B

Plate 6.1 ECO profile organizations are implementing traditional park management.
Fishing is excluded from the parks and tourism is managed to achieve conservation outcomes.
Photo A shows the use of buoys to concentrate tourism use in limited areas, which leaves
much of the park undisturbed. Respondents identified official government enforcement (B),
as a critical element of the ECO governance approach.
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Box 6.2 Qualitative descriptions of the overall governance approach implemented by
organizations with an ECO profile, as well as respondents’ experiences of its strengths and
weaknesses.

ECO profile primary theme: Marine Park Management
Sub-themes:

Enforcement
“We implement strong
enforcement. This is
the most appropriate
strategy to the
destructive fishing
problem and to promote
tourism”
“We enforce the law
with routine, 10-day
patrols by live-aboard
boat”
“We provide full
protection through
enforcement of our legal
act. We also implement
research, education,
and good management
of our park staff”
“The idea of the park is
enforcement, education,
conservation, and
research”

Tourism
Management

Monitoring &
Conservation

Volunteer &
Collective Action

“We manage by
controlling numbers of
tourists, installing buoys,
and monitoring areas
that risk damage”

“Conservation of the
natural resources in the
park is the main goal
and tourism is an
advantage”

“We try to look after the
coral reef areas and
rehabilitate the areas
that have been
damaged. We also
control tourism activities
so that they are less
damaging to the marine
resources. We work a
lot with academics and
stakeholders to try and
create the best
management strategy”

“The role of our
organization is to
develop baseline and
long-term monitoring
data that anyone can
use to develop marine
resource management
plans”

“We are coordinating
our community
concerning natural
resource conservation.
We have a conflict with
the park about
collection of the user
fee. We don’t know
where the money is
going”

"We try to encourage
the community, which
are mostly tourismrelated, to realize the
importance of the coral
reef and to conserve
their own source of
income”

“We monitor, relocate,
and patrol the turtle
nests night and day to
protect turtles and the
reefs”
“Our goal is to maintain
the condition and try to
increase the quality of
the coral reef”
“We monitor the coral
reef ecosystem and
deliver the results to
stakeholders”

“We are raising
awareness about the
importance of coral
reefs and the existing
damage. There is
almost no enforcement
of the existing
regulations by the
government”
“We are getting divers
together to have
activities concerning
marine conservation,
such as student camps
or installing artificial
reefs”

Strengths:

Weaknesses:

Compliance
“We are effective in preventing destructive fishing”;
“People are afraid of being caught”

Enforcement Challenges
“The area is huge and there are not enough
rangers, therefore it can’t be watched 24 hours”;
“We lack weapons for self protection”; “It is hard to
enforce against foreign violators”

Resource Protection
“We are able to ensure the protection of the coral
reef ecosystem”; “Less use of the area by tourists
will help the remaining corals recover”; “We are
allowing the island to recover to its natural
condition”
Good Monitoring Data
“We have baseline data as a good scientific
reference and information that is useful for helping
us manage the reef in a better way”; “We have
proof, through research reports, that our
management is working”
Clear Mandate
“We have a clear goal to conserve the resource”;
“Our approach is powerful since it is supported by
rules and regulation”; “We have legal support for
the park system both nationally and internationally
(IUCN, CITES)”

Expensive
"There is a high cost for law enforcement”
Lack of Support & Cooperation
“Tourists and tour operators do not understand
why we want to limit tourist numbers”; “There is a
low level of conservation awareness, especially in
political people”; “There are still many stakeholders
who only take advantage of the park without caring
for its resources”; “Education is time consuming”
Lack of official enforcement
(expressed by non-government respondents)
"It is difficult to get cooperation from the police”
Human Resources & Budget
“The government officers move around too often
so plans are hard to continue each year”; “We
need more training in marine science and
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Although some ECO respondents highlighted monitoring in qualitative descriptions
of their management approach (Box 6.2), responses to quantitative questions about
investments in management strategies for building knowledge found the cluster
below average on every strategy except developing a written research plan and
engaging in environmental impact assessments (Table 6.10). ECO’s low scores for
monitoring and knowledge building are surprising, and certainly some members are
exceptions to the overall trend of the cluster. For example, the turtle nest relocation,
protection, and monitoring that goes on in a number of Malaysia’s marine parks is
recognized for its high quality vis‐à‐vis global best practices (M. Hamann, personal
communication, January 28, 2010; Plate 6.2). As a country, Thailand has very strong
and networked expertise in marine and coral reef science through its universities and
government research agencies. Thus, lower scores on knowledge building strategies
by Thailand’s ECO organizations may simply reflect that science and monitoring are
largely conducted by Thai research, rather than management, organizations.
Qualitative data from site visits and respondent statements are consistent with this
explanation, but also suggest that there may be some barriers to the integration of
scientific expertise into marine park management. Among these impediments,
discussions highlighted the rapid rotation of staff within Thai national parks, because
these frequent transitions complicate the development of partnerships between
researchers and park managers, and they limit the possibility of engaging and training
park staff in monitoring.

Strengths and Weaknesses
The strengths and weaknesses of the ECO approach, expressed through the qualitative
responses of cluster members (Box 6.2), is consistent with what might be predicted
from the cluster’s UEF profile and its reported investments in implementation.
Overall, cluster members felt confident that they had the mandate and ability to
implement enforcement and tourism management strategies; however, they
recognized that the parks’ low investments in social engagement resulted in lack of
support and cooperation from local stakeholders. Of all the strategic intent clusters,
only ECO respondents reported having adequate resources to do their job. ECO
respondents were often satisfied with their ability to provide ecological protections
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and to achieve compliance with the parks’ rules (Plate 6.2), although some members
did express concerns about enforcement safety and effectiveness. Enforcement
concerns were identified the most by Indonesian respondents, local Thai NGOs, and
remote Malaysian MPAs operating in areas frequented by armed pirates.
Respondents also highlighted needs for more staff training and better cooperation
with private tour operators and other government agencies. In addition to these self‐
recognized weaknesses, my field visits to ECO sites identified problems in addressing
water pollution caused by coastal development and agriculture, as well as social
inequities and conflict (Plate 6.3). Recommendations for building on the strengths of
the ECO approach and addressing some of its weaknesses are offered in Chapter 7.

Plate 6.2 ECO respondents were often
satisfied with their ability to provide
ecological protections. For example, the
turtle nest relocation (A), protection, &
monitoring programs implemented at a
number of Malaysian parks are
recognized as achieving global best‐
practice standards. One park has data
on its hatchling releases over the last 30
years (B), a program credited with
increasing sea turtle numbers in the area.

A

B
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A

C

B

D

Plate 6.3 Common weaknesses of traditional park management were evident at ECO sites.
Algal overgrowth of coral (A) and solid waste, such as the floating diaper shown in Photo B, indicate
problems with water quality that originate beyond the parks’ boundaries. The impact of parks on
poor communities living just outside their boundaries (C,D) is a complicated and contentious issue
that is discussed further in Chapter 7.

Essentially, the organizations who have adopted the ECO Profile are engaged in
traditional park management or, in the case of the local Thai NGOs, are protesting
against it. The narrower focus of this approach is evident from its lower mean score
on overall strategy use (Table 6.12), despite its generally higher budgets (Table 6.5).
Unlike other clusters with large budgets, ECO sites are not trying to engage in a broad
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range of social and ecological management strategies. A key implication of this
finding is that organizations with the ECO profile are not generally implementing a
governance approach that is consistent with descriptions of ecosystem‐based
management from the academic literature (see Section 4.4.4), a result I discuss further
in Chapter 8.

6.3.5 Balanced Profile
To the right of the ECO profile in Fig 6.2 is the Balanced profile. As its name suggests,
the Balanced profile is different from the other clusters in that it assigns relatively
equal priority to all four UEF quadrants. For the most part, this profile is significantly
different from the clusters with the highest and lowest relative scores on each
quadrant (Table 6.1). The Balanced profile gives its highest relative priority to the
ecological protection quadrant, although its scores for both UEF outcome quadrants
are slightly below average, while its relative prioritization for the two process
quadrants is slightly above the overall average.

Programmatic and Contextual Variables
The Balanced profile was mainly adopted by smaller government departments, often
at the local or provincial level, and NGOs focused on environmental education or
capacity building. Government members had mandates related to coastal
management or fisheries. Relative to the other strategic intent clusters, these
organizations were working with smaller annual budgets and fewer staff (Table 6.5).

Management Strategies
Organizations who adopted the Balanced profile are trying to protect ecological
condition while facilitating sustainable use, without many resources to do either.
Their primary strategy is to facilitate voluntary stewardship by engaging in tangible,
participatory activities that improve ecological condition and human well‐being. Fig
6.4 shows that the Balanced profile has the highest scores of any cluster on
components for voluntary actions, such as restoration and livelihood enhancement. Its
score for the transparency component is also high compared to the study
organizations as a whole, as is its involvement in voluntary enforcement and
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partnerships. The Balanced cluster’s emphasis on learning and information, evident
from its UEF profile, is manifested through these learning‐by‐doing management
strategies in contrast to formal science‐based learning strategies, such as strategic
research or monitoring.
Box 6.3 Qualitative descriptions of the overall governance approach implemented by
organizations with a Balanced profile, as well as respondents’ experiences of its strengths
and weaknesses.

Balanced Profile primary themes: Restoration, Education, & Enforcement
Sub-themes:

Participation
“We coordinate among
divers for conservation
activities. We make
money from the reefs so
we have to take care of
them”
“We are facilitating the
community’s
participation by
providing technical
extension to groups of
fishers and funding to
reconstruct the coral
reef”

Information &
Education
“We are implementing
information & education
campaigns to improve
compliance with the
sanctuary”
"We are trying to learn
from the other
municipalities in our
network”

Restoration

Enforcement

“We are restoring the
coral reefs with PVC
pipes. It is a good way
to engage the
community to make
them realize the
problem, and it is an
easy method to teach”

“We enforce the fishery
regulations. A lot of
damage has been
caused by illegal fishing”
“We want to prevent
encroachment within the
sanctuary”

“We are a best practice
site to learn how to
restore coral reefs in
other areas under the
government’s care”
“We work with divers
and government
organizations to restore
coral reefs”
“We are involved in
mangrove restoration,
law enforcement & IEC”

Strengths:

Weaknesses:

Greater Awareness & Compliance
“It is encouraging people to comply and they are
becoming allies of the sanctuary”

Low Budget and Few Staff
“There are not enough staff”; “At present there are
too few officers and budget”; “Funding is required
to make things work”; “It requires a lot of
investment in equipment and operations. We must
have at least the basic equipment (radio,
flashlights, boat, etc.)”

Working Together
“When more people are involved, more manpower
can be mobilized. They can take advantage of the
logistical and technical support that can be
provided by participating local government
partners”; “There are more and more people that
have the same goal as us”; “Our members are
committed”
Achieving Our Mandate
“We are a government organization and it is our job
to do enforcement. We would like to support the
fishers and see the coral reefs be attractive to
tourism”

Lack of Human Resources
"We need a pool of trainers”; “We need skilled
people”
Politics & Commitment
"It’s dependent on individuals. Change of
leadership after elections is a concern.
Consistency and commitment is a problem”; “Some
people are not yet convinced and remain opposed
to the sanctuary”
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Restoration of coral reefs and mangroves is a major strategy for the Balanced cluster.
Quantitatively, it is the only cluster to report a “high” investment of effort in
restoration (Table 6.7). Qualitative descriptions of the Balanced cluster’s governance
approach also emphasize the importance of restoration, valuing it as much for its
ability to engage communities and divers in stewardship activities, as for its ability to
help recover ecosystem condition (Box 6.3). For example, the charismatic leader of one
Balanced profile organization has developed partnerships with a private industry
sponsor, a university, and secondary schools to implement a large‐scale restoration
program. The program is simultaneously aimed at improving coral reef condition and
engaging large numbers of school children as a way of building a constituency for
coral reef conservation in the country (Plate 6.4).

Other examples of the Balanced cluster’s hands‐on approach to fostering stewardship
can be seen in its above average use of community extension officers and investments
in improving basic community services (Table 6.9). The Balanced cluster’s
investments in developing alternative and supplemental livelihoods for fishers (Table
6.7) and actively cultivating partnerships (Table 6.8) statistically separate it from the
ECO cluster (Table 6.13). Qualitatively, the cluster’s reliance on participation and
education strategies were highlighted in respondents’ statements (Box 6.3), as was
government and volunteer enforcement.

Strengths and Weaknesses
Qualitative responses identified the
primary strength of the Balanced cluster’s
approach as its ability to build
constituencies for resource protection by
raising awareness and helping people to
work together (Box 6.3). Balanced cluster
members identified their key weaknesses
as low budget and staff numbers, as well
as inadequately skilled human resources.

Plate 6.4 Restoration is a major strategy for
the Balanced profile. These children are
helping with a reef restoration project aimed
at both raising awareness and improving coral
reef condition. Photo from organizational brochure
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Overall, members of the Balanced cluster seem to have identified innovative ways of
building constituencies for ecological protection in resource‐scarce environments.

6.3.6 Adaptive Management (AM) Profile
Four organizations in three of the study countries have adopted the AM Profile, which
is a distinctive governance approach based on socially‐engaged delivery of science
and information to communities and government. The approach is well captured in
the cluster’s UEF Profile, which heavily emphasizes the process quadrants associated
with information and learning and with integration and coordination (Fig 6.3). Table
6.1 reports the AM profile’s above average scores for R‐AM and R‐ICM, although the
group’s small membership (n=4) confounds its ability to statistically demonstrate the
full extent of its differences from the other clusters.

Programmatic and Contextual Variables
While AM cluster members are united in their emphasis on learning and information,
organizationally they are quite different (Table 6.5). Two are national‐level NGOs
funded by philanthropic foundations with average annual budgets of US$ 100k – US$
1 million. One is a government research organization with a government budget
allocation that exceeds US$ 1 million annually. The last is a well‐organized, project‐
funded, network of academic and NGO partners with the shared goal of providing
monitoring and evaluation information to communities in order to support the
development of a national network of community‐based MPAs.

Management Strategies
The AM Profile’s approach is easily evident in Fig 6.4. The cluster’s investments in
information generation are seen in its high scores for the status reporting and
evaluation components, and its delivery of that information is shown in high
component scores for collaborative management and partnerships. The AM cluster is
not engaged in enforcement or livelihood enhancement activities. Although the AM
cluster reports high investments in ecological monitoring, its lower investment in
socioeconomic and stakeholder monitoring strategies (Table 6.10) results in a
surprisingly low score on its monitoring component.
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Box 6.4 Qualitative descriptions of the overall governance approach implemented by
organizations with an AM profile, as well as respondents’ experiences of its strengths
and weaknesses.

AM profile primary theme: “Learning by Doing Together”
Sub-themes:

Learning &
Information
“Our goal is to facilitate
learning from other’s
experiences by
networking together
MPA practitioners,
experts from various
fields, and government
offices”
“Through research,
we’re able to provide
the government with
policy advice based on
the latest scientific
information”

MPA Networks

Partnerships

Participation

"Our main goal is to
establish a national
network”

“To get broad spatial
coverage, we promote
collaboration. Working
with all groups doing
MPA work we hope to
get a concerted effort
toward the same goal”

“We implement a
participatory
management process
with learning by doing”

“We have
accomplished a lot on
the ground so we’re
moving to networks as
a way to take things to
a higher level”

“We engage in adaptive,
participatory
management”

“We provide scientific
data in simple language
that’s easy for
stakeholders to
comprehend as the
basis for their decisionmaking”

Strengths:

Weaknesses:

Improves Management
“Through partnerships, we are learning to achieve
improved management effectiveness”; “It brings
good science into a participatory management
process”

Time Consuming
“It can get bogged down by the diversity of players”;
“limited communication among government
agencies can slow down the speed of program
implementation”

Collaborative
“By working together and helping each other we
come up with unified and practical decisions that
are good for all involved”; “We are bringing people
together to work toward the same goal”

Lack of Budget
"Lack of sustainable financing”; “Requires huge
amount of budget”; “Sometimes commitment of
local leaders is lacking, thus allocation for resources
is not a priority”

Accessible
“It has increased the availability of various
technical expertise and participation is open to
everybody”

Limited Engagement
"Lack of involvement in implementation”; “Do not
have much interaction with local communities”;
“Socioeconomic and alternative livelihood aspects
are not addressed”; “Lesser effort on the ground”

Influential
“This kind of higher level collaboration has more
influence on policy-making”; “We are influencing
decision-makers directly”
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The AM cluster engages in a range of knowledge‐building, capacity building, and
policy development strategies, and reports investing high to very high effort (score >
3.5) on 26 specific management strategies under these categories (Tables 6.8 – 6.10). Its
very high investments in learning and status reporting differentiate the cluster
statistically (Table 6.13), despite its small membership (Table 6.10). AM organizations
are also particularly savvy in their delivery of scientific information, and are unusually
skillful in breaking down common science‐policy barriers. They invest heavily in
participation and partnership strategies, particularly consulting with stakeholders,
engaging in multi‐stakeholder management boards, developing partnerships,
contributing toward the development of laws and regulations (Table 6.8), working
with government officials to develop policies and targets, and lobbying government
decision‐makers (Table 6.9).

Subtle differences in the approaches taken by the Malaysian and Filipino cluster
members are evident from their qualitative descriptions (Box 6.4). The Malaysian AM
organization relies on science and policy research to provide fresh policy advice to the
national government. The cluster’s high score on integrated land‐water management
is contributed by the Malaysian member (Table 6.7). The Filipino organizations take a
more grass‐roots approach, and aim to facilitate stakeholder learning from both their
own experience and that of
their peers (Plate 6.5). The
high cluster scores on
developing MPA networks
(Table 6.7), building
stakeholder’s technical
knowledge, building
leadership skills and capacity
(Table 6.9), and facilitating
cross‐site learning (Table
6.10) are contributed by the
Filipino organizations.

Plate 6.5 The AM profile uses socially‐engaged delivery
of science and information to improve management.
One AM organization facilitates expert assessment of
community sanctuaries across its country and awards the
winners at workshops where communities also learn from
each other’s experiences. Photos from organizational web‐site
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Strengths and Weaknesses
The contributions and limitations of the AM approach are expressed in respondent’s
qualitative statements (Box 6.4). AM respondents feel that by making science and
information more accessible, they are improving management and policy, as well as
inspiring people to work together in solving problems. However, like many of the
profiles heavily engaged in participatory management, they report that the approach
is time consuming and expensive. Additionally, a few members noted that their
intermittent and targeted involvement with on‐ground management means that their
overall influence on management success may be less than those approaches involving
more continuous or well‐rounded engagement. It is clear, however, that AM
organizations are making important contributions to the overall institutional
landscape for coral reef governance in their countries. In interviews conducted with
communities and government as part of this research, unsolicited comments often
identified AM organizations as respected sources of information and trustworthy
partners.

6.3.7 Community‐Based Management (CB) Profile
The grass‐roots, community empowerment approach pursued by members of the CB
Profile is the most devolved form of governance in the taxonomy. The cluster’s UEF
profile achieves its dominant emphasis on the social well‐being and empowerment
quadrant (Fig 6.3) by giving below average priority to the other three UEF quadrants
(Table 6.1). It is significantly differentiated from all other clusters by its low R‐ICM
score. The CB profile’s reduced priority on the ecological condition quadrant is only
moderately different from most of the other clusters, and is only statistically different
from the ECO profile on one extreme and the AM profile on the other. The cluster’s
emphasis on the learning and adaptation quadrant is similar to the hybrid‐CB clusters
and statistically different from the ECO, AM, and Balanced profiles.
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Programmatic and Contextual Variables
The CB Profile was adopted not only by communities, themselves, but also by NGO
and government organizations who are committed to supporting communities (Table
6.5). Government organizations range from local to national, with government
allocated budgets that are commensurate with their area of jurisdiction, ranging from
< US$ 25k to >US$ 1million. These government agencies have mandates for
sustainable resource use, rather than environmental protection. Supporting NGOs
included both large conservation‐oriented organizations with annual budgets over
US$1 million, which are primarily funded through philanthropic foundations, and
fisheries‐oriented groups with more intermediate funding levels, supported by
international aid agencies. These well‐endowed supporting organizations mean that
the CB Profile is one of the better funded clusters in the study, and is able to invest in a
range of management strategies (Table 6.12).

A

B

E

C

D

Plate 6.6 The CB governance approach aims to empower
local stakeholders to manage their natural resources
mainly for sustainable fisheries. CB organizations
reported the lowest scores for socioeconomic well‐being
and the highest scores for resource dependence.
Basic infrastructure, such as electricity and running water, are absent in some communities, &
local stakeholders often have limited opportunities for income, healthcare, and education (A).
CB areas are often intensively fished for income and food using a range of methods, such as
traps (B), motorized & non‐motorized boats (C), near‐shore collection with nets (D), and illegal
bombs or cyanide. The market in Plate E did not have ice and relied on bicycles for transport.
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The CB profile was heavily favored by Filipino and Indonesian organizations (Table
6.5), probably due to both the decentralization policies of those two countries, as well
as their relatively poorer economic situations. Organizations who adopted this profile
described the places they worked as having the lowest socioeconomic well‐being
scores and above average resource dependence scores (Plate 6.6) compared to the
other clusters, although a nonparametric Kruskal‐Wallis Test did not find the
differences to be statistically significant (Table 6.6). CB organizations also reported
that their reefs had the lowest threat from tourism and were in the worst ecological
condition.

Management Strategies
Fig 6.4 provides a high‐level overview of the CB governance approach that has largely
been institutionalized in the Philippines over the past several decades (Alcala & Russ,
2006), with its primary focus on fisheries management, volunteer enforcement,
awareness and capacity building, and monitoring. The details of the CB approach are
evident in the management strategy tables and respondent’s qualitative statements
(Box 6.5). Extension workers enter communities to build trust, awareness, and
capacity for natural resource management, with Table 6.7 showing the CB cluster’s
significantly high investment in community extension workers. Facilitating first‐hand,
educational experiences for local stakeholders is one of the key management strategies
used in this process (Schuttenberg, 2001), and CB’s significantly high investments in
study tours to nearby sites (Table 6.9), involving stakeholders in monitoring (Table
6.10), and issue identification are examples of these activities (Table 6.13). The
cluster’s above average scores on building stakeholder knowledge, implementing
activity‐based strategies for raising awareness, launching targeted campaigns, and
building the capacity of local leaders are also common to this awareness and capacity
building phase.
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Box 6.5 Qualitative descriptions of the overall governance approach implemented by organizations
with a CB profile, as well as respondents’ experiences of its strengths and weaknesses.

CB Profile primary theme: community-based resource management
Sub-themes:

MPA Networks
"Our goal is to facilitate
a network of no-take
areas that's sufficient
for supporting
sustainable fisheries.
Fisheries have to be
sustainable to support
people's well-being"
“It is evident that MPAs
work to protect
biodiversity and
sustainable goods and
services”
“MPAs are a readily
acceptable strategy
with local government
and communities”

Participation &
Education

Empowerment &
Local Leadership

"We try to involve local
stakeholders in
management by
providing education and
information because we
believe that
management efforts will
only succeed with the
involvement of local
communities"

"We would like to
empower people so they
can help protect their own
resources. They should
be the most active
because they are the
ones directly affected"

"Using a participatory
process results in
greater community
support for the marine
reserve and fewer
conflicts arise"

"Our approach is to build
passionate local
leadership because even
a good system cannot run
well without good
leadership"

Enforcement
"Sometimes IEC
[information-educationcommunication] is not
enough and some still
violate. In this case you
need strong
enforcement. These
strategies are practical."
"Guarding is really
necessary, especially at
night. It makes sure
that what they've started
to conserve is really
protected."

"We encourage
communities to stand up
for their rights and to take
care of their resources
instead of waiting for the
government to help them"

Strengths:

Weaknesses:

Achieves Multiple Goals
“MPA Networks: 1) support biodiversity; 2) result in
fisheries gains; and 3) generate local government
buy-in”

Personalities and Politics Can Derail
“Sometimes politics gets in the way"; "Success
depends on the personalities involved"; "The level of
commitment on some aspects is not the same
among members"; "The people implementing the
laws are also human”

It "Works"
"An MPA supported by stakeholders has a very
high likelihood of success"
Community Ownership Creates Sustainability
"NGOs only work in these areas a short time, but
the people will be there forever"; "If empowered,
communities can respond when issues arise."
Community, Government, and Donor Support
"This is a readily acceptable strategy with the
people--local government and communities. It is
also palatable to donors"; "We can show
stakeholders that MPAs have a direct impact to
their well-being"; "It is socially sensitive. People
are given importance"
Improves Human Well-being
"This gives the fish places to do reproduction. It is
something we agreed together and will be
executed together as well. By increasing our local
economy, our villagers will depend less on money
lenders"; "Recruitment & spill-over will ultimately
improve fish catch"
Reduces Conflicts
"It can reduce conflicts between groups and
improve harmony in the fishers’ communities."
Legally supported
(expressed by Filipino & Indonesian respondents)
"This is a legitimate activity because this is
stipulated in the national law"

"Takes a Long Time"
"It is a lengthy process"; "There are a lot of people
involved and it is time consuming to compromise on
various ideas and interests"; "It is time consuming to
change the mind-set of communities and to
convince people to get involved in alternative
income activities"; "We can't demonstrate an
increase in the percent of coral cover immediately"
Existing Human Capacity & Budgets Are Low
"There is low quality of human resources which
need high effort of capacity building"; "Typically
there is no background in marine management so
they require a lot of training"; "Requires a lot of
man-power and a huge amount of budget"; "Without
appropriate funds, operations will not proceed"
Resistance & Apathy
"It is a challenge since MPA designation may
reduce fishing areas, which creates resistance from
some fishers"; "The community doesn't participate
anymore"; "Some people are just selfish."
Can Be Dangerous and Difficult to Enforce
"Violators are coming from nearby communities"; "It
is hard to handle intruders bearing arms"
Communities Don't Have Legal Power
(expressed by Thai & Malaysian respondents)
"Power of decisions & enforcement still belongs to
the government"; "Communities have no rights"
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The community then moves into a process of planning its management interventions.
It establishes institutional structures to achieve this goal, such as a multi‐stakeholder
board (Table 6.8), and is likely to be guided in making early decisions through
consensus agreements. Agreements are documented in written management plans
that are made widely accessible to community members, activities for which the CB
profile reports the highest scores across all clusters, although the differences are not
statistically significant (Table 6.11). Maintaining trust among community members
who must work collectively to manage use of community resources is critical to the
success of the initiative (Schuttenberg, 2001), thus the CB cluster’s high investments in
activities to maintain transparency in process are unsurprising (Table 6.11).

Management focuses on issues that are within the community’s control, and relevant
to its well‐being. The cornerstone of community management is a relatively small, no‐
take marine protected area, established primarily for fisheries management but with
secondary benefits for biodiversity (Table 6.7). Conservation NGOs work with a range
of communities to develop networks of such MPAs that are able to cumulatively add‐
up to protect significant areas of biodiversity. Given the weak institutional
arrangements in the poor, rural fishing communities where this governance strategy is
used, limiting fishers’ access to large spatial areas would otherwise be impossible
(Christie, Pollnac, Oracion et al., 2009; Schuttenberg, 2001). Data from this study
suggest that CB organizations are not only implementing and networking no‐take
MPAs, but they are also implementing fishery restrictions, based on catch‐size and
gear type, and protecting fish spawning aggregations sites (Table 6.7). These fishery
management strategies significantly differentiate the CB cluster from the ECO and
ICM‐CB clusters (Table 6.13). Additionally, some communities are engaging in
activities to manage the impacts of land‐based activities on water quality, and these
investments statistically differentiate the CB cluster from ECO. These investments in
integrated land‐water management are a growing expectation of community
management in the Philippines, as part of an evolving certification process that seeks
to link financial support to the commitments made by local managers (Courtney et al.,
2003).
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The community’s ability to implement and enforce its new rules will determine if
these arrangements will actually result in resource management and protection, or
whether the community’s plan will become a “paper park” that is non‐operational in
practice. Enforcement is a huge concern in the CB profile’s approach to governance,
which is both helped and hindered by the social dynamics of community
management. In the Philippines, community members can be formally deputized as
enforcement officers (Plate 6.7), which is a heavily used strategy by CB members
(Table 6.11). Supporting official government enforcement, facilitating volunteer
assistance with enforcement, and strengthening prosecutions of law‐breakers are all
strategies in which the CB profile registered the highest investments among any of the
clusters, although an ANOVA did not find these to be statistically significant
differences.

Strengths and Weaknesses
Qualitative statements and site visits also emphasized the importance and perils of
enforcement in the CB governance approach. Community social networks are
supposed to provide a peer‐pressure, or social capital, that generates an organic pull
toward compliance with community‐generated rules (Pretty, 2003), although an
increasing number of authors have argued that such homogenous community
relations are a myth (Agrawal & Gibson, 1999). This research did find examples where
community cohesion meant that decisions to implement a no‐take reserve resulted in
new, real protections for fisheries and biodiversity. An example is the quote from Box
6.5: “This [the reserve] gives the fish places to do reproduction. It is something we
agreed together and will be executed together as well.”

A number of counter‐examples, however, suggested that the ability to motivate
compliance with rules and to prosecute violators was unduly influenced by the
vagaries of changing leadership and the limitations of community influence. This
vulnerability to politics and personalities is indicated by qualitative statements such
as, “the people implementing the laws are also human,” and in anecdotal experiences
shared during site visits. Although the details of these stories changed, their
complexities involved common themes. Several began with harrowing descriptions
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about deputized community enforcers risking their lives, and in some cases giving
their lives, to enforce sanctuary regulations against non‐local violators armed with
guns and fishing bombs. Where these enforcements were successful, a number of
hurdles in the formal systems for reporting and prosecuting violations could result in
a miscarriage of justice. More than once, I heard stories of a new local mayor paying
the fines owed by destructive fishers to preserve family or political relationships, a
demoralizing blow for volunteer rangers conducting dangerous patrols.

CB organizations try to neutralize the impacts of political change and to support the
continuity of community management through monitoring activities (Table 6.10) and
partnerships with external NGO, academic, and government organizations (Table 6.8).
The CB profile’s high scores on monitoring and status reporting components (Fig 6.4)
are a way of reassuring communities that their efforts and sacrifices toward MPA
management are worthwhile. Similarly, the continued involvement of external
organizations can provide facilitation and additional resources during leadership
transitions or community conflicts.

Plate 6.7 Deputizing community members to act in an official enforcement capacity is a
cornerstone of the CB governance approach in the Philippines. Deputized officers, called
Bantay Dagat, are sometimes paid a small wage for their work, which can be quite dangerous
when enforcing against non‐locals, who may be armed with guns or bombs for fishing.
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In addition to enforcement challenges, respondents identified a lack of human
capacity and the time consuming nature of community‐based management as
weaknesses of the CB profile’s approach to governance (Box 6.5). The communities
themselves highlighted low funding as a problem. The two Thai and Malaysian
organizations in this profile were acutely aware they were pursing a community
empowerment approach within national institutional structures that are highly
centralized, lamenting that, “power of making decisions and enforcement still belongs
to the government.”

In contrast, Filipino and Indonesian organizations viewed national support as one of
several key strengths of the CB approach (Box 6.5). These organizations are aware that
management of coastal resources is legally a local responsibility that should be taken
seriously. They also felt that the CB approach is proven to work because of its ability
to achieve fisheries and biodiversity goals concurrently, which makes it appealing to a
range of partners and funders. Clearly the CB approach to governance has offered a
way for the stakeholders most affected by resource condition to take a leading role in
its management, with the possibility of achieving multiple benefits for resource use
and protection. Recommendations for building on this success and addressing some
of its weaknesses are offered in Chapter 7.

6.3.8 Community‐Based ‐ Hybrid Profiles
The CB‐Hybrids, ECO‐CB and ICM‐CB, are similar in implementing sophisticated
approaches to strengthening institutional arrangements for conservation and
sustainable use through innovative organizational collaborations. Differences in the
specific strategies they use to achieve this goal are well represented by their UEF
profiles, in which they are statistically differentiated by their R‐ECO and R‐ICM scores
(Table 6.1). Respondent’s qualitative statements confirm that the UEF profiles are
accurately describing central elements of their governance approach. ECO‐CB
respondents highlight the importance of ecosystem‐based management and science in
guiding their work (Box 6.6), whereas ICM‐CB respondents are more focused on
coordination, integration, and institutional development (Box 6.7).
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Box 6.6 Qualitative descriptions of the overall governance approach implemented by organizations
with an ECO‐CB profile, as well as respondents’ experiences of its strengths and weaknesses.

ECO-CB profile primary theme: Collaborative Management
Sub-themes:

Partnerships &
Integration

Participation &
Education

“We learned from past
experience that a single
agency could not manage
the resources. We need
to involve other agencies
in management”

"Without involving the
community, we cannot
reach the goal, which is
managing the
ecosystem”

“The area managed by
the park is exactly the
same as the area
managed by the local
government, so
harmonized policies are
required.”
“We work to bring
together the right
expertise. The military
helps with enforcement.
Community involvement
increases transparency
and limits corruption by
the government.”

“The users of coral reefs
are local communities in
remote areas. They
must be able to manage
their reefs
independently.”
“Since local communities
are the direct users of
natural resources they
need awareness of the
potency of the natural
resources living in their
areas”

Science &
Ecosystem-Based
Management

Enforcement

“We try to implement the
ecosystem-based
approach with the
involvement of all
stakeholders as a
substitute for the weak
formal institutions”

"There is low trust of the
formal enforcement
body. This approach is
for each fishermen group
to control their own area
and prevent any
destructive methods.”

“Our management
design is based on
scientific data and its
analysis. We also use
scientific knowledge for
local community
education.”

“The security approach
used before made the
locals afraid of the
rangers. After the new
approach, the locals
became friendlier and
the park was able to
create a voluntary patrol”

“We use a multistakeholder, sciencebased, integrated,
ecosystem approach”

Strengths:

Weaknesses:

Achieves Multiple Goals
“This approach takes into consideration ecological,
social, and economic factors. It is realistic approach”

Time Consuming
“Developing compromise agreements and building
consensus is slow”; “It involves constant mentoring”

Strengthens Capacity
“Each stakeholder has their own capacity to manage
marine areas. By collaborating these, hopefully
better management can be achieved”; “The
community can be our partner in managing the park”

Expensive
"It requires a huge amount of budget”

Compensates for Weaknesses in Formal
Institutions
“Because we are free from government bureaucracy,
we can respond quickly to requirements from the
field”
Good information for decision-making
“There is an adequate source of field data for
reviewing management plans”
Integrated
“We are able to work at every level, from the highest
to the lowest”;
Awareness & Ownership Creates Sustainability
“Support from stakeholders in park management is
insurance that the coral reef ecosystem is protected”;
“The people have their own willingness to protect the
park”
Increased Stakeholder Participation
“We have the involvement of the community and all
stakeholders”; “The stakeholders have a feeling they
are part of the management”

Coordination and Partnerships Are Work
“There are conflicting institutional cultures among the
partners. There is a lot of work in managing
relationships and trying to respond to many bosses”;
“It requires extremely serious coordination”
Relies on Public & Political Support
"It is particularly difficult during stages of political
instability”; “The direct resource users are not
important groups who can influence decision-makers”;
“People can be ignorant due to their own short-term
economic interest”; “There is no guarantee of the
people’s support”
Science Sometimes Ignored
"It can take a high effort to convince partners to
consider scientific data as the basis for management”
Mistrust & Doubt
“Some of the government staff and the community still
think the sea and fish are unlimited”; “The private
sector does not trust the government”; “There is doubt
from the fishermen about the success of the program”
Lack of Capacity & High Staff Turn-over
"There are government staff who do not see the
importance of working with the local community”;
“There is high turn-over among the park staff”
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Box 6.7 Qualitative descriptions of the overall governance approach implemented by organizations
with an ICM‐CB profile, as well as respondents’ experiences of its strengths and weaknesses.

ICM-CB profile primary theme: Coordination & Policy Development
Sub-themes:

Extension &
Information

Institutional
Development

“We act as a coordinator
to gather information
and create a platform for
discussion. We would
like to coordinate all
other agencies to work
toward the same
objectives”

"We provide technical
extension to increase
people’s participation in
tourism programs”

“We use the law as a
tool for environmental
protection. There is
power in the law, and
power can be given to
people”

“We take a multistakeholder approach.
We try to accommodate
all interests and ideas in
our management board.
We also synchronize the
park’s programs with the
work of other
stakeholders where
activities can be
integrated”

“We disseminate
information about the
park’s zoning”

Coordination

“We provide technical
support for coral reef
restoration”

“We are involved in
developing planning
policies and guidelines
to establish coordinated
and comprehensive
management”

Integration &
Conflict
Resolution
“With implementation of
our zoning, the marine
area can be used for
both traditional
purposes and tourism”
“We want to provide a
well-organized and
systematic way for coral
reef management and
to eliminate redundant
plans for coastal
management”

Strengths:

Weaknesses:

Achieves Multiple Goals
“If the local community understands about
preserving coral reefs, tourism will increase and so
will people’s income”; “We found that people are
actually enthusiastic to protect their source of
income”

Lack of Genuine Support
“The government has no real intention to solve the
problem”; “Not all stakeholders are positive about
the park’s management”; “It’s a top-down system
and there is a lack of participation from the
communities.”

Efficiency
“Management objectives can be achieved more
efficiently and effectively”; “It is more practical with
the involvement of all relevant government
agencies”

Management & Budget Problems
"There have been management problems and the
budget is limited”

Institutional Clarity
“It makes it easier for stakeholders to know the
park’s management planning”; “Stakeholders are
unified and have the same vision and perspective in
the management of the national park”; “We have
legal assurances to implement law enforcement”

Programmatic and Contextual Variables
The CB‐Hybrid clusters do not exhibit the strong national patterns that are evident in
the ECO and CB profile memberships. Instead, they are predominately focused on
areas of high biological diversity, which is evident in the statistically high scores they
reported for the ecological value of their sites (Table 6.6). About 30% of these cluster
members are national marine parks in areas of exceptional biodiversity that are
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currently being managed through innovative government‐NGO partnerships. These
co‐managed parks have annual budgets between US$100 – US$ 1million, two of which
receive more than half of their funding from well‐administered user fee systems and
the others from mixed sources. The CB‐Hybrids also contain two large projects,
funded by international aid agencies, with mandates for facilitating significant shifts in
governance approaches to coastal and protected area management (Table 6.5). The
remaining members are equally divided between technically strong, conservation‐
oriented NGOs, and coordinating government departments, most of whom have
mandates for facilitating the involvement of multiple government agencies on specific
issues or in designated geographic areas. It is interesting to note that two of these
government agencies were formed during previous international aid projects that
were focused on catalyzing governance change through integrated coastal
management. Although two CB‐hybrid members are working from small annual
budgets (<US$ 25k), overall these clusters are well‐endowed (Table 6.5), and the ECO‐
CB cluster, in particular, is able to invest effort in a range of management strategies
(Table 6.12).

Management Strategies
Both CB‐Hybrids take a collaborative management approach (Fig 6.4) to developing
institutional arrangements that are sufficient to protect ecologically important areas,
have genuinely supportive constituencies, and have the financial and human
resources needed for sustained implementation. While the ECO profile is strongly
centralized or “top‐down,” and the grass‐roots CB approach is, so‐called, “bottom‐
up,” both CB‐Hybrids aim to implement top‐down and bottom‐up approaches
simultaneously. This dual or collaborative approach is often cited as a best practice in
the coastal management literature (Cicin‐Sain & Knecht, 1998; Olsen, 2002; Robadue,
Hale, & Seville, 2003; Thia‐Eng, 2006). The Hybrids achieve this collaboration by
working at multiple governance levels, from senior government to local stakeholders,
and by working to develop institutional structures that can deliver both social and
ecological goals. This valuing of strategies that can achieve multiple goals is evident
in qualitative responses from both groups (Boxes 6.6 and 6.7). Additionally, the
commitment of both CB‐Hybrid clusters to engage in top‐down policy work, which
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sets the stage for local management, can be seen in the above average scores for both
groups on the policy composite (Table 6.9), and, in particular, for the management
strategy of working with government decision‐makers to adopt policies and targets.

There are notable differences, however, in the specific approaches the two CB‐Hybrids
use to implement collaborative management. The smaller ICM‐CB cluster (n=4)
emphasizes coordination, integration, and institutional development as a way of
achieving equity and efficiency, which are hallmarks of an integrated coastal
management approach (Chapter 4). Qualitative responses for the cluster emphasize
wanting to “accommodate all interests and ideas,” and implementing arrangements
that mean “the marine area can be used for both traditional purposes and tourism”
(Box 6.7). The ICM‐CB cluster invests in a number of strategies to manifest these
aspirations for equity and giving all interests a voice in management; for example, the
ICM‐CB’s significantly high investments in stakeholder consultation and multi‐
stakeholder boards (Tables 6.8, 6.13). The ICM‐CB’s approach to balancing uses is also
evident in its preference for MPA networks—which allow multiple uses—over highly
protective, no‐take sanctuaries (Table 6.7), and in its significantly high scores for
implementing land‐water management (Table 6.13). Additionally, the cluster aims to
equitably distribute the costs and benefits of resource protection by facilitating
integrated institutional arrangements that compensate or reward communities for
conservation. For example, one ICM‐CB site redistributes part of a tourism user fee to
local fishing communities through a multi‐stakeholder board that has funded
improvements to local schools and roads, and created additional livelihood
opportunities. The value of tourism at this site is directly impacted by local resource
use, so sharing the benefits of tourism with the communities influences stakeholder
decisions about how they will use the resource and engage in its protection. The ICM‐
CB cluster’s moderate scores for improving basic services (Table 6.9) and establishing
supplemental livelihoods (Table 6.7) are a reflection of this benefit‐sharing approach.
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Where ICM‐CB focuses on the social quadrants of the UEF to strengthen institutional
arrangements, ECO‐CB focuses on the ecological side, pursing a science and
ecosystem‐based approach to governance. The first evidence of this approach comes
from ECO‐CB’s significantly high score on the issue identification composite (Table
6.13), where it is the only cluster to report investing a “high” level of effort in
conducting a strategic assessment at an ecosystem scale (Table 6.10). The cluster’s
emphasis on using science as a basis for sufficient and sustainable planning can be
seen in ECO‐CB’s high component scores for monitoring and evaluation (Fig 6.4).
Unlike the AM profile, ECO‐CB invests heavily not only in ecological research and
monitoring, but also in socioeconomic monitoring and involving stakeholders in
monitoring, strategies where its high scores separate it statistically from other clusters
(Tables 6.10, 6.13). Further evidence of its ecosystem‐based approach to management
can be seen in ECO‐CB’s preferred threat‐reduction management strategies. Its
highest effort is focused on protecting 10 to 30% of each different habitat type,
followed by investments in developing MPA networks, restoring coral reef
ecosystems, implementing no‐take areas that are permanently closed to fishing, and
promoting integrated land‐water management (Table 6.7).

Building the constituencies, institutional capacity, and financial resources to
implement these science and ecosystem‐based strategies relies on stakeholder
engagement and partnerships. While ECO‐CB investments in stakeholder
engagement are similar to the CB cluster, the specific goals and management strategies
are different. ECO‐CB is typically not trying to devolve authority to local
stakeholders, but trying to engage them as partners in management, often in
institutional arrangements where government takes the leading role. For example,
both ECO‐CB and CB report high investments in participation (Table 6.8) and
empowerment (Table 6.9), strategies that statistically differentiate them from the ECO
profile (Table 6.13). However, to facilitate stakeholder participation, CB invests most
heavily in making decisions through consensus agreements while ECO‐CB puts the
most effort into formal consultations. Differences in the CB and ECO‐CB intentions
for stakeholder engagement are also evident in their qualitative statements. Whereas
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CB respondents spoke frequently of community empowerment (Box 6.5), ECO‐CB
respondents recognized that managing ecosystems necessarily needs to involve the
local community members who use those resources, and therefore have a legitimate
stake in their management (Box 6.6).

The ECO‐CB cluster approaches partnerships as a way of addressing ecosystem‐scale
issues, creating political opportunities, bolstering institutional capacity, and bringing
additional resources to management activities. The cluster’s significantly high
investments in partnerships as a whole, and formalizing partnerships in particular,
distinguish it statistically from the ECO profile (Tables 6.8, 6.13) and are consistent
with qualitative indications of the cluster’s value for this strategy. From a technical
perspective, the respondents’ qualitative statements indicate a view that the
complexity of reef ecosystems necessitates partnerships if institutional arrangements
are to address relevant issues (Box 6.6). For example, in Indonesia a common theme
raised during site visits to national parks was ambiguity in the jurisdiction of local
governments under decentralization, as it relates to the authority of national parks
located in the same area. In the best situations, these differences were being resolved
through a collaborative harmonization of shared marine zoning (Plate 6.8).

Additionally, ECO‐CB respondents discussed the advantages of partnerships in
political terms. They observed that formalized partnerships can serve as a useful
system of checks and balances for governing institutions, as illustrated by the
statement, “community involvement increases transparency and limits corruption by
the government” (Box 6.6). There were additional references to the ability of
partnerships, particularly high‐level partnerships, to open political windows of
opportunity in which institutional arrangements could be renegotiated. For example,
the head of one national park that has formalized partnerships with conservation
NGOs, tourism businesses, and other branches of government noted that these
relationships buffer the park’s management from a bureaucratic inertia that is
perceived to limit the effectiveness of other national parks in the country. During my
site visit, the park head explained that by bringing additional resources and a high
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A

B

Plate 6.8 The CB‐Hybrid profiles take a
collaborative approach to governance to protect
areas of exceptional biodiversity (A, B) while
facilitating sustainable use of these resources
by the local stakeholders who rely on them.
The ECO‐CB profile employs science and
ecosystem‐based management to guide its
collaborative work. For example, at one site (C),
two conservation NGOs are working with
national park staff, local government partners,
and community stakeholders to develop an
integrated zoning plan that is socially acceptable
and sufficient for maintaining ecological values.
Developing the plan has involved intensive
capacity building, consultations, and both
ecological and social assessments. It must be
formally adopted by both the national park and
the local government.

C

level of attention to the park’s management, this team of partners is able to implement
a range of innovative community engagement, enforcement, evaluation, and financing
strategies that would otherwise be too great a departure from normal government
operations and entrenched departmental politics.

ECO‐CB complements partnership investments with other management strategies for
strengthening institutional capacity. The cluster reports high investments in both
building staff capacity (Table 6.11) and planning for future financial sustainability
(6.11). Its high investments in identifying and building the capacity of potential
leaders also statistically differentiate it from the ECO cluster (Tables 6.9; 6.13).
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Strengths and Weaknesses
Respondents identified the strength of the CB‐Hybrid’s collaborative management
approach as being able to compensate for weaknesses in formal institutions by
enhancing the capacity and constituencies for coral reef governance. They perceive
the approach as being able to achieve multiple goals, as providing good information
for decision‐making, and as creating sustainability for institutional arrangements that
enjoy increased support from a range of stakeholders (Box 6.6).

The weaknesses of the approach were identified as the time, expense, and political
idiosyncrasies it involves. For all their value, partnerships are not free. Respondents
were acutely aware of the time and human resources required to build trust,
coordinate partners, resolve conflicts, and develop agreements. In particular,
respondents noted that political considerations can trump science‐based
recommendations in partner negotiations. Additionally, the way partners engage is
heavily influenced by their awareness and perceptions of relevant issues, and, as
noted by one respondent, “some of the government staff and the community still think
the sea and fish are unlimited.”

The CB‐Hybrid approach represents a concerted, coordinated effort by multiple
partners to protect some of the world’s most biologically diverse areas, while
facilitating sustainable use of these resources for the local stakeholders who depend on
them. In many ways, this approach represents the state‐of‐the‐art in coral reef
governance. Its accomplishments in facilitating innovations that strengthen
institutional arrangements are building a governance infrastructure that improves the
prospects for sustaining healthy reef ecosystems into the future, for the benefit of both
communities and conservation. It is important to recognize, however, that even this
governance approach has limitations. The high financial and human resources
required to implement a CB‐Hybrid approach means that it is mainly available only to
sites with exceptional ecological qualities, and even with talented, dedicated staff and
adequate financial support, the journey to sustainability remains time consuming,
hard work.
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6.4 Conclusions: Applying the Taxonomy to Strengthen Reef Governance
This chapter develops a taxonomy of the approaches currently being implemented by
coral reef governance programs in Southeast Asia, based on their theories‐of‐action. A
program’s theory‐of‐action is a set of beliefs about how the program will achieve its
goals, including the causal mechanisms the program believes must be activated to
achieve its ultimate outcomes (Weiss, 1972, 1995, 1997; 1998, also see Box 2.3). The
taxonomy describes the theory‐of‐action for each of the main approaches to coral reef
governance through a visual profile (Box 6.1) that is mapped onto the Unified
Effectiveness Framework (Chapter 4). The governance approaches identified by the
taxonomy can be compared against those identified by related typologies (Section
6.4.1). Further, the taxonomy’s ability to reveal the interrelationships between
approaches to governance and Cronbach and Cambell’s targets of generalization
provides the basis for further diagnosing and strengthening coral reef governance in
the region (Section 6.4.2 and Chapter 7).

6.4.1 Comparison with Related Typologies
The theory‐based taxonomy presented here complements typologies developed for
protected areas and fisheries management, which are based on categorizations of
power‐sharing arrangements and management goals. Exemplars of these typologies
are reproduced in Fig 6.5. All four categorization schemes identify centralized
management (the ECO cluster), community‐based management (the CB cluster), and
collaborative management (the CB‐Hybrid clusters) as dominant governance
paradigms. For example, Berkes and Pomeroy’s (Berkes, 1994; Pomeroy, 1995;
Pomeroy & Berkes, 1997) categorization focuses exclusively on these three approaches,
identifying them as a continuum, similar to Arnstein’s (1969) ladder of participation,
that is useful for understanding fishery management regimes (Fig 6.5.A).

The emergence of these three forms of governance from both power‐sharing and
theory‐based perspectives suggests a covariance between programs’ institutional
arrangements and their theory‐of‐action, which intuitively makes sense. Institutional
arrangements are a socio‐political variable that is likely to moderate a program’s
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A. Pomeroy and Berkes’ (1997) hierarchy of co-management arrangements
Traditional

Bottom-up

Co-management

Centralized

Private

based on pre-colonial
management systems
and traditional
ecological knowledge,
taboo systems

led primarily by
resource users,
generally small-scale,
participatory

joint management by
resource users and
government

led by government
agency, consultative
with resource users

led by private sector

Mafia Island
(Tanzania), Kenya

Africa

Apo Island (pre 1992),
San Salvador Island
(pre 1990), Philippines

Asia

Pacific Is

Caribbean

Chumbe Island,
Tanzania

Tubbataha National
Marine Park, Apo
Island and San
Salvador Island (at
present), Philippines

Palau, American
Samoa, Locally
Managed Marine Areas
(LMMA network) in
Western Pacific

Souffriere, St. Lucia

United States

Florida Keys, USA

Australia

Great Marine Reef
Marine Park

B. Christie and White’s (2007) marine protected area governance systems,
characteristics, and key examples
Fig 6.5 Typologies of approaches to fisheries and protected area governance, based on
power‐sharing arrangements and management goals
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C. Borrini-Feyerabend (2002, 2003, 2008) and Farvar’s adaptation of IUCN’s
protected area categories to include governance types; slightly modified from
Abrams et al., 2003.
Fig 6.5 Typologies of approaches to fisheries and protected area governance, based on
power‐sharing arrangements and management goals (continued)

choice of goals and its beliefs about what theory‐of‐action will achieve those goals
(Bunce et al., 2000; Christie & White, 1997, 2007b; Pollnac, 1998, also see Fig 5.3). These
relationships are explored further in Chapter 7.

Differences in the categorization schemes are seen in four proposed governance
approaches. Private management (Borrini‐Feyerabend, 2002; Christie & White, 2007a,
Fig 6.5.B and 6.5.C) and traditional (i.e., customary) management (Christie & White,
2007a, Fig 6.5.B) are governance approaches that did not emerge from the theory‐
based taxonomy. The absence of these groups in the taxonomy reflects the difference
between global, conceptual typologies and empirically‐derived taxonomies (Bailey,
1994, also see Section 2.5.1). Taxonomies only reflect the cases on which they are
developed, and examples of traditional and private management were largely absent
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from the study sample. Within this study, most governance clusters reported low to
very low scores for the management strategy of re‐establishing cultural or religious
traditions that promote sustainability; although the Balanced cluster, with its
incentive‐based approach to governance, did report moderate investments in this
strategy. These findings are consistent with observations that enduring systems of
culturally‐based marine governance are rare in Southeast Asia, as opposed to Oceania
(Aswani, Albert, Sabetian, & Furusawa, 2007; Pomeroy, 1995). Similarly, only two of
the programs included in this study are privately managed8.

Additionally, the theory‐based taxonomy identified two governance approaches that
are undifferentiated by typologies based on power‐sharing arrangements: the
Balanced Cluster and Adaptive Management (AM) Cluster. For example, the
Adaptive Management cluster is distinguished by its emphasis on using information
and learning to facilitate improved decision‐making and governance. If the four AM
programs were re‐categorized under the power‐sharing typologies (Fig 6.5), their
categorization would mainly be determined by the country in which they operate: the
Malaysian member would be labeled centralized, the Indonesian member as
collaborative management, and the two Filipino programs would join the community‐
based group. Similarly, the Balanced Cluster’s theory‐of‐action is less determined by
its power‐sharing arrangements, and more by its limited budget.

The similarities and differences between the four categorization schemes are
illustrative of the complex relationships between programmatic theories‐of‐action and
other organizational and contextual variables, which are widely believed to influence
which program theories can be successful in achieving different goals (Brechin,
Wilshusen, Fortwangler, & West, 2003; Christie et al., 2005). Chapter 7 continues this
investigation.

8 The privately managed MPAs exhibited a UEF profile and management strategies investments that were
consistent with the ECO approach of top‐down park management.
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6.4.2 Diagnosing and Strengthening Approaches to Reef Governance
The theory‐based taxonomy presented in this chapter also identifies the
interrelationships between a program’s theory‐of‐action and Cronbach and
Campbell’s targets of generalization (Cook, 2004, also see Box 2.2). For each common
governance approach, the taxonomy describes the characteristics of its implementing
organization, the socio‐ecological context in which it occurs, the main management
strategies it utilizes, and its strengths and weaknesses. The taxonomy’s ability to
simplify multivariate complexity provides a basis for predicting, diagnosing, and
strengthening approaches to coral reef governance in the region. The next chapter
demonstrates this application. It first applies insights from the taxonomy to decisions
about selecting theories‐of‐action that are suited to the context in which an
organization is operating. It then uses the taxonomy and the UEF to recommend
strategies that organizations can implement to further strengthen common governance
approaches.

6.5 Summary


Hierarchically clustering organizations based on their theory‐of‐action
revealed groupings that also exhibit shared patterns in their contextual
characteristics and in the management strategies they implement. The
presence of significant patterns for variables that were not used to cluster the
organizations suggests that natural clusters have been revealed, which can
usefully be applied to classify, predict, and diagnose approaches to coral reef
governance in Southeast Asia (Lorr, 1983).



The hierarchical clustering creates a taxonomy of approaches to coral reef
governance from which five distinct approaches were identified and described
using the UEF and mixed quantitative‐qualitative methods.



Contrary to the expectations of this study, comparisons of self‐reported
accomplishments across strategic intent clusters identified no statistically
significant differences. The study found, however, that different strategic intent
clusters implement different management strategies in order to achieve similar
results.



At its highest level, the taxonomy divides organizations based on their relative
emphasis on ecological vs. social goals for coral reef governance.
Organizations with more ecologically focused theories‐of‐action were
significantly differentiated from their socially‐focused peers by higher scores
on socioeconomic well‐being, lower investments in fisheries management, and
a greater likelihood of being Malaysian or Thai, as opposed to Filipino or
Indonesian.
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The ECO governance approach uses traditional park management and is
primarily adopted in Malaysia and Thailand. It is based on long‐standing
marine park systems that are primarily focused on tourism, enforcement, and
conservation.



The Balanced governance approach focused on building constituencies for
environmental protection through volunteer activities, notably restoration, and
livelihood enhancement strategies. Organizations in this cluster tended to
have lower funding levels, but still found innovative ways to contribute
toward raising stakeholder awareness and commitment for resource
management.



The AM governance approach was adopted by a small, but distinct group of
organizations that use science‐based extension approaches to facilitate
adaptive management. To achieve their goals, organizations in this strategic
intent cluster emphasized management strategies for building knowledge and
for integrating information into management through partnerships with
government and communities.



The CB approach devolves governance authority to the local level and is
primarily used in the Philippines and Indonesia. This community‐based
approach empowers communities to collectively manage their own natural
resources mainly for sustainable fisheries.

•

The CB‐Hybrid approach is a collaborative management approach that is
primarily evident in areas of exceptional biological diversity. In these
partnership‐based arrangements, multiple levels of government, conservation‐
oriented NGOs, development projects, and community stakeholders, work
together to simultaneously achieve goals for conservation and sustainable use.
Two sub‐groups were evident in this strategic intent cluster: a larger subgroup
emphasizing ecosystem‐based management in planning and implementation,
and a smaller subgroup emphasizing integrated coastal management.
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Chapter 7
Diagnosing and Strengthening Approaches
to Coral Reef Governance in Southeast Asia
There is…a pressing need for theoretical and empirical scholarship to identify robust predictors
of institutional comparative advantage in performing conservation tasks and to determine the
implications for conservation design: when should authority be vested in central governments,
when should it wholly devolve to local communities, and when should there be some form of
coordinated or nested management combining the skills of multiple actors?
‐ Barrett et al., Conserving tropical biodiversity amid
weak institutions, 2001, p. 500

7.1 Introduction
Part 3 of my thesis aimed to develop a field taxonomy of approaches to coral reef
governance in Southeast Asia. As the final chapter in Part 3, Chapter 7 aims to more
closely examine the three largest clusters identified by the field taxonomy to make
recommendations for strengthening the theory and practice of coral reef governance in
Southeast Asia. In Section 7.2, I conduct additional quantitative analyses on the
taxonomy’s three largest clusters to identify which governance approaches are most
associated with different socio‐ecological contexts. In Section 7.3, I develop a more
detailed program theory for each of these clusters, identify the key assumptions that
underpin their theories‐of‐action, and discuss these fundamental assumptions to
recommend strategies for strengthening governance. For each governance approach, I
present hypotheses about the enabling conditions and implementation considerations
that are necessary for achieving its targeted goals, drawing on the findings of this
research and the body of theory summarized in Chapter 4.

7.2 Matching Governance Approach to Context and Programs
The ability of coral reef governance programs to achieve their goals is moderated by
the socio‐ecological context in which they work and their own programmatic
characteristics (Brechin et al., 2003; Bunce et al., 2000; Christie et al., 2005; Christie &
White, 2007a; Cook, 1993; Pollnac, 1998, White, 1986; Fig 7.1). To overcome
fragmented learning in the field, it is important to understand these relationships:
what theories‐of‐action are most appropriate for achieving different goals under
varying socio‐ecological conditions? Or framed differently: are there certain
contextual or programmatic characteristics that must be present for particular
theories‐of‐action to succeed in achieving their goals?
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Program Impact Theory

Program Implementation Theory
Program Activities

1st Order Outcomes

2nd Order Outcomes

3rd Order Outcomes

4th Order Outcomes

Constituency Building

Enabling Conditions

Functioning Institutions &
Technically Sound Strategies

Behavior Change &
Threat Reduction

Socio-ecological System
Protected / Improved

•Empowerment

(mediating variables)

•Education and Awareness-raising

Fair Governance Process &
Well-functioning Institutions

•Fostering Political Will

Institutional Strengthening
•Participation and Coordination
•Laws and Traditions

Awareness &
Engagement
•Inclusive Participation
•Greater Awareness
•Stakeholder Organized

•Partnerships

Day-to-Day Management
•Enforcement
•Planning Documents
•Human Resources
•Infrastructure / $ Management

Capacity

•Monitoring and Research
•Evaluation and Learning

Threat Reduction
•Fisheries Management
•Biodiversity Conservation

Socio-economic
Benefits
•Income
•Human Health
•Well-being

Sustainable
Resource Use

Public & Political Support

•Skills
•Resources ($, people)
•Influence / Leadership
•Infrastructure

Knowledge Building
•Issue Identification

•Representative Decision-making
•Transparent, Accountable Decisions
•Fair Rules & Resolution of Conflicts
•Integrated Institutions
•Clear Resource Access / Tenure
•Appropriate Laws & Policies
•Trust & Social Capital
•Active, Impartial Enforcement

•Acceptance of Rules
•Financial Support
•Leadership / Champions

•Compliance with Rules
•Threats Reduced

Bio-physical
Integrity
•Ecosystem Condition
•Ecological Resilience
•Biological Diversity

Well-designed Strategies for
Managing Resource Use

Knowledge
•Issues/Assets Identified
•Info Adequate for Planning
•Trends Monitored
•Experience Examined

•Technically Sound / Logical
•Sufficient for Achieving Goals
•Includes Appropriate Spatial Areas
•Practical for Context & Resources
•Addresses Primary Issues
•Quality Management Plan
•Plan / Strategies Revised as Needed

(moderating variables)

•Tourism Management
•Water Quality Management

Program Characteristics
•UEF Profile
•Organization Type (Gov or NGO)
•Program Age
•Program Budget

Socio-ecological Context
•Bio-physical Context
•Threat Assessment
•Socio-economic Context
•Political-cultural Context

Fig 7.1 Generic program theory for coral reef governance programs, showing the causal link between programs’ implementation and
impact theories and the influence of moderating variables
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The taxonomy presented in Chapter 6 helps to answer these questions by simplifying
multidimensional complexity in programs, their management strategies, goals, and
socio‐ecological context. Without this simplification, a very large sample size would
be required to investigate all the possible variables described by Cronbach and
Campbell’s targets of generalization (Bailey, 1994). Because the UEF‐derived
taxonomy has identified patterns between many of these variables, it enables the
systematic development of context‐relevant theories for effective coral reef governance
within sample sizes that are available for these investigations. Even with these
simplifications, I am unable to investigate patterns between all six governance clusters
and their programmatic and contextual variables due to statistical limitations (R.
Jones, personal communication, December 28, 2009), and for that reason this chapter
focuses on the three dominant governance clusters identified by the taxonomy: the
ECO profile, identified as traditional park management; the CB profile, identified as
community‐based management; and the CB‐Hybrids, identified as collaborative
management. Here I conduct univariate group comparisons (Section 7.2.1), followed
by a discriminant analysis (Section 7.2.2), and discuss what these findings suggest
about the conditions associated with each governance approach (Section 7.2.3).

7.2.1 Comparing Dominant Governance Clusters Along Programmatic and
Contextual Characteristics
I investigated variation in programmatic and socio‐ecological characteristics across the
three dominant governance approaches identified by the taxonomy.

To test the

association between the categorically‐measured characteristics of coral reef programs
and the governance approach programs pursued, I conducted a series of cross‐
tabulation procedures in SSPS v16. Within the cross‐tabulation procedure I used a
Chi‐square test for independence to compare the actual number of cases observed in a
cell against the number of cases that would be expected if there were no relationship
between the two categorical variables (characteristic and cluster membership). This
procedure requires that the lowest expected frequency in any cell should be five or
more (Pallant, 2007); to meet this requirement, I transformed the programmatic and
contextual characteristics into dichotomous variables, as described in Table 7.1
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The results showed a highly significant relationship between programs’ UEF profile
and the centralization of government authority in the countries where they worked.
ECO profiles were associated with the centralized countries of Malaysia and Thailand,
and CB profiles were associated with Indonesia and the Philippines. Following a
similar pattern, organizational type was significantly associated with UEF profile;
ECO profiles were associated with government programs, and CB‐Hybrid and CB
programs associated with non‐governmental programs. There was a non‐significant
trend between UEF profile and the spatial area of a program’s operations, which was
based on the size of the area in which the program worked, not whether the program

Table 7.1 Cross‐tabulations using Chi‐square tests for independence to compare organizational &
contextual characteristics across the dominant strategic intent clusters, identified in Figs 6.2 and 6.3
Counts1

Characteristic

ECO

Probability & Effect Size

CB-Hybrids

CB

Actual

Expected

Actual

Expected

Actual

Expected

15

9.1

6

8.1

2

5.8

4

9.9

11

8.9

10

6.2

12

8.3

6

7.4

3

5.2

7

10.7

11

9.6

9

6.8

13

8.3

5

7.4

3

5.2

6

10.7

12

9.6

9

6.8

13

9.1

5

8.1

5

5.8

6

9.9

12

8.9

7

6.2

14

9.9

7

8.9

4

6.2

n

p

Cramer's
╪
V

Effect
¥
Size

48

0.001

0.52

large

48

0.077

0.33

medium

48

0.020

0.40

medium

48

0.057

0.34

medium

48

0.048

0.36

medium

§

Centralization of Government
Centralized
Malaysia, Thailand
Decentralized
Philippines, Indonesia

Marine Protected Area
Yes
No

Type of Organization
Government
National, Provincial, Local
Non-governmental
NGO, Community,
Multi-partner

Funding Source
> 50% from government
> 50% from non-government
User fee, Aid agency,
Foundation, etc.

Spatial Scale of Program
Local
One local area
> Local
Provincial, National,
Multi-national

5

9.1

10

8.1

8

5.8

1 The actual number of programs in each cell is compared against the number of programs expected for that cell if there was no relationship
between the variables
§ 2-sided test of significance
╪ Cramer's V measure of effect size provided by the SPSS v16 Cross-tabs function
¥ Following Pallant (2007), effect size is interpreted as small=.01, medium=.30, and large=.50
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was administered by a national or state government. Non‐intuitively, ECO profiles
were more likely to work in a specific localized area, whereas CB‐organizations were
more likely to work over broader areas. This finding reflects that many CB‐
organizations were capacity‐building organizations working across a range of
communities, rather than community sites themselves. Marine protected area status
and funding source were not significantly associated with UEF profile.

I then replicated the nonparametric analysis from Chapter 6 with these revised
program groupings9 to develop a comparable set of statistically significant variables
for inclusion in a discriminant analysis (Section 7.2.2). Results of the nonparametric
tests show significant differences between the UEF clusters for ecological value,
perceptions of overall threat level, perceptions of the threat from tourism, and
perceptions of stakeholders’ socioeconomic well‐being. The CB‐Hybrid cluster reports
significantly higher scores on the ecological values present in their sites, compared to
the other two clusters. The ECO cluster reports significantly lower overall threats in
Table 7.2 Nonparametric comparisons of organizational and contextual characteristics across
the dominant strategic intent clusters, identified in Figs 6.2 and 6.3
Characteristic and Scale

Mean Cluster Score1

Kruskal-Wallis Test

Sample
Mean

ECO

CB-Hybrids

CB

n=48

n=19

n=17

n=12

3.13

2.89a

3.53ab

2.54

2.74

3.00

2

X

df

p

2.92b

9.855

2, 48

0.007

2.53

2.25

3.713

2, 48

0.156

2.68ab

3.24a

3.17b

9.310

2, 48

0.010

3.56

3.37

3.71

3.67

2.876

2, 48

0.237

2.71

2.68

2.82

2.58

1.178

2, 48

0.555

2.69

a

2.84

b

2.94

6.963

2, 48

0.031

2.88

2.68

2.94

3.08

2.203

2, 48

0.332

2.24

a

2.45

2.22

a

1.94

6.503

2, 48

0.039

3.17

3.26

2.94

3.33

1.483

2, 48

0.476

2.88

2.89

2.94

2.75

.195

2, 48

0.907

Ecology Prior to Management Intervention
Ecological Value
1=few values; 4=world class
Ecological Condition
2
1=poor; 4=excellent

1

Threats Prior to Management Intervention
Overall Threat Level
1=low; 4=very high
Threat from Fishing
4
1=none; 4=high
Threat from Pollution
5
1=none; 4=high
Threat from Tourism
6
1=none; 4=high
Current Socioeconomic Status

3

Resource Dependence
1=low; 4=high
Well-being
8
1=lower; 4=higher

7

ab

2.08

Programmatic Characteristics
Program Age
(see survey for scale)
Program Budget
10
(see survey for scale)

9

1 Superscript letters indicate which pairs of clusters were significantly different, as identified by post-hoc Mann-Whitney U tests

9

In this analysis, I combine the ECO‐CB and ICM‐CB clusters into the broader CB‐Hybrid grouping.
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the areas where they work, compared to the other clusters. The CB cluster reports
significantly lower threats from tourism, compared to the other two clusters, and
significantly lower socioeconomic well‐being, compared to the ECO cluster.

7.2.2 Discriminant Analysis
I conducted a direct discriminant analysis to identify whether a program’s UEF
profile, or governance approach, could be discerned from its programmatic and
contextual characteristics, and, if so, which variables most discriminated the
governance clusters. The analysis was performed in SPSS v16 using programmatic
and socio‐ecological characteristics as predictors of membership in the three dominant
governance clusters: ECO, CB‐Hybrid, and CB. Six programmatic and socio‐ecological
characteristics that demonstrated statistically significant differences across the
governance clusters (Tables 7.1 and 7.2) were considered for the analysis. Variables
representing the type of organization, perceived socioeconomic well‐being, and
perceived threat from tourism were removed from the analysis because they were
significantly correlated with the variable describing centralization of government
authority (Appendix I, Table A.7.1), a condition that violated an assumption of
discriminant analysis (Garson, 2008). The dichotomous variable “centralization of
government” was retained because it was the most significant of the four inter‐
correlated variables. Two ordinal variables were also retained: perceptions of the
ecological values found in program sites, and perceptions of the overall threats facing
program sites, before programs initiated their work. Evaluation of the data for
assumptions of linearity, normality, multicollinearity, singularity, and equality of
group covariance matrices (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007) confirmed they were suitable
for the analysis. The sample size met recommendations from Garson (2008) and
Tabachnick & Fidell (2007).

The discriminant function was significant (Table 7.3), and correctly classified 66.7% of
the programs into the three governance clusters. The first discrimant function
separated the ECO cluster from the other governance clusters (Fig 7.2.A). Government
centralization was the greatest contributor to this discriminant function, followed by
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perceptions of the

Table 7.3 Wilks’ Lambda test of significance for a discriminant
model of three contextual and programmatic predictors of
program membership in three dominant strategic intent clusters

overall threat‐level
experienced at

Test of Function(s)

program sites prior to

1 through 2
2

programs initiating

Wilks'
Lambda1
.499
.851

Chisquare
30.565
7.077

df

p

6
2

.000
.029

1 In this usage, Wilks' Lambda tests the significance of the discriminant
function as a whole. A finding of significance indicates the functions are
discriminating between the groups (Garson, 2008).

their work (Fig 7.2.B
and Appendix I, Table

A.7.2). The second discriminating function was also significant (Table 7.3), and
accounted for about 20% of the variation explained by the overall discriminant model
(Fig 7.2.C). This second function separated the CB and CB‐Hybrid clusters, based on
perceptions of the ecological values found at program sites (Fig 7.2.A & B, and
Appendix I, Table A.7.2).

Discriminant Function 2

1.5
1.0

Structure Matrix1

B

A

CB
CB-Hybrids
EBM

Contextual & Programmatic
Variables

0.5
0.0

Function 1

Function 2

Government Centralization

-0.68*

0.54

Perceived Threat before Program

0.59*

0.00

Perceived Ecological Values

0.40

0.82*

C

-0.5

Measures of the Discriminant Functions

Eigenvalues

2

3

-1.0

% variance

Canonical R
-1.5
-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

4

0.705
80.17
0.64

0.174
19.83
0.39

1.5

Discriminant Function 1
1 Pooled within-groups correlations between discriminating variables and standardized canonical discriminant functions; asteriks indicate the largest absolute
correlation between each variable and any discriminant function (SPSS output)
2 The eigenvalue assesses the relative importance of the discriminant functions in explaining variance in the dependent variable (Garson, 2008)
3 The % variance is a function's eigenvalue divided by the sum of all function's eigenvalues. It is a reflection of the function's importance (Garson, 2008)
4 Canonical correlation is a measure of association between discriminant functions and groups; larger R* indicates a larger association (Garson, 2008)

Fig 7.2 Two discriminant functions derived from three contextual variables separate the three
dominant strategic intent clusters. (A) The group centroids of the three dominant strategic intent
clusters plotted on the two discriminant functions. (B) The structure matrix shows the relative
contribution of the predictor variables to the two discriminant functions. (C) The eigenvalues, %
variance, and canonical R demonstrate the relative contributions of the two discriminant functions
to the overall discriminant model.
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7.2.3 Patterns between Governance Approach and Socio‐ecological Context
Identifying the programmatic and socio‐ecological characteristics that most influence
programs’ approaches to coral reef governance is important for better learning from
on‐going experiences (Bunce et al., 2000; Pollnac, 1998). The presence of a socio‐
ecological characteristic may be a prerequisite for successful implementation of a
particular governance approach, or the characteristic may moderate the goals,
management strategies, or results of programs operating across different locations
(Cinner, 2007; Ostrom, 1990). In the current study, programmatic and contextual
characteristics that were significantly associated with variation in governance
approaches included: government centralization, type of organization, socioeconomic
well‐being, level of tourism, overall threat‐level, and ecological values.

Centralization of National Legal Framework
The discriminant analysis presented in Section 7.2.2 found that the character of the
national framework, in terms of its centralization or decentralization of authority,
strongly influenced the programmatic theories‐of‐action that evolved in each country.
The strength of this government centralization on coral reef governance program
theories supports the usefulness of typologies for fisheries and protected areas
(Abrams et al., 2003; Christie & White, 2007a; Pomeroy & Berkes, 1997) that are
structured around power‐sharing arrangements. National governance frameworks
have also been found to strongly influence approaches to reef governance in other
regions (Christie & White, 1997, 2007a), and in approaches to creating networks of
marine protected areas (TNC et al., 2008).

Within this study, countries with centralized national government frameworks
predominantly had UEF profiles that emphasized ecological protection, and
implemented traditional park management as their approach to coral reef governance;
in contrast, decentralized countries had UEF profiles emphasizing sustainable use and
community empowerment, and mainly implemented community‐based or
collaborative governance approaches. Organizations adopting theories‐of‐action that
were incongruent with their national framework reported the frustrations of
metaphorically swimming upstream. In some cases, intentionally pursuing such
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incongruent designs may be constructive, however, this program decision should be
pursued with a recognition of the likely challenges and with conscious strategies for
overcoming them.

Covariation of Government Centralization, Socioeconomic Well‐being, and Tourism
Within this study, there was high covariation between the centralized governance
arrangements of Thailand and Malaysia, higher socioeconomic well‐being scores, and
a dominant focus on tourism as a primary goal for reef governance. Similarly,
Indonesia and the Philippines have decentralized governance, lower socioeconomic
well‐being scores, and a dominant focus on fisheries, although specific areas, typically
associated with higher ecological values, may also place a significant focus on tourism.

In general, the data here fit with theories that link higher socioeconomic affluence with
greater environmental stewardship. The reasons for this association, however, are
unclear. Do Thailand and Malaysia emphasize the UEF’s ecological protection
quadrant more heavily than their less affluent neighbors simply because their relative
wealth affords them the luxury of a greater environmental ethic as some theories, like
the Environmental Kuznet’s Curve10, propose (McPherson & Nieswiadomy, 2005;
Rothman & de Bruyn, 1998; D. I. Stern, 2004)? Or is this emphasis on ecological
protection more influenced by other economic or socio‐political variables? For
example, is the emphasis on protection actually an effort to maintain lucrative tourism
values through heavily protected national parks? Or are Thailand and Malaysia’s
established park systems the legacy of early investments in a traditional management
approach that are largely the results of social and political influences? The later
explanation, for example, is supported by one respondent’s comments that Malaysian
park management is based on “British colonizers showing us how to do it this way.”

The Environmental Kuznet’s Curve is a contentious theory that suggests the relationship
between environmental condition and national income is an inverted U, with environmental
condition first declining as incomes rise until a threshold is reached, after which environmental
condition improves with income
10
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The entwined nature of these variables makes it hard to untangle specific relationships
in this study; however, the broader literature makes it clear that socioeconomic well‐
being and dominant resource uses are critical considerations in fitting an appropriate
program theory‐of‐action to the context in which it must operate (Bunce et al., 2000;
Pollnac, 1998), and further research into these relationships would be valuable.
Toward this end, I offer specific hypotheses about the relationships between
stakeholder well‐being and dominant governance approaches in Section 7.3. The main
finding in this study is that among these inter‐correlated variables, government
centralization had the greatest influence on coral reef governance programs’ theories‐
of‐action.
Ecological Values
The discriminant analysis also identified that perceived ecological values was a
significant factor in differentiating between programs adopting CB profiles and those
adopting CB‐Hybrid profiles. This finding logically suggests that where an area has
higher ecological values, programs are more likely to consider ecological conservation
a higher priority. Additionally, it is possible that areas recognized for their high
biological diversity, or other outstanding ecological attributes, attract the attention of
conservation‐oriented programs, therefore creating a need to balance local resource
use rights against global conservation values. These ecological values may also attract
opportunities for research, conservation investments, and tourism that would not be
viable in areas without outstanding ecological attributes. Thus, while my examination
of the CB‐Hybrid cluster (Section 6.3.8) hypothesized that these programs were
developing innovative institutional arrangements and implementing “best practices”
for reef governance, CB‐Hybrid strategies may not be transferrable to areas with more
average ecological values, and the moderating role of perceived ecological values
should be considered in decisions to transfer resource‐intensive CB‐Hybrid strategies
to other locations.
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7.3 Context‐Relevant Hypotheses for Strengthening Coral Reef Governance
The results presented in Sections 6.3 and 7.2 allow me to construct detailed program
theories for the three dominant approaches to coral reef governance, identified by this
research. Each governance approach aims to establish resource use rules and to
achieve compliance with these rules. However, the nature of these rules, the
mechanisms for achieving compliance, and the ultimate goals of each governance
approach are different. I use the results presented in Chapter 6 to identify the key
management strategies implemented by each dominant UEF cluster. I then use the
qualitative responses from this research, as well as the broader literature, to identify
the mediating and ultimate outcomes each governance cluster is trying to achieve.

Program theories contain two sub‐theories, or assumptions, that can lead to program
failure: implementation theory and impact theory (Donaldson, 2007; Suchman, 1967,
also see Box 2.3). Program implementation theory is a hypothesis about what actions
or management strategies will activate a causal mechanism (Fig 7.1). Program impact
theory is a hypothesis about how activation of this causal mechanism will lead to the
desired ultimate goal. In the following sections, I identify a few of the key
assumptions in the implementation and impact theories for each governance
approach. Comprehensive treatment of the assumptions involved in common
governance approaches is not possible here, but my aim is to identify the most
important findings linked to this research, and to recommend strategies for
strengthening reef governance programs based on these observations.

I also identify assumptions that are revealed by each governance cluster’s UEF profile.
Because the Unified Effectiveness Framework is a comprehensive map of
effectiveness, each cluster’s profile indicates areas that may benefit from additional
focus in the future, although it may be difficult to address all four UEF quadrants
simultaneously in practice (Sections 4.5 and 8.3.2).
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Based on my analyses of the UEF profiles and key programmatic assumptions for each
dominant governance cluster, I present hypotheses about the enabling conditions
required for successful implementation of these program theories, and offer
recommendations on ways each governance approach can be strengthened. For the CB
governance cluster, these recommendations are highly aligned with the theory of
community‐based management presented in Chapter 4; for the other two governance
clusters, additional theory and recommendations are introduced. The overall
alignment of the conceptual typology (i.e., UEF) and the field taxonomy is closely
examined in Chapter 8.

7.3.1 Traditional Marine Park Management (ECO Profile)
The program theory for traditional marine park management is shown in Fig 7.3. This
implementation theory relies on formal institutions and government enforcement to
prohibit fishing and manage tourism. The program impact theory expects that
compliance with these rules will protect ecological condition and facilitate tourism
benefits.

Assumption 1: Program Implementation Theory – Achieving Compliance
The implementation theory for traditional park management assumes that
enforcement and awareness‐raising activities implemented by the government will
result in compliance with formally established fishing and tourism restrictions. This
study and the literature suggest that programmatic characteristics and socio‐ecological
context moderate whether the hypothesized compliance is achieved (Bunce et al., 2000;
Pollnac, 1998; Sutinen & Kuperan, 1999). These moderating factors include the
capacity of the implementing government authority, the dependence of local
stakeholders on the park’s fishery resources, the affluence of local stakeholders, and
the extent to which stakeholders’ view the park’s resource use rules as legitimate
(Lockwood et al., 2006; Pollnac, 1998; Terborgh, Van Schaik, Davenport, & Rao, 2002).
For example, in this study these moderating variables probably explain differences
between Malaysian and Indonesian programs in their qualitative assessments about
compliance in the parks they manage. Malaysian programs are well resourced, with
clear authorities, and stakeholders around many Malaysian parks mainly accept
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fishing prohibitions as legitimate. In contrast, Indonesia’s national marine parks have
lower resourcing, their authorities have been challenged as part of a broader
decentralization of governance, and many stakeholders do not view the park’s fishing
prohibitions as fair or legitimate. Additionally, Indonesian stakeholders are generally
more dependent on the parks’ resources and less affluent than their Malaysian
counterparts. While Malaysian park managers tended to reported compliance with
fishing prohibitions as a program strength, Indonesian managers tended to express
frustration.

Rather than pursuing traditional park management without the resources or
legitimacy required to successfully implement this governance approach, these
Indonesian parks might consider implementing management strategies that are
typically associated with the UEF’s social quadrants (recommendations below). A
number of Indonesian national marine parks have already adopted this
recommendation, and their responses to the UEF compass produced hybrid, ECO‐CB
profiles, rather than pure ECO profiles.
Assumption 2: Program Impact Theory – Protecting Ecological Condition
The impact theory for traditional park management assumes that if fishing is
prohibited and tourism is well‐managed then ecological condition will be maintained.
This study and the literature identify that indirect threats to the park, such as water
pollution from land‐based activities or global climate change, can also cause ecosystem
degradation, resulting in impact theory failure (Halpern, Lester, & McLeod, 2010;
Jameson, Tupper, & Ridley, 2002). To address threats that originate outside the park,
programs need to engage in partnerships and policy development activities that are
typically associated with the ICM quadrant of the Unified Effectiveness Framework
(Kelleher & Kenchington, 1992). Additionally, efforts to extend coral reef governance
to larger spatial areas may help support ecosystem resilience to climate change (E.
McLeod, Salm, Green, & Almany, 2009), if sustained institutional support for
implementing large‐scale management is available.
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Program Activities

1st Order Outcomes

2nd Order Outcomes

3rd Order Outcomes

4th Order Outcomes

Constituency Building

Enabling Conditions

Functioning Institutions &
Technically Sound Strategies

Behavior Change &
Threat Reduction

Socio-ecological System
Protected / Improved

Section 2.3

(mediating variables)

•Raising awareness (E 3.24)

.
Institutional Strengthening
Section 2.2
•Stakeholder Consultation (E 3.32)
•Laws Established (E 3.74)

Awareness &
Engagement
•Stakeholders know rules

Fair Governance Process &
Well-functioning Institutions

•Education contributes to
tourist appreciation

•Official Patrols Deter or Apprehend
Violators

Section 2.5
•Government Enforcement (E 4.05)
•Boats (E 3.11)
•Building Staff Capacity (E 3.68)

Capacity

Public & Political Support

•Park has budget & staff
•Staff are trained
•Boats/fuel for enforcement

•Annual Government Budget
Allocations are Adequate
•Government Leaders Support Park
•Stakeholders Accept Rules

Knowledge Building

•Reviewing EIAs (E 2.72)

Sustainable
Resource Use
•Stakeholders Comply
with Rules
•Direct Threats (Fishing,
Tourism) Reduced or
Eliminated

Bio-physical
Integrity
•Ecosystem Values are
Maintained

Well-designed Strategies for
Managing Resource Use

Section 2.4
•Ecological monitoring (E 3.53)

•Tourists and Tourism
Businesses Benefit from
the Park

•Park Boundaries, Authorities, and
Rules are Clearly Established in
Laws, Regulations, and Policies

•Partnerships with Other
Government Agencies (E 3.63)

Day-to-Day Management

Socio-economic
Benefits

Knowledge
•Ecosystem values and
conditions are known
•Threats are understood

•Fishing Prohibited
•Tourism Managed

Threat Reduction
Section 2.1
•“No-Take” Areas (E 3.42)
•Buoys Installed/Maintained (E 3.21)

(moderating variables)

Program Characteristics
•Government Agency or Private Concession
•Government Funding of ~ US$ 1 million
•Park established > 10 years

Socio-ecological Context
•Mainly Malaysia or Thailand
•Fishing & Tourism are Biggest Threats
•Comparatively High Well-being and
Low Resource Dependence

Fig 7.3 Program theory for the ECO cluster, which implements traditional park management. The mean level of effort (E) the cluster reported
investing in its key management strategies is shown; effort was measured on a 6‐point Likert scale, where 0=no effort and 5=very high effort.
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Assumption 3: Comparison with UEF – Equity
The UEF profile for traditional park management illustrates the cluster’s under‐
emphasis of goals for social well‐being and empowerment, and the results reported in
Chapter 6 are consistent with this representation. An ongoing dialogue in
international policy has clearly established an expectation that conservation goals
should be achieved in ways that are fair and do not cause harm to people (Adams et
al., 2004; Roe, 2008; M. Wells, Brandon, & Hannah, 1992, also see Chapter 3). Park
management that denies resource access to local stakeholders can violate this
principle, and should consider ways to facilitate equitable governance arrangements.
Hypotheses and Recommendations for Achieving Effective Governance Through
Traditional Park Management
Traditional marine parks in Southeast Asia usually prohibit fishing and manage
tourism. Parks are larger than community‐based sanctuaries, but occur in a specific
localized area, typically around an island or small set of islands. Based on the
previous discussion and my reading of the literature, I offer the following key
hypotheses and recommendations for coral reef governance programs implementing
traditional park management in the region:
1. Traditional park management can protect coral reef ecosystems from
degradation caused by fishing and tourism when the park is managed by
formally recognized institutions that have adequate funding and
infrastructure, and local stakeholders accept the park’s restrictions on resource
use as legitimate.
2. Traditional park management cannot prevent coral reef degradation caused by
events outside park boundaries without engaging in additional partnerships or
activities, such as watershed management.
3. Formal, centralized park management is unlikely to achieve compliance with
resource use restrictions when it lacks adequate resources and legitimacy with
stakeholders. Management strategies that may improve legitimacy or
resourcing, include:
a. Leadership ‐ Park leadership that is fair, capable, long‐term, and open
to dialogue with stakeholders can establish relationships that enhance
legitimacy;
b. Advisory Boards ‐ Formally established advisory boards can provide
official mechanisms for resolving conflicts and solving park
management problems;
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c. Joint Patrols ‐ Enforcement patrols can be conducted as joint operations
between park staff and stakeholders;
d. User fees ‐ User fees may be able to subsidize park management costs
in some situations;
e. Engaging Political Leaders ‐ Strategic engagement with higher levels of
government may increase park budget allocations; and,
f.

Outreach and Education ‐ Outreach and education programs may
improve stakeholders’ environmental awareness and respect for the
park’s resource use rules.

4. The fishery prohibitions implemented as part of traditional park management
are more likely to be accepted by stakeholders with lower dependence on park
resources and higher socioeconomic well‐being.
5. Where stakeholders are dependent on park resources, traditional park
management may create inequities that are inconsistent with international
expectations for the good governance of natural resources. Management
strategies that may improve the fairness of park management, include:
a. Mechanisms to share tourism benefits with fisher communities can be
created. Examples include partial allocation of a user fee for
community infrastructure projects, or the development of tourism‐
related supplemental livelihood opportunities; and,
b. Research can be conducted to understand and document fisheries
“spill‐over” benefits the park may be producing for adjacent fishing
communities so that these advantages can be communicated and
monitored.

7.3.2 Community‐Based Management (CB Profile)
The program theory for community‐based management is shown in Fig 7.4. This
implementation theory relies on empowering stakeholders to assume responsibility as
resource managers. The program impact theory expects that local stakeholder‐
managers will be able to enforce community‐established resource use rules to achieve
sustainable resource use.
Assumption 1: Program Implementation Theory – Sustained Stakeholder Capacity
The implementation theory for community‐based management assumes that activities
to empower communities will enable local stakeholders to develop and implement
resource use rules into the future. The results of this research are consistent with a
large literature on community‐management, which suggests that the ability to foster
local stewardship is moderated by socio‐ecological context (Ostrom, 1990; Pomeroy,
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1995; Schuttenberg, 2001; White, Christie, DʹAgnes, Lowry, & Milne, 2005; White et al.,
1994). In this study, a community’s legal rights to make resource use decisions was a
significant moderating factor in the adoption of a community‐based governance
approach. Programs implementing community‐based management were
overwhelmingly in countries with decentralized governance (Philippines and
Indonesia). Those programs working to facilitate community‐based management
within the centralized governance structures of Thailand or Malaysia recognized that
their implementation theory was incongruent with the social context in which they
were working, and expressed skepticism about their ability to achieve recognized,
lasting impacts; these programs may be better served by pursuing a ICM‐CB
governance approach that aims to share power between the community and higher
levels of government.

Assumption 2: Program Impact Theory – Stakeholders as Managers
The impact theory for community‐based management assumes that locally‐
implemented rules for resource use will provide a sustained stream of ecosystem
services—mainly fishery resources—for community members. The results here
suggest that this impact theory is threatened by local stakeholder’s inability to enforce
community‐established rules against violators from outside the community. For
example, where political officials or judges dismiss valid community apprehensions of
outsiders, desired ecological protections and associated socioeconomic benefits are
unlikely to be realized, despite committed enforcement efforts by local stakeholders.
These problems have led to a broad recognition that community‐based governance
arrangements are most likely to succeed when they are embedded within integrated
coastal management regimes that include formal and informal support from external
government, NGO, and university partners, as discussed further below (Christie &
White, 1997; Christie et al., 2002; Schuttenberg, 2001; White 1986).
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Program Activities
Constituency Building

1st Order Outcomes

2nd Order Outcomes

3rd Order Outcomes

4th Order Outcomes

Enabling Conditions

Functioning Institutions &
Technically Sound Strategies

Behavior Change &
Threat Reduction

Socio-ecological System
Protected / Improved

Section 2.3
•Empowerment thru Training (E4.25),
Extension Officers (E 3.75), &
Provision of Basic Services (E 2.42)

(mediating variables)
Fair Governance Process &
Well-functioning Institutions

•Raising Awareness (E 3.97)
•Study Tours to Other Sites (E 3.08)
•Building Leadership Skills (E 3.58)

Institutional Strengthening
Section 2.2
•Consensus Agreements (E 4.08),
Multi-stakeholder Boards E 4.00), &
Stakeholder Consultation (E 3.92)

Awareness &
Engagement

•Rules Actively Enforced thru Joint
Community & Government Action

•All Relevant Stakeholders
are Participating

•Rules/Resource Access Rights are
Legally Formalized as Necessary

•Stakeholders Aware of
Management Needs &
Options

•All Relevant Stakeholders have a
Say in Resource Use Decisions

•Partnerships with Gov’t (E 4.25),
NGOs (E 3.92), Universities (E 3.83)

Capacity
Section 2.5
•Enforcement by Gov’t (E 4.08),
Deputized Stakeholders (E 3.50), &
with Volunteer Help (E 3.25)
•Management Plan (E 3.54) &
Transparent Process (E 3.46)

•The Income, Health, &
Well-being of Local
Stakeholders is
Improved

•Governance is Transparent &
Conflicts are Reduced
•Partnerships Provide On-going
Support for Community Stewardship

•Ordinances Established (E 3.75)

Day-to-Day Management

Socio-economic
Benefits

Public & Political Support

Sustainable
Resource Use

•Stakeholders have
Skills, Confidence &
Authority / Influence to
Manage their Resources

•Stakeholders Assume
Responsibility as Resource
Managers

•Stakeholders Comply
with Rules

•Required Resources ($)
Are Available

•Higher Levels of Government Support
and Reinforce Community Stewardship

•Local Threats (Fishing,
Water Quality) Reduced
or Eliminated

Bio-physical
Integrity
•Ecosystem Services &
Values are Maintained

•Building Staff Capacity (E 4.08)

Knowledge Building
Section 2.4
•Baseline data (E 4.50) & Status
Report for Planning (3.56)
•Monitoring by Stakeholders (E 3.58)
& Ecological Monitoring (E 4.00)
•Learning (E 3.64)

Well-designed Strategies for
Managing Resource Use

Knowledge
•Stakeholders Identify Key
Issues/Assets
•Stakeholders Know How
Management Is Affecting
Valued Assets

•Fisheries Sustained through MPA
Networks and Fisheries Management
•Water Quality Improved through
Local ICM
•Management Plan is Adopted and
Updated as Necessary

Threat Reduction
Section 2.1
•Fisheries Management, including
“No-Take” Areas (E 3.29)

(moderating variables)

•MPA Networks (E 3.58)
•Buoys Installed/Maintained (E 3.33)
•Integrated Land-Water Mgt (E 3.08)

Program Characteristics
•Communities or NGO & Government
Organizations that Facilitate Community
Resource Management

Socio-ecological Context
•Mainly Philippines or Indonesia
•Comparatively Low Well-being and High
Resource Dependence
•Comparatively Low Threat from Tourism

Fig 7.4 Program theory for the CB cluster, which implements community‐based management. The mean level of effort (E) the cluster reported investing
in its key management strategies is shown; effort was measured on a 6‐point Likert scale, where 0=no effort and 5=very high effort.
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Assumption 3: Comparison with UEF – Integration & Ecological Sufficiency
Potential threats to the impact theory underpinning community‐based governance are
also revealed by the cluster’s UEF profile. Compared to the CB‐Hybrid profiles, the
community‐based profile gives less emphasis to UEF quadrants for ecological
protection and integrated management. Concerns that community‐based impact
theory could be invalidated by these weaknesses are common in the literature
(Almany et al., 2009; Christie et al., 2002; Halpern et al., 2010), and have propelled the
trend to “scale‐up” community‐based sanctuaries into regional networks (Lowry et al.,
2009). These networks are viewed as better able to meet ecological and institutional
requirements needed to achieve the social and environmental goals motivating
community‐based approaches (Christie et al., 2002; Lowry et al., 2009). Notably,
however, community‐based management has long been espoused as the governance
approach that can work in resource‐constrained environments (White & Vogt, 2000);
expanding the spatial and institutional scope of community‐based governance may
require investments which are themselves untenable within the socio‐ecological
contexts in which community‐based approaches to governance commonly occur
(Sumalde, 2004).

Hypotheses and Recommendations for Achieving Effective Governance Through
Community‐Based Management
Community‐Based coral reef governance in Southeast Asia is implemented by local
stakeholders, as well as organizations that aim to empower communities toward self‐
governance of resource use. This paradigm primarily focuses on fisheries
management, with a heavy reliance on the development and enforcement of small, no‐
fishing sanctuaries. Based on the previous discussion and my reading of the literature,
I offer the following key hypotheses and recommendations for coral reef governance
programs implementing community‐based management in the region:

1. Community‐Based management can provide local fisheries benefits when
stakeholders’ authority to manage their resources is recognized, stakeholders
have the skills and abilities to plan and implement resource use rules, and
external threats to community resources are minimal.
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2. Where stakeholders’ authority to manage their resources is not recognized,
coral reef governance programs may better meet their goals by pursuing
collaborative management (i.e., the ICM‐CB profile), which aims to share
power between the community and higher levels of government.
3. Local stakeholders are more likely to continue enforcing and adapting their
resource use rules if they have on‐going support from external organizations,
including NGOs, government, or universities.
4. Changes in leadership can disrupt community‐based management
arrangements, sometimes permanently. Community‐Based decision‐making
arrangements that are based around a system of power‐sharing checks‐and‐
balances are more likely to continue functioning, in spite of changes in
community or local government leadership.
5. Community‐Based management will have greater constituent support when
stakeholder dependence on resources is high, because stakeholders will have a
direct interest in sustaining their livelihood. However, when stakeholders’
depend exclusively on coral reef resources, they may be limited in their ability
to implement fishery restrictions without also pursuing supplemental
livelihood opportunities.
6. Where community resources face external threats, local resource rules and
enforcement actions must be supported by higher levels of government, if
community management is to achieve its goals.
7. When community‐based programs partner together to form networks of
protected areas, they are better able to meet goals for ecological protection,
institutional support, and social learning, if the transaction costs of the network
are compatible with resourcing levels that are available within a community‐
based context.

7.3.3 Collaborative, Ecosystem‐Based Management (ECO‐CB Profile)
The program theory for collaborative, ecosystem‐based management11 is shown in Fig
7.5. The cluster’s implementation theory relies on using science and partnerships to
develop technically‐sound, genuinely supported institutional arrangements. The
program impact theory expects these institutional arrangements will protect
ecosystem condition and provide benefits to stakeholders, with these benefits fostering
support for continued implementation.

I present the program theory for the ECO‐CB profile because it is the more dominant of the two CB‐
hybrid clusters.

11
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Program Activities
Constituency Building

1st Order Outcomes

2nd Order Outcomes

3rd Order Outcomes

4th Order Outcomes

Enabling Conditions

Functioning Institutions &
Technically Sound Strategies

Behavior Change &
Threat Reduction

Socio-ecological System
Protected / Improved

Section 2.3
•Empowerment thru Training (E 4.15),
& Extension Officers (E 3.69)

(mediating variables)

•Raising Awareness (E 3.92)
•Developing Policy with Gov’t (E 3.85)
•Building Leadership Skills (E 3.77)

Institutional Strengthening
Section 2.2
•Stakeholder Consultation (E 4.46),
Multi-stakeholder Boards E 4.38), &
Consensus Agreements (E 4.00),

Fair Governance Process &
Well-functioning Institutions

Awareness &
Engagement
•Stakeholders from
Communities to High
Levels of Government are
Engaged
•Stakeholders are Aware
of Management Needs &
Options

•Laws Established (4.23)

Section 2.5
•Enforcement by Gov’t (E 3.92), &
with Volunteer Help (E 3.23)
•Building Staff Capacity (E 4.08)
•Financial Planning (E 3.54)
•Boats (E 3.23)

Capacity
•Partners Collaborate to
Provide the Skills &
Authorities Required for
Management
•Adequate Resources
(human, $, infrastructure)
are Sustained

Knowledge Building
Section 2.4

•Stakeholders Benefit
from Fisheries, Tourism,
& Other Ecosystem
Services

•Rules/Resource Access Rights are
Legally Formalized as Necessary

Public & Political Support
•Stakeholders from Government,
Communities, Universities, & Local
NGOs Make a Sustained Commitment
to Ecosystem Management, including
financial budgets

Sustainable
Resource Use
•Stakeholders Comply
with Rules
•Local Threats are
Reduced or Eliminated in
a way that Supports
Ecosystem Resilience to
Global Threats

Bio-physical
Integrity
•Ecosystem Services &
Values are Maintained

Well-designed Strategies for
Managing Resource Use

Knowledge

•Baseline Data (E 3.85), Status
Report (E 3.69), Ecosystem Scale
Assessment (E 3.62)

•Assets, Values, & Threats
are Understood at an
Ecosystem Scale

•Monitoring by Stakeholders (E 4.15),
Ecological (E 3.85) & Socioeconomic
(E 3.69) Monitoring

•Changes in the Socioecological System are
Understood thru Monitoring

•Learning (E 3.77)

•Learning from Our
Experience & that of Other
Sites Informs Adaptive
Management

Threat Reduction

Socio-economic
Benefits

•Integrated Management by Multiple
Government Agencies & Partners
Provides Comprehensive Protection
& Increases Transparency

•All Relevant Stakeholders are
Represented in Decision-making

•Formalizing Partnerships (E 3.92)
with Gov’t (E 4.31) & NGOs (E 4.08)

Day-to-Day Management

•Rules Actively Enforced thru Joint
Community & Government Action

•Biodiversity Protected & Ecosystem
Resilience Supported thru Technically
Rigorous Conservation Planning
•Fisheries Sustained through MPA
Networks
•Water Quality Improved through ICM

Section 2.1
•Protecting 10-30% of Each Habitat
Type (E 3.69), Developing MPA
Networks (E 3.38), & Restoring
Ecosystems (E 3.38)
•“No-Take” Areas (E 3.31)
•Integrated Land-Water Mgt (E 3.23)

(moderating variables)

Program Characteristics

Socio-ecological Context

•Well-funded NGO, Government, or
Multi-Partner Organizations

•Comparatively High Ecosystem Values
•Mainly Philippines or Indonesia
•Below Average Well-being and Above
Average Resource Dependence

Fig 7.5 Program theory for the ECO‐CB cluster, which implements collaborative ecosystem‐based management. The mean level of effort (E) the cluster
reported investing in its key management strategies is shown; effort was measured on a 6‐point Likert scale, where 0=no effort and 5=very high effort.
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Assumption 1: Program Implementation Theory – Sustained Capacity
The implementation theory for collaborative, ecosystem‐based management assumes
that a process which engages partners around knowledge‐building and institutional
strengthening will result in technically‐sound institutional arrangements that are
sustained into the future (Christie, Pollnac, Fluharty et al., 2009; K. L. McLeod et al.,
2005; Ruckelshaus, Klinger, Knowlton, & Demaster, 2008). Results from this study
suggest that this implementation theory can be realized, but requires substantial
investments to achieve the needed coordination, information gathering, conflict
resolution, and capacity building. Discriminant analysis results showed that the
presence of high ecological values distinguished this governance approach from the
Community‐Based cluster, potentially suggesting that it is easier for sites recognized
as possessing exceptional ecological characteristics to attract the levels of resourcing
needed to support the implementation theory for this governance approach.

Additionally, while this program theory is predicated on building partnerships and
constituencies that will sustain governance into the future, negotiated institutional
arrangements can unravel when the catalyzing organization withdraws its
involvement and investments. Factors believed to influence institutional sustainability
at the end of a project include having fostered leadership, genuine constituencies,
adequate institutional capacity, a good understanding of the socio‐ecological system,
and a clear, fair governance process (Christie et al., 2005; Christie, Pollnac, Fluharty et
al., 2009; Pollnac & Pomeroy, 2005).

Assumption 2: Program Impact Theory – Achieving Ecological and Social Goals
The impact theory for collaborative, ecosystem‐based management assumes that well‐
crafted institutional arrangements will protect ecosystem condition and provide
benefits to stakeholders, with these benefits fostering support for long‐term
implementation. This impact theory has been one of the most significant influences in
environmental governance since, at least, the Brundtland Commission Report in 1987
(World Commission on Environment and Development), and a large body of research
has investigated its efficacy. Global studies, such as the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment, have argued for the inseparability of ecosystem health and human well‐
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being, thereby providing support for this impact theory. However, other studies
(Gjertsen, 2005; McShane & Wells, 2004; Sunderland et al., 2008, also see Section 4.4.4),
and the continued degradation of reefs and other ecosystems, suggest the relationship
between ecological and human well‐being is moderated by additional factors that
threaten the validity of this impact theory. These factors include the benefits of
converting natural capital into other goods (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005),
spatial and temporal distances that mean ecosystem services do not accrue to the
people who sacrifice to protect them (McShane & Wells, 2004; Roe et al., 2000), and the
impacts of global climate change, which can cause significant ecological degradation
even where local to regional resource protection measures have been diligently
implemented (Hoegh‐Guldberg et al., 2007; Marshall & Schuttenberg, 2006b).

Assumption 3: Comparison with UEF – Negotiating Ecological Sufficiency
Potential threats to the implementation theory underpinning collaborative, ecosystem‐
based governance are also revealed by the cluster’s UEF profile. The profile reflects
the ECO‐CB’s program theory of working through integrated partnerships to achieve
both ecological and social goals. Although ECO‐CB respondents identified the
development of science‐based resource protection strategies as an important part of
the cluster’s program theory, the UEF profile’s under‐emphasis of science and
information is consistent with qualitative responses and the literature in finding that
conflict resolution can take priority over science when developing resource use rules
(Knight et al., 2008; Lee, 1993, 1999; Stone, 2002).

Hypotheses and Recommendations for Achieving Effective Governance Through
Collaborative, Ecosystem‐Based Management
Collaborative, ecosystem‐based coral reef governance in Southeast Asia is
implemented through multi‐organization partnerships to achieve ecological
protections, while providing benefits that foster continued stakeholder support for
resource management. Work often takes place at ecosystem scales in areas of
exceptional biological diversity. Based on the previous discussion and my reading of
the literature, I offer the following key hypotheses and recommendations for programs
implementing collaborative ecosystem‐based management in the region:
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1. Facilitating multiple partners around knowledge‐building and institutional
strengthening to establish technically‐sound institutional arrangements for
coral reef governance requires significant resources for coordination,
information gathering, conflict resolution, and capacity building. Areas of
exceptional biological diversity are more likely to attract the resources required
to successfully implement this governance approach.
2. Institutional arrangements for collaborative, ecosystem‐based management are
more likely to continue functioning after the withdrawal of catalyzing projects,
when the following conditions have been established:
a. Leadership ‐ there are capable leaders committed to continued
implementation;
b. Engagement & Benefits ‐ stakeholders from communities, government,
NGOs, and academia are engaged in governance and equitably receive
benefits from the established institutional arrangements;
c. Capacity ‐ partners collaborate to provide the skills, authorities, and
resources needed to implement the established institutional
arrangements;
d. Knowledge ‐ there is a good understanding of the socio‐ecological
system, and on‐going monitoring informs adaptive management; and,
e. Governance Process ‐ the governance process is fair and appropriately
formalized, including: rules are legally formalized as necessary; all
relevant stakeholders are represented in decision‐making; rules are
actively enforced; decisions and enforcement are consistent and
transparent; and, mechanisms for coordination and conflict resolution
are functioning.
3. While ecological and human well‐being are linked, the benefits, or ecosystem
services, stakeholders receive from implementing resource management
actions are moderated by a number of factors. Where these factors are beyond
the influence of local to regional governance arrangements, and the provision
of stakeholder benefits is hypothesized to motivate continued stakeholder
support for ecological protection measures, institutional arrangements can be
designed to stabilize or guarantee benefit flows; for example, conservation
concessions are agreements that provide communities with benefits in
exchange for their implementation of specified conservation actions.
4. Implementing resource management at larger, ecosystem‐based spatial scales
will increase ecosystems’ resilience to broad‐scale threats, such as global
climate change, population growth, and globalization, if there is institutional
capacity to functionally implement governance over these spatial scales, and
the ecosystems possess characteristics that allow them to adapt to projected
climate changes.
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7.4 Conclusions
This chapter has further investigated the three dominant governance clusters
identified by the taxonomy. Drawing on this research and the broader literature, I
have offered a series of hypotheses and recommendations for strengthening each
governance approach that account for Cronbach and Campbell’s targets of
generalization: programs (U), management strategies (T), outcomes (O), and setting
(S). Further research will be needed to rigorously test and refine these hypotheses.

Examining these recommendations also illustrates the utility of the UEF profiles for
visualizing the trade‐offs between different governance approaches. For each
governance approach, the key weaknesses identified in the literature are intuitively
apparent by inspecting the corresponding UEF profile. Chapter 8 continues this
examination of the utility and validity of the Unified Effectiveness Framework.

7.5 Summary




Additional analyses were conducted on the taxonomy’s three largest clusters to
develop a set of hypotheses and recommendations for strengthening these
three dominant approaches to coral reef governance:
o

The ECO profile, identified as traditional park management;

o

The CB profile, identified as community‐based management; and,

o

The CB‐Hybrids, identified as collaborative management.

The programmatic and socio‐ecological characteristics associated with each
UEF profile were investigated using non‐parametric tests of significance and
Chi‐square tests for independence. Six characteristics were found to vary
significantly across the three UEF clusters: government centralization, type of
organization (governmental or non‐governmental), perceived socioeconomic
well‐being, perceived threat from tourism, perceived overall threat before the
program initiated its work, and ecological values.
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A direct discriminant analysis was conducted using three contextual
variables—government centralization, ecological values, and perceived overall
threats—to predict membership in the three dominant UEF clusters. The
overall discriminant function was significant and correctly classified 66.7% of
the programs. The first discriminant function separated the ECO cluster from
the other two clusters, with government centralization making the greatest
contribution to this discriminant function, followed by perceived overall
threats. The second discriminant function was also significant and separated
the CB‐Hybrid cluster from the CB cluster based on perceived ecological
values.



Detailed theories‐of‐action were developed for each of the governance
approaches, and each cluster’s implementation theory and impact theory were
identified. A program’s implementation theory is a hypothesis about what
actions or management strategies will activate a causal mechanism, sometimes
called an immediate outcome. A program’s impact theory is a hypothesis
about how activation of a causal mechanism will lead to a desired ultimate
goal. The identified theories were:



o

ECO Profile
Implementation Theory: Government park rangers will enforce fishing
restrictions and tourism management rules.
Impact Theory: Compliance with these rules will protect ecological
condition and facilitate tourism benefits.

o

CB Profile
Implementation Theory: Supportive organizations will train and
empower local stakeholders to assume responsibility as resource
managers.
Impact Theory: Local stakeholders will enforce community‐established
rules to achieve sustainable resource use.

o

ECO‐CB Profile
Implementation Theory: Through partnerships and science, technically
sound and genuinely supported institutional arrangements for resource
governance will be established.
Impact Theory: Sustained implementation of these institutional
arrangements will protect ecosystem condition and provide benefits to
stakeholders, with these benefits fostering support for continued
implementation.

The key assumptions underpinning each of these theories was assessed, and
detailed hypotheses and recommendations for each governance approach were
offered in Sections 7.3.1 – 7.3.3.
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Part 4
Conclusions
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Chapter 8
Reconciling Theory & Practice
A well‐constructed typology can be very effective in bringing order out of chaos. It can
transform the complexity of apparently eclectic congeries of diverse cases into well‐ordered sets
of a few rather homogeneous types, clearly situated in a property space of a few important
dimensions. A sound typology forms a solid foundation for both theorizing and empirical
research. Perhaps no other tool has such power to simplify life for the social scientist.
‐ Bailey, Typologies & Taxonomies, 1994, p. 33

8.1 Introduction
The overarching goal of this research has been to develop a learning framework—or
“map and compass”—that contextualizes the experiences of individual coral reef
governance programs toward better strategic planning, cross‐site learning, and theory
development. This chapter assesses the extent to which the Unified Effectiveness
Framework (UEF) Map and Compass are able to achieve these goals based on a pilot
application in Southeast Asia. Specifically, it seeks to answer the second question of
research validity identified in Chapter 2 (Fig 8.1).

The chapter assesses the validity of the UEF in two ways. Section 8.2 evaluates the
extent to which application of the UEF in Southeast Asia was successful in simplifying
multidimensional complexity in program, context, strategy, and outcome variables. In
his work on Typologies and Taxonomies, K.D. Bailey argues that the ability to find
meaningful patterns in multidimensional complexity is the most important attribute of
a good typology (see quote above, Bailey, 1994). It is through this ordering of
complexity that a typology smoothes the chaotic variation of real life into a systematic
framework for generalization and learning.

Section 8.3 reconciles the conceptual UEF (Thesis Part 2) with the empirical field
taxonomy of governance approaches in Southeast Asia (Thesis Part 3). Although
Bailey makes the case that a rough and tumble field taxonomy and the idealized
theoretical frame developed to represent it will never be identical, general consistent
trends should be apparent (Bailey, 1994). Section 8.3 evaluates the congruence of the
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program characteristics hypothesized by the UEF’s axes and quadrants with those
found in corresponding reef governance programs in Southeast Asia.

I close in Section 8.4 with an overall evaluation of the ways in which the UEF seems
able to contribute to the learning needs Section 1.2.1 identified as being useful for
strengthening the practice of coral reef governance.

K.D. Bailey’s (1994)
3-Levels of Analysis

My Research
Approach

Corresponding Questions
of Research Validity

Typology:
A Unified Effectiveness Framework
For Coral Reef Governance
Social Well-being &
Empowerment

Ecological Condition
& Protection

Conceptual
Level

c

Integrated, Accountable
Management

b

Empirical
Level

UEF
Compass
(Questionnaire)

─┬───┐
─┘
├─┐
─────┘ ├─┐
───────┘ ├───┐
─────────┘
├─────┐
─────────────┘
├───┐
───────────┬─────┐ │
│
───────────┘
├─┘
│
───────┬───┐
│
│
───────┘
├─────┘
├─────────┐
─────────┬─┘
│
│
─────────┘
│
│
───────────┬───┐
│
│
───────────┘
├───────┘
│
───────┬───┐
│
│
───────┘
├───┘
│
───────┐
│
├───────┐
───────┼───┘
│
│
───────┘
│
│
─────────────────┬─────┐
│
│
─────────────────┘
│
│
│
───────────┬───────┐
├─────┐
│
│
───────────┘
│
│
│
│
│
─────────┬─┐
├───┘
│
│
├──
─────────┘ ├───┐
│
├───┘
│
───────────┘
├───┘
│
│
───────────────┘
│
│
─────────────────────────────┘
│
───────┬─────┐
│
───────┘
├───┐
│
─────────────┘
├───────────────────────┘
─────────────────┘

Indicator
Level

a

Information &
Learning

5. Validity of the UEF as a
representation of expert
conceptualizations of
effectiveness (Chapter 4)
6. Validity of the UEF as a
typology for interpreting &
contextualizing practical
field experience;
corresponds to Bailey’s
path a (Chapter 8)
7. Measurement validity of
the UEF Compass;
corresponds to Bailey’s
path c (Chapter 5)
Note: Bailey’s path b
corresponds to measurement
error

8. Validity of the taxonomy
for Southeast Asia as a
representation of coral
reef governance in
practice (Chapters 6 & 7)

A Taxonomy of Approaches to Effective
Coral Reef Governance in Southeast Asia

Fig 8.1 Questions of research validity for the classification systems and measurement
instrument developed through this research. Figure updated from Chapter 2 (Fig 2.5) with the
names of the UEF quadrants identified in Chapter 4.
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8.2 A Global Frame to Generalize & Contextualize Field Experience
In K.D. Bailey’s conceptualization, the hallmark of a good typology is its ability to
simplify multidimensional complexity to organize and strengthen social science
research (Bailey, 1994). In this study, the UEF Compass was used to draw profiles of
Southeast Asian field programs on the conceptual UEF Map of governance
effectiveness. Programs were then clustered based on their UEF profile, which
represents their theory‐of‐action. The extent to which these typology‐derived clusters
exhibit statistically significant patterns with other variables is an indicator of whether
the UEF is meeting Bailey’s criteria of simplifying multidimensional complexity. To
evaluate the UEF’s performance on this criteria, I review analyses conducted in
Chapters 6 & 7 to assess patterns between the UEF clusters and the targets of
generalization identified by Cronbach and Campbell: programs, context, outcomes,
and strategies/interventions (Cook, 2004, see also Chapter 2).

8.2.1 Program and Socio‐ecological Context Variables
Logically, we expect program and socio‐ecological context to influence program
managers’ assumptions about which theory‐of‐action can succeed in their particular
circumstances. To test this hypothesis and, therefore, to determine if the UEF clusters
can simplify multidimensional complexity in contextual variables, this study collected
perceptions data on ecological values and condition, threats, and stakeholders’
socioeconomic well‐being. Information on program and country‐level characteristics
was also documented (see Chapter 5 for a full description of variables collected).

Table 8.1 summarizes the statistically significant relationships between UEF clusters
and contextual variables found in this study. The results suggest that national level
governance structure has the greatest influence over program designs, with
centralized governance being more associated with an emphasis on ecological
protection and decentralized governance more associated with sustainable use. In this
study, stakeholder well‐being, implementing organization, and threat from tourism
co‐varied with government centralization, but were less influential than centralization
in explaining variance in UEF clusters. Government centralization and perceived
threat‐level were significant in discriminating the ECO cluster from the CB and CB‐
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Hybrid clusters, and ecological values discriminated the CB‐Hybrid group from the
CB cluster. The explanatory power of these contextual variables was substantial, with
government centralization, perceived threat‐level, and ecological value correctly
predicting membership in the three dominant governance clusters approximately 67%
Table 8.1 Significant relationships between contextual variables and the strategic intent
clusters identified in Figs 6.2 and 6.3
Chapter 6. Nonparametric Comparisons of Contextual Variables Across UEF Clusters
Characteristic and Scale
1
3
5
6

Mean Cluster Score1

Kruskal-Wallis Test§

Sample
Mean

ECO

ECO-CB

CB

BAL

ICM-CB

AM

n=61

n=19

n=13

n=12

n=9

n=4

n=4

Ecological Value
1=few values; 4=world class
Overall Threat Level
1=low; 4=very high
Threat from Pollution
1=none; 4=high
Threat from Tourism
1=none; 4=high

ab

a

c

2.89

3.38

2.92

2.89d

2.98

2.68ab

3.23a

3.17b

2.89

3.25

2.82

2.68a

2.77b

2.58c

2.89d

3.00e

2.74

2.84

2.92

2.08

2.89

3.00

4.00

df

p

e

3.00

12.896

5, 55

0.024

3.00

11.567

5, 55

0.041

4.00abcde 11.196

5, 55

0.048

5, 55

0.143

bcde

3.08

2

X

3.00

8.254

Chapter 7. Cross-Tabs Analysis of Programmatic & Contextual Variables Across Dominant UEF Clusters
Counts
Characteristic

ECO

Phi

CB-Hybrids

CB

Actual

Expected

Actual

Expected

Actual

Expected

15

9.1

6

8.1

2

5.8

4

9.9

11

8.9

10

6.2

13

8.3

5

7.4

3

5.2

6

10.7

12

9.6

9

6.8

n

Value

p

48

0.523

0.001

48

0.404

0.020

Centralization of Government
Centralized
Malaysia, Thailand
Decentralized
Philippines, Indonesia

Type of Organization
Government
National, Provincial, Local
Non-governmental
NGO, Community, Multi-partner

Chapter 7. Nonparametric Analysis of Contextual Variables Across Dominant UEF Clusters
Counts
Characteristic

Phi

ECO

CB-Hybrids

CB

n=19

n=17

n=12

2.89a

3.53ab

Perceived Overall Threat-Level

2.68ab

Perceived Threat from Tourism
Perceived Socioeconomic Wellbeing

Perceived Ecological Values

2

X

df

p

2.92b

9.855

2, 48

0.007

3.24a

3.17b

9.310

2, 48

0.010

2.84a

2.94b

2.08ab

6.963

2, 48

0.031

2.45a

2.22

1.94a

6.503

2, 48

0.039

Chapter 7. Discriminant Analysis of Dominant UEF Clusters by Contextual Variables
Discriminant Function

Eigenvalues

Wilks' Lambda
Wilks'
Lambda

X

df

p

Eigenvalues

%
variance

0.705

80.2

0.64

0.499

30.57

6

0.000

0.174

17.8

0.39

0.851

7.08

2

0.029

Rc

╪

2

Function 1
Variables for Government Centralization,
and Perceived Overall Threat-Level
separate ECO from CB and CB-Hybrid

Function 2
Variable for Ecological Values
separates CB from ECO and CB-Hybrid

1 Superscript letters indicate which pairs of clusters were significantly different, as identified by post-hoc Mann-Whitney U tests
§ Pair-wise group differences, identified by post-hoc Mann-Whitney U tests, are indicated with superscript letters
╪ Canonical correlation
¥ Squared canonical correlation
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of the time (Chapter 7). The results suggest that the UEF meets Bailey’s criteria of
meaningfully simplifying multidimensional complexity.

8.2.2 Outcome Variables
Based on theory, we would also expect consistent patterns between a program’s
theory‐of‐action and the effectiveness dimensions on which it excels (Table 8.2). For
example, programs that emphasize ecological protection should achieve higher scores
on effectiveness criteria for “establishing management measures that are strong
enough” and “improving or stabilizing coral reef ecosystem condition.” However,
one‐way analysis of variance of the nine effectiveness dimensions across the six UEF
clusters did not identify any of the hypothesized relationships (Table 6.3).

A possible explanation for this counter‐intuitive finding is the presence of mis‐
matches between program context and program theory in the data sample. For
example, programs that adopt a community‐based program theory while working in a
country with a centralized governance structure may suffer from theory failure
because pre‐requisite conditions for legal recognition of local authorities are absent.
To explore this explanation, I repeated the one‐way ANOVA of effectiveness
dimensions (see methods Section 6.2.2) across the three dominant strategic intent
clusters (ECO, CB, and CB‐Hybrid), in an analysis that only retained programs whose
cluster membership was correctly predicted by the discriminant analysis described in
Chapter 7. In essence, this analysis only included programs whose program theories
were congruent with their socio‐ecological context. Eight of the nine effectiveness
dimensions still showed non‐significant relationships, suggesting that congruence
between context and theory‐of‐action did not explain this discrepancy between
program theory and program outcomes.
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Table 8.2 Hypothesized relationships between UEF quadrants and the effectiveness
dimensions investigated in this study. Mean scores for each dimension also shown.
Effectiveness Dimension
Compared to the situation BEFORE your organization started its work,
what progress have you made in: (1=little progress; 5=excellent progress)

1

Establishing management measures that are strong enough to
conserve reefs into the future

2 Basing management decisions on good, useful information

Sample
Mean

Corresponding
UEF Quadrant

n=61

3.67

Ecosystem Condition & Protection

3.66

Information & Learning

3

Allowing ALL stakeholders have a say in how their reefs are used &
managed, either directly or through an intermediary

3.62

Social Well-being & Empowerment
and Integrated, Accountable
Management

4

Having most people comply with the formal and informal rules that
protect reefs

3.43

Social Well-being & Empowerment

5

Revising management strategies when new information becomes
known

3.36

Information & Learning

6

Improving or stabilizing coral reef ecosystem condition (measured by
coral cover, fish abundance, water quality, etc.)

3.23

Ecosystem Condition & Protection

7 Obtaining adequate and consistent funding for coral reef management

3.15

Integrated, Accountable Management

8

Increasing or maintaining the income people get from coral reefs
(through fishing, tourism, etc.)

3.08

Social Well-being & Empowerment

9

Eliminating conflicts between policies related to reef management
between different government levels & agencies

2.97

Integrated, Accountable Management

Mean score across all accomplishments

3.35

Since predicting and improving the outcomes of coral reef governance programs is
essential to addressing global declines in coral reef ecosystems, this discrepancy
between theory and practice has important implications for the utility of the UEF and
warrants further research. The strengths of Theory‐based Evaluation should assist in
understanding why the hypothesized relationship was not found in this study. Future
research that collects objective measures of the mediating and outcome variables
identified in Chapters 3 and 7 should be able to identify where in the hypothesized
chain‐of‐events a break‐down has occurred. Resource limitations prevented this type
of data collection in the current study, and it is possible that inaccuracies in the
perceptions data used here are the reason that the expected relationships between
program theory and program outcomes were not found. Additional qualitative
questions that ask managers to explain why programs have/have not achieved
progress along the nine effectiveness dimensions would also provide important
insights for resolving this issue.
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8.2.3 Strategy Variables
Logically, we would also hypothesize relationships between programs’ theories‐of‐
action and the specific strategies programs implement, if contextual variables are
taken into account. Program and socio‐ecological context variables are expected to
moderate the extent to which a specific strategy is able to activate targeted mediating
variables. For example, a strategy of using community extension officers might be
successful in organizing community institutions where a history of shared problem
solving exists, but not in communities that lack experience with these skills (White et
al., 1994). Thus, while a relationship between program theory and implementing
strategies is expected, it is not necessarily a direct one; program managers are likely to
consider both their program theory and their context in selecting strategies to
implement.

In this study, the UEF‐derived clusters were associated with statistically significant
differences in strategy implementation, further supporting the UEF’s validity as a
useful typology for simplifying multidimensional complexity. One‐way analysis of
variance identified relationships between UEF clusters and strategy implementation
for 20% of the 65 strategies investigated in this study and an additional 8 strategy
composites (Table 6.13). Differences in strategy implementation were particularly
evident for interventions aiming to build institutions, constituencies, and knowledge,
as well as approaches to fisheries management. Post‐hoc tests identified 50 pair‐wise
differences between clusters in their strategy implementation, with 92% of these
differences involving the ECO cluster. This disproportionate occurrence of the ECO
cluster in significant group differences suggests that the ECO governance approach is
particularly distinctive, a finding I discuss further in the Section 8.3.3.

8.3 UEF Axes & Quadrants: Congruence of Theory & Practice
The congruence of the actual characteristics of Southeast Asian coral reef governance
programs and the characteristics hypothesized by the UEF is another indicator of the
validity of the UEF Map and Compass. This section reconciles hypothesized and
actual characteristics for the UEF’s quadrants and axes, drawing on approaches used
to validate the CVF and analyses presented in earlier chapters of the thesis.
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8.3.1 UEF Quadrants
Tables 8.3 – 8.6 compare the UEF quadrant characteristics hypothesized in Chapter 4
against the field‐based UEF profile characteristics presented in Chapter 6. From
Chapter 4, I review both the individual effectiveness concepts that clustered in each
quadrant (Fig 4.1) and the hypothesized characteristics of the associated governance
paradigm (Boxes 4.1 ‐ 4.4). I compare these hypothesized qualities against the
characteristics of the most closely associated UEF profile from Southeast Asia; for
example, the CB quadrant is compared against the mean characteristics of programs
with the CB profile. I draw from both the qualitative (Boxes 6.2, 6.4, 6.5, 6.7) and
quantitative (Tables 6.6 – 6.12) analyses reported for the UEF profiles, and make an
assessment of congruence for each quadrant characteristic based on the overall weight
of evidence.

CB Quadrant: Social Well‐being and Empowerment
The characteristics of programs with a CB profile were consistent with the
effectiveness concepts that clustered in the upper‐left quadrant of the UEF and the
interpretation of these concepts as Community‐Based Management (Table 8.3). Both
qualitative and quantitative analyses provide strong evidence that CB programs in
Southeast Asia conceptualize themselves as facilitating or implementing Community‐
Based Management and implement strategies that are consistent with this belief.

ICM Quadrant: Integrated, Accountable Management
The hypothesized characteristics of the lower‐left UEF quadrant were compared
against programs in the small (n=4) ICM‐CB profile. Given the substantial history of
Integrated Coastal Management in Southeast Asia (Chua, 2006), the absence of a
dominant ICM profile is surprising and warrants further investigation. However, the
characteristics of programs in the ICM‐CB profile were consistent with both the
effectiveness concepts that clustered in the corresponding quadrant and the
interpretation of this quadrant as Integrated Coastal Management (Table 8.4).
Qualitative and quantitative data confirm that in both aspiration and practice, ICM‐CB
sites are consistent with hypothesized expectations.
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AM Quadrant: Information & Learning
The characteristics of programs with the AM profile are highly consistent with the
effectiveness concepts that clustered in the lower‐right quadrant of the UEF (Table
8.5). Both qualitative and quantitative data strongly support that AM programs are
primarily involved in monitoring changes and bringing this evolving information to
bear in management decisions. The characteristics of AM programs support
interpretation of the quadrant as a “learning‐by‐doing” approach to Adaptive
Management; however, based on the analysis conducted in this study, it does not
appear that AM program characteristics are consistent with Hollings and Walter’s
original conception of Adaptive Management as a series of experimental designs
(Holling, 1978; Walters, 1986; Walters & Holling, 1990, see also Chapter 4). The small
number of AM programs is in line with previous observations about the limited
implementation of this influential paradigm (Lee, 1993, 1999).

ECO Quadrant: Ecosystem Condition & Protection
The characteristics of programs with an ECO profile were predominantly consistent
with the effectiveness concepts that clustered in the upper‐right quadrant of the UEF;
however, they did not support interpretation of this quadrant as Ecosystem‐Based
Management (Table 8.6). ECO programs in Southeast Asia manage marine parks for
tourism and biodiversity conservation, and they prohibit extractive uses. Their strong
emphasis on ecological protection is, therefore, largely consistent with the cluster of
biophysical effectiveness concepts that dominate this UEF quadrant. However,
Ecosystem‐Based Management is generally theorized as being broader than protecting
a local park area, instead taking its scale from ecosystem boundaries (Grumbine, 1994;
K. L. McLeod & Leslie, 2009b). The ECO programs in this study did not qualitatively
describe or actively implement strategies that are closely consistent with these core
characteristics of Ecosystem‐Based Management. Specifically, they report low to
moderate investments in strategies for protecting 10 – 30% of different habitat types,
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Table 8.3 Comparison of the UEF’s Social Well‐being and Empowerment quadrant in theory and in practice in Southeast Asia.
Characteristic
Effectiveness
Concepts
(Fig 4.1)
Associated
Governance
Paradigm

Theory

Comparative
Strengths

YES

CB sites strongly emphasized empowerment, participatory processes, and
simultaneously improving ecological condition and human well-being

Community-based Management

YES

CB sites exhibit strong consistency with theorized characteristics of
Community-based Management

YES

• Strongly emphasized the link between community support for resource
protection and the viability and sustainability of conservation measures
• Strongly emphasized conservation benefits for fisheries and human wellbeing

YES

Strongly emphasized the empowerment of local stakeholders and
communities as a way to build genuine, sustainable institutions that
simultaneously benefit people and ecosystems

Sustainability results from bottom-up, self-determined institutional
arrangements that organize resource use to synergistically perpetuate the
well-being of communities and the ecosystems on which they depend
• Emphasizes basic human rights to dignity and well-being
• Should benefit from high levels of compliance because management has
a genuine, self-determined constituency
• May conserve cultural knowledge and values

• Community capacity may be insufficient for negotiating with more powerful
organizations or planning and implementing management interventions
Weaknesses that
• Community interventions may be insufficient in either scale or scope for
are Compensated
sustaining ecological integrity
by Other Paradigms
• Community interventions may be overwhelmed by larger scale events, e.g.
logging upstream, climate change, etc.
• Empowering communities by helping them organize politically, building their
capacities, offering technical advice, and providing financial assistance
Common Strategies • Establishing on-going support services and networks delivered through
NGOs, universities and government
• Formalizing property tenure arrangements, if ambiguous

Common
Contextual
Elements

Practice: CB Profile Characteristics

Constituent support, Adequate capacity, Participatory,
Income generated, Funding satisfactory

• Has community acceptance and support
Key Effectiveness
• Enhances human health and well-being
Criteria
• Maintains sustainable resource use

Theory of Action

Congruence

• Small, local geographic scales; often poorer areas away from population
centers
• Best when tenure system is already clear, either through geographic
isolation or legal/traditional mechanisms
• Encouraged by institutional frameworks that devolve resource management
authority to local or community levels

MIXED

• Emphasized human well-being
• Emphasized that community support improves compliance, but enforcement
is still necessary and can be difficult
• Did not emphasize the preservation of cultural knowledge or values

YES

• Highlighted limitations in community capacity and influence
• Acknowledged the limited ecological scale of community sanctuaries with ongoing efforts to network small no-take areas into larger, ecologically sufficient
networks

YES

• Reported high to very high investments in strategies for participation and
partnerships
• Reported moderate to high investments in strategies for empowerment,
establishing laws, and raising awareness

YES

• CB sites reported the lowest scores for human well-being and the highest for
resource dependence
• CB sites were significantly associated with countries that formally devolve
governance authority to the local level; CB sites in centralized countries
reported frustration with their lack of legal rights
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Table 8.4 Comparison of the UEF’s Integrated, Accountable Management quadrant in theory and in practice in Southeast Asia.
Characteristic
Effectiveness
Concepts
(Fig 4.1)
Associated
Governance
Paradigm

Theory

Congruence

Vertical and horizontal integration, Quality management plan, Focused on key
issues, Responsive, Participatory, Enforced

YES

Integrated Coastal Management

YES

ICM-CB sites were consistent with theorized ICM characteristics, particularly
for coordination and integrated management

YES

• Emphasized integration, coordination, and institutional development as a
way of achieving multiple goals efficiently
• Reported high investments in working with decision-makers

YES

Emphasized developing formal institutional arrangements that achieve
multiple goals and resolve conflicts

YES

• Emphasized clarity of institutional mandates; reported moderate investments
in establishing laws and planning for future financial sustainability
• Emphasized horizontal and vertical integration
• Emphasized efficiency; reported high to very high investments in
participation strategies, but low to moderate effort toward financial and
management transparency

NA

Not enough data to make assessment

• Is facilitated by a functional, integrated institutional arrangement
Key Effectiveness • Has political and financial support, including dedicated line-items
Criteria
in government budgets and formally adopted management plans

• Results in a fair balance of resource uses for salient issues
Theory of Action

Comparative
Strengths

Practice: ICM-CB Profile Characteristics
ICM-CB sites emphasized integration and reported moderate to very high
investments in strategies related to management plans, issue identification,
participation and enforcement

Sustainability results from formalized, integrated institutional
arrangements that enable sustainable development through a
participatory planning process that facilitates compatible uses of the
coastal environment while providing for its protection
• Establishes the formal enabling conditions required for management
• Integrates across sectors and political jurisdictions to resolve conflicts,
address cumulative impacts, and achieve a shared vision for the future
• Emphasizes good governance principles, such as representative
decision-making, accountability, & efficiency

• Bureaucratic inertia may slow or impede implementation
• The emphasis on reducing conflicts and balancing coastal uses can mean
that hard decisions required to achieve ecologically sufficient outcomes are
Weaknesses that
politically unfeasible
are Compensated
• Better organized and financed stakeholders may use the process to benefit
by Other Paradigms
at the expense of less organized groups
• The institutional arrangements that commonly implement ICM are often slow
to change when confronted with new circumstances and information
• Facilitating the development of national institutional frameworks that
encourage replication of the ICM process in local and provincial jurisdictions
across the country
• Government or project staff work as a neutral broker to facilitate shared
Common Strategies
plans that address issues of salience to a wide range of stakeholders, thereby
inspiring their support
• Using good planning, coordination, and institutional design
• Building capacity to plan, implement, monitor, and enforce management
• Governments are key actors
Common
• Works at multiple political scales (national, provincial, local) with an aim of
Contextual
creating compatible, reinforcing nested systems of governance
Elements
• Focuses on the management of both sea & the adjacent land areas

YES

• Reported moderate to high investments in policy development
• Reported high to very high investments in coordinating multi-stakeholder
groups and stakeholder consultation
• Reported moderate investments in management planning and establishing
laws
• Reported moderate to high investments in strategies to empower
stakeholders and build staff capacity

YES

• Reported high investments in developing partnerships with government
• Worked at multiple political scales (national, provincial, local)
• Reported moderate to high investments in integrated management of landwater areas, demonstrating the highest score of any cluster on this strategy
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Table 8.5 Comparison of the UEF’s Information & Learning quadrant in theory and in practice in Southeast Asia.
Characteristic
Effectiveness
Concepts
(Fig 4.1)
Associated
Governance
Paradigm

Theory
Best available information used in decision-making,
Changes monitored

Adaptive Management

• Crafts technically-sound interventions, based on an adequate
understanding of baseline conditions, threats, and dynamics
Key Effectiveness
• Understands the impacts of management through appropriate
Criteria
monitoring of project and control sites
• Learns and adapts from on-going experiences
Theory of Action

Comparative
Strengths

Because socio-ecological systems are complex and constantly changing,
sometimes unpredictably, the most competent way to proceed is by
implementing management interventions as a series of experiments.
• Improves the results and practice of management through "learning by
doing"
• Can foster the shared knowledge and social capital to take action despite
uncertainty

• Having a rational, scientific understanding of a problem is often insufficient
for fostering constituencies, catalyzing political action, or influencing broader
Weaknesses that
governance issues
are Compensated
• Ethical, political, and practical considerations limit the management
by Other Paradigms
experiments that can be implemented in reality, constraining the information
that can be gained
• Developing a shared conceptual model of the system and management
alternatives
• Designing the intervention with spatial replication and control sites to
Common Strategies
strengthen its ability to determine the impacts of the intervention and the
reasons for those impacts
• Monitoring
• Works best where a political commitment to action has been made based
on the merits of the problem, and adaptive management is used to find the
Common
best way forward
• Technical experts, either in government research institutions, universities, or
Contextual
NGOs are key actors
Elements
• Has been used in large-scale systems problems in developed countries and
across networks of small community sites in developing countries

Congruence
YES
MIXED

YES

NO

YES

NO

Practice: AM Profile Characteristics
AM sites heavily emphasized monitoring and working collaboratively with
decision-makers to integrate scientific information into management
AM sites were consistent with a "learning-by-doing" interpretation of Adaptive
Management; however, they largely did not engage in quasi-experimental
designs
• Reported high to very high investments in strategies for establishing
baselines, developing status reports, identifying issues, and ecological
monitoring
• Emphasized learning from experience to strengthen management
effectiveness
Emphasized learning by doing, but not developing alternative management
interventions and testing them through quasi-experimental designs
• Strongly emphasized improving management through collaborative, learningby-doing
• Emphasized fostering social capital through shared learning and problemsolving
• Reported high to very high investments in partnership strategies

• Reported being able to influence decision-makers at all levels
• Did not pursue quasi-experimental approaches

MIXED

• Reported high to very high investments in strategies to understand issues,
monitor change, and to foster shared understandings of management issues
• Did not pursue quasi-experimental approaches

YES

• Predominately used to support government and community decision-makers
who were already committed to implementing resource protection measures
• Technical experts were from universities, NGOs, and government research
institutions
• In the Philippines, used to support developing networks of small community
sites
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Table 8.6 Comparison of the UEF’s Ecological Condition & Protection quadrant in theory and in practice in Southeast Asia.
Characteristic
Effectiveness
Concepts
(Fig 4.1)
Associated
Governance
Paradigm

Theory
Adequate spatial area under management,
Biodiversity conserved, Ecological resilience supported,
Food security enhanced

Ecosystem-based Management

• Conserves biodiversity
Key Effectiveness
• Maintains ecosystem services
Criteria
• Protects ecosystem condition and resilience

Congruence
YES

Practice: ECO Profile Characteristics
ECO sites predominantly prevent fishing and manage marine parks for
tourism and biodiversity conservation

NO

While ECO sites emphasize ecological protection within their boundaries, few
worked at ecosystem scales

YES

Emphasized protecting ecosystem condition; biodiversity was not specifically
mentioned, but ECO parks were designated based on the presence of
biologically diverse coral reefs

Theory of Action

Providing sufficient ecological protections to sustain ecosystem services
into the future is critical for maintaining the well-being of human populations
and it is ethically justified based the environment's intrinsic value

YES

Emphasized creating and enforcing institutions that would protect ecological
condition and allow ecosystems to recover

Comparative
Strengths

• Emphasizes ecological sufficiency to ensure that ecosystem structures,
processes, and functions are maintained into the long-term future
• Implements management planning that reflects the spatial and temporal
scales that are relevant to ecosystems

MIXED

Emphasized ecologically sufficient protections, however, only a few of these
programs were working at significant ecosystem scales

• Fostering constituencies willing to forgo short-term benefits to obtain from
long-term ecological gains has proven challenging
• Limiting access to resources may be unethical, especially when dependent
Weaknesses that
stakeholders are marginalized and poor
are Compensated
• The ability to match management to ecological scales and dynamics is
by Other Paradigms
politically difficult
• The technical information and skills needed to implement EBM may be
unavailable
• Spatial planning to meet conservation targets (e.g., 30% of representative
habitat types are protected in no-fishing areas)
Common Strategies
• Identifying key threats and planning interventions to reduce their impacts
• Establishing incentives to change stakeholder behavior

Common
Contextual
Elements

• Focuses on ecosystem-delimited areas, which may range in scale from bays
to regions
• More likely to be pursued in areas identified for their exceptional biodiversity
• International conservation-oriented NGOs have been key actors in
developing countries
• In developed countries government departments have led implementation of
bioregional assessments

YES

• Noted enforcement as a challenge and a lack of constituent support for park
regulations
• Poor adjacent communities were excluded from fishing in ECO sites without
explicit compensation
• Few ECO sites worked at significant ecosystem scales
• Noted a need for more training in marine science and more intergovernmental cooperation

NO

• Reported investing low to moderate effort in strategies to protect
representative habitats, develop MPA networks, and conduct ecosystem
scale assessments; the ECO scores were below the overall sample average
• Reported moderate to high investments in permanent no-take areas,
restoration, and buoy installation
• Implemented few incentive-oriented strategies; mainly emphasized
government enforcement

MIXED

• ECO parks were designated based on the presence of biologically diverse
coral reefs, however for the most part they are delineated at sizes smaller
than ecosystems
• ECO sites did not self-report ecologically exceptional values
• The ECO sites were dominantly implemented by government agencies in
Thailand and Malaysia, which are recently developed countries
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developing networks of MPAs, and conducting strategic assessments at an ecosystem
scale. In contrast, programs with the ECO‐CB profile qualitatively describe their
governance approach as Ecosystem‐Based Management, report moderate to high
investments in corresponding strategies, and work at broader, ecosystem scales.
These patterns call into question the validity of interpreting the Ecological Condition
and Protection quadrant as Ecosystem‐Based Management.

There are several explanations for this discrepancy between theory and practice. One
reason is that since about 75% of the ECO programs in Southeast Asia work at the
spatial scale of a small to medium‐sized marine park, they do not need to implement
management strategies for spatial planning or MPA networks that are only relevant
when governing over broader spatial areas. However, park size only provides part of
the answer to this incongruence between hypothesized and actual ECO program
theory, because even the 25% of ECO programs that operated at state or national scales
were not investing in expected ecosystem‐scale strategies. In part, lack of large‐scale
spatial planning may be because most ECO programs occur in Thailand and Malaysia,
and these countries have long‐established national marine park systems, which were
designed decades ago to protect the coral reefs around the Thai‐Malay peninsula
(Schuttenberg & Bizot, 2002). There may be a sense, in many ways warranted, that the
work of identifying critical conservation areas is over, and the most important actions
now are to protect biologically diverse areas through good park management.

Additional explanations may be found in the common program and context
characteristics of ECO programs, established in Chapter 7. ECO programs are
strongly associated with government organizations in countries with centralized
governance and comparatively higher social well‐being (Malaysia and Thailand).
These contextual variables may create conditions that enable no‐take, national marine
parks to function more successfully than similar parks occurring in areas with lower
social well‐being, where local stakeholders depend on park fisheries for subsistence
(Whittingham et al., 2003, also see Section 7.3.1). Possibly, however, the dominant role
of government, and comparative absence of strong, national‐level NGOs, perpetuates
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status quo approaches to governance (Sabatier & Mazmanian, 1979), which hinders
opportunities for ECO programs to better reflect the best available science about how
to achieve ECO goals for ecological protection through Ecosystem‐Based Management.

The representation of Ecosystem‐Based Management through the ECO‐CB profile,
rather than the upper‐right ECO quadrant, in one way represents an adaptation of
Ecosystem‐Based Management to its historical weaknesses. In Chapter 4, I identified
Ecosystem‐Based Management’s constituency problem as the biggest barrier to its
implementation, meaning that implementing large scale conservation protections
based on ecological arguments can be politically challenging. Recent articulations of
Ecosystem‐Based Management by several high profile panels reviewing ocean
governance strategies have moved to address this barrier by identifying participation
as a key element of the EBM paradigm (K. L. McLeod et al., 2005). This
conceptualization of Ecosystem‐Based Management is highly consistent with its
representation as a hybrid ECO‐CB profile within the UEF. What is unclear from the
data collected in this study, is whether this greater emphasis on social acceptance
reduces net conservation protections or whether it is able to facilitate the elusive win‐
win scenario of dual ecological and social benefits, the holy grail of environmental
governance. To what extent are ecological protection and social acceptance competing
values? This question is central to assessing the validity of the UEF’s horizontal axis
and is discussed in the next section.

8.3.2 UEF Axes
The UEF axes were not measured explicitly in this study, however the axes
characteristics can be inferred from the characteristics of UEF quadrants, described
above and in Chapters 6 and 7, as well as from aspects of the measurement validity
analyses reported in Chapter 5. The following sections review this evidence to assess
support for the relative orientation of the UEF’s axes, the nature of the horizontal and
vertical axes, and the presence of hypothesized “competing values” along the axes in
the conceptualization, implementation, and accomplishments of coral reef governance
programs. The section ends by identifying an additional dimension that may explain
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some of the data patterns
observed in Southeast Asia, and a
question about whether this

Table 8.7 Evidence of the relative orientation
of the UEF’s axes
A. Chapter 5. Multidimensional Scaling
of UEF Quadrant Scores
1.0

additional “locus of control”

ECO
0.5

dimension is a regional or global

CB
0.0

driver of coral reef governance

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

ICM
-0.5

program designs.

AM

-1.0

Relative Orientation of the UEF
Axes
The analyses in Table 8.7 are
adaptations of Quinn and
Spreitzer’s (1991) validation of the

B. Chapter 5. Correlations between
Relative UEF Quadrant Scores1

R-ECO
R-AM
R-ICM

CVF measurement instrument,
originally presented in Chapter 5,

R-CB

rs
p (2-tailed)
rs
p (2-tailed)

R-ECO

R-AM

R-ICM

R-CB

1.000

.095

-.570**

-.513**

-

.466

.000

.000

1.000

-.257*

-.646**

-

rs
p (2-tailed)

.045

.000

1.000

.003

-

rs

.984
1.000

p (2-tailed)

-

1 See Fig 5.5 and Table 5.9

that explore the relative
orientation of the UEF axes. Table 8.7.A shows the results of a multidimensional
scaling analysis of the UEF Compass data. The analysis shows that the relative UEF
quadrant scores share axes as expected, which suggests consistency between the
characteristics of the axes in theory and practice.

Table 8.7.B shows correlations between the relative UEF Quadrant scores. If the UEF
axes are distinguishing the UEF quadrants as theorized, the diagonal quadrants
should have the greatest negative correlations because they do not share a similar axes
characteristic (R.E. Quinn & McGrath, 1982, see also Section 2.4.3). The correlations
between relative UEF quadrant scores are consistent with this expectation and lend
particular support to the dominance of the UEF’s horizontal axis. For example,
although the CB and ECO quadrants share the outcome characteristic of the UEF’s
vertical axis, they are still negatively correlated based on their differences on the
horizontal axis. Similarly, the ICM and AM quadrants share the process characteristic
of the UEF’s vertical axis, but still have a small negative correlation. Both of these
analyses (Table 8.7) support the relative orientation of the UEF’s axes.
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The UEF’s Horizontal Axis: Social versus Ecological Well‐being
Comparative analysis of the actual strategies implemented by coral reef governance
programs in Southeast Asia provides partial support for the UEF’s horizontal axis.
Based on the UEF, we would expect the ecologically‐oriented sites, ECO and AM, to
make comparatively higher investments in ecological conservation strategies, and to
find the reciprocal situation for the UEF’s socially‐oriented, CB and ICM‐CB sites. The
analysis of variance results from Chapter 6 find that the ECO profile does invest
significantly less effort into socially‐oriented strategies than the other strategic intent
clusters. However, investments in ecologically‐oriented strategies are, for the most
part, not significantly different across the UEF profile groups. These trends are
illustrated visually in Fig 8.2, which shows comparative investments in key ecological
and social strategies. While differences in the ecological strategies across the UEF
profiles are minimal (Fig 8.2.a), the expected trends are evident in the social strategies
(Fig 8.2.b). ECO investments in socially‐oriented strategies are comprehensively
lower; AM investments are lower for the strategies most directly associated with social
well‐being, but undifferentiated for the strategies related to participation and
community extension. These patterns provide partial support for the UEF’s horizontal
axis, and they provide some clarification on the presence of “competing values”
between investments in social and ecological strategies.
A. Key Ecological Conservation Strategies

B. Key Social Participation & Empowerment Strategies

5

4

3

2

1

0

ECO Profile

AM Profile

CB Profile

ICM-CB Profile

Permanently closed “No-take” areas
Networks of MPAs
Ecosystem Restoration
Installing / maintaining buoys
Integrated land & water management

ECO Profile

AM Profile

CB Profile

ICM-CB Profile

Stakeholder consultation
Multi-stakeholder advisory board
Community extension officers
Alternate or supplemental livelihoods
Improving basic services / infrastructure

Fig 8.2 Comparison of key ecological & social strategies across selected strategic intent clusters (Fig 6.3)
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Evidence of Ecological Protection and Social Well‐being as “Competing Values”
Overall, these findings suggest that when coral reef governance programs in Southeast
Asia are forced to articulate their effectiveness priorities, the most dominant
competition is between social and ecological goals (Table 8.7.A). However, when it
comes to actual implementation, most UEF profiles are able to invest equally in social
and ecological strategies. Other than the ECO profile, there is little evidence of
“competing values” in program decisions about how to invest available resources (Fig
8.2). The final and ultimate competing values question regards the ability to achieve
both social and ecological goals simultaneously in practice. The data collected in this
study are inadequate for answering this question of outcomes, and additional research
is required to determine if competing values are present for those UEF clusters that are
actively trying to achieve both goals: predominantly the CB‐Hybrid and Balanced
groups. Future research to investigate competition between social and ecological
outcomes in coral reef governance could focus on comparative measurements of
immediate to ultimate ecological outcomes—e.g., actual spatial area under protection
(fishing gear restrictions versus no‐take areas), compliance with rules, and coral reef
ecosystem condition and resilience—and immediate to ultimate social benefits, such as
empowerment as resource stewards, reduced conflicts, increased income, and
improved well‐being.

Past research in this area has suggested that win‐win scenarios are possible, but rare,
and trade‐offs between ecological and social benefits are the norm (McShane & Wells,
2004). It is this historical tension that is represented by the UEF’s horizontal axis.
Nonetheless, global research and policy efforts continue to articulate sound theories
that suggest simultaneous ecological‐social wins should not only be possible, but that
improvements in social well‐being are actually reliant on concurrent achievements in
ecological protection, and vice versa, through positive feedbacks (Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment, 2005). Further application of the learning approaches
advocated in this study should facilitate better diagnoses of why these theories are
unraveling in practice while, critically, taking into account variations in programmatic
and socio‐ecological context.
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The UEF’s Verical Axis: Process versus Outcomes
Table 8.8 provides partial support for the UEF’s vertical axis based on comparisons of
the process and outcome questions that comprise the UEF Compass. The UEF
Compass consists of four questions: two questions refer to the process of governance
and two questions refer to the ultimate end outcomes of governance (see Chapter 5).
Logically, we would expect the quadrants associated with the UEF process
characteristic (ICM and AM) to have higher scores on the process questions, and
similarly the outcome‐oriented quadrants (CB and ECO) to have higher scores on the
outcomes questions.

Paired T‐tests show that the expected relationships occur for two of the four
quadrants. The greatest difference between process and outcome questions is seen for
the ECO quadrant, with respondents giving significantly higher rankings to ECO for
outcome questions. Both process quadrants received higher scores on the process
questions, however, only the AM quadrant received statistically significant differences
on process versus outcome questions. The CB quadrant demonstrated a non‐
significant pattern opposite to that hypothesized; a possible reason for this
unanticipated result is that CB‐Hybrid programs may view CB goals of social well‐
being and empowerment as a process for ultimately achieving ecological protection or
integrated management, rather than as an end outcome in and of itself.

Table 8.8 Paired T‐tests between UEF Compass process & outcome questions

Paired T-tests between UEF Compass Process & Outcome Questions
UEF
1
Quadrant

Process
Questions

Outcome
Questions

mean scores

Test Statistic
T-test

df

p

R-ECO

2.63

3.33

8.958

60

0.000**

R-AM

2.45

2.01

-5.298

60

0.000**

R-ICM

2.47

2.32

-1.599

60

0.115

R-CB

2.75

2.70

-0.564

60

0.575

1 See Fig 5.5 and Table 5.9
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Influence of an Additional Dimension: “Locus of Control”
Taken together, the analyses summarized in this chapter provide support for the UEF
axes, while also suggesting that there may be an additional dimension operating to
significantly separate the ECO cluster from all other clusters identified by the field
taxonomy. Studying the patterns in strategy and context variables that significantly
distinguish the ECO cluster suggests that this dimension might be identified as “locus
of control.” While all other clusters exhibit subtle differences in the participation and
empowerment strategies they employ, the ECO cluster’s significant under‐emphasis of
these collaborative strategies isolates it as a highly distinctive governance paradigm.

The presence of a locus of control dimension is consistent with typologies developed
for fisheries and protected areas that categorize governance approaches based on
power‐sharing arrangements (Abrams et al., 2003; Christie & White, 2007b; Pomeroy &
Berkes, 1997, also see Section 6.4.1). A locus of control dimension is supported in this
research by the influence of government centralization as the most significant
discriminating variable between the three dominant UEF clusters. These findings
illustrate how government centralization explains the strong separation between ECO
and the other clusters, particularly demonstrated in their management strategy
investments (Section 8.2.3).

Locus of control is also the vertical axis of the Competing Values Framework (R.E.
Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1981, 1983), and Cameron and others have argued that it is a
dimension universally used in human cognitive processes; for example, this
dimension is also evident in frameworks developed by Jung and Meyers‐Briggs
(Cameron & Ettington, 1988; Cameron & Quinn, 1999). Within the context of the UEF,
additional research is required to determine if a locus of control dimension is a global
phenomenon or geographically limited to Southeast Asia, however the presence of this
dimension in related governance typologies suggests a global relevance.
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8.4 Conclusions
The evidence reviewed here suggests that the UEF Map and Compass is a valid and
useful tool for generalizing and contextualizing programmatic experience towards
strengthening coral reef governance. The UEF exhibits the essential characteristic of a
good typology, which is the ability to simplify multidimensional complexity in
meaningful ways (Bailey, 1994). This application of the UEF in Southeast Asia found
consistent patterns in the theories‐of‐action adopted by coral reef governance
programs (i.e., the program profiles), the socio‐ecological context in which programs
operate, and the strategies they use to implement their program theory. These
patterns were captured in the taxonomy developed by hierarchically clustering the
UEF Compass data. The clusters derived from the taxonomy are highly interpretable,
and, as demonstrated in Chapter 7, the governance clusters provide a meaningful
basis for learning and theorizing.

By efficiently identifying patterns in these targets of generalization (e.g., programs,
context, and strategies), the UEF Map and Compass offers the opportunity to better
generalize from existing theory‐based approaches to evaluation. Chapter 7 illustrates
this potential. Analyzing the three main UEF clusters identifies distinct approaches to
coral reef governance. Each of these approaches is associated with different socio‐
ecological conditions and, in some cases, requires specific contextual characteristics as
a pre‐requisite for success. The approaches vary in their priority goals, and each
approach is focused on implementing different strategies to activate different
mediating variables. Thus, through meaningful simplification of multidimensional
complexity, the analytic strategy demonstrated here is able to better identify which
theories‐of‐action are most appropriate for varying socio‐ecological conditions. It is
also able to facilitate analysis of which implementing strategies are best able to activate
key mediating variables. Contrasted against the more common analytic strategy of
comparing diverse programs along standardized variables, regardless of their context
or program logic, the contextualized analyses demonstrated here are better able to
develop a sound theoretical basis for diagnosing and strengthening coral reef
governance programs.
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The results reviewed in this chapter also suggest three discontinuities between theory
and practice that warrant further research. First, although the UEF Map and Compass
did simplify multidimensional complexity, it did not identify expected patterns
between programs’ theories‐of‐action and staff perceptions of program outcomes
along corresponding effectiveness dimensions. Second, the UEF cluster most
associated with the UEF’s upper‐right quadrant for Ecosystem Condition and
Protection does not support interpretation of the quadrant as representing Ecosystem‐
Based Management. Third, although there is support for the UEF’s axes, data from
Southeast Asia suggest that “locus of control” may represent an additional dimension
that is important for discriminating between governance paradigms. The previous
sections have identified research strategies for further investigating these
discrepancies, which include replicating this study in other geographical areas and
using more objective measures of effectiveness outcomes.

K.D. Bailey’s conceptualization of classification suggests that conceptual typologies
and empirical taxonomies work in different ways to strengthen social science research
and are unlikely to be identical. Taxonomies provide a practical representation of the
rough and tumble world for a subset of cases. Typologies, in contrast, should
contextualize these real world cases to allow better theory development by
appropriately generalizing between field experiences. Further research is needed to
determine whether the discrepancies identified here constitute a threat to the validity
of the UEF, or background noise between the polish of theory and the grit of practice.
Overall, based on Bailey’s expectations and the data reviewed in this chapter, I find
that there is support for the UEF as a valid and useful typology for interpreting and
contextualizing practical field experience. The initial application of the UEF in
Southeast Asia has facilitated the identification of highly interpretable UEF clusters,
and it has simplified multidimensional complexity in relevant targets of
generalization. These abilities should facilitate better learning from existing
approaches to Theory‐based Evaluation, ultimately strengthening the theory and
practice of coral reef governance.
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8.5 Summary


This chapter evaluates the extent to which the Unified Effectiveness
Framework (UEF) Map and Compass is able to contextualize the experiences of
individual coral reef governance programs toward better strategic planning,
cross‐site learning, and theory development.



The evidence reviewed here suggests that the UEF exhibits the essential
characteristic of a good typology, which is the ability to simplify
multidimensional complexity in meaningful ways (Bailey, 1994).



This application of the UEF in Southeast Asia found consistent patterns in the
theories‐of‐action adopted by coral reef governance programs (i.e., the
program profiles), the socio‐ecological context in which programs operate, and
the strategies they use to implement their program theory.



The results also suggest three discontinuities between theory and practice that
warrant further research:
1. The UEF did not identify expected patterns between UEF clusters and
perceptions of program outcomes.
2. The characteristics of ECO sites in Southeast Asia do not support
interpretation of the UEF’s ECO quadrant as Ecosystem‐Based
Management.
3. Although there is support for the UEF’s axes, data from Southeast Asia
suggest that “locus of control” may represent an additional dimension
that is important for discriminating between governance paradigms.



Overall, I find that there is support for the UEF as a valid and useful typology
for interpreting and contextualizing practical field experience in coral reef
governance. The initial application of the UEF in Southeast Asia has facilitated
the identification of highly interpretable UEF clusters, and it has simplified
multidimensional complexity in relevant targets of generalization.



Contrasted against the more common analytic strategy of comparing diverse
programs along standardized variables, regardless of their context or program
logic, the contextualized analyses demonstrated here are better able to develop
a sound theoretical basis for diagnosing and strengthening coral reef
governance programs.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
Reefs can recover coral cover and species diversity. Nevertheless if urgent action is not taken quickly it
seems likely that the combined effect of direct human impacts, crown of thorns starfish predation, coral
disease and predicted increased frequency of coral bleaching and severe storm damage will overwhelm the
recovery capacity of many reef systems. For many people this is a crisis calling for immediate action.
‐ Kenchington, International Year of the Reef:
Ten Questions – Ten Answers, 2008, p.1

9.1 Research Aims
The overall goal of my study was to strengthen the practice of coral reef governance
by facilitating better learning from on‐going, theory‐based approaches to evaluation.
Specifically, I aimed to develop and apply a conceptual typology of effectiveness that:
1. Clarifies the relationships between existing theoretical paradigms for coral reef
governance, including their comparative strengths and weaknesses;
2. Simplifies the multidimensional complexity that exists in identified targets of
generalization: programs, their priority goals, the strategies they implement, and
the socio‐ecological context in which they operate; and,
3. Contextualizes the experiences of individual sites to improve strategic planning,
cross‐site learning, and the development of context‐relevant theories for reef
governance.

9.2 Research Findings
Through my doctoral research I developed and applied a Unified Effectiveness
Framework (UEF) Map and Compass to achieve the aims described above. My belief
was that allowing programs to visualize their theory‐of‐action profile would allow
more conscious strategic planning. Also that grouping programs based on their
theories‐of‐action would facilitate more appropriate cross‐site comparisons and would
provide a strategy for systematic theory development (Chapter 2).

9.2.1 Thesis Part 2 ‐ Findings
The foundation of the UEF is an understanding, borrowed from Quinn and
Rohrbaugh (1981; 1983), that effectiveness is not a single concept, but a
multidimensional construct. In Chapter 3, my review of evaluation systems
demonstrated the complexity of the effectiveness construct in coral reef governance
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when I identified 127 distinct effectiveness concepts from just 12 evaluation systems.
My analysis reduced these concepts into 44 first‐order factors and 12 second‐order
factors, or Pillars, of effective coral reef governance. These 12 Pillars represent the
immediate, intermediate, and ultimate outcomes that coral reef governance programs
try to achieve, to varying degrees, using different management strategies. The 12
Pillars span four disciplinary domains—biophysical integrity, socioeconomic benefits,
institutional legitimacy, and management competence—with each domain being
necessary to achieve the standard of effectiveness that has evolved within the field:
that effective coral reef governance competently, and adaptively, implements sufficient
strategies through a legitimate process to protect coral reef condition and support reef resilience
while maintaining or enhancing human well‐being.
In Chapter 4, these effectiveness concepts became the basis for developing the UEF.
Using multidimensional scaling, I analyzed data from 80 experts in coral reef
governance to identify their shared mental model of effectiveness. Interpreting this
model in the context of the literature achieved the first aim of my study: to clarify the
relationships between existing theoretical paradigms for coral reef governance,
including their comparative strengths and weaknesses (Fig 9.1). I demonstrate that the
four quadrants revealed by the UEF are highly aligned with the major theoretical
paradigms relevant to coral reef governance: Integrated Coastal Management,
Community‐Based Management, Ecosystem‐Based Management, and Adaptive
Management. I further demonstrate that these paradigms are related to, and
distinguished from, each other by their emphasis on the UEF’s two axes. The
dominant horizontal axis balances social goals against ecological goals, and the UEF’s
vertical axis balances governance processes against governance outcomes.
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Outcome
Quadrant Focus:

Quadrant Focus:

Social Well-being &
Empowerment

Ecosystem
Condition & Protection

Corresponding Paradigm:

Corresponding Paradigm:

Community-based
Management

Ecosystem-based
Management

Ecological

Social
Quadrant Focus:

Quadrant Focus:

Integrated, Institutional
Arrangements

Information & Learning

Corresponding Paradigm:

Corresponding Paradigm:

Integrated Coastal
Management

Adaptive Management

Process
Fig 9.1 The Unified Effectiveness Framework (UEF) for coral reef governance, developed
by interpreting the spatial position of effectiveness concepts from Fig 4.1

9.2.2 Thesis Part 3 ‐ Findings
In Part 3 of my thesis, I applied the UEF to develop an empirical taxonomy of
approaches to coral reef governance in Southeast Asia. Again adapting methods from
organizational theory, I developed and validated a survey instrument, called the UEF
Compass, that allowed me to cluster reef governance programs based on their
theories‐of‐action, described in terms of programs’ relative emphasis on each UEF
quadrant (Chapters 5‐6).

The taxonomy developed through this hierarchical clustering achieved the second aim
of my research: to simplify the multidimensional complexity that exists in Cronbach
and Campbell’s targets of generalization. Without this simplification, a very large
sample size would be required to investigate the variables that are important to
determining appropriate generalization (Bailey, 1994). Multivariate statistics found
strong patterns between the resulting UEF clusters, their programmatic characteristics,
the management strategies they implement, and the socio‐ecological contexts in which
they work (Chapters 6‐8). An unexpected finding was the absence of a similar
relationship between the UEF clusters and their perceived performance on nine
outcome measures, a result I discuss further in Section 9.3.
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In Chapter 7, I demonstrate how the UEF is able to achieve my third research aim: to
contextualize the experiences of individual sites to improve strategic planning, cross‐
site learning, and the development of context‐relevant theories for reef governance.
The UEF achieves this goal in three ways. First, the UEF profile provides a
visualization of the strengths and weaknesses of different governance approaches,
providing a useful tool for strategic planning and adaptive management. In Section
7.3, the strengths and weaknesses of the dominant governance clusters that were
identified by this research, and triangulated with the literature, were intuitively
apparent by inspecting the corresponding UEF profile. Following the model of the
Competing Values Framework from organizational theory, this visualization—or map
of effectiveness—provides an accessible tool for discussing governance strategies both
within and between programs.

The second way the UEF Map and Compass achieves my third research aim is by
allowing programs to be clustered based on their theory‐of‐action. I agree with Patton
(Patton, 1997) that comparing coral reef governance programs that are similar in their
program theories is a more appropriate way to learn from on‐going experience, than
are comparisons that ignore differences in the immediate to ultimate outcomes that
programs are trying to achieve (Section 2.3.5). Building on the detailed program
theories presented in Chapter 7, on‐going monitoring should be able to track where in
the hypothesized chains of events program theories are holding up or breaking down.
Are implementation strategies generally activating key mediating variables for
programs using the same theory‐of‐action? Are mediating variables leading to
hypothesized ultimate impacts for programs using the same theory‐of‐action?

The third and final way the UEF achieves this research aim is by providing a
framework for systematic theory development. In part, the UEF provides this
framework by facilitating appropriate comparisons between programs, as described
above. In part, it directly links programs to the four major theoretical paradigms
relevant to reef governance, so that programs can more consciously learn from and
contribute to these theoretical underpinnings. I have argued that it is by developing
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and applying context‐relevant theories for achieving effective coral reef governance
that we can overcome fragmented learning, and better respond to broad‐scale threats
to reef ecosystems and the people who depend on them.

9.2.3 Thesis Part 4 ‐ Findings
In Chapter 8, I reconcile the conceptual typology (Thesis Part 2) and field taxonomy
(Thesis Part 3) to assess the validity of the UEF Map and Compass for understanding
and strengthening coral reef governance. I conclude that the UEF is valuable as a
strategy for simplifying multidimensional complexity, and in identifying highly
interpretable clusters of programs that can facilitate better learning. I further identify
that the typology and taxonomy are consistent for three of the four quadrants
described by the UEF, but that evidence from this study does not support
interpretation of the ecological protection quadrant as Ecosystem‐Based Management.
This analysis also noted that the UEF did not identify patterns between the UEF
clusters and programs’ accomplishments along different effectiveness dimensions, and
that there was evidence an additional “locus of control” dimension was strongly
separating the ECO cluster from the other governance approaches. These weaknesses
warrant further research and are discussed below.

Overall, I found that there is support for the UEF as a valid and useful typology for
interpreting and contextualizing practical field experience in coral reef governance.
Contrasted against the more common analytic strategy of comparing diverse
programs along standardized variables, regardless of their context or program logic,
the contextualized analyses demonstrated here are better able to develop a sound
theoretical basis for diagnosing and strengthening coral reef governance programs.
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9.3 Recommendations for Future Research
Based on my findings, I recommend three areas for further work. First, I recommend
incorporating better measures of immediate to ultimate outcomes into the type of
analysis I have demonstrated here; in Section 7.3, I present specific recommendations
about the outcomes that should be measured for each of the three dominant
governance approaches. The perceptions measures used in this research, while quick
and cost‐effective, had low reliability statistics that may have confounded the ability to
identify important patterns between programs’ theories‐of‐action and their outcomes.
Additionally, I did not collect enough outcome measures to track along the theories‐
of‐action of the dominant governance approaches. Replication with more and better
outcome measures should significantly increase the usefulness of this research.

Second, the UEF Map and Compass should be applied at other scales of governance
and in other coral reef regions. These additional applications would have several
goals. First, the UEF application in Southeast Asia calls into question the
interpretation of the UEF’s ecological and condition quadrant as Ecosystem‐Based
Management. If this finding is replicated in other areas, the UEF may need to be
revised to interpret this upper‐right quadrant as traditional park management.
Second, it would be useful to develop similar, theory‐based taxonomies for other reef
regions to support systematic theory development, as demonstrated in Chapter 7.
Finally, application of the UEF provides a basis for better strategic planning by
providing an intuitive way of communicating about program theories for coral reef
governance. Following the model of the Competing Values Framework, the UEF can
be applied for strategic planning within an individual program, or for planning
involving a number of different organizations within the same site. The UEF has
already been used for such a strategic planning exercise within the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park Authority (Box 5.2), and it is currently being implemented at the site level
in Thailand, as part of doctoral research being conducted at the University of
Newcastle, UK.
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Finally, evidence from this research suggests that “locus of control” may be another
important discriminating dimension for facilitating better learning among coral reef
governance programs. Further thinking about the relationship between the theory‐
based typology, presented here, and the related power‐sharing typologies, developed
in fisheries and protected areas management (Abrams et al., 2003; Christie & White,
2007a; Pomeroy & Berkes, 1997), would help clarify how these heuristic tools can best
support efforts to diagnose and strengthen on‐going coral reef governance.

9.4 Recommendations for Practice
The primary recommendation for the practice of coral reef governance from this
research is the need to match governance goals and strategies to the socio‐ecological
context in which programs are operating. Toward this end, Part 3 of the thesis
identifies common reef governance approaches, demonstrates the socio‐ecological
conditions that are needed to enable their success, and offers specific
recommendations and hypotheses for strengthening the three dominant governance
approaches currently operating in Southeast Asia.

This research essentially develops a tool to profile coral reef governance programs that
simplifies the multidimensional complexity inherent in reef governance, thereby
enabling better cross‐site learning and strategic planning. Based on the tools and
analysis presented in this thesis, professionals engaged in a reef governance program
can take the UEF Compass questionnaire and draw their program’s profile on the
Unified Effectiveness Framework. They can then compare their organizational profile
against those identified in Figure 6.1 to see how their profile compares with those of
their peers operating in Southeast Asia. Using the analysis presented here, these
professionals can compare their investments in different management strategies with
those of other organizations that share a similar profile (Section 6.3). They can also
evaluate whether the program theory associated with their organization’s profile
(Figures 7.3‐7.5) matches their own understanding of their organization’s theory‐of‐
action. Finally, these reef governance professionals can consider the specific strategy
recommendations outlined in Section 7.3 in light of their own experience.
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The recommendations presented in Section 7.3 are particularly relevant to the evolving
Coral Triangle Initiative, which aims to strengthen reef governance across the
countries of Indonesia, Philippines, Malaysia, Timor Leste, Papua New Guinea, and
the Solomon Islands. The findings presented here suggest that while learning can
occur between sites across this broad region, transfer of “lessons learned” must take a
nuanced look at the role of contextual and organizational variables, in addition to
management strategies, in enabling program outcomes. Without this consideration,
the documented problems of fragmented learning across reef governance programs
will persist and continue to hamper program effectiveness (Section 1.2.1). The tools
developed in this thesis provide an accessible way of facilitating appropriate cross‐site
comparisons that account for important differences in program’s characteristics,
contexts, goals, and strategies.

9.5 Conclusions
In my review of the evaluation literature (Chapter 2), I identified three utilization
factors that are viewed as ways evaluations can make meaningful contributions
toward program improvement. It is my hope and belief that the UEF Map and
Compass meets these criteria, and will be of service in improving coral reef
governance programs that are navigating threats of increasing scope and scale. I hope
that the visual nature of the UEF allows it to intuitively communicate about effective
reef governance in ways that facilitate socio‐political engagement (Utilization Factor
1). I hope the ability to draw program‐specific UEF profiles provides timely and
relevant feedback to programs (Utilization Factor 2), allowing them to more explicitly
understand their strategic intent and how their program theories relate to those of
their peers. Finally, I hope application of the UEF Map and Compass will improve the
rigor and generalizability (Utilization Factor 3) of theory‐based approaches to
evaluation, and will strengthen the theoretical foundations guiding our efforts to
sustain coral reefs through climate change and into the next century.
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